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to the Social Security Act, which should
mean a better chanee for good health and
care for tens of thousands of children.
These amendments authorized Congress
to increase annual grants for State and local
maternal and child health services from $11,000,000 to $15,000,000 in the fiscal year 1951
and to $16,500,000 in 1952 and thereafter;
for services for crippled children, from $7,500, 000 to $12,000,000 in 1951 and to $15,000,000 in 1952 and thereafter; for child
welfare services, from $3,500,000 to $10,009,000 in 1951 and thereafter. To implement the new law, Congress appropriated,
for the remainder of the fiscal year 1951,
$8,250,000 in add:+ion to the total of $22,'..
000,000 authorized under the old law.
Enact ment of H. R. 6000 (Public Law 734)
reaffirms the basic principle of the original
Social Security Act about which a Senate
report said in 1935: "The heart of any program for social security must be the child.
All parts of the Socity Security Act are in a
very real sense measures for the security
of children." This act recognizes that if
children are to have the chance to grow as
happy, h ealthy individuals, they need not
only family economic security; they must
have the informed and sympathetic help,
too, of doctors, nurses, social workers, and
.other skilled people when they need it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is, Will the Senate advise and
consent to the nomination of Martha M.
Eliot, of Connecticut, to be Chief of the
Children's Bureau?
Without objection, the nomination is
confirmed; and, without objection, the
President will be notified forthwith of
· the confirmation.
RECESS

Mr. McFARLAND. Mr. President, as
in legislative session, I move that the
Senate now stand in recess until 12
o!clock noon tomorrow.
The motion was agreed to; and <at
5 o'clock and 38 minutes p. m.) the Senate took a recess until tomorrow,
Wednesday, July 25, 1951, at 12 o'clock
meridian.
NOMINATIOiiS

Executive nominations received by the
Senate July 24, 1951:
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

The following-named candidates for appointment in the Regular Corps of the Public Health Service:
To be senior assistant surgeons ( equivalent to the Army rarik of captain), effective
date of . acceptance:
James J. Callaway
Elaine A. Schwinge
Seymour Levine
Ernest D. Carlson
William M. Lordi
Francis T. Flood
James F. Alexander
William P . Galen
Gerald W. Labiner
Sherman N. Kieffer
Ernest c. Siegfried
Charles S. McCammon
Nicholas L. Petrakis Robert A. Mayer
Robert Schwartz
Rodrique A. Gravelle
John S. Shuttleworth Sidney J. Curran
Cleve B. Vaughan, Jr. Eugene J. VanScott
Page H. Seekford
Charles J. Cherre
John D. Talbert
Vincent J. DePaulo
To be assistant surgeons (equiv....lent to
the Army rank of first lieutenant), effective
date of acceptance;
Margaret S. Spies
David C. Miller
Leona, d A. Lewis
Allan B. Cru·ter
Frank L. Weaver, Jr. Cameron L. Self
Clayton R. Haherman Donald W. Tharp
Warren H. Proudfoot Bernard G. Keizer
David J. Crosby
Gordon F. Wise
Melvin R. Davis

To be senior assistant sanitarian (equivalent to the Army rank of captain), effective
date of acceptance:
Harold Lyons
IN f'HE NAVY
The following-named line officers for temporary appointment. to the grade of rear admiral in the Navy, subject to qualification
therefor as provided by law:
Leslie A. Kniskern
Selden B. Spangler
Bernard E. Manseau Joseph N. Wenger
Logan McKee
George A. Holderness,
Jr.
CONFIRMATION

Executive nomination confirmed by
the Senate July 24, 1951:
FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY

Martha M. Eliot. of Connecticut, to be
Chief of the Children's Bureau, Federal
Security Agency.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
TUESDAY, JuLY

24, 1951

The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Bernard Braskamp, D. D., offered the following
prayer:
0 Thou infinite and eternal God,
whose divine presence and power hallow
all our days, grant that in these strange
and arduous times we may appropriate
Thy revealing and sustaining grace.
We know that of ourselves we can do
nothing. We penitently confess that
again and again we are smitten with a
sense of how insignificant and fragile .
our individual and corporate life is in
contrast with the vastness of the universe and the greatness of the tasks
which confront us.
We beseech Thee that when the days
appear irrevocably dark and the problems and struggles of life are so very
difficult, we may accept them as a challenge to increase the ardor of our efforts
and to mobilize our faith in the abiding
reality and the inexhaustible strength of
the moral and spiritual resources.
God forbid that we should ever invalidate the splendor of these resources
and the revelations of Thy t'ruth and
ways of righteousness by surrendering
to our fears and forebodings and allowing our trust in Thee to be eclipsed by
feelings of doubt and despair.
Hear us in the name of Christ, our
Lord and Saviour. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of
yesterday was read and approved.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

A message from the Senate, by Mr.
Landers, its enrolling clerk, announced
that the Senate had passed without
amendment bills and a joint resolution of the House of the following titles:
H. R. 315. An act to liberalize the servtcepension laws relating to veterans of the
war with Spain, the Philippine Insurrection,
or the Boxer Rebellion, and their dependents;
H. R. 385. An act to direct the Secretary of
the Army to convey certain land to the village of Highland Falls, N. Y.;
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H. R. 598. An act for the relief of Sonja
Lohmann and her minor son;
H. R. 702. An act for the relief of ·Karl
Chimani and Ada Chimani;
H. R. 783. An act for the relief of Bela
Abeles and Maria Abeles;
H . R. 791: An act for . the relief of Bror
Rainer Heikel;
H. R. 1072. An act to ·amend the existing
law to provide the privilege of renewing expiring 5-year level-premium-term policies of
United States Government life insurance;
H. R. 1096. An act for the relief of Mrs.
Gizella Kezdy-Reich;
H .. R. 1104. An act for the relief of Marie
Louis~ Sageros;
H. R. 1157. An act for the relief of Lum
Ying;
H. R. 1200. An act to correct an error in
section 1 of the act of June 28, 1947, "to
stimulate volunteer enlistments in the Regular Military . Establishment of the United
States";
H. R. 1201. An act to amend section 4 of
the act of March 2, 1933 (47 Stat. 1423) , as
amended, so as to provide that a mess operated under the direction of a Supply Corps
officer can be operated either on a quantity
or ori a monetary-ration basis;
H. R. 1233. An act for the relief of Mrs.
Vasilia Parselles;
H. R. 1443. An act for the relief of Paul
Matelli;
H. R. 1691. An act for the relief of Sylvio
Latino;
H. R. 1834. An act for the relief of Florence
Grace Pond Whitehill;
H. R. 1899. An act to amend section 2 of
the act entitled "An act to incorporate the
National Society of the Daughters of the
American Revolution";
H. R. 1973. An act for the relief of Sanae
Iida;
1
H. R. 2064. An act for the relief of Dr. Ihor
Sevcenko;
H. R 2170. An act for the relief of Mrs.
Johanna Maria Lummer Valentine;
H. R. 2180. An act for the relief of Mrs.
Florence E. Homann and her son, John A.
Villas;
·
H. R. 2204. An act for the relief of Lamar
Calloway;
H. R. 2299:- An act for the relief of Biagio
Poidimani;
H. R. 2406. An act for the relief of B. H.
Manley;
H. R. 2408. An act for the relie'f of Mrs.
Margit Helena Falk Raboff;
H. R. 2455. An act for the relief of Mrs.
Maryanna Boppel;
H. R. 2995. An act to amend the joint resolution of August 8, 1946, as amended, with
respect to appropriations authorized for the
conduct of investigations and studies thereunder;
H. R. 3002. An act for the relief of George
H. Whike Construction Co.;
H. R. 3018. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to convey to the city of
Klamath Falls, Oreg., all right, title, and
interest of the United States of America in
certain lands in Klamath County, Oreg., and
for other purposes;
H. R. 3193. An act to establish a rate of
pension for aid and attendance under part
III of Veterans Regulation Numbered 1 (a),
as amended;
H. R . 3217. An act for the relief of the
Peerless Casualty Co., and of Charles E. Ne1-·
son and Irwin I. Main;
H. R. 3455. An act to amend section 4202
of title\ 18, United States Code, relating to
parole of Federal prisoners;
H. R. 3549. An act to modify eligibility requirements for payment of pension to certain widows of veterans of the Civil War,
Indian Wars, and Spanish American War, including the B'oxer Rebellion and the Philippiae Insurrection;
H. R. 3665. An act for the relief of Mrs.
Margarete Katharina Metz;
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H. R. 3708. An act for the relief of Mrs.
Goldie Weiner;
H. R. 3950. An act for the relief of Rita V.
L. Flaherty;
H. R. 4000. An act to amend subsection 602
(f) of the National Service Life Insurance
Act of 1940, as amended, to authorize renewals of level premium term insurance for
successive 5-year periods;
H. R. 4165. An act for the relief of A. D.
Woods; and
H.J. Res. 67. Joint resolution to provide
that an aircraft carrier shall be named the
Forrestal.

The message also announced that the
Senate had passed, with amendments in
which tl\e concurr.ence of the House is
requested, bills of the House of the following titles:
H. R. 629. An act to authorize the sale of
certain allotted land on the Blackfeet Reservation, Mont.;
H. R. 997. An act for the relief of William
J. Drinkwine;
H. R. 2192. An act to amend section 313 (b)
of the Tarifi' Act of 1930;
H. R. 2736. An act to authorize advances
for clothing and equipment to cadets at the
Military Academy and to midshipmen at the
Naval Academy, and for other purposes;
H. R. 3911. An act to provide appropriate
lapel buttons for widows, parents, · and next
of kin of members of the Armed Forces who
lost or lose their lives in the armed services
of the United States during World War II
or during any subsequent war or period of
armed hostilities in which the United States
may be engaged; and
H. R. 4106. An act to amend title 28 of the
United States Code entitled "Judiciary and
Judicial Procedure" by adding a new section
thereto known as section 1732b to permit the
photographic reproduction of business records and the introduction of the same in
evidence.·

The message also announced that the
Senate had passed bills of the following
titles, in which the concurrence of the
House is requested :
S. 76. An act for the relief'. of Herbert H.
Heller;
S. 83. An act for the relief of First Lt.
James E. Willcox;
S. 100. An act to record the lawful admission for permanent residence of certain
aliens;
S. 121. An act for· the relief of Tryntje
Bierema;
·
S. 269. An act for the relief of Nicholas
Papaeconomou;
S. 302. An act to amend section 32 (a) (2)
of the "'rading With the Enemy Act;
S. 367. An act for the relief of Kay Adel
Snedeker;
S. 426. An act for the relief of Teruko
Okuaki;
S. 462. An act for the relief of Rosita Anita
Navarro and Ramona Alicia Navarro;
S. 509. An act to amend the Migratory Bird
Hunting Stamp Act of March 16, 1934 (48
Stat. 451; U. S. C. 718d), as amended;
S. 537. An act to further amend the Communications Act of 1934;
S. 810. An act for the relief of Howard
Smith;
S. 880. An act for the relief of Ann Lamplugh;
·
S. 950. An act to amend the act authoriz..
1ng the segregation and expenditure of trust
funds held in joint ownership by the Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes of the Wind River
Reservation for the purpose of extending the
time in which payments are to be made to
members of such tribes under such act, and
f-or other purposes;
S. 1028. Atl act for the relief of Mrs. Lou
Wong Sbong Ngon;

I:

S. 1133. An act for the relief of Sophie
Strauss;
·
S. 1146. An act to establish a temporary
National Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations;
S. 1166. An act to create a commission to
make a study of the administration of overseas activities of the Government, and to
make recommendations to Congress with
respect thereto;
S. 1279. An act for the relief of Davis Min
Lee;
S. 1345. An act to amend acts relating to
fees payable to the clerk of the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia,
and for other purposes;
S. 1349. An act to establish a Department
of Food Services in the public schools of the
District of Columbia, and for other purposes;
S. 1365. An act to assist Federal prisoners
1n their rehabilitation;
S. 1390. An act to amend sections 1505 and
3.486 of title 18 of the United States Code
relating to congressional investigations;
S. 1403. An act to authorize and direct the
Secretary of Agriculture to transfer to the
Department of the Navy certain property at
Shumaker, Ark.; .
S. 1474. An act for the relief of E. C. Brow•
der and Charles Keylon; ·
S. 1562. An act for the relief of Harvey
Marden; and
s. 1704. An act to amend section 9 of the
Shipping Act, 1916, relating to transfer of
vessels documented under the laws of the
United States to foreign citizens, and for
other purposes.

The message also announced that the
Senate disagrees to the amendment of
the House to the bill <S. 1717) entitled
"An BtCt to amend and extend the Defense Production Act of 1950 and the
Housing and Rer..t Act of 1947, as
amended," requests a conference with
the House on the disagreeing votes of
the two Houses thereon, and appoints
Mr. MAYBAN.K, Mr. ROBERTSON, Mr.
;:>:PARKMAN, ;Mr. FREAR, Mr. CAPEHAR~, Mr.
BRICKER, and Mr. IVES to be the conferees
on the part of the Senate.
INDEPENDENT OFFICES APPROPRIATION
BILL, 1952

Mr. THOMAS subI!litted a conference
report and statement on the bill <H. R.
3880) making appropriations for the
Executive omce and sundry independent
executive bureaus, boards, commissions,
corporations, agencies, and omces, for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1952, and
for other purposes:
CALENDAR WEDNESDAY

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, I
ask unanimous consent that the business in order on Calendar Wednesday of
this week be dispensed with. ·
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Massachusetts?
There was no objection.
SPECIAL ORDER GRANTED

Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts asked
and was given permission to address the
House today for 5 minutes, following the
legislative program and any speci'.::l orders heretofore entered.
DEPARTMENTS OF STATE, JUSTICE, COMMERCE, AND THI: JUDICIARY APPROPRIATION BILL, 1952

Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House resolve itself into the
Committee of the Whole House on the
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state of the Union for the further consideration of the bill <H. R. 4740) making appropriations for the Departments
of State, Justice, Commerce, and the
Judiciary for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1952, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the House resolved itself
into the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the further consideration of the bill H. R. 4740,
with Ur. COOPER in the chair.
·
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
. The CHAIRMAN. When the Committee rose on yesterday, the gentleman from New York [Mr. ROONEY] had
2 hours and 17· minutes remaining and
the gentleman from Nebraska [Mr.
STEFAN] had 1 hour 2.nd 37 minutes
remaining.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, may I
ask if the gentleman from New York
CMr. ROONEY] will yield some time now?
I am not ready to put a speaker on at
this time.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, we are
1n this position: We have no requests
whatever for time on this side.
Mr . . STEFAN. Will the gentleman
give me some additional time, then?
Mr. ROONEY. I do not know what
might happen later in the day.
As long as we are now speaking about
time for speeches, may I suggest tbat
hereafter when these mimeographed Republican speeches that emanate from the
same mimeograph machine are sent to
the Press Gallery the Members' names
be spelled correctly. I cannot comprehend a Member's omce sending a speech
to the Press Gallery with the Member's
name incorrectly spelled. If the gentleman would like to see one of them, I
shall be glad to show it to him.
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. And
the gentleman comes from Brooklyri,
tOo.
Mr. ROONEY. No, this gentleman
comes from Ohio. His name is A-y-e-r-s,
according to the press release. I understand the correct spelling of his name
is A-y-r-e-s.
Mr. AYRES. May I say to the gentleman that I do not have a mimeograph
machine in my omce. I typed that speech
up in my omce. That name is quite
often misspelled. The people that made
the mimeographed copies for me made
the error. If there is any doubt in the
gentleman's mind, I should like him to
pay a visit to my office. I would enjoy
seeing him.
Mr. ROONEY. No, I accept the gentleman's explanation and will drop in
for a social visit as soon as I have time.
-The CHAffiMAN. Does the gentleman from Nebraska desire to yield time?
Mr. STEFAN. I understand I have
an hour and 37 minutes and the gentleman from New York has·2 hour:s and 17
minutes. I would like the gentleman
from New York to yiel1 some time until
I have an opportunity to view the program here as. to speakers. If the gentleman has no speakers to put on in this
general debate, would the gentleman
yield me additional time?
Mr. ROONEY. I cannot do that at
this time, I must say to the gentleman

\
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from Nebraska. I do not know what the standing during the course of the speech
iituation will be later in the day. If the of the gentleman from Massachusetts?
gentleman from Nebraska is goint:; to
The CHAIRMAN. No. The Chair
find himself short of time, when we get does not understand it that way. This
to that point I shall be glad to consider is general debate:
his request. We should not have any
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, I make
difficulty in that regard.
the point of order that a quorum is not
· This bill in previous years never took present.
more than· a couple of hours to debate,
The CHAiRMAN. The Ch2.ir will
but this year the gentleman from New count.
York [Mr. TABER] wanted 8 hours for
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, I withgeneral debate. The Rules Committee draw the point of order.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
decided upon 6 hours. I do not know
what we are going to do with all this from Massachusetts [Mr. WIGGLESWORTH] is recognized for 13 minutes.
time.
Mr. STEFAN. We have plenty of
Mr. WIGGLESWORTH. Mr. Chairspeakers on this side, who could perhaps man, a most important responsibility of·
consume 8 hours on this very important the Voice of A:nerica is to bring hope
bill, but I think in fairness the gentle~an and encouragement to the enslaved peofrom New York should yield some time at ples behind the iron curtain. The Voice
this time in order that I can prepare my is apparently failing to meet that responsibility.
program. ·
Mr. ROONEY. Perhaps we can do
I want to read to the House a numso later.
ber of · comments on Voice of America
. Mr. MILLER of Nebra~ka. W'lll the broadcasts to Poland. These comments
gentleman from New York yield 15 min- have been collected from letters and
utes to the gentleman from Nebraska other messages by Polish writers and
now?
newspapermen. The .mate.1·ial has been
Mr. ROONEY. I do not see any neces- _b rought out of that unhappy country,
s~ty fol'. it. The gentleman's side ,has an
'in large measure, by recent refugees.
hour and 37 minutes remaining as matAmong other things, the comments
ters now stand. We do not have a indicate that the Voice of America is speaker available at the . moment. We still intent on protecting and defendwould be glad to consider yielding your ing the State D3partment for the Yalta,
side part of our time later on in the day. Potsdam, and other betrayals of freeMr. STEFAN. I have no speaker dom we have suffered. Because the
available· at this time. I will have in a Voice is concentrating on covering up
few minutes. Can the gentleman put past blunders by the United States Govsomebody on?
ernment, the Voice appears, in the words
Mr. ROONEY. How much time does . of one of these informants, "afraid or
the gentleman ask us to yield in addition incapable even of strongly challenging
to the time he already has? ·
the constant flow of anti-American SoMr. STEFAN. Can the gentleman viet propaganda."
give us a half hour or an hour? The
'Let me read some of these comments
gentleman has 2 hours and · 17 minutes. from Poles now or recently living in
Give me 30 minutes.
P~land. The comments are theirs, not
Mr. ROONEY. I will give the gentle- mme:
COMMENT A
man 20 minutes.
Mr. STEFAN. The gentleman from
Voice of America broadcasts are mostly
New York indicates that he has no uninteresting, not sufficiently topical, too
full of detailed news and colllments about
speakers.
The CHAIRMAN. If somebody does American internal affairs and events incomprehensible to Poles who cannot follow
not yield time, the Clerk will read the daily
developments in the United States of
bill for amendment.
America.
Mr. STEFAN~ I understand the
COMMENT B
parliamentary situation, Mr. Chairman.
N2ws a:nd comments on international afThe gentleman from New York has fairs are usually presented from a wrong
yielded me an additional 20 minutes; is angle and often in a way which is irritating
that correct?
and even offensive to the Poles. The Voice
Mr. ROONEY. Yes. As a matter of of America broadcasters do not appear to
fact, since the gentleman from Nebraska understand Polish mentality and susceptiwhom I greatly admire makes the re- - bilities.
For instance: Tone and gist of such broadquest, we will make it the 30 minutes he
casts is so increasingly f~vorable to Germany
·originally requested.
the Germans that they create the imThe CHAffiMAN. Does the gentle- · and
pression that the United States Government
man from New York yield 30 minutes of intentionally wishes to provoke the Poles,
his time to the gentleman from Nebras- who have suffered more than any other
·ka?
nation from German [',,ggression, devastation,
Mr. ROONEY. I yield 30 minutes at extermination, brutality, and racialism, by
this point to the gentleman from Ne- exaggerated praise of German achievements
and qualities.
braska.
On the other hand, news about Germany
Mr. STEFAN. I yield 13 minutes to which
greatly interest the Polesthe gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. such as would
the possibilities and progress of -reWIGGLESWORTH], Mr. Chairman.
armament in the three western zones of
Mr. ROONEY. A parliamentary in- occupation in Germany against Communist
quiry, Mr. Chairman.
aggression-are never mentioned.
. The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
COll!MENT C
state it.
Too favorable comments and almost lovMr. ROONEY. Does that require the ing tone are broadcast on Tito's Yugoslavia
gentleman from Nebraska to remain and lavish praise about Tito's regime and
XCVII-551
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i t s achievements. This exaggerated praise
for a purely Communist government, imposed upon the people of Yugoslavia by a
ruthless dictatorship, coming from the allegedly democratic United States of America,
arouses logical doubts in Poland concerning
American foreign policy. The Poles wonder
lf the United States Government is awarP. of
what ls. really going on in Yugoslavia, or if
t~.e United States Government is becoming
ideologically pro-Communist.
COMMENTD

Voice of America comments on Polish internal affairs and the Communist activities
of the present regime are most superficial,
belated and show ignorance of actual government trends in the Soviet-imposed t ask of
sovietiza tion.
The broadcasts entirely ignore and never
counter the constant bitter attacks against
the U. S. A. in books, in official Communist
papers, leaflets, broadcasts, and press and
other means of anti-American propaganda
shrewdly and incessantly being spread in
Poland under Moscow's orders.
Poles are coming to believe that the United
States Government is still afraid of offending the Sov1ets and their imp6sed Polish
Communist puppet government or that it
lacks arguments to refute Communist accusations.
COMMENT E

Probably the weakest part of Voice of
America broadcasts is its so-called humorous auditions, playlets, and witticisms.
Their satire is of poor quality, low and childish. Their tone is such that it gives the
Poles the impression that Americans regard
them as half-wits and morons.

I have certainly seen evidence to substantiate that one, Mr. Chaimmn;
COMMENT F

Broadcasts about the actt'vities of Americans of Polish descent (the so-called American Polonia) do not interest the Poles in
Poland sufficiently to warrant accounts of
events and ceremonies. On the other hand,
'they complain about the total absence of
news about the fate and activities of the
refugee Poles, of the Polish refugee press, of
the Polish people now spread all over the
world as refugees.
•
The Voice of America never mentions
Polish professors or books written by :Poles , •
abroad. It has never given any n-ews about
the fate or-whereabouts of Polish soldiers of
General Anders and other formations of the
Polish Allied Army which fought so gallantly
shoulder to shoulder with the Western Powers in World War II. The fate and where. abouts of these people and their families
naturally greatly interests the Poles in
Poland.
COMMENT G

When one considers that special legis,lation
.has been passed by the United States Congress to enable ' additional immigration to
the United States of Polish displaced persons
and of 18,000 soldiers of the Polish Army and
their families, that m:iny thousands of these
Poles have been received as immigrants in
Latin-American countries and in Canada, it
appears surprising, to say the least, that no
mention of these facts should be made by
the Voice of America-the official American
organ of American propaganda.
·
The Polish people conclude that the Unit ed
,S tates Government, still composed of New
Dealers, supporters of the shameful Yalta
and Potsdam deals on Poland, are anxious to
a-void mentioning ariy facts which are even
remotely connected with the existence of the
Polish legal government and the Polish Army
which fought in the invasion of Europe and
in Italy after having sacrificed these allies
.and their native country for opportunistic
reason s and agreed to Soviet domination over
Pola nd.
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It seems incredible that the Poles should
hear of favorable American immigration laws
·for Polish soldiers through Radio Madrid
and not directly from the United States of
America.

I should say at this point, Mr. Chairman that I am informed that the Voice
bf A'merica has dealt with the soldiers
of the Polish Army and the Polish displaced persons admitted to the United
States. It would appear, however, that
the Voice's statements cannot have been
very frequent or strong, inasmuch as
they do not seem to have made much
impression.
COMMENT H

Generally speaking, practically all reports
on Voice of America programs issuing from
Poland express the opinion that they are
uninteresting, drab, bureaucratic in tone,
unconvincing.
They give the impression that they are
prepared and spoken by clerks who do their
job perfunctorily without any intelligent understanding of the human element or of
Polish susceptibilities.

Please note the following, Mr. Chairman:
COMMENT I

Western radio broadcasts beamed to Poland
are rated by the Poles as follows:
1. Radio Madrid is considered the best of
all. It is interesting, topical, nonpartisan,
informative, and is therefore widely listened
to and acted upon, being regarded as a trustworthy anti-Communist directive.
2. The broadcasts of the British Broadcast..
ing Corp. are regarded as next best.
3. In most recent reports the Liberty
broadcasts of 'j;he National Committee for
a Free Europe (N. Y.) are rated as somewhat
improved. They are classed as third best
after the two above-mentioned ones.
. 4. The Voice of America broadcasts come
last. Very few of us here (in Poland) consider it worth while to lose time and run
personal risks listening to the Voice of America program (June 1951).

I close Mr. Chairman with the following verbal message from reliable Polish
leaders and · press men which to me is
particularly interesting. It was brought
out of Poland by a refugee who managed
to flee from that country in June 1951.
I quote:
How can we learn the truth about American foreign policy? The United States is
fighting the Soviet-led Chinese Reds in Korea. But local Communist propaganda tells
us that Americans are not victorious and the
proof advanced is that they cannot follow
up their small temporary military advantages and have never dared bomb Manchurian bases. We are being told by Moscowsponsored broadcasts that peace will soon be
concluded on China Red terms and that
Korea will be liberated together with Formosa from American imperialism. Also that
the glorious Allied Chinese Peoples Democracy will replace the traitor Chiang Kai-shek
in the U. N.

Here it is again, Mr. Chairman. That
proposed solution we have heard so often
in• recent months, attributed to Nehru
and Attlee and often said to have the
off-the-record, behind the scenes acquiescence of our own State Department.
I hope devoutly, Mr. Chairman, that
this is propaganda and not fact. This
would be a sorry ending to a war which
has already cost us between $7,000,000,000 and $8,000,000,000 and perhaps 350,000 casualties.

But to return to the quotation:
This Soviet information is never refuted by
the Voice of America. Are we to accept the
Communist version?
We hear a lot from · western broadcasts
about Western European rearmament and
General Eisenhower. The United States is
openly rearming Europe in case of a third
world war against the Soviets.
At the same time the Voice of America is
full of praise for Tito's regime in Yugoslavia
which is no less Communist and ruthlessly
dictatorial than Soviet communism.
When are your Americans sincere? Are
they sincere when they are anti-Soviet and
anti-Communist or when they appear afraid
to press their advantages in Korea and praise
Tito communism?
The Voice of America does not clarify
these problems. On the contrary, by its
superficiality on all subjects and by avoiding to discuss vital ones, it only deepens
our doubts. It does not ring true. The
number of its Polish listeners has therefore
been steadily decreasing. Tell your Americans that they are wasting their time trying
to sell the American democratic way of life
to us who are suffering under totalitarian
communism imposed upon us at Yalta.
We have bought democracy long ago. What
we want to know from the United States of
America is if and when they will do something definite to help us throw off this yoke~
Their pro-German sympathies, so evident in
their Voice of America broadcasts, make us
fear that, even if they do ultimately roll back
the Soviets to their legal prewar boundaries
of Russia proper, they may then approve of
and participate in Poland's Prussianization
as they approved of and participated at Yalta
and Potsdam in our sovietization. Their
verbal attacks on Soviet expansion and communism cannot inspire our confidence, as
long as the United States Government upholds the Yalta agreements and as long as
it appears afraid or incapable even of strongly
challenging the constant fiow of anti-American Soviet propaganda.

These extraordinary comments, Mr.
Chairman, speak for themselves.
During the Eighty-first Congress, a
Senate committee, following conferences
with the heads of state and leaders of
government in 16 countries and dependencies, "found ample evidence that our
Voice of America, our State Department, and American foreign policy have
not been successful in meeting the Communist propaganda."
The hearings on this bill indicate that
the state Department over the years has
been "beseiged from field ofiices around
the world with suggestions, demands, and
requests to correct the programing of
the Voice of America."
Criticism has been directed at program content. It has been directed at
methods. It has been directed at personnel.
·
Some of the radio scripts which I have
personally seen . have been absolutely
worthless. Some of them, in my opinion,
have been actually harmful.
In his speech .of April 9, 1951, the gentleman from New York [Mr. ROONEY]
referred to "specific instances of grossly
improper management, where the taxpayers' dollars were thrown down the
drain pipe by the people in charge of
this program."
Other instances of failure to cooperate
with the Congress appear in the hearings on this bill.
Within the funds made available by
the Congress, the agency ·has made it
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possible for State Department personnel to make no less than 354 speeches ·
in 29 States in a period of 18 months.
It has also found it possible to pay some
$500,000 to the Gallup poll and other
commercial firms to evaluate the work
it has been trying to do.
Mr. Chairman, I am for the objectives of the Voice of America. Their
attainment, in my judgment, is of tremendous importance under present conditions.
I am opposed, however, to spending
humlreds of millions of dollars for a
Voice of America whose work to date
I heard characterized in Europe by high
authority only a month ago as "pitiful."
Surely it should be possible to mar~
shal the enormous advertising skill in
this country and to apply it through
skillful and trustworthy personnel, by
methods which will assure results that
are vital not only to America hut to the
entire Western World.
Mr .• STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield ·
10 minutes to the gentleman from
Illinois [Mr. SIMPSON].
Mr. SIMPSON of Illinois. Mr. Chai.rman, for several years we have been told
how Russia refuses to let American
magazines and moving-picture films be
distributed in Russia. We have been told
that the same is true as far as iron-curtain countries are concerned. We know
they jam and do everything to stop our
radio programs. It is general knowledge
that any dissemination of information to
the people of Russia and iron-curtain
countries is not permitted in any way.
Mr. Chairman, I wish to call the attention of the House to a matter along
those lines. I do not know whether or
not all House Members receive an information bulletin from the Embassy of
the U. S. S. R. at 2112 Massachusetts
Avenue, Washington, or not. Our ofiice
has received a copy twice monthly for
several years. I did not ask fot it or buy
it. Anyone can obtain it at the subscriptiun rate of $2.40 per year, $2 for 10
months, 10 or more copies to one address$1 per subscription, sample copy free.
Checks payable to the Information Bulletin of the Embassy of the U. S. S. R.
It also states, "Material herein may be
quoted or reproduced with or without
credit."
This information was taken exactly as
it appears on the inside of the front
cover. If it is published twice monthly
at the U. S. S. R. Embassy in Washington, they must have a large modern
press. If it is published outside the Russian Embassy, and by a publishing concern in the United States, the owner or
owners must be rather funny Americans.
Inasmuch as H. R. 4740, making appropriations for the Departments of
State, Justice, Commerce, and Judiciary,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1952,
is before the House I feel it is in order
to call your attention to the U. S. s. R.
Information Bulletin which is one of
Russia's known ways of disseminating
information in the United States. This
appropriation bill calls for an expenditure of $85,000,000 for information. This
is under title one of the bill, and is the
subcommittee amount for international
information· now before the House. It
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· was reduced by the committee to that
amount by $30,000,000 in the budget
estimate. ·
Remember, the eighty-five million is
only a part of the total for the Department of State. A great deal of the
eighty-five mill.ion is for the Voice of
America. I believe in advertising, but
even with the committee reduction
eighty-five million is still quite an advertising expense.
·
The Bureau of the Budget report for
fiscal year 1951-52 on page 772 states
under international information that
radio programs are developed, produceq,
and transmitted from 38 transmitters in
the United States and from overseas relay stations. It calls far daily broadcasts
in the 1951 Campaign of Truth by
furnishing radio receivers free to indi-.
viduals in certain foreign countries.
From the U. S. S. R. Bulletin I want to
read you how the Russians broadcast
their viewpoint to Americans, to Communists, and sympathizers, to anyone
in the United States who will listen. On
owning a short-wave radio, to those in
the back of their bulletin, possibly published in the United States and certainly
sent out from the Russian Embassy here,
they show, Moscow Radio broadcasts in
English. I ·will read exactly from .the
magazine:
Moscow RADIO BROADCASTS IN ENGLISH
Radio programs in English are broadcast
daily and Sunday from Moscow to the United
States on the following schedule:
All time used is eastern standard.
Daily evening programs of news, political
commentary, and side lights on Soviet life are
broadcast from 6:20 p. m. to 10:58 p. ni. on
the following bands: 15.23, 11.88, 11.82, 9.67,
7.29, and 7.24 megacycles. ·
All programs begin with the news and · a
review of the press. These are followed by
comment on Soviet or international subjects.
. The following special features are included
in the evening programs:
Mondays: Programs for fat'mers.
Tuesdays: Programs for y:outh.
Wednesdays: Scientific and cultural programs.
Thursdays: Programs tn Russian for
American Slavs.
Friday: Literary and musical programs entitled. "In the Republics of the Land of the
Soviets."
·
Saturdays: Economic reviews, weekly
sports reviews, repli'es to letters ;from listeners.
Sundays: Concerts.

Will Russia let our Embassy in Moscow
mall out such a magazine and information to Russians? ·She will ·not. Will
she let our radio programs be broadcast
to :Qer own people and satellite nations?
She will not.
·
I . know under our Constitution we
have, or are supposed to have, free
speech and press. Here is one place I
am willing to bypass the Constitution
until this present situation iS over. We
may not be able to stop the publication
and mailing of this pamphlet, but we
can jam Russia's radio program. · ·
KARL ST.E~AN, a meµiber of the committee and who broadcastea for our
Government to Czechoslovakia and the
Philippines · during ·the Japanese ·occupation, tells me that a Washington· taxi
driver turned on his radio and called Mr.
STEFAN'S attention to orie of these Russian ·broadcasts. Mr. STEFAN informs

me that any ham radio operator can
jam this program of . Russia's to the
United States. They can jam it for little
or nothing.
·
Why not jam it by the ham operators,
the Federal Communications Commission, the Department of State, and
everyone elsei who can do it? It should
be done regardless of the Constitution.
Why not fight communism fire with fire?
Why should this Government let Russia broadcast to American youths on
Tuesdays? The 'I'hursday's · programs
in Russian for American Slavs should
certainly be jammed. Why not jam the
whole works-Constitu.tion notwithstanding?
If KARL STEFAN tells me any ham operator can jam this· program at no cost,
why not get it done? I believe the gentleman from Nebraska knows whereof
he speaks.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
7 minutes to the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. BRAY].
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask that
Congress refuse to pass the State Department appropriation bill until the
State Department makes an honest, sincere, and courageous attempt to free
Associated Press Correspondent William
N. Oatis, Jr.; and until they adopt . a
policy which · will command respect
abroad of America and American citizens.
I also hereby request the House Foreign Affairs Committee, whom I deeply
respect, . to cease for a moment in their
debate of how many billions of dollars
they shall give away and consider the
resolutions before them on the Oatis
case which attempt to restore the respect that is due American citizenry on
foreign soil.
In the case of businessman Robert
Vogeler, who spent 17 months in the
prisons of Hungary, and Consul General
Angus Ward, captive of Red China for
13 months, there is monumental evidence to the fact that the State Department will do nothing until it is forced by
Congress or by public opinion.
,
A country's standing among the nations of the world is not measured by
the gold in its vaults nor by the size of
its armies, but it is measured ·by the
respect accorded its citizens by other
nations .. The respect of the world is one
of the. greatest heritages that a nation
can bestow upon its citizens.
.
We all remember the story o·f Paul
who, when arreste.d, declared "I am a
Roman born," and was accorded t}le
respect, the rights, that citizens of the
greatest country of that time receiv'ed
no matter where they wandered.
Americans have died on a thousand
battlefields to establish 'a nd maintain
that pride and the meaning of "I am an
Anierfoan." That sacred torch has been
held high by men of all parties. Jefferson saw to it that the sacred right of
citizenship in the UJ;lited States was respected even by ·the Barbary" pirates on
the shores .of Tripoli. Madison even
allowed this Capitol to burn ·rather than
allow the name of' an American c'itiZ'en
to be insulted and trampled· in the dust.
'I'o Jackson, the fact of being an American meant more than life itself. It is
a great line of great Americans who
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have seen to it that the rights of an
American citizen be respected in every
corner, in every country, on every sea of
this old world-Lincoln and McKinley;
~eddy Roosev3lt, who said "Perdicaris
alive or Raisuli dead!" and Perdicaris
was released alive; Cleveland and Wilson; Hoover and Franklin Delano Roosevelt-they had many different economic
and political views but they all held
sacred the right of the American citizen
·and the protection that was due each
citizen.
So, too, we have had a great list of
S_ecretaries of State who down through
history have stood as citadels of protention in maintainin& the rights of the
American citizens abroad. There have
been Monroe and Calhoun, Webster arid
Hay; Olney and Root; Bryan, Lansing,
and Hughes; Kellogg and Stimson; Hull
and Byrnes.
·
Something has · happened in America
in the last f_ew years. Perhaps it is because of the philosophy of "America
last" seems to be dominating the think- .
ing of too many.. Why anyone would
tak~ pride in belonging to that group of
"America-lasters" is more than I can
understand.
Today it would seem that America
rewards our enemies and forgets our
friends. We give special trade concessions to help those nations that are unfriendly to us, such as Hungary and ·
Czechos!Ovakia. Today we are buying
Czechoslovakian goods to· the extent of
more than $30,000,000 a year. We are
giving them this trade to the detriment
of our American business and labor. We
are charging the Czechs just half the
regular tariff rate, which is also to the
detriment of American labor. Our
markets are flooded, for example, with •
that blue glassware from Czechoslovakia, but we gave them good American
gold in return for it. We are also giving England billions of dollars while they
in turn ship supplies to Red China to
kill American soldiers.
Why should any country respect the
rights and lives of our American citizenry today? Out of this kind of dealings with foreign countries can only
come disrespect. Out of this disrespect,
this lack of decisive and flrm action, can
only come eventual war.
How far can we let foreign countries
go in imprisoning and torturing our
citizens? · Do we let them get by with
one, or two, or flve? If so; why not
20, 50, or 100? Our Americari philosophy
has been that every man is ~ndowed
with the right to "life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness" and that any one
life is just as important as any other
in these United States.
If we cannot or will not command respect for American citizenry in Czechoslovakia, then let us bring our American
citizens back to America and quit sending American ·gold and aid to Czechoslovakia. · If we do not, soon the situation will arise which will make war inevitable. We are all opposed to war
but we also know that a weak, vacillating, cowardly ·policy, ignoring the dignity of being an American, will bring war
quicker than any·other course.
As to Korea, in January of 1950 our
Secretary of State said in effect that we
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would not defend the rights of our Here is an excerpt from Mr. Mann's
friends, the South Koreans. Some 140,- report:
In the national survey covering the Voice
000 American casualties attest to the
of America, 26,136 homes were visited durresults of such a statement.
Bill Oatis was an honest, respected, ing Voice of America program hours, of
loyal American from my home State. which 23,483 possessed radios , and 9,720 of
these were· turn ed on. The time of rating
Oatis belonged to that great group of for
the Voice of America hours was 40, which
American newspapermen who must al- means that 300,000 of the estimated 750,000
ways be kept free. His only crime was sets in Cuba were turned on. Twenty-two
that of being an honorable American persons .were found listening to the Voice of
citizen doing his job of reporting the America, which gave the programs an average rating of 0.093. This covers the entire
news fairly and honestly. Now he is a
felon, convicted by a kangaroo court run 3 hours of programs, both English and
by hooligans. Czechoslovakia is insult- Spanish. The average rating of 0.093 when
projected against the number of sets results
ing the American flag and American citi- in
a total of 697 listeners during the 3
zenry. Yet it flies the same U. N. fiag hours. * • •
that floats so freely here in these United
The 0.093 average rating for the Voice of
America for the 3 hours of programs comStates.
pares
this way with the three principal netWhen we think of the great men who
have sat in this distinguished Hall, does works during the :::ame listening period:
not such an incident · make your face CMI with an average r at ing of 16.8; RHC,
11.5; and Union Radio, 5.0.
burn with shame. At least let us quit
giving American gold to finance that
I want to repeat what this radio surkangaroo court in Czechoslovakia. Let vey showed out of 26,136 homes that
us have enough pride and guts to deserve were visited throughout Cuba, 22 perthe 175 years of heritage that great sons were found to be listening to the
Americans have so fearlessly given to us. Voice of America. This results in an
We all know that the only hope that
average rating of nine one-hundredths
we have .to restore that respect is of 1 percent compared to ratings as
through some- action of Congress and high as 16.8 percent for the three printhrough American public opinion. cipal networks during the same listening
Therefore, I am appealing today to you period.
in your consideration of the . State DeMr. Mann also reported:
partment appropriations and the House
CMOX, the Habana English language staCommittee on Foreign Affairs to force tion, known as the Cuban-American Radio,
some action. I a.m still for a strong, which rebroadcasts the Voice of America
highly respected America as against the news in English and also uses Voice's recordings, had no list eners, according to the surphilosophy of the "America-laster."
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield vey.
5 minutes to the gentleman from Indiana
. Mr. Mann's report speaks for itself.
[Mr. BEAMER].
The Voice of America is not reaching the
Mr. BEAMER. Mr. Chairman, I com- the people of the world. The United
pliment my colleague the gentleman States is falling down on psychological
from Indiana [Mr. BRAY] for so ably weapons, which should be one of our
presenting the case of another Hoosier P'.ainstays. I repeat, most Members of
who now is imprisoned behind the walls this House agree on the urgent need for
a hard-hitting Voice that will bring the
of a Czechoslovakian prison.
The need for a hard-hitting Voice of story of freedom and democracy to the
America that will declare to the world o~her peoples of the world. Day by day,
that our country believes in freedom has the evidence is mounting that the Voice
been brought home most forcibly by re- of America, as now managed and opercent events to the people of the district ated, is about as ·hard-hitting as a
in Indiana that I have the honor to rep- creampuff. Improvements certainly are
resent. Freedom of speech, freedom of necessary.
Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Chairman, will
press, and the right to a fair trial
were put to test in the case of William the gentleman yield?
Mr. BEAMER. I yield.
Oatis, a news correspondent, now imMr. ZABLOCKI. Has the gentleman
prisoned in Czechoslovakia.
I have been advised that when the ever visited the Voice of America in New
ofiicials of the Voice of America appear York and witnessed a Voice of America
before the Ho urn Appropriations Com- broadcast?
Mr. BEAMER. I am sorry to ~ay I
mittee they usually pre ent grandiose
have visited it on only two occasions to
figures on the size of the audience that
supposedly is listening to the Voice see demonstrations of the Voice of
around the world. When members of America. Then I realized it was propathe Appropriations Committee try to pin ganda trying to sell us on the Voice,
these figures down and discover what rather than selling the principles for
basis they have in fact, the V.oice people which this country stands.
speak only vaguely of the difiiculties of
Mr. ZABLOCKI. I have visited the
finding out exactly how many people are Voice of America and have heard some
listening.
of the programs. I fortunately underThere is available a report dated stood some of the languages that were
March 26, 1951, to the Department of being beamed. I inust say that the Voice
State in Washington from Donald R. of America had an effective program
Mann, its Public Affairs 01Iicer in Ha being beamed to the various countries
bana. In this report Mr. Mann discusses where they could be reached. Of course,
the results of a radio survey in Cuba by we know that they cannot reach all of
the Associacion de Anunciantes de the world with the appropriations we
Cuba-Cuban Advertisers' Association. ar e giving them, but they are doing a
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very good job with the amount of money
they have.
"
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Indiana [Mr. BEAMER]
has expired.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from South
Carolina [Mr. DORN].
THE GREENWOOD PLAN

Mr. DORN. Mr. Chairman, last summer; Chauncey W. Lever, manager of the
Greenwood <S. C.) Chamber of Commerce, read of an address by a prominent
American urging that a .Marshall plan of
ideas be created so that the United States
could more effectively present its side in
the cold war. The address had stated
that America was losing the cold war by
not successfully combating the lies of
communism.
In a telegram to the speaker, Lever
suggested that each chamber of commerce in the United States set up a local
committee which would gather ideas
from citizens of the community on how
to pierce the iron curtain and promote
world freedom and peace, screen the
ideas, and send the best to a centralized
idea agency that would pass the ideas on
to the Voice of America or any medium
used to combat communistic ideology.
The suggestion stirred the imagination of the press and radio of the Nation
and became known as the Greenwood
plan. Although urged by every quarter
of the Nation to conduct a national program, the Greenwood Chamber of Commerce was not equipped to do so. However, a committee known as the Greenwood Pla!1. Committee, composed of persons of varied occupations and interests,
was appointed to gather ideas from citizens of Greenwood County and to begin
a long-range program to further acqu;:tint local citizens with the philosophy
of communism, its lies and its deceits.
A varied program has been carried out
and is still in progress in Greenwood
County.
·
When the Crusade for Freedom began
its campaign last fall it was realized that
the aims of the crusade were similar to
those of the Greenwood plan. Three
members of the Greenwood Plan Committee went to New York and offered the
Greenwood plan to Gen. Lucius D. Clay,
national chairman of the Crusade for
Freedom, suggesting that he use the plan
in any manner he believed feasible in the
work of the Crusade for Freedom. General Clay and his associates received the
idea with enthusiasm and resolved that
the Greenwood plan retain its own identity while affiliated with, and sponsored
by, the Crusade for Freedom.
The national headquarters of the
Greenwood plan were appropriately set
up in Greenwood, S. C. Chauncey Lever,
the originator of the Greenwood plan,
was given a leave of absence from the
Greenwood Chamber of Commerce to
serve as executive director, and is assisted by David W. Cole, head of the
department of history of Lander College.
·
On June 25 of 1951 a national campaign was launched by sending each
chamber of commerce in the United
States, Hawaii, and Alaska an invitation
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to join in the battle against world com- and to us strange type of · attack, we
munism. An attractive mailing piece must clearly understand" that from the
outlined the aims of the Greenwood -plan Kremlin point of view and objective,
and told "how the individual community .the military is just one of four major
could begin a program to . obtain ideas fronts. Th_e four fronts are military,
from its citizens on how to :P~erce -the iron · economic, political,_ and psychological.
curtain· and promote world freedom and .While the. Kremlin wages unremitting
peace. To those chambers of commerce war against the free world along these
that indicated a desire to join in the ·four fronts, if we survive, we must efGreenwood plan
kit was forwarded . f ectively wage the peace along these
.
which-gave detailed information on how same four fronts.
to put the program in operation. ·so
This over-all· and seemingly evenly
far, ove:- 300 communities, representing 'Qal~nced attack on the free world by
every State, Alaska, and Hawaii, have the Kremlin is the compelling reason
joined the Greenwood plan.
why we must give adequate attention
The ideas that,. are accumulated by to each of these four equally important
· local Greenwood plan committees will fronts. Should we win on one front and
· be screened and the best will be for- lose on the other three, we will still be
warded to the State Crusade for Free- losing our essential objective. If we
. dom Committee. The State Crusade continue to exist as a free people, we
Committee, after screening ideas, will must win on all four of these fronts.
send the best to Radio Free Europe to Therefore, it is just common sense that
be used in its slugging attack upon com- we take the o:ffensive equally effective
munism as it exists behind the iron cur- on all four fronts. To single out one of
tain. A secondary feature of the Green- thes~ fronts and destroy its efiectiveness
wood plan, but equally important, is the . is just about equal to inviting failure
intensive study of communism that is and disaster to our over-all purposes.
The United States information prorecommended, a study which will no
doubt be followed by a rededication of gram is the backbone of the free world's
the American people to the American psychological offensive. _ Then, the Voice
way of life-a system which allows every of America whichJs the voice of free-fl eedom for which mankind has ever dom must be adequately supported.
struggled as opposed to communism, We must effectively take the . offensive
in the struggle for the minds of men.
·which offers slavery arid death.
·
On the psychological front, the Soviet
The beauty of the Greenwood plan 1s
that it gives everir Ametican the oppor- Union spends billions to breed strife, sus. tunity to fight communism personally picion, and distrust among men evezy-by allowing him to contribute his idea where. They buy and pay for the full
on ·how it might be defeated. Each time of thousands of people to do nothAmerican who contributes his idea is as- ing but create and magnify discord and
sured that it will be given careful con- division. They turn the employer
sideration and will be put to construc- against the employee, and the middle
tive use. One of the slogans of the class against the peasant. They magGteenwood plari program is "Your idea nify minor political and economic differmay be the one that gives hope to some ences into major discord. Their main
·imprisoned person behind the ·iron cur- working capital is ·insecurity. A major
tain." Thus, ideas gathered through the investment is in the manufacture of
Greenwood plan and used by Radio Free hate. They use the poverty and disEurope will show the peoples captured cord which they work so carefully to
by communism that America is dedi- produce to make alluring their own false
pretenses of helping to bring peace and
cated to the defeat of their captors.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield plenty to the masses.
In such a conflict, each of the four
5 minutes to the gentleman from Misfronts is of vital importance. · Each must
souri [Mr. CARNAHAN].
Mr. CARNAHAN. Mr. Chairman, to- be adequately supPorted. Each must be
day one of the most pressing questions carefully and efiectively used. We must
in the mind of every American is: How wage a balanced offensive on a comlong is the · present world-wide tension plete front. The proposed appropriation
between the free world and the Kremlin of $85,000,000 carried in H. R. 4740 for
going to last? Of course, no one can the Voice of America is of more imporgive a definite answer. However, many tance than the rather m·eager sum in
of us are beginning to face realities the over-all figure would indicate. Durenough to realize that it may last for a ing the next fisc~l year, we will spend
long time. It is at least foolish to pro- sixty-five to seventy billion dollars in
our e:fforts to remain a free nation in a
·ceed on any other basis.
To win in this mortal struggle for sur- free world. Then. eighty-five million bevival, we must not continue to wage just comes a very modest effort on so vital a
defensive efforts. We must _take the of- weapon in our offensive survival. I will
fensive in waging peace. We must at- support an amendment to increase the
taclt the job with the same vigor, deter- appropriation. I earnestly urge all my
mination,, and challenge with which we colleagues to support such an amendhave so successfully waged military of- ment. Let us wage a balanced o:ffensive
for a free world.
fensives.
Mr. STEFAN: Mr.. Chairman, I yield
To wage the peace intelligently and
successfully, we must carefully analyze 2 minutes to the gentleman from Wisthe danger that threatens us. The So- consin [Mr. O'KONSKIJ.
viet Union has been and is .now carrying
Mr. O'KONSKI. Mr. Chairman as a
on a completely new.kind of war against result of our . bungling foreign policy
the non-CommUI,liSt world. In this new for the past 5 years we have suf!ered_
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more than 160,000 casualties in Korea
and that is just the beginning. For the
past 5 years the people of America have
been waiting for this day. They have
been waiting for the appropriation bill
to come up for the Department of State.
This is the division of our Government
that has made such a shameful botchKorea, Yalta, Potsdam, and the United Nations. At this fateful day I am
ashamed of my .Party leaders, to whom
the people of America are looking that
~t this tragic and fateful hour they have
· made a compromise with the majority
leaders to call up this bill when there
would be no quorum calls so that the
people of America m1ght know what is
going on.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr: chairman, a point
of order. I made no such compromise
with either side.
Mr. O'KONSKI. Mr. Chairman I am
not referring to the members of the Appropriatio~ Committee.
Mr. Chairman, for that reason I am
going to make ;:t. po~t of order, and insist on it, that a quorum is not present
so that the American people will be represented here when this great discussion
is going on on something that concerns
the future of America and the future of
every young man and woman in this
country.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman will
· the gentleman yield?
'
Mr. O'KONSKI. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. ROONEY. I am glad to see the
gentleman is here today,
Mr. O'KONSKI. I want to say i! the
· gentleman will look at my roll calls in
the last 9 years I have answered just as
many roll calls as has the gentleman
from New York.
;
Mr. ROONEY. Let us compare the
records in the more interesting last 3
weeks or 3 months or the last year. The
gentleman from Wisconsin knows very
· well that there is a primary election in
Pennsylvania today. It is perfectly all
right with me, I have no objection to
what the gentleman is doing, but I will
say that the gentleman is one of the few
Members of this House who is not entitled to make the statement he did just
now. I am confident that my attendance record in the 7 Y2 years I have been
here will compare very favorably with
the gentleman from Wisconsin's 9 years.
:I suggest the gentleman insert the details in the RECORD.
Mr. O'KONSKI. I am not embarrassing any Member. I have never as
a Member of Congress asked special consideration in considering legislation
when I could or could not be here. If
the Pennsylvania delegation could not
be here the bill could have been delayed
a day or two. And I repeat again that
over the 9-year period I have been in
Congress I have answered more roll calls
than has the gentleman from New York
and I feel that his attempted reflection
is entirely uncalled for. I insist on my
point of order that there is no quorum
present.
. Mr. Chairman, I make the point of
order that a quorum is not present.
The CHAffiMAN. The Chair will
count.
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Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I move
that the Committee do riow rise, and on
that I demand tellers.
Tellers were ordered, and the . Chairman appointed as tellers Mr. ROONEY
and Mr. STEFAN.
The Committee divided.
Mr. ROONEY; Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
state it.
Mr. ROONEY. Will the Chair count
the Members on the minority side who
have remained seated during this teller
vote, or must they rise and pass through
the middle aisle?
The CHAIRMAN. After the tellers
report, the Chair will count all Members
in the Chamber.
The tellers reported that there wereayes 0, noes 73.
·
So the motion was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. . The Chair will
count. [After counting.] One hundred and eleven Members are present,
,
a quorum.
. Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
' 15 minutes to the gentleman from New
. York [Mr. TABER].
Mr. TABER. Mr. Chairman, I rise today to discuss what I regard as one of the
most amazing performances to date _b y
' the State Department's so-called Department of Public Affairs, which op. erates such programs as the Voice of
America, United States Information
Service, and so forth.
Perhaps some- of you will recall that
last December a Mr. Norman cousins
was sent to Asia by the Department of
State on what professed to be a lecture
tour, paid for and financed by funds out
of the United States Treasury. According to the expense account turned in by
Mr. Cousins after his return, he lived at
the expense of the Department of State
from December 31, 1950 through March
16, 1951, and was compensated for 75
days at the rate of a . $500 per month
salary. His over-all charge was $4,550.
On May 11 of this year, I addressed a
letter to Mr. Edward VI. Barrett, the Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, making inquiry about. the purpose
of Mr. Cousins' trip, and the purpose of
the State Department in sending him
abroad. The letter must have occasioned
some surprise because I did not get a
reply until May 28-2% weeks later. I
will put Mr. Barrett's letter in the
RECORD:
.
MAY 28, 1951.
The Honorable JOHN TABER,
House of Representatives.

MY DEAR MR. TABER: I refer further to your
letter of May 11, in which you inquire concerning the recent trip of Mr. Norman
Cousins to Southeast Asia, and request data
relative to other projects of similar nature
which have been or are being financed by the
Government.
As you know, the Department conducts an
international educational exchange program,
pursuant to authority contained in the
Smith-Mundt.Act, the Fulbright Act and the
Finnish War Debt Act, under which American professors, research scholars, teachers,
students, and leaders and specialists in various fields of endeavor are sent abroad and
persons in these categories are brought ~o
the United States on grants-in-aid ·awarded
by the Department, the over-all purpose being to promote American understanding and
!riendship among the peoples of other coun·

tries. The Department is, of course, constantly endeavoring to discover means by
which the fullest possible realization of this
objective can be achieved.
In furtherance of this aim, officers of the
bureau concern6d with South Asian affairs
in the Department felt that in view of his
prominence in the America world of letters,
Mr. Cousins would be the.type of person who
might be well suited to undertake a project
of lecturing on the American way of life be.;.
fore foreign audiences, especially in certain
areas where the United· States is too little
understood. It was believed that, as a wellinformed, successful private citizen, he
could articulate the United States position
in world affairs, and could command a sympathetic· reaction to our point of view from
influential groups which have been critical
of our policies. The AE1sistant Secretary of
State for Near Eastern Affairs and I approved
of the choice of Mr. Cousins and officers in
the Office of Educational Exchange concurred. He was, accordingly, awarded a
grant-in-aid for the purpose of lecturing on
various aspects of American life at United
States Information Centers and before other
interested groups in Ceylon, India, and Pakistan. He likewise visited Japan, Hongkong,
and Singapore, although these points were
not included in his lecture assignment. In
India, Mr. Cousins delivered lectures in Madras, Calcutta, New Delhi, and Bombay. In
Pakistan, he addressed groups in Dacca, Lahore, and Karachi.
Reports describing the results of his visit
and clippings from local newspapers submitted by our missions have been extremely
gratifying, and, judgii:lg by the:rp, I believe
it may be said that Mi. Cousins accomplished
a great deal toward refuting· many popular
_misconceptions which are held abroad a?out
the United States. The Department belleves
his lecture tour succeeded in increasing
among the people of the countries he visited
a respect for and understanding of the people of this country and of the problems we
fa~~asmuch as a final voucher has not as
yet been submitted by Mr. Cousins for payment, I am unable at this time to tell you
the exact cost of his lecture four. However,
he was authorized all necessary transportation, a compensation at the rate of $ 500 a
month, and a per diem in accordance with
standardized Government travel regulations,
the stipulation being that the assignment
was to be for a period not to exceed 75 days.
Although Mr. Cousins was the first to participate in this type of general lecturer proJect, in view of the widespread interest his
lecture tcmr evoked, the Department is now
contemplating the possibility of arranging
other assignments of similar nature which
might profitably be undertaken.
If there is furtner information concerning
this matter which I can furnish you, I hope
that you will not hesitate writing me again.
Sincerely yours,
EDWARD w. BARRETT,
Assistant Secretary.

I do not know why it took Mr. Barrett 17 days to answer my letter, because
the information }n his reply was negligible, to say the least. So, on June l,
I wrote him another letter, asking for
more information. The response to my
second inquiry arrived 26 days later, on
June 27, and I might as well tell you that
my secretary had prodded them by telephone on an average of twice a week in
the intervening 26 days.
At this point in my remarks I want
to insert the full text of Mr. Barrett's
second letter:
JUNE 27, 1951.
The Honorable JOHN TABER,
House of Representatives.

MY DEAR MR. TABER: As requested in your
letter of June 1, I am sending you under

..

separate cover copies of reports from several
of our American Foreign Service posts and
clippings from local newspapers overseas relating to the recent lecture tour of Mr. Norman Cousins. I would appreciate it if you
would have these papers returned for the·
Department's files after you have had an
opportunity to read them.
I believe you will find that the salient
points of the speeches which Mr. Cousins
gave in India, Pakistan, and Ceylon, are
fairly well covered in the press reports which
I am sending you. Since Mr. Cousins spoke
to a large extent from· notes and outlines,
full texts are not available. You will note
that these clippings are from newspapers
of a wide variety politically. On balance,
· and read in the light of~the reports from our
Foreign Service esta1Hishments, they indicate especially Mr. Cousins' effectiveness
in combating the Communist attack upon
the United States as a nation of warmongers.
I am enclosing a report which covers items
of expense for which Mr. Cousins has submitted statements to · the Department.
These claims are, of course, subject to review
by the Department's Office of Budget and
Finance, and it is not known at present
whether they will be allowed in every case
in the amounts indicate.d. As soon as I receive a final report of the total cost of Mr.
Cousins' trip, I shall be glad to furnish you
that inf,rmation.
Sincerely yours,
EDWARD w. BARRETT,
Assistant Secretary.

(Enclosure: Report of expense.)
(Under separate cover: 1. From American
Embassy, Colombo, Ceylon, dispatch No. 553,
January 25, 1951, with . enclosures. 2. From
American Consulate General, Bombay, India,
dispatch No. 971, April 24, 1951, with enclosures. 3. From American Consulate General, Lahore, Pakistan, dispatch, April 23,
1951, with enclosures: 4. From American
Embassy, New Delhi, India, dispatch No. 2337,
March 30, 1951, with enclosures. 5. From
American Consulate General, Bombay, India,
dispatch No . .885, April 4, 1951, with enclosures.)

On july 5 I dispatched another letter
to Mr. Barrett and on July 17, 12 ·days
later, I received a reply to my third inquiry. Once again Mr. Barrett's offi~e
had been prodded several times by telephone from my secretary. I tell the
House this because I want them to understand how Mr. Barrett's office established some sort of a world's record by
replying in 12 days. That is evidently
what they consider high-speed performance down there.
.
I place Mr. Barrett's third letter in
the RECORD at this point:
The Honorable JOHN TABER,

JULY l7, 195 1.

House Of Representatives.

MY DEAR MR. TABER: In your letter of July
5, you made additional inquiries regarding
the recent lecture tour of Mr. Norman Cousins. You requested copies of reports from
the American Foreign Service posts at Calcutta, Madras, Dacca and Karachi concerning
Mr. cousins' visit, and you inquired concerning the role of Mr. Julius Stulman in
this tour.
The Department has not yet received reports from the posts in Calcutta, Dacca and
Karachi covering Mr. Cousins' visit to those
places.
The reports from Madras, dispatch No.
508 dated February l, 1951, and dispatch No.
673 of March 21, 1951, together with accompanying newspaper clippings, are enclosed.
You will note from the latter dispatch that
the Public Affairs Officer at Madras in a
letter to the editor 0f the Liberator took
exception to a statement appearing in the
_ January 19, 1951, issue of that newspaper
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(Enclosure No. 1 to dispatch 508) Which
re!erred to Mr. Julius Stultnan, Mr. Cousins'
traveling companion on this trip, as a
"Communist." The editor's note acknowledges that, as Used in the context Of the
news article, the word was intended to denote "community-minded.'' The enclosed
dispatches, together with those previously
forwarded to you, constitute all of the communications from the American Foreign
Service posts which are on file in the Department regarding the activities of either Mr.
Cousins or Mr. Stulman-except for one item
mentioned below.
With regard to Mr. Stulman's presence on
Mr. Cousins' trip, I understand that he is a
personal friend of Mr. Cousins and that he
accompanied him at the latter's request.
Mr. Stulman is head of the Stulman-Errick
Lumber Co., of New York City. His purpose
in visiting Southeast Asia is under~ood to
have been an interest in exploring practical
projects of technical development and organization and 1n discovering means of improving living standards in underdeveloped
areas of the world. He paid all of his own
expenses on this trip and traveled as a private citizen.
The report from Bombay which you requested is a classified report containing remarks about a private American citizen not
traveling under Government auspices or ·at
Government expense which could br embarrassing to the individual concerned and to
the reporting officer. If you so desire, we
would be glad to discuss this with you at
your convenience.
Sincerely yours,
EDWARD W. BARRETT,

Assistant Secretary.
. lnclosures: 1. From American consulate
general, Madras, India, dispatch No . . 508,
February 1, 1951, with enclosures. 2. From
·American consulate general, Madras, India,
dispatch No. 673, Mai;ch 21, 1951, with enclosures.)

Meantime, on July 11, I dispatched
a fourth inquiry to Mr. Barrett and I
am happy to report that I got a reply
to this letter in 8 days-on July 19. In
fact, Mr. Barrettt sent a man up to my
office to deliver it to me by hand. I
will not burden the RECORD with this
fourth letter.
I cite this 2-months' ordeal of trying
to get answers to four letters from the
State Department as an example of why
the whole propaganda program which
the State Department is running is a ·
flop. It moves with the speed of molasses on a cold day in Maine. The Department of Public Affairs is so wound
up in red tape, paper pushing, memowriting, and bureaucracy that it 'is no
wonder it gets nothing done. You have
heard speech after speech in this House
decrying our Voice of America as a bor- ~
ing flop which runs far behind events
and which, in no sense of the word,
could be described as an alert, up-to-theminute outfit.
Now as to this gentleman ·named
Norman Cousins. In case you never
heard of. Mr. Norman Cousins, and I
should be surprised if many Members of
, the House have, I want to tell you a
few things about him.
.He is 38 years old, once worked
the New York Post and then joined the
Saturday Review of Literature, which is
a little magazine devoted to reviewing
books and phonograph records. It has
some standing in the world of letters
but it is more famous-if indeed it has
any fame at all-~or its agony columns
and lovelorn personal ads. Its circula-

on
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tion is minute, indeed, compared to other
magazines.
The Saturday Review of Literature has
done its full share of lauding Communist books down through the years
of Mr. Cousins' management, although
the magazine has professed to be anticommunist. I think a fai:r; descrip.tion,
politically, of Mr. Cousins and his magazine would be fuzzy-minded. The
magazine is typic~J of the confused
thinking of so-called American intellectuals.
Inasmuch as the United States Government had never sent anybody abroad
before on a trip of this kind, i wondered
why it should pick out an obscure man
like Mr. Norman Cousins for the initial
experiment. I caused extensive inquiries to be made and I must tell you
that the only reason I can discover for
the selection of Mr. Cousins is that he
happens to be a personal friend of Mr.
Barrett. It seems that they used to
ride to New York City together from
Connecticut on the same train every
morning. I suppose when we consider
the limitations of this whole public
affairs program and the quality of its administrators, we would be expecting too
much from them to pick a sponsored
speaker on any other basis. Certainly
I would never expect them to pick somebody who might really represent America and who would be so prominent that
his name might be recognized abroad.
I have before me Mr. Cousins' expense
account, and I want to read it into the
RECORD:
Per diem for the period Dec. 31,
1950, .through Mar. 16, 195L ____ · $768. 00
Salary compensation for 75 days at ·
the rate of $500 per month ______ 1, 250. 00
International traveL _____________ 2, 301. 27
Local travel---------------------131.65
Passport_________________________
10.00
Inoculations, including plague, typhus, smallpox, cholera, tetanus,
typhoid, and paratyphoid_______
90. 00
Total---------------------- 4,550.92

Now let us see what we got for our
$4,550.92.
I hold in my harid what purports to
be some press clippings gathered by our
consular offices in southeast Asia and I
want to read you a few excerpts from
them.
The first one is from the Ceylon Daily
News in Colombo, and is dated January
16, lf 51.
.
It described Mr. Cousins' speeclJ. in
these headlines: "Need for world federal
government-fastest growing movement
in United States."
The second clipping is from the Ceylon Observer, published in the same city
on January 16. The headline reads:
"World government desperately necessary.''
Now I want to quote you a paragraph
from that news .. story concerning the
speech delivered by Mr. Cousins in Colombo. Here is what he says:
I believe that it is desperately necessary
to have a world-wide government in which
nations could maintain their own institutions, accepting a high sovereignty in matters concerned with the security of the people. The world federal gqvernment is the
fastest growing movement in the United
States .
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Mr. Cousins, in virtually every press
clipping that I have seen, expounded on
the thesis that world government is the
. desirable solution to everything.
For example, speaking in New Delhi,
India, Mr. Cousins provokes the following headline, "Plea for world government."
The same idea is included in a report
of Mr. · Cousins' remarks carried in the
Times of India on February 15, and in
the Indian News Chronicle of February
17.

For example, the Free Press Journal
on February 23 has this headline, "Formation of world government, Mr. Cousins' plea.''
I do not know whether I have all the
press clippings on Mr. Cousins' trip or
not. I do know that I have all that the
State Department would give me, and I
would urge any Member who wishes to
do so to look at this file and see for himself what we spent $4,550.92 for.
I think Mr. Barrett and the State Department w.ere possibly a little bit
worried when I had the audacity to inquire about Mr. Cousins' trip.
I hold in my hand something that was
never intended for my eyes, and l can
imagine that there are going to be a few
red faces in the State Department and
its Public Affairs Department when I
get through reading this piece of paper.
It will show you what kind of tricks and
deceitful practices are engaged in when
a Member of Congress makes an inquiry
as to what the State Department is doing
with all the money that the taxpayers
are giving it.
This piece of paper that I hold in my
hand is a confidential memorandum
which was circulated in the State Department as a result of my letter of
June 1, and by some fortunate chance
or other it got included by accident in
the material sent to me, at my request,
by the State Department.
It is dated June 13, 1951, and is titled
"Memorandum."
It is addressed to Mr. William C. Johnstone, Mr. Charles M. Hulten, Mr. Edward W. Barrett.
The memorandum states that it is
from Francis J. Colligan.
It states that the subject is: Attached
letter to Congressman TABER.
Each of the gentlemen has placed his
initials after his name, indicating that it
was read by him. That is efficiency
for you.
,
I want to quote from this surprising
piece of paper which, I repeat, was never
intended for my eyes:
Attached herewith you wm find a reply
for Mr. Barrett's signature to Congressman
TABER'S letter of June 1, 1951. The For:eign
Service reports and clippings which Congressman TABER requested and which are
being sent under separate cover are also
attached. A review of the reports and clippings prompts the following comment.:;:
1. The reports are good. They are well
done and they indicate the over-all value of
Mr. Cousin's ' trip.
2. The clippings cover a wide range of
newspapers. It is hoped that Congressman
TABER will consider each individual clipping
for what it is worth and in the light of the
over-all effect of Mr. Cousins' activities and
the evaluation of them as contained in the
Foreign Service reports.
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3. Some of the clippings may raise certain
questions; for example, the "plugs'' for world
federalism and the newspaper statement to
the effect that Cousins thought that democracy was being "experimented with" in China
(clipping B-1, New Delhi).

Now, I want to stop at this point in
the memorandum and read you some re".'
marks made in longhand writing in the
margin at point 3. Somebody using
blue ink has drawn lines under the words
which asserted that Cousins thought that
democracy was being "experimented
with in China-clipping B-1, New Delhi."
A person, who apparently signs himself
R. A. P. in his own hand~riting, penciled these words: "Paragraph of clipping cut off. Story complete without
it."
I suppose Mr. Cousins is entitled to
the opinion, if it is his opinion, that Chinese Communists are engaged in "experimenting with democracy," but I do not
think it is Mr. Cousins' right to so state
publicly on a trip finance.a by the State
Department of our Government. Of
course, he must realize that we have people in our State Department who have
regarded the Communists in China for
year& as mere "agrarian ref armers."
And perhaps I should not censure Mr.
Cousins at all.
But I think that the House will agree
with me that when Members of Congress
ask a department of this Government
for a report of how money was spent, we
do not need any little bureaucrats editing the answers for us with a pair of
scissors.
I might say to the members of the
· press that I have had photographs made
of this particular piece of bureaucratic
· conspiracy, and they are welcome to
have copies of the photographs, if they
wish.
Now, t<;> continue reading to you from
this remarkable memorandum which
was circulated in the Public Affairs Department and which was sent tq me
quite by accident. It continues:
4. The reports may raise other questions.
(a) For example, Cousins' changing the lecture topics agreed on with the Department
before he left. (These changes were not important.) (b) Mr. Cousins' being accompanied by Mr. Julius Stulman, as reported
by Bombay. (NEA jumped the gun o·n this
one by drafting a cable requesting courtesies, and so forth, for Mr. Stulman simply
because Mr. Cousins thought Stulman's trip
was important. We have a separate file on
Mr. Stulman as a result of this incident,
and we have called NEA's attention to the
fact that they should not again take such
action.)
5. Mr. and Mrs. McGhee met with Mr.
Cousins in :eombay. (Mr. McGhee might be
called upon by Mr. TABER to give his personal evaluation of Mr. Cousins' trip.)
These comments are prompted simply by
the fact that, since we are sending these reports and clippings to Congressman TABER,
he may after careful perusal of them have
certain additional questions to ask. A reasonable review by him of these clippings and
reports should lead to the conclusion that
Cousins' trip was not a waste of money' and,
in fact, did much good.
Attachments:
1. Reply to Congressma,n TABER.
2. Clippings and reports.
OEX: IEP: FJColligan: emt.

Let us see what else this remarkable
secret memorandum tells us:
A. We now discover that Mr. Cousins
changed the subject of his lecture topics
after he had left Washingt<;m, en route
to southeast Asia.
We also note from Mr. Barrett's letter,
which I read you earlier, that Mr. Cousins did not even speak from prepared
texts, and therefore we must conclude
that, unlike General MacArthur, the
astounding Mr. Cousins was allowed to
speak under official sponsorship without
so much as submitting a single word to
the State Department for clearance.
I hold in my hand a copy of the newspaper put out by the Democratic ·National Committee under the direction of
William M. Boyle, Jr., national chairman
of the Democratic Party. This particule.r issue was published immediately after
President Truman had fired General
·MacArthur, and is devoted exclusively
to Mr. Truman's lamentable mistake.
The Democratic National Committee's
newspaper publishes in ·full the White
House press release which cites as an
excuse for firing MacArthur that he had
not cleared several of his utterances and
other public statements, and it quotes a
December 6, 1950, dir~ctive by President
Truman as follows:
No speech, press release, or other public
statement concerning foreign policy should
be released until it has received clearance
from the Department of State. • • •
Officials overseas, including military commanders and diplomatic representatives,
should be ordered to exercise extreme caution in public statements, to clear all but
routine statements with their departments,
and to refrain from direct communication
on military or foreign policy with newspapers, magazines, or other publicity media
in the United States.

I would like to point out to the House
that this order evidently applied only to
people who had the courage to speak up
against the administration, inasmuch as
Mr. Norman Cousins was speaking
_without State Department clearance
throughout southeast · Asia, on a trip
:financed by the State Department, during the same period that this administration was getting ready to fire General
MacArthur.
I do not know what Mr. Cousins and
his pet world-government scheme hold
for the security of the American people,
but I want to tell the House that General MacArthur is worth a million Norman Cousins. Certainly if General MacArthur had been fired for his utterances,
then the State Department should be
severely rebuked by the President for
allowing Mr. Cousins to appear as an
American spokesman scot free of ot!icial
clearance.
B. We also discover that the gentlemen down at the State Department were
quite worried, according to this memorandum, about Mr. · Cousins'-and I
quote the memorandum-"plugs for
world federalism."
C. We also discover that Mr. Cousins
was not traveling alone. He was accom. panied completely around the circuit by
a Mr. Julius Stulman, who got his picture in the papers of southeast Asia
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along with Mr. Cousins, and who shared
in some newspaper and radio interviews
with Mr. Cousins.
I have learned that several of our con.sular officers in southeast Asia filed complaints to Washington about the presence
of Mr. Stulman. Just what the rea:l
nature of these complaints was I do
not know, as Mr. Barrett wrote me that
the reports were classified.
It appe_
a rs that Mr. Stulman paid his
own expenses everywhere, but it strikes
me as extremely peculiar and coincidental that he should take this trip with
Mr. Cousins, who at least enjoyed a
semi-official position, which of course
did Mr. Stulman no harm since he
shared in it.
I have tried to make some inquiry
about Mr. Stulman and I find he is a
very wealthy New Yorker, with interests
in about 15 corporations. I also learned
that he is an ardent advocate of some
sort of a mysterious economic reform
program. He has spent considerable of
his o.wn money, promoting what seems
to be an idea that only he is interested in.
.
I want to be perfectly frank with the
House that I have next to no information about Mr. Stulman's part in the 75day trip which he and Mr. Cousins took.
Nor do I know what the c·omplaints
about Mr. Stulman from our foreignservice officers were. However, If I
were a businessman interested in the
:financial success of 14 or 15 corporations, and if I were looking for some
busine~s in southeast Asia, I think I
would like auspices such as Mr. Stulman traveled under. On the other
hand, if I were the advocate of some
vague economic reform program and I
could get nobody in the United States
to pay any attention· to me, I might
want to make the trip in the hope that
somebody in southeast Asia might give
me some recognition.
At any rate I should say that the Public Affairs Department is incapable of
conducting the programs it undertakes
when it sponsors and :finances a trip half
way around the world for a man who
· does not submit a single utterance for
clearance, and who is accompanied by a
businessman who enjoys at least quasiofficial sponsorship.
Mr. Stulman was the beneficiary of a
State Department cable directing all Foreign Service personnel to extend him
special "courtesies." And several official
press releases from the United States
Information Services at various points
in southeast Asia mentioned Mr. Stulman's part in the trip. For example, the
United States Information Service stationed in the United States Embassy in
New Delhi had a press release on February 10 which stated:
Mr. Julius Stulman, American economist
and industrialist, is accompanying Mr. Cousins in order to observe and study economic
conditions in India.

In Madras, India, Mr. stulman shared
a press conference with Cousins, and it
was Stanley Chartrand, the United
States Information officer, who personally introduced Mr. Stulman to the press.
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In. conclusion concerning Mr·. Stulman,
it ahould be noted that there was considerable confusion among our various
Foreign Service missions on what to ·do
about him. In· contrast to the ofiicial
welcome he got in some places, a · dispatch sent to the State Department from
W. Clyde Dunn, American consul at Bombay, on April 4, 1951, states that one of
the "limitations on effectiveness" of the
Cousins trip was "the constant presence
of Mr. Julius Stulman, his traveling companion."
Now to return to Mr. Cousins' role on
this Marco Polo journey in reverse:
Not only did Mr. Cousins spend most
of his time promoting world government,
but in virtually every city he visited, he
managed to take cracks at the American
press. Just to cite you a couple of examples out of many, he is quoted in the
January 18 issue of the Times of Ceylon
as follows:

scarcely reflected the American public
opinion accurately when ·he described
world government as ·the "fastest ·growing movement in the United States."
·
In fact, it is perfectly· plain from reading the clips that the Hindu newspapers
sensed that Mr. Cousins did not know
what he was talking about. A Bombay
daily, the Hindustan, commented as
follows:
· It seems in this trip Mr. Cousins is going to
appear more as a political expert than a man
of letters. The topics of his talks deal mainly
with "democracy," "peace," "American public opinion," and so on. It is a matter of
regret that Bombay will not come to know
about the artistic personality of a man who
has been heading for ~O years a first-rank ·
literary magazine like .the Saturday Review
of Literatur~.

Need I note that in his letter to me,
Mr. Barrett six months later was still
trying to palni off Mr. Cousins' selection
because of his prominence in the AmerHe ·did not think newspapers and magazines .in the United States reflected the true . ican world of letters? And Mr . .Barrett
implied that Mr. Cousins was to talk
public opinion.
about things considerably closer to the
' One Indian journal even expressed hearts of Americans than world governsurprise at the contempt with which ment.
Mr. Cousins evidently regarcied the
Among the other curious performances
American press. The publication Bharat of Mr. Cousins was his statement in Ceycommented on .February 25 as follows:
lon rapping the United Nations which-if
It was surprising to hear ·a n outstanding
I understand American policy correctly. American journalist asking this country not
we support 100 percent, and a statement
to take the American press as reflecting the
in Madras, India, denouncing "Red witch
public opinion there.
hunts" in the United States .
.I am not a reader of the Saturday
According to the Times of Ceylon, pubReview of Literature, but I am told that lished in Colombo, January 19, Mr. Couthe most it reflects publicly is the -opin- sins advised Ceylon not to join the U. N.
ion of Mr. Cousins and a coterie of Here is what that _press clip says:
nickel-and-dime intellectuals as to their
He further said that Ceylon was not a memviews on books and phonograph records. ber of the U. N.. and n€ed not be as long as
I am certain of one thing, however. the (U. N.) organization had no effective
I can guarantee the House that the means to suppress aggression.
American press as a wl).ole is far more
I am sorry that I . cannot quote any
accurate and far more representative of more
from that clipping, but unfortuAmerican public opinion than Mr. Nornately, Mr. Cousins seldom rated 'more
man Cousins himself.
When Mr. Cousins praises world gov- t! .. an three or four paragraphs in the
newspapers, and I would scarcely call his
ernment and represents it as "the fastest growing movement in the United trip a success so far as publicity is conStates," he not only displays a colossal cerned.
· Concerning his denunciation of what
ignorance, but raises doubts in my mind
whether he could get a job as· a cub he called "Red witch hunts" in America,
reporter on the Daily Eugle in "Sadie's I want to read from a clipping from the
newspaper, The Indian Express, dated
Switch, Okla."
·1 hold in my hand a press clipping January 20. · I quote:
Giving his views on the Red hunt in Amerdated July 10 of this year which announces that the monthly magazine ica, Mr. Cousins said that there was a tremendous
movement against this there, that
Common Cause, published in Chicago even the Attorney
recently came beand founded 4 years ago as the ofiicial fore the AmericanGeneral
public denouncing the
organ of the Committee To Frame a witch hunt. One could expect this problem
World Constitution, ·has gone out of to be really solved only when the problem
business. The story says that the high- of peace in the world was also solved.
est circulation the magazine achieved
It apparently has never occurred to
was in 1948 when 4,000 copies were distributed. The news report adds that the Mr. Cousins that we will only have peace
in the world when we get rid of comcirculation has fallen steadily since.
The story also discloses that as a re- munism and that we will only have secusult of pressure tactics by the Committee rity in the United States when we have
To Frame a World Constitution, 22 State driven the last Communist off the Govlegislatures adopted re·solutions endors- ernment payroll and out of posts of
ing world government, but 14 have since influence.
I think the House is entitled to know
rescinded the action.
The history of this committee and its the upshot of Mr. Cousins' trip so far
publication, together with the actions of as Mr. Cousins himself is concerned.
- Mr. ·Cousins- is a bright young man,
the various State legislatures in rescinding resolutions previously adopted, would and I do not expect anyone to criticize
seem to indicate that Mr·. Cousins him too much for trying to niake ·a fast
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dollar. Throughout his journey he was
dispatches to the Saturday Review of Literature bearing such datelines
as Tokyo, Korea, and so forth. Mr.
Cousins afforded his ·readers his views
on a wide variety of topics, including
deprecating Congress for demanding the
ouster of Dean Acheson, for cultivating
totalitarian postures, for political
headline hunting and crass exhibitionism," and for a variety of other things,
including advocacy of Red witch hunts.
I might add that about the nicest thing
he said about Congress in one dispatch
was that it had · ••crackpots" among its .
Members.
'
But Mr. Cousins really hit the jackpot ·
· when, under the sponsorship of the
State Department, he got an interview
with Nehru, the Prime Minister of .India.
This is the ·same Nehru who wants Red
China admitted to the United Nations
and who holds other torturous views once
held by the late and lamented Jan
Masaryk, of Czechoslovakia. Nehru evi- .
dently thinks that the way to get along
with communism is to hold hands with
the Communists in world organizations.
Mr. Masaryk paid for similar beliefs with
his. life, and his country paid for his
beliefs with its freedom.
I do not know whether Mr. Norman
Cousins had a scoop or not in interviewing Nehru inasmuch as he does not seem
very difiicult to interview. But I think
the House should 'know that the publishing firm of John Day Co. has just
announced it is publishing Mr. Cousins'
interview with Prime Minister Nehru in
book form-at $2 a copy. Lest some
member be tempted to rush to the near~st bookstore and buy this book, I will
warn hlm in advance that most of the
questions asked by Mr. Cousins answered
themselves and were as long as the
answers supplied by Mr. Nehru. So the
book comes out about equal parts
Cousins and Nehru. ·
As a Member of this House, who·, like
many other members, dislikes to see the
taxpayers' money go· down the drain,
and as one who is deeply distressed over
the lack of favorable world opinion
about American foreign policy, I would
say that Mr. Barrett and the Staie Department have performed a great disservice to their country in fostering this
Cousins trip. It appears to i:r..e that Mr.
Cousins lined his pockets at the expense
of Uncle Sam, and if this $2 book has
any sales at all, he promises to have
further pr<;>fits in addition to the free
trip he has already taken.
Finally, it is my conclusion and my
recommendation that the State Department and its Division of Public Affairs ·
for get its program of dispatching representative citizens to other parts of
the globe until such time as the State
Department has been thoroughly cleaned
out and the personnel replaced by individuals with considerable more judgment than that exercised by Mr. Barrett
and Mr. Acheson. America has reached ..
a "low state indeed when it has to choose
an obscure ed:tor such as Norman
cousins to represent it in any part of
· the world.
·
s~nding
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I suppose in the final analysis that this
Cousins case should be regarded for what
it is-only another example of the complete ineptness and blundering of the
bunch of bureaucrats, pinkos, and nincompoops who inf est the agencies of our
Government, particularly the State Department. The Cousins case is certainly
an excellent example of how difficult it
is for Congress to find out what is going
on in the executive branch of this
Government.
Mr. Cousins spent all his time promoting a world federation and belittling
the United Nations. Is the State De. partment for or against the United Nations? It looks to me as if, following
their usual practice, they were on both
sides of that question and were trying
to ride two horses at the same time.
I wonder how the taxpayers like that?
Mr. H. CARL ANDERSEN. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. TABER. I yield.
Mr. H. CARL ANDERSEN. Do I understand that this propagandist, urging
a world government, was paid for out of
the Voice of America funds?
Mr. TABER. That is correct; $4,552.50.
Mr. H. CARL ANDERSEN. Who approved such an expenditure?
Mr. TABER. Mr. Barrett.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from New York has again
expired.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
the gentleman five additional minutes.
Mr. H. CARL ANDERSEN. If Mr.
Barr.e tt has the money to throw away in
that fashion, would it not be good common sense to take twenty or twenty-five
million off of his authorization in this
particular bill and make him a little
more cautious about such procedures?
Mr. TABER. I think it would be a
little more appropriate if that were done.
Mr. SIEMINSKI. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. TABER. I yield to the gentleman
from New Jersey.
Mr. SIEMINSKI. I must answer that
question this way, and ask one. When
we were getting out of Han Kiang about
last Christmas time, I suppose you would
like to have the fire power cut off? You
stopped your fire power, and that is where
the Reds are today.
Mr. TABER. The gentleman can get
plenty of time to make a speech. I would
have been glad to answer a question.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. TABER. In a moment.
At this time we are in this situation:
We have had this so-called Voice of
America putting out all sm ts of things
on the air, some of them absolutely fiat
and unable to draw the interest of people
in foreign lands; some of them by people
who have endeavored to stir up trouble
amongst the people of the United.States,
like that broadcast by Raymond Gram
Swing, who went after General MacArthur. We all knuw what I-<.aymond
... Gram Swing is. Frankly, during all of
the time of the first months of the Korean debacle, when we went in there,
there was not one word telling the world
why the United States wa·; right in its
position. Frankly, if we are going to

have a Voice of America, it should support the position of the people of the
United States and it should represent
them.
Mr. COLMER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
· Mr. TABER. Yes; I yield.
Mr" COLMER. There is one question
in connection with what the gentleman
has been discussing that has concerned
me as a question of policy. What I cannot understand is that these departments apparently have money to pick up
any man or group of men or any group
of people and send them over to Europe
on one mission or another. If Members
of Congress want to go over to Europe
on any mission, ordinarily they have to
get approval of the Congress by proper
resolution and proper appropriation. I
am going to give the gentleman an illustration of what I am talking about. I
want to say ·~hat I have no criticism of
that mission. I think it was a splendid
mission. Recently a group from this
body was taken over by the military or
the State Department, or both, I do not
know which, fiown over to Europe, and
they did a good job over there. More
recently a group from the other body
went over under the same auspices and
came back. I do not say that was a bad
thing, but I am talking about the policy
of the departments having the right to
do that.
It was brought to my attention this
morning-and I want to say in all fairness this is only hearsay, that the State
Department is now planning to take
people, men and their wives, and others,
and send them ov0r to Europe at Government expense to show those people
over there a few of the peopb we have
over here. That may be a good thing,
but why does the Department have that
much leeway when we are talking about
trying to save money?·
Mr. TABER. I frankly do not see.
Frankly, the thing that bothers me is
this: General MacArthur was fired because they say he · said something that
did not jibe with the policy of the administration. This man goes over and he
tells these people that the United Nations
does not meet the situation of the world,
contrary to what I understand is the
policy of the United States Government;
he tells them that we should join a world
federation, or a ·world government. I do
not see where a paid propagandist irom
the State Department should go over and
advocate a program which is not the
United States policy, and I do not approve of that way of doing business; I
cannot get myself down to that level.
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. TABER. I yield.
Mr. DONDERO. The Voice of America is asking approximately $100,000 in
this bill. Can the gentleman tell the
American people any tangible evidence of
what the Voice of America has accomplished since it has been established?
Mr. TABER. The trouble is that they
have not very often; there have been
rare occasions when they did have something that was some good. But I have
made it my business repeatedly and repeatedly to go over scripts of their broad-
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casts; I liave read hundreds of them
myself. The worst curse that goes with
that is that everything they send me by
way of a broadcast script they send likewise to the gentleman from New York
[Mr. RooNEY] and the gentleman from
New York tells me it is ruining his eyesight to have to read all of them. I am
sorry about that; I did not want to bring
that trouble on ·anybody.
· Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Cliairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. TABER. I yield.
Mr. ROONEY. May I say that at the
expense of my deteriorating eyesight I
do not interpret the scripts I read as does
the gentleman from New York; I do not
reach the conclusions the gentleman
re~ches after reading the scripts word by
word, and the gentleman has caused me
to read bales of them, thousands of them.
Let him point out what is wrong with
some of these scripts he has on the fioor
right now. Let us see in what respects
. they are wrong, incorrect, and not proper
propaganda.
Mr. TABER. I have just a few minutes; I have not any of them in my hand,
but there are several up at the table.
Mr. ROONEY. Why not include one
in the RECORD?
Mr. TABER. That one on MacArthur
is bad.
Mr. ROONEY. Why not insert that in
the RECORD and let the people know what
is going on.
Mr. TABER. If I were to put all of
the bad ones in the RECORD there would
be no room for other things for months
to come.
Mr. ROONEY. I will settle on 10 out
of the many thousands if the gentleman
will put 10 in the RECORD. Let the people know what is going on and see what
you are talking about.
Mr. TABER. There will probably be
more than 10 ref erred to and pointed
out by speakers here this afternoon.
Mr. DONDERO. What I asked for
was tangible evidence of what the Voice
of America has accomplished for this
country after we have spent millions of
dollars in financing it. That is what I
want to know.
Mr. TABER. We have not done what
we should have done. If we had a set-up
there which would find out what the
psychology of the people they were going
to broadcast to was and is, and have people in charge who are competent to do it,
I believe there could be a real good come
from it. It needs a first-class businessman to run it, it needs absolute loyalty,
and not so many people.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself such time as I may require.
Mr. Chairman, with regard to the remarks just made by the gentleman from
New York, I should like to read the following letter. from Assistant Secretary
of State Edward W. Barrett:
JULY 19, 1951.
The Honorable JOHN ROONEY,
House of Representatives.

DEAR MR. ROONEY: In our conversation
last Friday I mentioned that Representative
TABER has asked for all reports dealing with
the recent lecture tour of Mr. Norman Cousins in the Near and Far East. As you know,
we have learned through past experience
that one of the most effective means to
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counter Commun~st propaganda is through can · way of life before foreign audiences,
friendly and conversational, and his appersonal appearances by prominent Amerespecially in certain areas where the United. pl"oach to the dream of world government ts
icans. Lecturing by . Fulbright lecturers
States is too little understood. It was behonest and persuasive, though lacking in
under P. L. 584 (Fulbright Act) and .other~ lieved that as a well-informed, successful
definiteness. Hts handling of audience
leaders and specialists has proved increasprivate citizen he could articulate the United
questions was admirable.
ingly efi'ective.
States position in world affairs, and could
The visit of so attractive a person as Mr.
As I told you, we have sent such people
commend a sympathetic reaction .to our
Cousins, representing the finest type of
abroad before with emphasis on their lecpoint of view from infiuential groups which
thoughtful, keen-witted, sensitive young
turing both to specialized and to general
have been critical of our policies. The AsAmerican, has done much good here.
audiences. I should clarify, however, that
sistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs
Press clippings reporting his talks are enMr. Cousins was the first to be sent abroad
and the Assistant Secretary for Near Eastern
closed.
for the specific purpose of lecturing to genAffairs approved of the choice of Mr. Cousins
ANGUS TRESIDDER,
eral ·audiences with no emphasis on specialand officers in the Office of Educational
Public Affairs OJi,cer
ized groups. As a representative of an
Exchange concurred. Concurrence was also
(For the Charge d'Affaires, ad interim).
American intellectual publication and a
obtained from the United States missions in
(From the Times of Ceylon, Colombo, Ceylon,
long-time student o.f India, he seems to have
India and. Pakistim.
January 15, 1951]
done a good job. Loy Henderson. was enMr. Cousins was accordingly awarded a
NORMAN COUSINS TALK TODAY
th11siastic about the results.
Departmental grant under Public Law 402 to
In accordance with our conversation, I am
Mr. Norman Cousins, editor of the Amerienable him to lecture on various aspects of
enclosing for your information copies of letcan literary journal Saturday Review of
American life at United States Information
ters, clippings and reports which we have
Centers and before other interested groups . Literature, arrived at Katunayake Airport
sent to Mr. TABER.
yesterday by BOAC plane. He will deliver a
in Ceylon, India and Pakistan. In India,
Sincerely yours,
lecture on Conditions of Democracy in the
· Mr. Cousins delivered lectures in Madras,
EDWARD M. BARRET!'.
Modern World at the YMCA this evening.
Calcutta, New Delhi, and Bombay. In Pakistan, he addressed groups in Dacca, Lahore,
:E'. S.-The business of sending lecturers
and Karachi. He likewise visited Japan,
abroad, plus many of our activities, appears
(From the Colombo (Ceylon) Observer o"'.
Hong Kong, and Singapore, although these
not to be particularly new. Edward BoyJanuary 16, 1951]
points were not included in his lecture askin recently published an analysis of the
"WORLD GOVERNMENT DESPERATELY
signment. Mr. Cousins' grant consisted of
propaganda campaign which Lincoln put on
NECESSARY"
all necessary transportation, a salary comto win British .support during the Civil War.
"I believe it is desperately necessary to
pensation at the rate of $500 per month, and
After telling about Lincoln's distribution of
have a world-wide government in which na1,750,000 papers of pronorthern literature and
a per diem in accordance . with Standardized
tions could maintain their own institutions,
sponsoring 150 pronorthern mass meetings
Government Travel Regulations, the stipulaaccepting a high sovereignty in matters conin Great Britain, Boykin reports:
tion being that the assignment was to be for
cerned with the security of the people," said
"Lincoln routed a cavalcade of American
a period not to exceed 75 days.
Mr. Norman Cousins, editor of the American
lecturers and stump speakers through BriReports from our missions covering Mr.
tain, men who could speak for the North at
Saturday Review of Literature._ in the course
Cousins' general lectureship have generally
mass meetings of the British people. He
of a lecture he delivered yesterday in the
been gratifying and indicate that it served
summoned Henry ward Beecher, America's
effectively to further the objectives of the
YMCA forum.
most popular and powerful pulpiteer, to
Campaign of Truth. Apparently the only
He said:
Washington, gave him instructions and hurfactor which marred the complete success of
"Today the nations of the world are in.
ried him to England.
this project was the presence on Mr. Cousins
the same position as they were as far back
of a Mr. Julius Stulman, who, it is
as the fourth century B. C. Their intention ·
Mr. Chairman, under the permission trip
understood, is a personal friend of Mr.
is to find a system of world government so
heretofore granted me by the House I Cousins and accompanied him at the latter'a that people can live peacefully. But instead,
shall insert in the RECORD at this point request. Mr. Stulman, however, paid all of we have a League of Nations type of organithe copies of letters, clippings, and re- his. own expenses and was not sponsored zation, where the veto, a weapon which can
ports sent to the gentleman from New by the Department, although the Bureau of be used by any nation to· hinder world prog~
York [Mr. TABER] and referred to · by Near Eastern Affairs requested the missions ress, has been proposed and passed:"
India and Pakistan to extend to him the
Mr. Cousins continued:
Mr. Barrett, as well as a two-page type- 1n
customary courtesies in furthering his pro"We have had wars almost continually for
written sheet which contains material fessional contacts with local groups. Rethe
last 300 years. It is not possible for a
on the same subject. I do this without ports from Bombay and Madras indicate that Russia
arid an America, a Communist and
hr,ving read the clippings or any of this Mr. Stulman's constant presence with Mr. a democratic
state to exist at the same time.
poorly photostated material. I do this Cousins detracted somewhat from the effec"I believe that it is desperately necestiveness
of
Mr.
cousins'
visit.
'
with the idea that the American people
sary to have a world-wide go_v ernment, in
are entitled to hear the State Departwhich nations could maintain their own inJ/.NUARY
25,
1951.
ment side of this controversy and withstitutions, accepting a high sovereignty in
From:
Colombo,
Ceylon.
.
c··t any personal opinion on my part one
matters concerned with the security of the
To:
The
Department
of
State,
Washington.
way or the other.
·
people. The World Federal Government is
Reference: Department's circular telegram
the fastest growing movement in the United
The material referred to follows: .
312, December 26, 1950.
States. But although the proposal could
RECENT LECTURE TOUR OF MR. NORMAN CousSu1'ject: Visit of Norman Cousins.
come from the United States it would be no
INS TO SOUTHEAST ASIA UNDER THE DE•
Mr. Norman Cousins, accompanied by Mr.
use without support from Asian countries.
PARTMENT'S EXCHANGE OF PERSONS PRO•
Julius Stulman, arrived on schedule in Cey.;.
The future of the world depends on the
GRAM. PUBLIC LAW 402
lon on January 14. During his 3-day stay
partnership between Asia and the United
he spoke twice in Colombo and twice in
The Departmen~ of State conducts an inStates .of America.
Jaffna, at the northern tip of Ceylon. In
ternational educational exchange program
Colombo he addressed audiences at the
"LAST CHANCE
to authority contained in the Smith-Mundt
YMCA and at the University of Ceylon. In
Act, the Fulbright Act and the Finnish War
"Would Russia accept? . No one knows.
Jaffna
he
spoke
in
Jaffna
city
undett
the
Debt Act, under which American professors,
But this is the la:st chance and India,
auspices of the Jaffna District Community
research scholars, teachers, students, and
P&kistan, Ceylon and the Unit-;d States
Centers
and
at
Jaffna
College.
leaders and specialists in various fields of
could make the proposal in good faith to the
The subjects announced in Department's
endeavor are sent abroad and persons in
world, in an honest attempt to avert war.
telegram 312, December 26, 1950, were unthese categories are brought to tne United
"Any country acting in good faith would
familiar to Mr. Cousins, who had not seen
States on grants-in-aid awarded by the Dehave every reason to accept. If Russia does
th'l instruction. He spoke principally about
partment, the over-all purposes beihg to pronot accept, we should n,ot despair. The door
the world crisis and the solution offered by
mote American understanding and friendmust be kept open at all times. There
the United World Federalists. One speech
ship among the peoples of other countries.
should
be no spirit of de!eatism or fatalism."
in Jaffna he devoted to the Connecticut exThe Department is, of course, constantly
Before the commencement of the lecture,
periment in education. The PAO suggested
endeavoring to discover means by which the
that he list the titles he intended to use .Mr. E.W. Kannangara introduced the speak'7
fullest possible realization of this objective
er to the audience.
tn ·future talks, to be sent to other posts on
can be achieved.
; Mr. H. A. J. Hulugalle also spoke.
his route. The new titles ·are "Where the
In furtherance' of this aim, officers 'of the
Peace Begins," "Don't Resign ·From the
pur~au concerned wi"th South Ast.a n affa.i rs
Human Race," "The American Laboratory
in the Department felt that .in view o~ .~ls
(From the Times of Ceylon, Colombo, Ceylon,
for
Education ...
'prominence in ~he America1c1 world. of' let:of January 19, 1961]
Mr. Cousins made an excellent impression
ters, Mr. Norman Cousins, edit~n:, the SaturCEYLON NEED NOT JOIN UNO
here a!'j a sincere, intense person with an
day Reyiew of Literature, would be tM type
VADUKODDAI, Wednesday.-"We all want
idealist's hope for war.Id peace through fed-;
.of person who might be w~ll suited to unpeace .and the greatest o'p portunity awaits
eral · union. His · platform presence is
dertake a project of lecturing on the Amert-

•
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the East ' to lead the world out Of disorder
into peace" said Mr. Norman Cousins, editor.
Saturday Review, addressing a packed audi•
ence of teachers and students at Jaffna Col•
lege. The Reverend S. K. Bunker, principal,
Jaffna College, presided.
What t he Ul'm had tried to do was to
cope with aggressive elements rather than
suppress them early and prevent war ..
He then described the great atrocities perpetrated in Korean battlefields and the feeling of disillusionment prevalent among the
Koreans. He asserted that there was yet
hope that the UNO might '\"TOrk in the direction of a world federation recognizing the
sovereignty of suffering humanity and create conditions suitable to peace.
He further said that Ceylon was not a
member of the UNO and need not be as long
as the organization had no effective means
to suppress aggression.

But, he believed, the American Government
sincerely wanted peace.
Mr. Cousins said there was a growing
movement in the United States which said
that world law was the only way of attain·
ing peace. The people of the United States
believe the crisis that faced the world was
a human crisis, not a national one.

a time when war ts threatened and the democratic way of life .is challenged, we are fortunate to have Mr. Norman Cousins to
speak."
Mr. H. A. J. Hulugalle also spoke.

APRIL 21:, 1951.
From: AM CONSUL, Bombay, India.
To: The Department of State, Washington.
Reference: Bombay's Dispatch No. 885 dated
(From the Colombo (Ceylon) Daily. News of
April 4, 1951.
January 16, 1951)
Subject: Norman Cousins' interview with
NEED
FOR
WORLD
FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT
Pandit Nehru.
STRESSED-"FASTEST GROWING MOVEMENT
The Sunday edition of the Bharat Jyoti,
IN UNITED STATES"
for April 22, devoted the enclosed two
"Today the nations of the world are in
pages of space to the tape-recorded interview
the same position as they were as far .back
of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru accomplished
as the fourth century, B. C. Their intenby N,orman Cousins during the last few days
tion is to find a system of world governhe was in India. The fact that a major
ment so that people can live peacefully.
Bombay Sunday paper would devote this
But instead, we have a Leaguu of Nations
much space to the interview is additional
type of organization where the vote, a
evidence of the impact that Norman Cousins
weapon which can be used by any nation
had locally. This Consulate General would
ANOTHER LECTURE
to hinder world progress, has been proposed
again like to report its satisfaction with the
JAFFNA, Thursday.-Mr. Norman Cousins
and ..,assed."
visit of this particular · American leader
delivered a public address at the Jaffna CenThis view was expressed by Mr. Norman · speci.altst.
tral College Hall on citizens and education
Cousins, editor of the American Saturday
PRESCOTT CHILDS,
Review of Literature, in a lecture yesterday
in America.
American Consul General.
Mudaliyar C. Thiagarajah, president of the
in the Y. M. c. A. forum in which he advo(Enclosure: Clipping, Bharat Jyoti, April
Jaffna District Community Centers Union,
cated the forming of a world federal gov•
22, 1951.)
presid.ed.
ernment.
[From the Bharat Jyoti, of April 22, 1951]
"The League of Nations could have preA WORLD FREE FROM FEAR-NEHRU DISPELS
vented
war
by
stopping
Japan
in
1932,
and
[From the Times of Ceylon, Colombo, Ceylon,
UNITED STATES SUSPICIONS: TALK WITH
again by checking the Germans on the Rhine
of January 19, 1951]
NORMAN COUSINS-OUTSPOKEN ANSWERS TO
in 1934. Two giant powers with a vacuum
RHYMES OF THE TIMES-WORLD FEDERAL
CRITICAL QUESTIONS ON INDIA-MANY FALexisting
between
can
only
mean
that
each
GOVERNMENT
LACIES ARE EXPOSED: VALUES THAT INDIA
will be trying to prevent the vacuum from
PRIZES
"The world federal government is the
being filled by the other.
fastest growing movement in the United
"We have had wars almost continually
· (Mr. Norman Cousins was sent out to India
States. I believe it is desperately necessary
for the last 300 years. It is not possible for
by the United States Government to speak
to have a world:-wide government" (Mr. Nora Russia and an America, a Communist and a
"to us about the purposes and .policies which
man Cousins in Ceylon) .
motivated America. The American people
democratic state to exist at the same time."
·are concerned because they feel that India
The world's contracting into a billiard ball,
DESPERATELY NECESSARY
is gradually drifting away from their bloc.
America's in the middle of Ceylon;
"I believe that it is desperately necesThe present-day world tension has created a
A world federal movement will save us all.
sary to have a world-wide ·government, in
complex of fear. Fear has driven them into
which nations could maintain their own
Southeast Asia is in the Mall,
imagining that there can be no other right
institutions,
accepting
a
high
sovereignty
in
And wicked, gay Paree at the Golden Faun:
policy than one they follow. It therefore
matters concerned with the security of the
The world's contracting into a billiard ball.
leads them to the conclusion that those who
people. The world federal government
are not with them are against them.
The Colombo diplomat is Mayfair's jewel,
. is the fastest growing movement in the
India's foreign policy has therefore come
America's darling, Miss Anna Wong;
United States. But although ·the proposal
under an angry criticism and irritation.
A world federal movement will save us all.
could come from the United States it would
India prefers to consider her own national
be
of
no
use
without
support
from
Asian
The English hunt gave us our annual kraal,
interests first, which demand that a temper
countries.
The
future
of
the
world
depends
And Carol Reed made the quiet place a kamof peace is necessary before we can apply
on the partnership between Asia and the
pong;
ourselves to the .problems which the world
United States of America.
The world's contracting into a billiard ball.
faces. India feels that we must also realize
"Would Russia accept? No one knows.
that means are as · important as the ends.
So, Mr. Cousins, God speed towards your goal,
But this is the last chance and India, PakisEvil cannot be met by evil. Unfortunately,
Send us some federated 'taters, tractors, . tan, Ceylon, and the United States could
however, India's independent policy is concorn;
make the proposal in good faith ,to the world,
sidered by many in the United States, acA world federal movement will save us all.
in an honest attempt to avert war.
cording to Mr. Cousins, as deliberately leadSend us federated Grable for Beira Ball,
ing toward totalitarianism of the left or
"DOOR MUST BE KEPT OPEN
Marx brothers to play my role, when I am
preparations for a full partnership with
"Any country acting in good faith would
gone;
united Communist Asia. Such an estimate
have every reason to accept. If Russia does
The world's contracting into a billiard ball;
of
our approach has upset the otherwise
not accept, we should not despair. The door
A world 'federation movement will save us all. must be kept open at all times. There should
friendly feelings between the two countries.
In the heat, words fiy and ignorant charges
T.
be no spirit .of defeatism or fatalism.
are made against much that India stands for .
"Some say that this talk of world governEven Mr. Norman Cousins did not escape
[From the Times of Ceylon, Colombo, Ceylon,
ment is being visionary. But what have
from
its gloomy touch. Though he pleads for
of January 18, 1951]
praCliical men brought on but three practical
better understanding and seeks to underwars."
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Is FOR PEACE, SAYS
stand the Indian point of view from Prime
NORMAN COUSINS
Mr. Cousins pointed out that he was not
Minister Nehru in this long interview, he
speaking for the majority of the American
"I do not know how close we are to anrefers to petty things which, according to
people. "The majority," he said, "had not
other war. I do not know how much time
him, indicated the hostility of the Indian
yet accepted. In my State a 4 months diswe have to avert another war. But I know
public to the United States. He cites the
cussion campaign on the subject ended with
we are not doing enough to avert war", said
playing up of race stories from the United
a
signed
petition
being
submitted
to
the
Mr. Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturday
States in our newspapers. He does not rePresident
of
the
United
States,
requesting
Review of Literature, during a public lecture
alize that Asia sees in race riots the evihim to take the initiative to bring about
at King George's Hall yesterday evening.
dence of double standards which the west
world peace."
Sir Ivor Jennings, Vice-Chancellor, Unistill continues to believe in. This inter!'I believe," he added, "that the peoples of
versity of Ceylon, presided.
view is a recorded conversation between Mr.
India, Pakistan, and Ceylon can join this
Mr. Cousins, speaking on public opinion
Nehru and Mr. Cousins. It is perhaps one
movement. There is a starvation of moral
1n the United $t ates, as reflected in their
of the finest expositions of the mind of the
leadership. If there is a volcanic eruption
peace movements, said that few voices
Prime Minister and throws light on many
of moral force somewhere in the world, then
seemed to be raised for peace, and many
things. Mr. Cousins, however, remains un- moral peace will prevail."
for war. He did not think newspapers and
convinced. He makes an eloquent plea in
magazines in the United States reflected the
Before the commencement of the lecture,
his summing up to the American people as
true public opinion. Their main aim was to
Mr. E.W. Kannangara introduced the speakfollows: "It is important that we consider
convince Russia, and they meant business.
ers to the audience and observed that "at
carefully Mr. Nehru's responses, for a wise
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Am,erican policy witb respect to India may
help to save ·what r~mains of Asia and · to a
large extent may . help to save the ,peace of
the world itself. I believe I am justified in
saying tha.t tbere could be no more tragic
mistake for America than to write off India
as a Soviet satellite. My own guess is that
the Nehru government is act ually .much further from the extreme left than the people
themselves, or at least from the small section
of the people that is politically conscious
and articulate. If America, with full · sense
of India's importance and with human
values at the core of our foreign policy, proposes a working partnership with India, the
results quite conceivably might be one of
the turning points of history.")
SO THE WORLD MAY KNOW
"Mr. CousINs. I have been increasingly
disturbed in the past few weeks at what
seemed to be a growing misunderstanding
between India and the United States.
Reading the pr ~ss of India and also reading
clippings from newspapers in the United
States, which people back home have sent
along to me, I have become deeply concerned that these two people who have so
much to offer each other and, indeed, upon
whom the · burden of world peace rests,
should today be drifting apart. How do you
account for this growing misunderstanding
which, in many instances, seems actually to
approach hostility.
"Prime Minister NEHRU. You have been
here now some weeks or months. I should
like to think of your own e?Cperiences here.
Have you in your individual capacity experienced-shall I say-any host111ty toward
you yourself or toward Americans as individuals'?
"Mr. CousINs. Here in India I have had
on e of t he richest experiences in my life. I
feel, and I say it in all sincerity, that I
have been made to feel as much at home by
the Indian people as I am back in the
United States. Yet"Yes; it is this "yet" that is at the bottom
of all the misunderstanding· 'between India
and America. The interview that the editor
of the Saturday Review of Literature had
with the Prime Minister of India is conditioned by this "yet." The ir terview is reproduced here as it has been recorded. We
offer no apology for its inordinate length, as
the subject discussed by the two distinguished persons is of extreme importance
and the world must know what we in India
stand for. Here is the text:
"Mr. CousINS. I wo:qder whether you would
care to define for Americans the basis of
Indian and American understanding and
friendship today.
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Well, I don't know
that it is possible to define anything precisely in the modern world. The most one
can do is to grope about and try to see a way
toward any kind of objective that one aims
at. Basically, I feel that it is of essential
importance for India and the United States
to understand and then possibly appreciate
each other's outlook with a view to as large
a measure of cooperation as possible. Hav~
ing said that, I begin to think what our more
ultimate objectives involving a large part of
Asia today and possibly the rest of the world.
But for the moment I am speaking about
India.
"We are-well, in search of our soul. We
are groping and trying some kind of adjustment-integration, if you like--of our na- .
tional life, our international as well as individual lives.
"Having passed through these periods of
transition and very rapid change, we have to
find some equilibrium. Normally this would
have been difficult enough; but in_the present titate of affairs, after all that occurred
since the war in India-the partition, independence, and so on-all this has shaken us
up a. good deal. And so we .are trying to

search _to find out what our objectives are.
Some of us may have some vague notions:
others try to look at things objectively without any fixed ideas so far as possible. So
when any-shall I say slogans or fixed concepts-are put, we use them in a measure,
but we are rather suspicious, too, becaus.e
slogans are apt to petrify a man's thinking.
"Mr. CousINs. Mr. Prime Minister, exactly
what slogans and fixed concepts do you have
in mind?
·
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Every slogan,
every word, almost, that is used by the Socialist, the Communist, the capitalist. People hardly think nowadays. They throw
words at each other. They talk about democracy, but when we sit down and think about
democracy all kinds of aspects of it appear
which do not necessarily come up in the
average man's mind. An Englishman p:iay
think of democracy in terms of his system;
an American in terms of his system. Russia
talks about the people's- democracy, which is
completely different. They use the same
word. , People talk about equality. Equality
has a certain meaning in people's minds-in
Western Europe, in America-a certain
meaning which is very largely political. And
certainly something aiming at economic
equality.
"Mr. COUSINS. For purposes of this discussion, Mr. Prime Minister, how would
you define democracy in order to give it
a universal meaning-something that people everywhere could understand and re:.
spend to?"
THE DEMOCRATIC WAY OF LIFE
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Now, I told you
just now that definitions are very difficult,
and I do not presume to define anything,
because to define anything that is big is
to limit it.
"Nevertheless, if I may vaguely suggest
something, I would say that democracy is
not only political, not only economic, but
something of the mind, as everything is
ultimately something of the mind. It involves equality of opportunity to all people,
as far as possible, in the political and economic domain. It involves the freedom of
the individual to grow and to make the best
of his capacities and ability. It involves
a certain tolerance of others and even of
others' opinions when they differ from
yours. It involves a certain contemplative
tendency and a certain inquisitive search
for truth-and for, let us say, the right
thing.
"That is, it 1s a dynamic, not a static,
thing, and as it changes it may be that its
domain wm become wider and wider. Ultimately, it is a mental approach applied to
our political and economic problems.
"Mr. CousINS. In terms of the basic equalities inherent in democracy that you mention, Mr. Prime Minister-not only political
equality but social equality and economic
equality-would you agree that political
equality ts the means through which people
may achieve the oth6r equalities? For if we
lack political equality then we lack the
main tools by which we can secure for ours~lves the other rights.
Take, for example, .
the right of protest, which is at the heart of
political democracy. I am sure you would
agree that if the right of protest is destroyed no country can really call itself a
democracy. Nor can any people expect to
have other forms of equallty--economic or
social-unless they maintain this right of
protest.
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Yes, political
freedom or political equality is the very
basis on which you build up other equalities.
At the same time political equality may
cease to have meaning if there is gross economic inequality. Where, let us say, people
are starving the vote does not count. They
are thinking in terms of the next meal and
not of the vote. But leaving that out for
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the moment, political equality is the basis
for other .equalities.
"Mr. COUSINS. Would you say, Mr. Prime
Minister, that it would then also follow that
the state must submit itself regularly to the
approval of the people? Because unless a
people have the chance ·to pass upon the
merits of a certain government political
equality will' be meaningless.
"Prime Minister NEHRU. · I agree again. Although I accept that principle completely,
in practice the people can be preyed upon so
much by propaganda by rousing their passions in this or that direction that you may
get some entirely wrong decisions and wrong
poH.cies. But you must take this risk. It
is far better to take this risk than the other
risk.
•
"Mr. CousINs. I suppose one thing that
democracy, as you have defined it, does do is
to protect the individual against dangerous
error by government. It ls true that in the
course of sustaining free institutions many
mistakes will be made, just as there will be
many abuses-abuses which at times, I suppose, will complicate the operation of a
democracy. And yet if the mistakes and the
abuses become too large, the people can use
their ultimate power to protect themselves
and, as we say in America; to turn the rascals
out. What .other hope is there that, despite
the abuses and the confusions, the people can
keep decisions in their own hands, which
means that the individual must be protected
in his right to change the state?
"Prime Minister NEHRU. The individual
has to be protected. Also the social organism has to be protected against the predatory individual. You take steps against the
gangster or the antisocial individual. So
the process of protection ls twofold. And it
ts just possible-in fact not only possible
but it has taken place innumerable timesthat a group may gain power and may manage for some time, at least, to preserve that
power not merely by the physical means of
guns but by deluding the public by propaganda or by other processes.
"Mr. CousINS. In which case you might
then also say that the people themselves
have failed rather than democracy itself?
"Wouldn't you agree that d emocracy is
actually a chance-a chance for the individual, a chance to develop his own potentialities, a chance to grow, a chance to advance the human procession, perhaps, even,
a chance to justify his own place in selfgovernment?
"Price Minister NEHRU. There is an old
saying, isn't there, that the people get the
government they deserve? And the kind of
democracy they deserve? Democracy requires obviously a higher standard among
far more people than other forms of government. If they do not reach their standard
it may be that tlieir democratic apparatus
may fail.
"Mr. CousINS. A moment ago you discussed the relationship of men to the state.
From what you said I gather that you believe deeply that the state is made for man
and not man for the state. The individual,
of course, does have obligations and responsibilities to society at large, but the
state basically is created to advance the .welfare of the individual?
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Undoubtedly.
The individual is uppermost in my mind;
but in a social organism· an individual cannot be separated from the rest. The rights
of the individual must be balanced by the
obligations of the individual to the social
organism. Without obligations there can be
no real rights.
"Mr. CousINS. Well, suppose we begin then
by defining-I apologize again for getting
into definitions-suppose we begin by defining what the principal obligations of the
state are to the individual. After that suppose we go on to the obligations of the individual toward society as a whole.
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"Prime Minister NEHRU. This business of , people can get those primary needs. Then
there are the important secondary needs.
definition rather embarrasses me, because I
Now, the economic organization would have
am not a professor or a philosopher or even
to be rather a flexible one, so that we can
a very effective politician. I have dabbled in
vary by experience. It is inevitable that
various things and given a great deal of
in India, where private resources are not
thought to matters, because they interest
great, any project must be a state project.
me. A state's obligations to the individual
Our river valley schemes must be state
or the individual's obligations to the state
schemes. No one else can do them. And
must necessarily have varied during different
any other really big project can either be a
periods of history. The original state was a
state project or jointly owned by the state
very, very simple state in which, practically
and private enterprise with a measure of
speaking, all that the state had to do :vas
state control, leaving a large field for a prito protect the individual from a foreign
vate enterprise. Thus we get what I would
enemy or another tribe. Then, from that
call a public sector of our economy and a
develops the concept of what might be called,
private sector and maybe a sector where the
without being offiensive, a police state. A
two overlap, with part state control and
state preserves law and order, protects its
largely a private sector managing under
citizens from foreign e:flemies, and takes taxes
state control. So we have these three
to carry on its business. For the rest, it was
branches of our economy. There need not
left to the individual or the group. 'I'he
be any rigid lines between them, · and we can
present idea of the state has grown far besee which functions better and more sucyond that. A state is supposed to do much
cessfully and allow · them to develop. Our
more. Every state-I am not talking about
approach is experimental and not dogmatic."
any particular brand of state-every state is
trying to do ever so much more for the indiLAND REFORM IS FIRST ON LIST'
vidual than has ever been attempted pre"Mr. CousINS. You said a moment ago, Mr.
viously.
Prime Minister, that as a state increases its
"So the state becomes more and more Of
centralization in certain sections· of the naa socially functioning organism-for the
tion's economy it becomes all the more imgood of society or the individual, as you like.
portant to safeguard and increase the rights
And the more it becomes that, the more
of the individual. Would you care to disbenefits it confers on the individual, the
cuss India's position on that matter todaymore, in a sense, the individual has obligawbat India is doing today to sefeguard and
tions to that state. So the two things, the
enlarge the rights of the people at a time
rights and the obligations, march together.
when it is imperative for India to develop
"If the state and individual are properly
projects
requiring centralization?
integrated and organized, there is no conflict.
"Prime Minister NEHRU. So far as political
Otherwise, if one side goes ahead of the
rights are concerned I suppose that our conother, there is a lack of balance.
stitution has , gone as far as any constitu"Mr. COUSINS. Within that general frametion can go toward safeguarding the political
work what would you say an individual
rights of the individual. So far as economic
has the right to expect of a state-not only
questions are concerned it is a question of
as a matter of protection against a foreign
a state interfering to protect, rather than
power, but in his direct dealings with the
keeping away, because in rather undeveloped
state itself? How would you illustrate the
economies there is a tendency to certain
socially functioning organism you just
groups of vested interests to override the
mentioned?"
interest:; of the large groups by whatever
EXPERIMENTAL, NOT DOGMATIC
methods they have. Now we are very largely
speaking, an agricultural agrarian country.
"Prime Minister NEHRU. The state, apart
And one of our first programs is land refrom protecting the individual from foreign
form; that is, to change the old big landlord
enemies or internal disorders, has the duty
system here-rather semifeudal landlord systo undertake to provide him with opportunithem-in favor here and there of cooperaties of progress, of education, health, sanitative farms, which we wish to encourage.
tion-generally, everything that would give
That removes one out-of-date system-the
him the opportunity to flt himself for such
big landlord system-whieh came in the way
work as be is capable of doing. And, you
see, the state, as everything else today, has
of our growth. The change-over has been
complicated because we have done it by congrown more and more centralized. The deep
problem of today, to put it in this way, is
stitutional means and by giving compensathis: you cannot escape centralized authortion, which is a heavy burden. Nevertheless,
ity, whether it is of the state, whether it is
that is clearing the way for other reformsof the big corporation, whether it is of the
plans for industrial growth, agricultural
growth-in many ways collaborating the two
trade union, or whether it is of any group.
They all go on being centralized authorities.
as far as possible and thus bringing about
Now all centralization is . a slight encroachsome kind of a balance between industry
ment on the freedom of the individual. We
and agriculture today. There are far too
want to preserve the freedom of the individmany people on the land. We have to draw
some of them into industry-big industry
ual, and at the same time we cannot escape
centralization in modern society. How to
or small industry or both.
balance the two?
"Mr. CousINs. In connection with India's
"Mr. CousINS. Would it be fair to ask you
projected industrial development, is there
to answer your own question? What is the
anything that you believe the United States
answer to the conflict between centralizatimi
might be able to contribute fo India's need
and individual freedom?
today or in the near future?
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Well,'! should say
"Prime Minister NEHRU. It is obvious that
that we cannot do without a large measure
a highly industrialized and tech:µically effiof centralization. But we should try to
cient nation like the United States can give
limit that as far as possible, keeping the
the greatest help to any underdeveloped
minimum of centralization and as far as
country like India. After all, industrializapossible decentralize the rest.
tion is limited, as it must be by various
factors. There is the factor of the resources
"Mr. CousINS. Would you at this point,
we can .apply to it, which ultimately means,
Mr. Prime Minister, care to discuss your own
let us say, annual savings to be put into
program for India today, in th~ light of these
future growth. It also depends on the techobjectives?
nical personnel that we can train. Per"Prime Minister NEHRU. I would hardly
haps that is .an even more important factor.
discuss that program in any detail but the
And so our progress is bound to be regulated
general idea is that we-the state, that is-by the resources at our disposal. If we
try to function in a way, first of all, to prohave greater resources-technical, financial,
vide for the primary needs of our people or,
or other-our progress will be faster. That
at any rate, to make such arrangements that
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we realize. At the same time, that real progress cannot be superimposed-it has to grow
in the country, carrying the people with it.
It is not teaching somebody at the top or
just putting up a machine. We must grow
up to it. While we want to grow fast, we
want that progress to be solid and not just
showy and superficial.
"The United States can help us in terms
of capital goods and technical personnel.
After all, in the nineteenth century a good
deal of the development of both North and
South America took place with help from
Europe. That process to some extent can
be applied to Asia now. That type of help
can come which will develop Asia and which
will enable her to solve her own problems.
"Mr. CousINS. This brings up a question
we discussed at the outset of our meeting
today, Mr. Prime Minister. I refer t.J American-India,n relations. I have been increasingly disturbed in the past few weeks at
what seemed to be a growing misunderstanding between India and the United
States. Reading the press of India and also
reading clippings from newspapers in the
United States, which people back home have
sent along to me, I have become deeply concerned that these two people, who have
so much to offer each other and, indeed,
upon whom the burden of world peace rests,
should today be d~ifting apart. How do you
account for this growing misunderstanding,
which in many instances seems actually to
approach hostility?
"Prime Minister NEHRU. You have been
here now some weeks or month. There are
many Americans who have visited India
during the last few months and l::tve met
all kinds of peopl!'l-members of government, our officials, our people in the fields
and factories, peasants, and the rest. I
should like to think of your own experiences
here. Have you in your individual capacity
experienced-shall I say-any hostility
toward you yourself or toward Americans
as individuals?"
THE AMERICAN IS DISTURBED
"Mr. CousINs. Mr. Prime Minister, here
in India I have had one of the richest experiences in my life. I feel, and I say it in
all sincerity, that I have been made to feel
as much at home by the Indian people as
I am back in the United States. Nowhere
in the world outside America have I known
such warm friendship. Yet at the same time
I have observed, especially during the question period following my talks, in the comments that came at me from the audiences,
and in reading some of the newspapers, I
have observed misunderstanding about the
·United States that can result in hostility.
I know this-that if I were a citizen of India
and read the newspapers here and if my impressions of the United States were derived
mainly from those newspapers I am afraid I
would have a rather distorted idea of the
United States. I know that I might then be
increasingly vulnerable if someone came at
me with propaganda against the . United
States, I might feel that what he said would
be correct, because I would have been conditioned in that direction. So I would say,
based upon my experience, Mr. Prime Minister, that while I have nothing but the warmest feeling for the Indian people who have
offered their hand in friendship wherever I
have gone, I ar.1, as an American, disturbed
at what I have read in the press and what
I have heard about America and the American
people as a whole.
"Prime Minister NEHRU. I asked you that
rather personal question because I wanted
yo·.i to appreciate a certain difference between
what might be called personal reactions and
reactions in regard to some vague impersonal
policy.
"Mr. COUSINS. Yes.
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Now, look at our
hlstor·y vis-a-vis England. For 150 years or
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more there was a great deal of hostility, as
was natural, against the British occupation
of India. To some extent that was transferred to the Englishmen or the English
officers here, too. But-not too much. Now,
after this change in India to independence,
you have no doubt found that there is very
little hostility- practically none-to England
and certainly none to any individual Englishman.
"Mr. COUSINS. That is reassuring, especially since I have felt at times here in India as though Americans were being held
accountable for all the colonial and imperialiS'i-ic abuses of the English during the period of th~ir rule. Is it wrong to say that
America may have replaced Great Britain as
a villain in . the eyes of some Indians, at
least? Is that a fair statement?
"Prime Min ister NEHRU. Well, I don't think
so. Not in that sense, because the Englishman came in contact as an officer with the
masses of our people. America is something
distant about which our newspaper readers
may read and tam:. It does not sink to the
level of the large masses. But what I was
pointing out was this: That one must differentiate between what might be called the
ba.sic feeling of difference in outlook or policy, which for the moment may be expressed
strongly but which does not represent any
basic hostility. So far as India is concerned
I do not think we are very GOOd at long-continued or sustained hostility."
OUTLOOK AND APPROACH
"Apart from that (for at least 30 years or
more we have been conditioned by Mahatma,
Gandhi. He was continuously telling us
that we were fighting against British imperialism, but that we must treat the Englishman as our brother. Well, we did not learn
this lesson very well, perhaps, but it did affect our minds and ways of thinking. Anyway, the whole point is this-that I do not
think there is any basic hostility against
America, or, for that matter, against any
country here in Ind~a. Certain things, certain, policies, which may not be clear or
which may not fit into our policy, may create
criticism-which is a completely different
thing.
"Now our policy, I should like you to remember, our present general world policy is
the natural outgrowth of all our thinking
during the last 30 years or more. If you
took the trouble to read the resolution .o ur
National Congress passed-25 years ago, 30
years ago--you would find a certain way of
thinking which we repeated. again and again.
So that it was quite natural for us to carry
that on-varying it, of course, adapting it to
changing conditions in the world. Then
came our independence. Again, the reaction
of a newly independent country is not to get
entangled; to ke~p going itself; to protect
its own interest in terms of its Iarger friendship in the world. So that we had all this
background. Not that we are ignorant of
world conditions; we are friendly observers
of them . . Then again, ther is this aspect of
it; if you dislike a thing or disapprove of
it, how are you to meet that particular contingency now? We have felt all along that
the right approach must be as far as possible
an approach of friendliness even· to the other
wrong approach. Not appeasement. We
make distinction between the two. One
must not appease evil, but we have to con. vert evil as far as possible. Therefore we
have to be fil'm and yet courteous and
friendly. The evildoer may not be converted, but remember there are vast numbers of
people who are not evil but are conditioned
by the ·evildoer.
"Mr. COUSINS. I cannot, of course, speak for
the American Government and I cer:tain~y
cannot presume to speak for the American
people. But I would guess that the American people would thoroughly agree with you

in what you have said about appeasement.
In our own relations with the rest of the
world today we do feel that we are confronted with a matter of principle which it
is difficult to put aside or ignore. We believe these principles are related not only to
American security but to the security of free
people of the world today, for the two are
interdependent. We cannot advance common security for the world's peoples through
a policy of appeasement. Would you agree?
"Prime Minister NEHRU. I agree with you
entirely when you say that there should be
no appeasement Of evil. Having said that, it
depends how you deal with evil. It depends
also what is evil and what is not and to what
degree a thing is evil. Very few things are
100 percent evil-just as very few things are
100 percent good-and if condemning something which is mixed good and evil you condemn the whole thing you might get slightly
entangled in condemning the good, too.
"Mr. CousINs. B-µt what happens when you
are threatened by the whole thing?
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Well when you are
threatened by the whole . thing you resist
that threat; but you try to distinguii::h nevertheless, because otherwise you confuse people's minds and make them think that you
are against the good, too.
"Mr. Cous1Ns. So far as the need to distipguish between the whole thing and its
parts is concerned I believe that we in America do try to make distinctions. We do make
a distinction I think, for example, between
the Russian people and the Russian Government. I don't think there is any hostility
in the United · States toward the Russian
people. We regard the Russian people as
human beings ·who are entitled to the same
fair share of the good things of life as we
want for ourselves. But some peoples in the
world today are harnessed by their governments to purposes which threatens the peace.
Under these circumstances would you agree
that even if we do make distinctions the
threat to world peace can continue? How
are we to deal with this threat-again, without uncertainty or appeasement?
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Well, that is a
big question that you have raised. I should
have said that the basic threat today in the
world was fear. And fear is the most dangerous companion for any individual or for
any country to possess. Fear clogs the mind,
and fear leads often to impassioned action.
As you have said,.we must not give in to evil,
but we must also remember that evil is not
surmounted by wrong methods which themselves produce more evil. Therefore, the
method becomes very important. It may
sound-well, shall I say-like preaching a
sermon. I have felt more and more that the
basic lesson that Gandhi taught was right,
and that was that means should never be
subordinate to ends. I know that these sayings cannot easily be translated into life.
A politician Qr statesman cannot function
like a prophet, whether it is in a democracy
or any other type of government: He has to
limit himself to people's understanding of
him and people's appreciation of what he
says, otherwise he cannot function at all.
Neverthelef';s, this basic idea seems to be
most important: that · the right means
should be employed and firmness should be
allied always to a spirit of friendliness and
conciliation, not of appeasement. I do
make a distinction
"Mr. COUSINS. What, then, is a policy
that could represent firmness without appeasement? What can we do to keep from
spreading in the world that very doctrinethat the end justifies the means?
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Well, negatively
speaking, the first thing to do is to follow
means which can be justified. And not to
adopt the same argument that in order to
meet evil one can adopt any means to meet
that evil. Then one stands on a stronger
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moral foundation and can meet that evil
much more effectively. For the rest, it is a
question of balance all the time-that in the
context of things one at least does not do
the wrong thing. Then, again, one thing is
always possible-it is that one can be firm,
shall I say, courteous, when need for firmness is not shown by violent language, which
really, especially when countries are dealing
with each other inflames popular passions
so much that it becomes impossible to think
calmly and dispassionately. Violent language inflames the minds of others-not
only of the evil people but even of the good
people, even of the good people on the other
side. There is a wall created which absolutely prohibits understanding.
"Mr. COUSINS. As you observe the development of the United Nations, Mr. Prime Minister, do you believe that it does offer the
means of creating an atmosphere of reason
and checking the spread of such doctrines
in the world-the doctrine, in particular,
that the end justifies the means? In asking
that, I suppose I am also asking how we can
check and combat aggressive totalitarianism.
Isn't this the primary job of the United Nations?
"Prime Minister NEHRU. The United Nations was formed with an objective defined
in its charter. Its structure was both defined and proclaimed by its founders. It is
essertially an instrument for peace. If that
structure is changed and if it becomes an
instrumPnt for war then it does not function as United Nations but as something else
whicr. may really not be necessary; but it
is a different functioning and different
structure. The whole idea of the United
Nations, in the minds of President Roosevelt and others, was that people in countries
of different ways should come together
around the table, that, in fact, every country in the world should come there and
hammer out solutions instead of fighting on
the battlefields. Now, if that structure is
changed and a good part of the world is_not
there, then ' a very different situation is
created; that other part of the world does.n 't
participate in that hammering out and, it
has to be dealt with by other means. The
United Nations at the present moment is
the only organization which can deal with
such problems. But it does seem that its
effectiveness is growing less. Its basic, I
should say its spiritual, effectiveness is growing less -because it is working in a ~eld
which is rather foreign in its conception.
"Mr. CousINS. Yet isn't it possible that
the existing structure of th0 United Nations
is such as to make it difficult for all the
nation of the world to sit around the same
table? If one nation can set aside the will
of the others through the veto, for example,
then there is not much iHducement to sit
around a table for the purpose of coping
with fairly fundamental problems. Then
too, so !ong as there are no obligations that
are compulsory and binding, which could
make it possible for the United Nations to
implement and enforce its decisions, there
is every tendency for nations which feel
insecure to strengthen themselves through
armament programs or military alliances."
UNITED NATIONS AND POWERS
"This in turn makes it difficult for one
bloc to see the other bloc attempt to build
up its position. Much attention has been
paid to the refusal of the west to admit
China. Yet Russia has consistently opposed the ii.dmission of Ceylon, which is certainly a representative government.
"Russia takes the view, no doubt, that · to admit Ceylon would add strength to the
opposing side. For perhaps some of the
same reasons and a great many others the
West feels justified in opposing the entry of
China. Isn't there some way of resolving
tht: problem by making the Unite~. Nations
stronger than any possible combination
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within it? In such a United Nations, built
upon clearly defined rights and obligations,
might we not have the basis for the universal design you seek?
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Doesn't that
'mean a ch,ange in the basic conception and
structure of the United Nations, leading up
to a United Nat:ons whicb. presents, by and
large, countries of one way of thinking?
"Mr. CousINS. The original conception of
the United Nations, of course, is still the
ideal. That is to say, an organization which
can make the vrorld safe for its differences.
Any United Nations which would attempt to
steamroller differences out of existence
would-inevitably, I believe-result in war.
But if, on the other hand, Mr. Prime Minister, the United :Nations could be given adequate power, protecting the world against
the violator rather than attempting to cope
with aggression after aggression occurred,
then we may be able to raise the United
Nations to a plane where world peace does
seem within sight. I suppose the big question for such a strengthened United Nations
ls not which nations are to be left out but
how to get all the nations in the world to
come in.
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Surely the United
Nations cannot claim two things at the same
time. One ls to ignore a country within its
counsels and at the same time try to impose its will on that country which_has been
ignored. The two are contradictory. The
United Nations, by keeping out some countries, whether China or Ceylon (both, I
think, are equally wrong) , in a sense denies
itself the moral right to deal with that country. For that c01•:ntry it is a simple reply
that '., .)U do not recognize us for this purpose; therefore, we have nothing to do with
you.' The United Nations puts itself in a
wrong position thereby. If you cannot deal
with a country-within the form of the United
Nations, then the only alternative ls to deal
with it outside ultimately by force of arms."
WHAT HOPE FOR THE WORLD?
"When you talk about blocs, it is rather
difficult to define what a bloc is. Any military alliance is a very close bloc. Any two
or three or four countries joining together
is a bloc-whether for military or other reasons. So either ori the one side you must
put an end t~ any association of two countries for any purpose-other than maybe
cultural-or some kind of alliances will take
place ultimately. Such things have to be
met by an improvement of the world situation; because much of this is due to fearwhether fear of oppression, fear of otr.er
countries spreading out and attacking the
interests and privileges of their ne.ighbors.
The basic way to move is to create conditions
of lessened fear. Having done that, you can
then build up that type of United Nations
you have suggested.
"Mr. CousINS. Yes, all over the world, Mr.
Prime Minister, wherever I have gone I have
found the fear of which you speak. I have
found it in individuals everywhere. In some
places that fear resulted in futility, in
others defeatism, in others desperation or
acute anxiety~ Would you agree that the
place to start is by eliminating today the
cause of fear? What better way to do that
than by working inside the United Nations
itself to give it the required strength within
tne required time? What other hope for the
world is there?
"Prime Minister NF:-rnu. That is true. But,
again, I repeat that if the United Nations itself in the minds of large numbers of people
does not represent the world as a whole lt
becomes a part of the world ' and the other
part is out of it. That part of lt ·then is not
' subject to its jurisdiction, and you can only
bring it in or deal with it by the policemen's
methods-which countries resent. So that
· instead of assuring. peace you are gradually
drifting to greater conflicts.

"Mr. CousINS. I do get your point, Mr.
Prime Minister; I was merely anxious to find
out from you whether you believe that a
proper starting point might perhaps be in
the form of a call for a revision conference in
the United Nations under articles 108 and 109
of the Charter. Such a revision conference
might represent something of a fresh start
inside the United Nations, trying to finish
th~ job begun at San Francisco-enormously
difficult though that may be. It would bring
together-before it is too late-the nations of
the-world in order to find out to what extent
it is now possible to define the basic principles on which workable universal world
organization must rest. Assuming that
weakness tends to create crisis, how can such
weakness as may now exist in the United
Nations be eliminated?
"Prime Minister NEHRU. You are referring
to a possible revision of the United Nations
-charter?
''Mr. COUSINS. Yes, sh·.
"Prime Minister NEHRU. Well, perhaps that
may be desirable and it may help. Personally, I do not find anything wrong about the
. United Nations Charter itself. There may be
minor procedural matters. It is a very fine
charter. The objectives are fine, but still,
1f a revision is required, certainly we should
consider it to make the United Nations more
of a universal body. That would no doubt
help."

.FOREIGN SERVICE. OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
To: Department of State.
From: Bombay 885, April 4, 1951.
Reference: Voluntary.
Subject: Leader specialist program, Mr.
Norman Cousins.
·
This consulate general has the honor to
report on the successful visit of Mr. Norman
Cousins to Bombay during the period February 22 through February 28. By the time
Mr. Cousins reached the end of his rapid itinerary he was of course a sick man, having
contracted amoebic dysentery in Calcutta.
Although this consulate general had made
long-range advance plans involving a reasonably heavy schedule for Mr. Cousins, the
Embassy in Delhi warned this office 1 day in
advance· that Mr. Cousins should be handled
: ca:r:efully and should be given as much opportunity to rest as possible. With that
warning this office had serious doubts about
the possible success of the week, but Mr.
· Cousins' firm determination to carry through
his commitments his physical condition did
not seriously interfere with the successful
completion of hls mission in this area.
Mr. Cousins' public appearances included
a press conference on Thursday, February
22, attended by approximately 30 representatives of the major papers in the city, and
later on the same day a speech on the subject of "American Public Opinion and
Peace" for the Bombay b_ranch of the Indian Council of World Affairs. Approximately 60 members of that organization at. tended the lecture which was given in the
· Board room of Bombay House, headquarters
' of Tatas. On Friday, the 23d, under the
· sponsorship of the Progressive Group, Mr.
. Cousins talked to an audience of approximately 300 on the subject· of where the peace
begins. A speech scheduled in Poona on
Saturday the 24th was canceled on the basis
of Mr. · Cousins' health. On Monday, February 26, . Mr. Cousins spoke to 150 people
at a meeting arranged by the newly formed
· Democratic Research Service with his to.pie
"Who Speaks for Peace." On Monday after•
- noon Mr. Cousins also made a brief appearance in th·e office of the United States Information Service and spoke to assembled staff
· members. February the 27th involved two
' sp'e eches for · Mr. Cousins-one at noon · for
200 Rotary Club members with his topic,
"Don't Resign From the Human Race," the
· other later that day was a question and
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answer period concerned with literary subjects arranged by P: E. N. for approximately
70 members and friends.
This cata.log of public appearances clearly
indicates a deliberate move on the part of
this office inasmuch as local organizations
were approached to sponsor Mr. Cousins' appearances. The consulate general made no
attempt to hide the fact that Mr. Cousins
was visiting Bombay under the auspices of
the United States Government but it was
thought wise to arrange for a recognized
local association to actually sponsor his
public appearances.
Members of the press attended all of the
public lectures "'and the reporting was in
most instances adequate. Typical press
reports on the several features are forwarded as enclosures for this dispatch. Few
editorial comments appeared pertaining to
Mr. Cousins' visit but three are attached as
enclosures for this dispatch. A note in
Bharat, Congress-owned daily, February
24, inspired by comments made by Mr.
Cousins at his Indian Council of World Affairs speech, an editorial in the frequently
anti-American Free Press Bulletin, February
28, criticizing Mr. Cousins for his lack
of understanding of the basis of India's
neutrality, and a favorable brief note in the
Bombay Chronicle dated March 1 congratulating Mr. Cousins for his tactfulness
in .recognizing and com.ment~ng on the feeling of frustration found during his visit in
India. As usual the party line, Blitz, provided the one false note in reporting American activity in the area. In the issue of
March 3 that publication used a brief
reference Mr. Cousins had made to the geo. graphic spread of communism as a jumpingoff point for additional castigation of the
United Stl:l.tes. In relation to the extent of
Mr. Cousins' activity during the time he was
in Bombay it is only surprising that Blitz
failed to devote more attention to his visit.
In all his public appearances Mr. Cousins
was impressive and although he is not a
brilliant orator his texts were more than
satisfactory and were delivered with ~ sincere conviction which impressed his audiences. I:a each instance Mr. Cousins
emerged as a brilliant performer when it
came to the question-and-answer period.
It waa the general · consensus of most people
who heard him that that portion of each
lecture period was by far the most impressive. The questions at one or another session ranged the full gamut of local current
thinking about the United States in international · relatlons. Some of the questions
recurring more than once were: Why does
the United States support reactionary regimes such as Chiang? Why has the United
States refused Nehru's mediation?
Mr.
Cousins' personal views on One World Government? The explanation for the United
States refusal to accept China as a U. N.
member? Why not leave the Koreans to
solve their own problems? And an explanation of the differences in the definitions of
peace.
The most hard-hitting speech made by
Mr. Cousins during the week he was in Bombay was that for the Democratic Research
Service. Before Mr. Cousins' arrival the
Democratic Research Service had cleared
with him asking that he prepare a special
speech aimed at an expose of the phony
Soviet peace campaign. Mr. Cousins used
it as an opportunity to describe the state of
thinking in the United St~tes in the early
part of the 1930's and then the progressive
disillusionment of America with the international attitude of the Soviet. He also
· pointed a parallel that he has seen in India
today, the current state of confused thinking which he has found similar to that in
o'ur own country during the 1930's. The fUll
text of this particular speech was transcribed
by tape recorder and is available to the De. partment if· the Uepartment is interested in
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seeing it. During the questicm period immeHe gained the respect of znany . of the rediately after that speech the first question
porters immediately, and held that respect
was concerned with Mr. Cousins' appearthroughout the conference, which lasted for
a;nce at the. Waldorf-Astoria Peace Meeting·
1 hour and a half. During the week Mr.
in 1947. \fr. Cousins explained at considCousins was also interviewed for an All
e~able length in an off-the-record fashion
India Radio broadcast. The interview was
the full story behind his invitation from
accomplished by Mr. Frank Moraes, the editpe Peace Committee and the exact sequence
tor of the Times, of India, and the majority
of the questions were, of course, literary,
of events at the actual meeting ~.t the Walinasmuch as All India Radfo keeps clear of
dorf-Astoria. It was one of the most interpolitical commentary.
esting ansr.:ers given by Mr. Cousins during
the whole time he was in the city of BOIIl;·
A fine statement by Mr. Cousins was made
· bay.
during his brief appearance at the United
An additional interesting press reaction
States information center. He told a story
appeared in the Bombay Gujerati dally, Hinconcerning his visit to a refugee camp in
dustan, a reasonably infiuent~al local lanDelhi during which he encountered a reaguage newspaper with a circulation of 15,000
sonably active Communist propagandist.
copies. In the February 23 issue in a threeHe used that story as typical of the propacolumn story on Norman Cousins in the litganda campaign being fought in India and
erary section of the editorial page, the edifinished with a statement which has been retor made the following statement:
peated to USIS employees throughout India.
"Following the visit of the British Coun"Within a week I shall be leaving India,
cil's drama group, the arrival of an author
and you will be here to fight out the .battle.
from across the Atlantic will find welcome
It will be easy enough for me back in the
from all interested in literature. It seems,
United States to talk about the problems
in this trip Mr. Cousins is going to appear
and to get American support, because that
more as a political expert than a man of
is easy enough to do at a distance. I do not
letters. The topics of his talks deal mainly
know whether I will get it, but at least I
with democracy, peace, . American public
can talk about it. But you will be here on
the firing line, and so I would say to you ·
opinion, ,and so on. It is a matter of regret
that in all the world today I can't think of
that Bombay will not come to know about
a group of people who have a greater cause
the artistic personality of a man who has
to which to dedicate and consecrate thembeen editing for 10 years a first-rank literary
selves than you have, because a lot more is
magazine like the Saturday Review of Literaa stake than merely the preservation of this
ture. If a public talk on some literary subnation or that nation. What ls at stake is
ject can still be arranged, it would be worth
the preservation of human value. We
while. Either at Mr. Cousins' meeting with
have got a very tough fight on our
P. E. N. members or at another suitable occahands. But I think it ls a fight in
sion, it is necessary to arrange a talk that
which
we actually have and can bring greatwill throw light upon him as an author and
er
force to bear than the other side can
give some idea of contemporary trends in
bring to bear on the problem. I think we
American literature. We hope the USIS will
have the greater force because I think we
think about this.".
have history · itself on our side. I do not
One of the staff members in the Gujerati
think that we can do more than fight the
translation section of the office caught the
good fight. I don't think indeed we can do
article the morning it appeared and without
less than that. But I do think, however,
reference to Mr. Norinan Cousins the.cultural
that to do less than that would be treason
affairs officer wrote immediately to the editor.
to the human race."
The text of the answer is given in full:
. Based on instructions from Delhi this
I "Your article concerning Mr. Norman
Consulate General kept Mr. Cousins' social
Cousins has been called to our attention and
engagements to an absolute minimum. Bewe would like to report that we completely
fore word reached this office of the state of
sympathize with your point of view. In relahis heal th several social functions had been
tion to that point of view we deliberately
arranged. M.r. Cousins insisted on carrying
saved one evening of Mr. Cousins' crowded
through with. those functions although he
schedule for an opportunity for the members
possibly should not have. On Thursday, the
of P. E. N. to meet him. We assume and we
22nd of February, Mr. Minco Masani, the
early promised Madam Wadia that Mr.
Chairman of the Indian Council of World
Cousins would talk informally at that meetAffairs, Bombay branch, gave a dinner party
ing about the American literary scene and
involving
numerous local personalities Mr.
will then be only too glad to answer quesl\fasani was anxious to have Mr. Cousins
tions pertinent to the literary field.
meet. On Friday the 23d, the Consul Gen"As you are aware most of Mr. Cousins'
eral and Mrs. Childs entertained at a forma1
appearances are concerned with the subject
buffet supper for Mr. Cousins. That dinner
of peace. In relation to the situation of the
party coincided with the one evening· that
world in 1951 and in relation to Mr. Cousins'
Mr.
and Mrs. George McGhee were in the
personal convictions this consistent concern
city on their way to the Colombo Conference
should not be a surprise to you or your readand they were of course added to the dinner
ers. Mr. Cousins' whole literary life has been
list. It gave Mr. Cousins an opportunity to
concerned with literature as a living force
give first-hand impressions to Mr. McGhee
and with, in 1951 forces in the wo:rld threat~
of . his full Indian experience. On Sunday
enlng life itself, it should not be a surprise
evening, the 25th, the Cultural Affairs Ofto you that much of Mr. Cousins' thinking
ficer, in the absence of the Public Affairs
and talking time is concerned with the
entertained 50 press people at a reOfficer,
"' * *. Unfortunately the editor did not
ception in Mr. Cousins' honor. The balance
choose to publish the answer, but fortuof the schedule was kept in the clear and
nately Mr. Cousins heartily approved of the
except for small scale luncheon and dinner
text and requested a copy for his personal
engagements and numeroui> private interfiles inasmuch as he regarded it as a clearviews
Mr. Cousins was able to obtain some
cut explanation of the philosophy of his
. rest during the period he was 'in the city of
trip.
Bombay. The best evidence that the BornMr. Cousins was satisfied with the press
conference, which was an extremely lively . bay experience was not as disastrous as ' it
c·o uld ·have been is the fact that Mr. Cousins
one in relation .to Bombay standards, much
regained four of the seventeen pounds he
as it was off tl:ie record, which surprisingly
had lost earlier in India.
enough reporters did appreciate.. The press
, In _public meetings and in private conconference was remarkably free from the
tacts Mr. Cousins demonstrated to virtually
needling variety of questions visiting Amereverybody his ability as a thinker and his
icarts frequently face, and the chief explagenuine talents as a _perso:r:i.. Few Americans
nation seems to be the sincerity of Mr.
who have visited in this area have made
Com ills in talking to individuals· and groups.
XCVII-552
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a~ much of an impression as Mr . .Cousins did
during the week that he was in .t he city. The
only limitations on. the effectiveness of his
visit were that of the condition of his health
which did prevent him from following the
energetic 24-hour-a-day schedule he usually
follows and the constant presence of Mr.
Julius Stulman, his traveling companion.
Mr. Stulman is the subject of a separate
despatch.
This Consulate General would like to go
on record that thf!' Government-sponsored
visit by Mr. Cousins was completely successful and would also like to recommend similar
visits arranged by the Government for people as well. qualified as Cousins is. Local
organizations welcome American speakers
and if those· speakers are of the caliber of
Mr. Cousins the effectiveness of the USIE
program will be extended. Additional enclosures to this despatch consist of 4 pictµres taken at the press conference and 3
pictures taken during Mr. Cousins' quick
".isit to the USIS office.
W. CLYDE DUNN,

.

American Consul.

(Enclosures: 1. Clipping, Free Press Journal, February 23, 1951. 2. Clipping, Times
of India, February 23, 1951. 3. Clipping,
Bombay Chronicle, F'ebruary 23, 1951. 4.
Clipping, Bharat, February 23, 1951. 5
Clipping, Free Press ,Journal, February 24,
1951. 6. Clipping, Times of India, February
28, 1951. 7. Clipping, Free Press Journal,
February 28, 1951. 8. Clipping, National
Standard, February 28, 1951. 9. Clipping,
Bombay Chronicle, February 28, 1951. 10.
Clipping, Free Press Bulletin, February 28,
1951. 11. Clipping, Bombay Chronicle, March
1, 1951. 12. Clipping, Blitz, March 3, 1951.
13, Photographs, 4 pp.)
[From the Bombay Free Press Journal of
February 23, 1951)
FORMATION OF WORLD GOVERNMENT, MR.
COUSINS' PLEA
BOMBAY, Thursday.-The need for the formation of a world government functioning
under world laws to be evolved by a world
body was emphasized by Mr. Norman Cousins,
editor of the Saturday Review of Literature,
published in the United States, at a press
conference here today.
The world government, he said, would enforce ·peace on all its member nations with
a control on common security Of individuals
and the people.
Mr. Cousins, who is on a lecture tour of
India, further stated that the United States
had committed a mistake in accepting the
right of veto for the Big Five in the Security
Council. He regretted that America had
followed the policy of isolationism in the
past.
The American journalist was emphatically
of opinion that a world war was not inevitable, but added: "I will not subscribe,
under any circumstances, to a peace which
will cost the moral values."
Referring to the preservation of peace,
Mr. Cousins said that only a working partnership between India and America for peace
would help the world in maintaining it.
Later, addressing a meeting of the Indian
Council of World Affairs at the Bpmbay
House this evening, Mr. Cousins observed
that the · American press did not necessarily
r.e flect the public opinion in the country.
He was speaking on Public Opinion in the
United States of America and the Peace .
UNITED STATES NEWS
· He said he was disturbed to see news from
the United States treated in the Indian press
as though it actually represented the real
opinion of the American people. American
news . reaching Indian newspapers had to be
understood with a proper background to
evaluate it in proper perspective, he said .
. There were many things in common .between the two countries, and the .press in
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both countries which had tremendous responsibilities should work toward bringing
about better understanding between the
peoples of America and India, Mr. Cousins
pleaded.
While asserting that "bad news from
America was n ot the real news," he said
that he saw signs of rift bet ween the people
of tbot h countries, and this rift would be
exploited to create "real rift between us."
Mr. Cousins said that he found very little
of American literature in the libraries and
educational institutions in India, and he
thought that more and more American publications should be read by Indian s.
He admitted that "shady magazines,"
which were sold in India in large numbers,
had much higher circulation in the United
States than the. serious type of publications.
[From the Times of India, Colombo, Ceylon,
of February 23, 1951]
EsTABLISHMENT OF WORLD PEACE-VALUE OF
INDO-UNITED STATES AMITY
An active working partnership between
India and the United States is the only
effective means. by which the present drift
toward another global conflict, could be
avoided and universal peace established, according to Mr. Norman Cousins, noted author and editor of the American Saturday
Review of Literature.
Addressing a press conference in Bombay
on Thursday, Mr. Cousins, who is on a
United States Government-sponsored le<:ture
tour of India, said that these two nationsone representing the east and the other the
west-should join hands -within the framework of the United Nations and endeavor to
wo:rk for peace through principles and not
through power politics.
Mr. Cousins advocated the development of
the United Nations as an organization having
the authority to make, ena ct, enforce and
interpret world laws. ·"Otherwise the United
Nations will die and with it the last best
hope for achieving peace," he added.
Declaring that another war is not inevitable, the American author, however, added
that he did not believe in achieving peace
at any price.·
KNOW EACH OTHER BETTER
Later in the evening, speaking to. the
members of the Bombay branch of the• Indian Council of World Affairs, Mr. Cousins
referred to the lack of proper understanding
between the peoples of India and the United
States.
He remarked that the press and public
opinion polls in the United States did not
truly reflect the thoughts and views of the
people. News, which was considered unimportant in, one country, was prominently
displayed in the newspapers of the other
country, while really important items of
news were either treated with scant respect
or ignored totally.
Referring to the great part that the two
nations had to play in the coming years in
shaping world opinion, Mr. Cousins said:
"There is a great similarity between America
and India. These two countries must work
in closer cooperation in the cause of world
peace."
Asked to clarify the general misunderstanding that Americans were trigger happy,
Mr. Cousins said it was an injustice to the
United States---indeed to the human race to
say that Americans were war happy.
Mr. M. R. Masani, chairman of the council,
presided.

outstanding American journalist asking this
country not to take the American press as
reflecting the public opinion there. His plea
to the Indian press to be more broad based
in its news treatment of America is unnecessary. The Indian press barring a microscopic minority has never tampered with the
weight s and measures of news reporting.
And toward America, it cannot be said that
either the people or the press of this country
are hostile in any way. As for Mr. Cousins'
assertion that anybody who makes a fool of
himself in America gets a - front p age in
India, it may be said that this is the result
of the dictum attributed to Northcliffe that
when a dog bites a man it is not news, and
when a man bites a dog it is news. After
all the public are interested in the unusual
and the unexpected. There can be no doubt
that a working partnership between India
and America would increase the chances of
peace. This is exactly what Prime Minister
Nehru has been attempting, and it was in this
sp:..it that he undertook a tour of the American Continent 2 years ago. Differences of
opinion and shifts in emphasis will always
m ark the relations between two countries;
but on the fundamental allegiance to the
d~mocratic ideal there can be and ought to
be no difference whatsoever between India
and the United States.
[From the Free Press Journal of February
24, 1951)
OVER-ALL POWER FOR U. N.-WAY TO SAVE
PEACE, SAYS MR. COUSINS
BOMBAY, Friday.-A mandate to the U. N.
Organization to exercise effective control over
all nations was the unly way to enforce peace
in the world and make aggression impossible,
stated Mr. Norman Cousins, editor of the
American Saturday Review of Literature,
here today.
Mr. Cousins, who has been deputed by the
Government of the United States to make
the American viewpoint known to the Indian
people, was addressing a meeting under the
Progressive Group at the Taj Mahal Hotel
this evening.
This end could be achieved, in Mr. Cousins'
opinion, through a working partnership between the people of India and the United
States inside the United Nations Organization to correct the errors of the past few
years and to find the basis of a revised U. N.
in which it would be possible for all nations
to come in without alining themselves into
power blocs.
UNITED STATES INTENTIONS
The much maligned and much misunders~ood Government of the United States, Mr.
Cousins said, wa-s working for peace, and it
was not true that it was concerned only with
war. There was a tremendous movement for
peace in his country, the speaker declared.
Mr. Cousins urged that the frightful possibilities of atomic warfare should impress on
the people of the world that they could no
longer afford to make any mistake which
would have ·frightful results. Looking at
the pattern of· culture of the twentieth cenutry which was a pattern of destruction, the
people had the right to ask, "Where are the
forces in the world that speak peace, speak
for man?" And yet, Mr. Cousins wailed, all
over the world the people were indulging in
the luxury of nationalism in the awful game
of power politics.
Peace was possible even at this late day if
the United Nations was strengthened so as to
have powers of law and compulsory jurisdiction over nations, he doolared.

[From Bharat of February 24, 1951]
[From the Times of India, Colombo, Ceylon,
Mr. Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturof February 28, 1951]
day Review of Literature, is obviously a great
believer in Inda-American amity. His forci- _ "INDIA Is HOPE OF WORLD" UNITED STATES
EDITOR'S VIEW
ble plea for a better understanding between ·
the two nations wm be widely endorsed in
Mr. Norman Cousins, editor ot the Saturthis country. It was surprising to hear an
day Review of Literature, told the Bombay
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Rotary Club on Tuesday that there was no
scope for mediation of the problems facing
the world today.
Mr. Cousins, who was speaking on the subject Don't Resign From the Human Race,
said that India today was in a unique position, not to mediate, but to create or design
a framework within which it might be possible to prevent the world "from blowing up
in one last explosion."
Wherever he had been, particularly in
Prence, Germany, Austria, and the Scandinavian countries, during the last 3 years,
he had observed a feeling of fatalism-"existantialism" and "inevitabilism" were the
synonyms Mr. Cousins used-a feeling of resignation from the problems facing the entire
human race.
"Today in India," Mr. Cousins said, "I feel,
on the basis of my very short trip that there
is a summing up of almost everything I found
elsewhere. But India may be the last place
in the world to reflect the feeling to resign
from the human -race. India is the hope of
the world. No nation throughout history
had more to offer to humanity at large than
India has today.
"India today is the hope of the world. No
nation in history, "indeed, had so much to
offer for the building up of an enduring
peace and for the defense of the basis for an
enlargement of the human species. I leave
India with very high hopes."
India, Mr. Cousins added, in solving her
problems, could be an inspiration to the entire world. India was the laboratory of the
future. India was the largest nation in the
world outside the totalitarian "bloc"-a
nation which could provide an answer to
totalitarianism. India had the means to advance the cc use of world peace, not by mediation, but by the creation of a framework
within which the rights of people could be
enforced.
Rotarian-President Niren N. Ghose was in
the chair. Rotarian Dr. F. P. Antia proposed a vote of thanks.
[From the Free Press Journal of February
28, 1951]
"GIVE UP FALSE NEUTRALITY," UNITED STATES
EDITOR'S TIP TO INDIA
BOMBAY, Tuesday-India should give up
its path of mediation and false neutrality
and take the lead in establishing peace and
order in the world by creating an enduring
framework of law within the United Nations,
Mr. Norman Cousins, Editor of the American
Saturday Review of Literature, stated here
today.
Mr. Cousins, who was addressing the Rotary Club this afternoon, declared that there
was no common meeting ground between
the two different groups of the world. World
peace and order could be established only if
a strong and fearless attitude was taken up
in the United Nations. He advocated a
strong approach to the problems at present
facing the world.
Mr. Cousins was of the opinion that India
could rightly take the lead in the U. N. as no
nation had more to offer to itself, and to
the world' than this country.
His impression of the country, he said, was
that uncertainty, defeatism, helplessness
and inertia, which were the bane of European countries, were more apparent in India
than anywhere else.
[From the National Standard of
February 28, 1951]
INDIA ABLE To PREVENT WORLD FROM BLOWING
UP, SAYS UNITED STATES EDITOR
"India is in an unique position to create
the framework within which it is possible
to keep the world from blowing up," declared
Mr. Norman Cousins, editor of the American
Saturday Review of Literature, when he addressed the Rotary Club in Bombay on
_Tuesday.
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Even a casual study of India's foreign pol- · (7) American rearmament of Fascist Japan
Mr. Cousins added that to create such a,
icy will show that her main desire has been
framework of world laws to provide a strucand Nazi Germany. (8) American troops,
to
maintain peace, to promote understandture within which the rules of the game
planes, and armament in Britain, France,
ing among the peoples of the world.
would be properly observed, the path of
Belgium, Holland, TUrkey, Greece, etc.
mediation and false neutrality should be
Another simple test, Mr. Cousins to judge
Inevitably, this leads to misunderstanding
given up and a straight and fea.r less attitude
and heartburnings.
the comparative peaceful intentions of Soviet
be taken up before the United Nations.
India has decided to risk unfriendliness.
Russia and the United States of America:
Mr. Cousins said, no nation has more to
She bas been accused of siding now with ·How many American troops today are to be
offer to itself and more to offer to the world
the democratic bloc and again with the
found outside the frontiers of the United
at large than the people of India.
States of America? How many Russian
Communist bloc.
Summing up his impressions, Mr . .Cousins
troops are to be found outside the frontiers
This only proves the contention that India
of U.S. S. R.?
observed that whatever problems he had
has been playing fair with the peoples-not
found elsewhere in the world, the prevailing
We shall judge your deeds, Mr. Cousins but,
with governments.
feeling of uncertainty, defeatism, helplesssuppose the verdict is · "Guilty?"
India has been playing an unenviable role.
ness, and inertia, were present in India in a
She can at best take comfort in the
more intense form.
·
thought that she has been playing true to
FOREIGN SERVICE OF THE
herself.
FALSE NATIONAL BARRIERS
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Polonius'
advice
is
good
as
much
for
na·Elaborating on the subject . of his speech,
To: Department of State (for IEP).
tions
as
for
individuals.
Don't Resign From the Human Race, Mr.
From: New Delhi, India, No. 2237, March 30,
India has never been neutral toward the
Cousins said that in France, Germany, Aus1951.
people.
tria, Scandinavia, and other countries, the
Reference: Depcirtel 312, December 27, 1950.
She has consistently championed their
same attitude of despair and defeatism preSubject: Exchange of persons: American
vailed and people were taking refuge behind • cause in the United Nations Organization.
leader program, visit of Mr. Norman
This is a positive policy, as contrasted with
false national barriers instead of facing what
Cousins to Delhi area.
the constant shifting that the United States
was happening around them in the world
· Mr. Norman Cousins arrived on February
has been indulging.
squarely.
lQ, 1951, from Lahore and left for Bombay on
Mr. Cousins might read the Bible (St.
Stressing the need for resolution and a
February 21. He returned to Delhi on FebMatthew, ch. 7) :
strong approach to the present world crisis,
ruary 28 and left again on March 3. During
Mr. Cousins observed that India today was
"And why beholdest thou the mote that is
that time, Mr. Cousins gave seven lectures,
the hope of the world. Calling for a positive
iI.. thy brother's eye, but considerest not the
was entertained at two teas, one dinner, one
approach he stated that there could be no
beam that is in thine own eye?"
reception and at quite a large number of
mediation as there was no common ground
"Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam
unscheduled social engagements. Also Mr.
between the differing groups. Either there
out of thine own eye; and then shalt thou
Cousins gave his time to all who wanted to
was aggression or there was not. "If there is
see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy
see him and had several appointments with
aggression, let us meet it fearlessly," he debrother's eye."
government officials, cabinet ministers, and
clared. The only way to meet aggression was
one luncheon engagement, one dinner enby creating an enduring framework of world
gagement,
two other appointments with
[From the Bombay Chronice of March 1, . the Prime and
laws and their enforcement by the United
Minister. He made two tape re1951)
Nations.
·
cordings with the Prime Minister, granted
A MATTER OF CO?liFIDENCE
only on condition that they be used by
[From the Bombay Chronicle of February
NBC· in the United States. He also made
Mr. Norman Cousins who has just con28, 1951]
two recordings for All India Radio and
cluded a brief visit to India, managed with
toured some of the refugee camps.
supreme
tact
to
convey
pleasantly
to
Indians
INDIA Is HOPE OF FREE WORLD, MR. COUSINS'
Mr. Cousins was 111 with dysentery while
that he found predominant here a sense of
VIEW
here, and therefore much of his tour was
frustration. Mr. Cousins is not the only visBOMBAY, TUesday.-"As the largest free nacanceled. He also preferred a light schedule
itor to make this discovery though others
tion outside the totalitarian regime, India
here so that he could devote more time to
hesitate between politely suppressing their
is the hope of the world," declared Mr. Norfeeling and brusquely disclosing it. It is
talking with an inverviewing Government
man Cousins, American journalist and auofficials.
not always that a distinguished foreigner
thor, addressing the Bombay Rotary Club
The tour program (see enclosure 1) •
on
a
flying
visit
trusts
his
own
judgment
Tuesday afternoon.
sufficiently to risk hurting the feelings of his
RADIO BROADCASTS
"India is in a unique position to design
host on what might very well be a mistaken
the framework within which to keep the
His first broadcast was an interview with
opinion.
And
those
who
remain
longer,
world from blowing up in one great exploHarindranath Chattopadhyaya, one of Inwhen they do not change their ideas, have
sion," he added.
•
dia's leading poets and a pronounced Comseveral valid reasons for not speaking with
Mr. Cousins pointed out that India was
n: unist. The full text of approximately 30
candor. But it is a general impression with
an inspiration to the rest of the world in
minutes was edited down to 12 minutes.
foreign visitors . that the national spirit
that she was striving to build up a stable
The interview was planned to be on culwhich
one
would
expect
to
see
in
a
country
economy and to raise the general standard
tural subjects, mostly writers and their
that has just gained freedom, was not very
of living of the masses without infringing
works, but many "loaded" questions were
evident.
One
observer
felt
that
the
middle
human freedom.
asked. However, because of the policy of
classes who should be the foremost in this
The speaker said that wherever he visited
All India Radio, all objectionable :naterial
kind of enthusiasm, were strangely lethargic
there was a feeling of defeatism and fatalwas deleted. The first broadcast was effecand even indifferent. "Labor," he said, "and
ism discernible. All these problems in a
tive, and Mr. Cousins handled himself very
the peasantry can be roused to disinterested
most complicated, complex and intensified
·
well.
national effort when the occasion -requires it;
form faced India. No nation in history had
The other broadcast was on the Brains
but
the
middle
classes
are
different."
There
to face such great difficulties in the postTrust program. Here questions are placed
is a great deal which is brought into conindependence era than India and he paid a
before a panel for discussion. The panel
troversy by this analysis, and the middle
tribute to the leadership of the country on
consisted of Mr. Jack Hughes, master of
class in India has had very little to feel
their achievements in these trying times.
ceremonies, and from the British Informapleased about.
"I am leaving India in very high hopes,"
tion Service, New Delhi, Dr. K. G. Saiyadain,
he concluded.
of the Ministry of Education, Dr. K. S.
[From
Blitz
·
o
f
March
3,
1951]
Rotarian president, N. N. Ghose, was in the
Krishna, director, National Physical Laborachair. A vote of thanks was proposed by
WORDS AND DEEDS
tory, Father D'Souza, Catholic priest and
Dr. F. P. Antia.
member of Parliament, and Mr. Norman
Addressing the inaugural meeting of the
Cousins. The questions ranged from "If
Democratic Research Service (whatever that
[From the Free· Press Journal of February
science keeps advancing at its present rate,
may be-but we have our own suspicions) at
28, 1951]
man will eventually destroy himself," to
(your guess is right) the Indian Merchants
"Discuss the statement that 'Women are the
FALSE NEUTRALITY
Chamber, Bombay, Mr. Norman Cousins,
American author and editor of The Saturday · better half.'"
Mr. Norman Cousins, editor of the AmeriIn th:i.s second broadcast the discussion was
Review of Literature, urged Indians to judge
can Saturday Review of Literature, has been
extremely interesting, and with Mr. Cousins'
those who claimed to work for peace not by
at considerable pains to tell us that our neusharp wit and humor, there was favorable
trality is false and our path of medi.a tion · their words but by their deeds. So we shall,
comment among those who heard it.
trudder! But you won't like it.
wrong.
He was requested to make further broadDisregarding words of Mr. Cousins and his
He v:ould probably like us very much to
cast recordings, but found it impossible becompatriots, let us judge the American's
join hands with the United States of
cause of lack of time.
professions of peace and democracy by some
America.
Press coverage (see enclosure 3 and press
of their deeds-e. g. (1) Hiroshima. (2)
Obviously, our learned guest has neither
clippings.)
Lynching. (3) Poll tax. (4) Atom-bomb
understood nor probed more deeply into the
Encloseci are two press releases put out by
manufacture. (5) Atom-bomb Russia propareasons that have motivated India to take
USIS on Mr. Cousins' tour of the Delhi area.
ganda. (6) War bases all over the world.
the stand she has consistently taken so far.
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Mr. _Cousins' visit received extensive .c overage
in the majority of the Delhi area .newi;ipapers.
Enclosed also.is a press release of one of Mr.
Cousins.' . interviews · witl;l. Prime Minister
Nehru.
POINTS OF EMPHASIS

1. Mr. Cousins stressed the point that there

must be a peace with justice through a world
federat ion, and that -this federation must
be supported by all nations of the world
which will give the feder&tion power t o make
and enforce laws.
2.. He saict that there must be better IndoAmerican relations since India has all the
potentialit ies of becoming to the East what
America is to the West. Therefor e, the two
countries must cooperate to create a better
world.
.
.
3. He said that to achieve better relations
(and he stressed this point in every speech),
there would have to be a truer writing of the
news. He said that if he were an Indian
readin·g the Indian newspapers; he would
have nothing to do with America because
they (Indian .newspapers) · give front page
headline coverage to American news · items
such as murder, rape, and statements ·by· irresponsible nitwits, but some really important philanthropic event is hidden in the
back pages in a two- or three-line article.
He admitted that the same was done in some
American newspapers but that the true facts
could also ·be read in many others.
4. He expressed the opinion that after
there is a working world federation, there
must be a respect among all nations and all
peoples for the rights of the individual and
of the nations as individuals. He said that
the United Nations could be such an organization if the nations of the world would drop
all selfish aims arid ambitions and work together for the benefit of mankind to abolish·
greed, want, and fear, and settle by discussion any misunderstanding that might arises.
Following every lecture, there· was a question-and-answer period, and in his replies
Mr. Cousins was at his best. Those questions most frequently asked were:
1. Is there discrimina.tion against Negroes
in the United States?
Yes. We have racial discrimination in the
United States. But after a peopie have been
kept in slavery for a hundred years and then
are granted their freedom, it is not easy for
those who have been masters to accept them
as equals. You have the same problem in
India with your untouchables.
In America, during the past 25 years, there
have been great forward strides to abolish discrimination. However, you in your newspapers read nothing about this: You read
only the bad aspects of discrimination and
cannot know what forward steps have been
and are being taken to do away with dis. crimination.
2. Why was Pakistan not considered.· an
aggressor in Kashmir when China y.ras
branded as such in Korea?
I do not feel qualified to discuss the Kashmir question since I do not know the many
intricacies involved and am not an expert on
the subject. However, I hope that India
and Pakistan can settle their disput e amicably ~etween themselves.
3. Is it true that civil rights are becoming non-existent in the United States?
No. It is not true. From your newspaper
account3 of the Martinsville Negroes and the
Communist incidents (things which were
always cited by the audience), it ls no wonder
that you have such ideas. However, we have
been going through a bad time-a time of
unrest and readjustment. We are beginning
now to come out of it. India is going
through such a time now, and I am sure she
will come out of it.
4. Did the United States drop the _atomic ·
bomb on Japan because of racial discrimination? _
No. There was no discrimination involved. ·
I have s~en the cities of Europe, and the qamag3 done there by bombings was much, worse

R.ECORD~IlOUSE-:

thal'.1- that. don~ by the atomic. bomb in Japan.
In ·. Europ.e, it ;was .not just a few citie$ bqt
Jl}axiy or all of tilt l(i~ge ones. I feel _that
perhaps .Japa,n sho-U:c:{ have been war,ned. an.d
given ~he opp9rtun_ity to end th~ war be~ore
the bomb was .dropped. However, if everyone
could see .the destructio:r:t in both Europe .and
Japan, as I have, ~ feel sure there would be
no f~_eling~ wh~ts_oever about racial prejudice
unless it were .against Europe.
5. Do you think the United States Congre.ss will grant the· wheat to India? What
is 'American public opinion on this?
·
Yes. I think the wheat -will 'be given
to India. However, we are damned if we do ·
and damned if · we don;t. It is the same all
over the world. .
.
If. we give someone something, they damn
u s' for giving it because we are showing our
superiority as the "haves" over the "have
nots." Also, if we don't give it, we are
damned because we have it anq won't give
it. However, sirice it is a matter of conscience and since in a thing of this sort*
Americans are ruled by conscience, I feel
that public opinion will be in favor of the
whea~ grant.
-
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Stat~'s prog~a~ • .should

visit D_elhi first for
briefing _ap.d tne worki.pg qut of an integrated and well-planned program throughout
India..
·
Public Affairs Section:
.·. CL~RE H. TWBERLAKE,
.C9unselor and
Officer.

Ch~ef

Public Affairs

(For the Ambassador).
(Enclcsures: 1. Tour program of Mr. Cousins. 2, Clippings: (a) Times of India, February 171 1951. (b) Times of India, February
15, 1951. (c) Indian News Chronicle, February 17, 1951. (d) .Statesman, February 17,
1951. (e) Indian News Chronicle, February
20, 1951. (f) Hindust an Times, February 20.
1951. 3. Press releases.)
UNITED STATES INFORMATION SERVICE,

•

American Embassy, New Delhi.-

(For release in the· morning papers of
Wednesday, March 7, 1951)
NEW DELHI, March 6, 1951.-Mr. Norman
Cousins, editor of the Saturday Review of
Literature, who ha8 just completed a 2month good-will tour of India, had several
conversations with Prime Minister Nehru.
EVALUATION
During the course of the conversations they
discussed the proposal now before the
.The embassy regards short-term visits of
United States Congress providing for the
American lecturers of the highest priority
shipment of wheat to India. Prime Minister
value for both short-term and long-term obNehru authorized Mr. Cousins to release to
jectives. This informal person-to-person exthe p ress the following statements from
change of prominent,. mature American
their conversations:
leaders is invaluable, by supplementing the
"Mr. Cousn~s. Mr. Prime Minister, before
existing official exchanges, in increasing inwe
conclude these discussions, l wonder if
ternational understanding.
I
might
ask yoµ a question that has to do
·Particularly in India, where there is so
with Indian-American relations. Some of
much social, economic and cultural change
the newspapers I happened to have seen here
during the first years of its national life,
in Indfa during the past few weeks have sugAmerican leaders, by first-hand contacts and
gested that if America sends wheat, it will
frank discussions with important people and
do so out of purely selfish motives. Would
organizations, will learn hbw Indians· think
you
care to comment ·on that?
about the rest of the world.
"Prime Minister NEHRU. You have been
The embassy believes that these leaders ·
here for 2 months or more and no doubt
should not only be sponsored by the Deyou have read many of our newspaper!). No
partment, but also by private organizations
doubt you h ave seen that a ·good many of
and foundations possibly subsidized for this
them have criticized our government-somepurpose by the United States Government.
times vigorously, sometimes quite violently,
Mr. Cousins' impact in Delhi was noticeable.
sometimes even worse. Well, I hope you
Audiences and private interviewers liked him
realize that we· have some freedom of the
and seemed to be swayed, at least for the
press here~ Seconc;Uy, .that some of the -newsmoment. He was sincere in his approach and
papers are very good and some of them not
in his interest in the opinions of others.
so good. A:µyhow, to answer your question,
He met and talked with all who wanted to
just do not understand· any individual or
see_him.
n~wspaper saying that. · We have always
His speeches were extemporaneous and varwated not only the general cooperation of
ried in their appeal. However, he devoted
America but particular assistance in · the
much of his time to answering questions,
things we need.
and at this he was very adept. He occa"A year and a half ago', wh:m I went to
sionally showed himself somewhat too glib
the United States, food was the basic need
but gave no real offense. His listeners were
and I mentioned it, and t have often 1 been
always interested, if riot always satisfied by
surprised to hear that - people were saying
his answers.
.
that they gathered the impression that we
The total observable effect of the visit
never really wanted help. It amazes me. We
has _c onvinced the embassy that it is imwant all the help in the world from everyone
portant to have ;in India many alert and
in
the world. But it is also true; arid this
liberal leaderi:i-talking, talking, talking.
is .what Mahatma Gandhi taught us, that we
They should be tireless in their patience,
must learn to stand on our own feet. Too
but quick to present effectively American
principles.
· much reliance on outside help means that
you do not grow properly, that you do not
SUGGESTIONS
strengthen yourself. That is true, but in
Because Mr. Cousins was under the sponthe matter of wheat, we ha,-e wanted it; we
sorship of the Department of State, many
w .,nt it badly; we are facing a very severe
of the Indians felt that his speeches and
crisis. We don't shout about it quite so
discussions were strictly propaganda. It
much perhaps as we might; it is unbecoming'
might be possible, in the future, to get some
to shout. But the fact is that our need is
nongovernment organizations or instituvery great. We welcome the suggestions
tions to sponsor some of the leaders officially
m ade in America-in the Congress there-wit!>- unofficial cieJ?art~ental b~cking.
.
that a large quantity of wheat will be comIt is suggested that something ·of the pering, f).nd we shall look forward to lt."
sonality and habits of the leader be forMr. Cousins' visit to India was made under
warded to each post for use in the prepara- ·the auspices of the United States . State Detion of the tour program. Along with this
partme:i:it 9u1tural EX<?hange Program. His
should be sent the leader's biography to be
lecture tour took him to Madras, Calcutta,
used by the posts in the preparation of press
New Delhi, and Bombay, where he m a de
releases and other material. Those organinumerous addresses to university, college,
zations and groups to whom ·the leader is to
arid civic groups on American Public Opinion,
speak might make use of the biography in
Democracy.in the ·World Today, and many rethe selection of topics for the speeches.
lated subjects. · He ·left New Delhi last SatWhenever possible, each ·visiting lecturer,
urday for Bombay to enplane on his return
trip ·t o the Un_iteq ) :!fates. -·. He expected to
at least those: under the D~partment of
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visit Cairo, Athens and several other European cities before reaching New York City
on March 15.
UNITED STATES INFORMATION SERVICE,
AMERICAN EMBASSY,
New Delht.

,

(For immediate release)
MR. NORMAN COUSINS ON NISIT TO DELHI
NEW DELHI, February 10, 1951.-Mr. Norman Cousins, noted American author and
editor of the Saturday Review of Literature,
is visiting Delhi for a series of lectures and
infor m al discussions with educational and
civic groups. He also will meet prominent
Govern ment officials and Indian cultural
leaders to discuss various aspects of bettering Inda-American relations.
From February 13 tcr February 16, Mr.
Cousin s will go to Lucknow, Kanpur, and
Allahabad. In Lucknow, he will lecture
at the Lucknow University. The lectures
at Kanpur and Allahabad will be given
under the auspices of the Indian Council of
World Affairs. He will also speak at the
universit y in Allahabad.
W-hen he returns to Delhi on Friday,
February 16, he will address the Indian
Council on World Affairs on the philosophy
of American democracy.
·
Mr. Cousins will travel to Aligarh on Saturday, February 17, where he will speak at
the Muslim Univerl'!ity.
·
On February 19 and 20 respectively, Mr.
Cousins will lecture at the University of
Delhi on Public Opinion in the United
States and at St. Stephen's College on Conditions of Democracy in the Modern World.
During his stay Mr. Cousins plans to see
Agra and other ancient historical monuments in the Delhi area.
Well-known in world literary circles, Mr.
Cousins is making a tour of India under the
sponsorship of the Department of State -of
the United States, in the interest of cementing friendship and understanding between the peoples of India and America.
Thirt y-eight-year-old Mr. Cousins graduated from the Teachers' College, University of
Columbia in 1933. Though trained to be a
teacher, he joined an editorial position in
the New York Post and a year later he became the book critic of the magazine, Current History. Five years later he was appoin ted as the executive editor of the Saturday Review of Literature. Here he won
fame by h is outspoken and realistic writings
which linked literature with current events.
Hio fe ature articles broke the monotony of
straigh t book reviews and set a new pattern
· o~ journalistic writing.
Mr. Cousins has lectured extensively on
books and world affairs. He is also an author of repute. The Good Inheritance and
Modern Man Is Obsolete are two of his wellknown works.
A member of the board of directors of the
Great Books Foundation, Mr. Cousins is also
the vice president of the PEN, the international organization of authors. He is deeply
interest ed in music and has composed over
h alf a dozen musical scores.
Mr. Julius St ulman, an American economist and industrialist, is accompanying Mr.
Cousin s in order to observe and study economic conditions in India.
TOUR PROGRAM
1. F ebruary 12, 1951, 5 p., m.: Tea at Am-

bassador 's. (Present were Government .officials and leading newspaper and magazine
editors.) Mr. Cousins made a short speech
on Public Opinion in India and in the United
States.
2. February 14, 1951: Lectures at Mahanand Mission Harijan College at Ghaziabad,
and at Central Institute of Education on
Foreign Policy of United States of America.
3. February 16, 1951, 6 p. m. : Lecture before Indian Council of World Affairs at Con-

stitutton Club, ·New Delhi, on Philosophy of
American Democracy. (Note clipping from
Times of India of February 17, 1951. The
last paragraph misquotes Cousins altogether.
It has made Mr. Cousins responsible for
what was really the text of Mr. Ayyanger's
speech during the 50-minute rebuttal period
following Mr. Cousins' 40-minute speech.)
4. February 17, 1951: Motored to Aligarh
where he met and talked with the vice chancelor of Muslim University, Dr. Zakir Hussain. He also visited the Yogi school in Aligarh where he gave a short unscheduled lecture.
5. February 19, 1951, 5 p. m.: Lecture at
the University of Delhi, Convocation Hall,
on Public Opinion in India and in the United
States. The attendance here was very poor.
Because of the death of a minister, classes
had been dismissed in the morning. This
oflice was not notified nor was the university
willing to reschedule the speech.
6. February 19, 1951, 7:30 p. m.: Cocktail
party at William C. Bourne's (information
officer and attache) residence to meet the
representatives of the local press.
7. February 20, 1951, 9 :35 a . m.: Lecture
at St. Stephen's College, Assembly Hall, Delhi,
on Condition of Democracy in the Modern
World.
·
8. February 20, 1951, 7:30 p. m.: Dinner at
St. Stephen's College students' dining hall,
followed by an informal discussion period
in the students' lounge with 20 of the leading students.
[From the Hindustan Times of February 20,
1951]
INDIAN CONGRESS FOR CULTURAL FREEDOM
Dr. Norman Cousins, editor, Saturday Review of Literature, will lead a discussion on
the world movement for cultural freedom.
Constitution Club, 5 p. m.
(From the Times of India of February 15,
1951)
INCREASED POWER FOR UNITED NATIONSUNITED STATES JOUJtNALIST'S VIEW
Mr. Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturday Review of Literature, of New York, said
in an interview in New Delhi on Wednesday
that the "United States and India could
save the peace by coming together in a working partnership inside the United Nations."
Such partnership, he said, could lead the
way to an enforceable system of world law
through the fullest development of the
United Nations. In particular, he urged
that both countries, in their respective positions of leadership in east and west, should
make a joint proposal to the world for an
early revision conference of the United Nations aimed at a drastic strengthening of
the U. N. Charter.
"The United Nations must be vested with
the powers to make, enforce, and interpret
world law," he said. "It must enjoy compulsory jurisdiction only in clearly defined
matters related to world security."
Mr. Cousins is on a lecture tour in India
and Pakistan under the cultural exchange
program sponsored by the United States
Government.
(From the Indian News Chronicle of
February 20, ~951]
INDIA CAN HELP U. S. A. KEEP WORLD PEACE
DELHI, _Monday.-That America had not
been properly understood and represented
and "no one really speaks for U. S." was
revealed by Dr. Norman Cousins, a visiting
American editor, in a lecture this evening
in the Delhi University .. He was speaking on
American Public opinion. Dr. S. N. Sen,
vice chancelor, presided.
Dr. Cousins said that several misunderstandings had cropped in India leading to distrust of Americans. He urged for a better
understanding of the Americans by the peo-
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ple of this country. He said this was essential for world peace.
Dr. Cousins added that it was true that
America had not responded to India's needs
with the promptness· and in a · measure as
was expected. But it was not due ~to any
apathy or for any "political" consideration
on the part of the Americans. It was due
only to the fact that very little was known
there about Indian needs and conditions in
general.
He referred to the recent appeal for wheat
by India. He said that no American knew
as to what India's real needs were.
He however promised that when he returns
to his country he would take up the matter
with United States newspaper men, writers
and also in the next meeting of the PEN.
PSYCHOLOGY OF PEOPLE
Dr. Sen ln his presidential remarks said
that to understand Indian opinion it was
essential to understand the psychology of the
Indian people. Indians he added were es_
sentially for peace for their very salvation
lay in peace. He hoped that the Indian Government would cooperate with the United
States Government in the maintenance of
an "honorable peace."
[From the Statesman of February 17, 1951)
CONDITIONS FOR DEMOCRACY-UNITED STATES
EDITOR'S ADDRESS
Addressing a meeting of the Indian Council of World Affairs in New Delhi on Friday,
Mr. Norman Cousins, editor of the United
States magazine, the Saturday Review of
Literature, said that if the democratic way
of life was to be maintained and enlarged,
it must form part of a world structure.
Speaking on the Conditions for Democ_racy, he said that the world had become a
geographic unit. To make it flt for human
habitation, there was need for both an overall economic integration and adoption of
measures to safeguard the individual's rights
against the State. This could be achieved
only if the threat of aggression was removed
and for this· a world organization with powers to enact and enforce international law
was essential.
He suggested that a revisionary conference of the U. N. be called and provision made
for a world federal government with powers
to prevent aggression. It was not worth
while, he pointed out, to have peace at the
cost of justice.
As leaders of the East and the West, India
and the United States of America had a
great responsibility in mobilizing . public
opinion and working in partnership for the
achievement of world conditions in which
democracy could spread.
[From the Times of India of February 17,
1951]
PLEA FOR WORLD GOVERNMENT-ERADICATION
OF RACIAL BARRIERS URGED
.
The Indian people would support the ideal
of a World Federal Government only if the
participating white nations shed all colonialism and removed all barriers-social, political, economic, and geographic-against all
colored peoples, said Mr. Ananthasayanam
Ayyangar, deputy speaker of Parliament, in
New Delhi on Friday.
He was presiding over an Indian Council
of World Affairs meeting, addressed by Mr.
Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturday Review of Literature, New York, who emphasized the need for Indo-American cooperation for a revision of the United Nations
Charter to provide for a World Federal Government.
Mr. Cousins said that unless the world discovered a design for itself as a whole the
strains and stresses on democracy in each
individual country would continue to increase.
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Only by solving the world probiems in a.
democratic manner and by treating the
world as a Single unit COUld the problems Of
individual democracies be solved, he sai'd.
"The world has become too small for provincialism," he emphasized.
What mattered was not the mere superstructure of a world government, but the
character of the law on which it was to be
based. Such a system, he said, should not
rely inel'ely on western conception · of democracy, which, he said, had condoned. the
oppression of ccHonial people, as in South
Africa and the barring of the entry of colored people into countries such as Australia
and Canada. Even the western economic
system involved the concentration of wealth
in a few hands, a system that could not work
in eastern countries, -where the pressure of
population was high. He \\'.anted the western system of political and economic democracy to be developed to suit eastern co_n ditions. - Such an experiment was already being tried in the East, particularly in China.
[From the Indian News Chronicle of February 17, 1951]
NATIONS URGED To STRIVE FOR WORLD PEACECOUSINS APPEALS FOR- INDO-UNITED STATES
COOPERATION
NEW DELHI, Friday.-A fervent appeal to
the people of the world to come together and
dissolve their differences and help the cause
of peace was made this eve::iing by Dr. Norman Cousins, a visiting American editor. He
was speaking on "Conditions of Democracy
in United States of America and Other
Countries" at the Constitution Club under
the auspices of the Indian Council of World
Affairs.
Mr. Ananthasay'l.nam Ayyangar
presided.
.
Dr. Cousins said that it was time that the
people of the world realized how tragic another war would be. If they failed to pre•
vent it, then in his view they had no right
to call themselves civilized and democratic.
The only manner in which they could help
bring about peace in the world was, he said,
that all nations strengthe:q. the hands of the
U. N. He made a special appeal to India for
cooperation as the leader of the eastern
countries. He thought that if the United
States and India could work· together for the
cause of peace then much could be achieved
·bath in and outside the U. N.
.
· He added that if the majority of the member nations of the U. N. wanted peace then
they could call for the holding of a revision
conference by a two-thirds majority i!1 the
U. N. . The decisions of such a revision conference, he said, would not be subject to
veto. In this manner a headway could be
made toward forming a world federal government, which could both enact and enforce
laws for the maintenance of world ·peace.
DESIGN FOR DEMOCRACY
In the course of his lecture, Dr. Cousins
said that there were three basic provisions
for the functioning of a democratic government in any country-existence of a design
for democracy both in that country and in
the world at large economic integration on
a large scale with the rest of the world (this
he termed as substance for world peace) ;
and some unity of concept in the relations
between the state and the individual, meaning thereby freedom of individual's body and
mind.
He said here that in Japan· the first prerequisite for". a democratic set-up had been
somewllat realized. The present-day Japan,
he said, was a much more industralized
country, a healthier place to live in-the
death rate having fallen from 27.7 to 11.4
percent-and was . economically fast pro.. gressing. But he added .that unless the general atmosphere in the world did not change.
nothing much could be accomplished by individual nations in completing their democratization.

Concluding, he told the gathering not to
be misguided by exaggerated press reports.
and start thinking that the Americans had
gone hysterical due to the pressure of the
present world situation and the power of
their arms.
Mr. Minoa Masani, M. P ., speaking on the
occasion, said that Dr. Cousins' ideas and
beliefs were greatly · affected by those of
Mahatma Gandhi who also was opposed to
war and wanted an honorable peace for the
people of the world.
[From the Forum of March 11, 1951]
CREATION OF A WORLD INSTITUTE
(By Julius Stulman)
The world has struggled a long time to find
its answers and it has had to grow up. Man
has fought and competed for the world's
go9ds and glory with an utter disregard of
the fact that he is part of the human family
and that in the ultimate end he can only
create chaos, depressions, suffering, and revolutions by building individual pyramids for
himself and his close associates.
What we have to learn about our free
economic system and democratic order is
that the individual is entitled to rise higher
and higher only as he helps to broaden and
Widen the base below him, so that the whole
.structure rises together. He has to work on
this principle: That his goal ls not alone to
erect a sharp pinnacle of personal wealth and
special privilege for himself-Which inher:ently leads to self-destruction-but to guide
the building of that broader, stronger structure in whose benefits he and all the others
will share.
The world is hungry today for limitless
quantities of goods and is starving for the
productive skills, the administrative genius,
the technical know-how which the leaders
of our free enterprise system can provide.
Must they be swept aside by revolution?
Must they be shackled by the bureaucratic
rules and regulations of self-keeping politicians? Must they always be guided and
goaded b'y legislation? I say they need
not be.
Our businessmen are not demons. Most
of them have excellent intentions. But a
great many of them are men who fail in
their thinking. They fail to see their responsibilities to their fellow men and to the
very democratic, free enterprise system from
which they have extracted such profit.
To correct this kind of error, we have to
start by recognizing that there is purpose
· and plan and function in God's orc'l.er for the
universe and for man.
· In the economic realm we have to act on
the assumption that the purpose of an economic system is to call forth and organize
the productive skills and powers of men, to
create abundance and to see that that abundance is fairly distributed. We will not have
that kind of economic system if we leave
matters to blind chance. And we will not
get that kind of system if we try to legislate
it into being, if we try to create it through
a giant Government bureaucracy. We must
also warn ourselves against thinking in
terms of labels, of taking words for the real
thing.
A VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATION
It is with thoughts like these in mind that
I have proposed the creation of a world institute, a voluntary association of men dedicated to the integrated, ethical, and material development of man. That is a tall
order, l know, but this is · a time for tan
deeds if we are to survive a,t_all. '
Cutting across the artificial boundaries of
race and national~ty, th~ world institute
would, on the one hand, promote the study
of the new integrated science of human
b.ehf!,vior. and the study of scientific and
technical developments needed to lift world
living standard.
On the other .h and, it
.would also attempt to take concrete meas-
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ures, area· ·by area, to promote educational;
economic, and social development.
Here is how it would work. The world
institute would be directed by outstanding
men and women drawn from many ·lands.
One of their primary responsibilities would
be to determine what educational program
and research studies should be made and
what development projects should be untlertaken in each af ea. They would endeavor
to become a great cooperative body for the
common good. Rising above the limitations
of personal greed and the special interests
of the nation, the class, the private corporation, they would devote their skills to planning out what needs to be done to raise the
level of life-and how to cio it.
Specifically, perhaps the first projects of
the institute, i:ri addition to its educational
program, would involve the establishment
of enterprises and local institutes in underdeveloped regions in Asia or Latin America.
[From the Bombay Chronicle of February
27, 1951]

IN A CHINA SHOP
(By Taurus)
I walked into a room in the Taj Mahal
Hotel one day last week. As I was some 10
minutes late for a press conference, I walked
in .as quietly as I could, little realizing that
I had interrupted a veritable barrage of
words by walking right across the line of
fire. Wayne Hartwell who was seated
farthest from the door, murmured that I
must have met Mr. Stulman already. As I
sat down in a chair next to Wayne, I looked
around for the man and missed him because
I was looking in the wrong place. Then I
knew.
· "•
that is the point," said a soft
voice whicl1 seemed to have been .at it like
t:tte ticking of a clock eternally and untiringly. "I see everywhere around me in India
so much possibilties: In the sun, in the air,
in the sea, and even in the· earth at our feet.
And the people are so intelligent. Yet there
is so much frustration around.
"It is simple and all things are simple, if
you will only understand them. Take an
ordinary typewriter. If, when I am typing
at it, my man walks in and sees me doing
my work and watches me and I ask him,
'Can you do this?' sure, he will answer, 'Yes,
I can.' And being intelligent, thinking to
himself, 'What Sahib can do, I, too, can do;
why not,' he will set himself down to bang
away at the keys. And the ·machine wlll
break down and he will not know what just
must be done to set it right. And he will
feel quite puzzled. . If he were just plain
stupid, he would not suffer like this. He
will say, 'I can't do this by myself,' and he
will sit down to see the machine broken
down into bits and to understand every.thing about it until he has got it all in.
"I am not blaming him. Why I would
do the same thing myself. So would all intelligent persons. Wouldn't you do that
. yourself, Wayne.?"
From Wayne, who was looking at the ceiling in a slightly befuddled state, came the
discret affirmation, ''Sure, that's just what I
would do."
·
:·sure, you would," continued the gentle
purr, as though Way11~ had not spoken at
all. "Why, so would all of us. So do Indians.
I don't blame them. Would you blame
them? Why, no. No one can blame them.
And there we are all stuck, like a precocious
child which, after he tried to imitate the
grown-ups, develops all kinds . of fixations
and ends up at the psychiatrists-. How must
we get c;mt of this? What must we do to
escape from this vicious circle?"
I looked furtively at my watch. Mr. Stulman had covered a great deal of ground and
done it .an single-voiced, except for Wayne's
gallant support unnecessarily rendered .at
one brief second. And he seemed good. for,
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another day. I had another appointment.
Dimly I cursed myself for coming and shook
myself to catch up with that voice which
raced endlessly through solar boxes, molasses utilization, a huge Heath Robinson
pipe across the island of Bombay which
would filter the seawater of all its valuable
minerals and pour out the water at the other
end.
It was all more than I could take in at
one sitting and more than any man should
give out at one, either. But Mr. Stulman's
million-dollar ideas were inexhaustible. At
one point, the soft voice alarmed us by saying that it had not yet be8un.
Then with one superhuman effort, we all
staggered out. Fearful, says the Gita, is the
dharma of another. Certainly, Mr. Stulman
had established the principle.

Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. Mr. Chair.man, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COOLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Nebraska.
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. I have been
told just recently, this morning, in fact,
that the Voice of America is now putting
on considerable emphasis on the article
that appears in the morning paper, that
the American boys going to Europe were
going to fight under one flag and that
the American flag, with the Stars and
Stripes, would not be in evidence. I
wonder what effect that would have on
the mothers and fathers of American
boys in this country when they have
to send their sons to Europe to fight under a flag other than their own. I understand the Voice of America is featuring that very thing.
Mr. ROONEY. Is General Eisenhower proposing that? I have not seen
the article to which the gentleman refers.
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. I saw it in
the paper, and it makes my heart sick.
Mr. ROONEY. Has the gentleman
the newspaper article to which he
refers?
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. Yes; I
have.
Mr. ROONEY. Is that a proposal of
General Eisenhower?
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. I do not
know. I understand the Voice of America is putting it in No. 1 headlines today,
Mr. ROONEY. Would it make any
difference to the gentleman whether it
was proposed by General Eisenhower?
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. Yes; it
would. If my son goes over there, I
want him to fight under the Stars and
Stripes and not under some foreign flag.
I will say that to the gentleman without
any hesitation.
Mr. ROONEY. At first blush I might
be inclined to agree with the gentleman.
Mr. Chairman, on yesterday the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. AYRES] gave
quite a dissertation on the need for
bringing advertising men into the Voice
of America program. He implied that
this program would be much better if it
had an advertising man in a key position.
Apparently the gentleman from Ohio
does not know that the present general
manager of the program, Mr. Thurman
L. Barna,rd, is a top-flight advertising
man who, in the past, has handled most
of the advertising for the Ford Motor
Co. and for the Procter & Gamble Co.
: He also had psychological-warfare ex-
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perience during the last war. Mr. Barnard, incidentally, took a salary cut of
about 80 percent in order to do this
important work.
Incidentally, Mr. Barnard and other
top-flight advertising men claim that
the amount of money spent on evaluation of the Voice of America program is
not too excessive. T,b.ey point out that
it has been proposed to spend only about
3 percent of the total budget of this program for evaluation and that major networks of this country and major radio
advertisers spend at least as high a proportion on audience surveys, market research, and other evaluation techniques.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to a veteran of the Korean
war, the gentleman from New Jersey
[Mr. SIEMINSKI].
Mr. SIEMINSKI. Mr. Chairman, 'perhaps I am disqualified from making any
remarks on Voice of America broadcasting.
In Italy I was called to the front to
broadcast when bullets failed, just before
the Battle of the Bulge. General Clark
sent word that he wanted live German
prisoners. I was called on, and with the
grace of God, by broadcasting to the
enemy we got a few, and with some information gleaned thereby checked a
break-through around Christmas time.
I have also made a broadcast on the
Voice of America to Poland. I have been ·
there; studied there, and I ask you to
study my broadcast. I think it will do
a job.
.
My wife, who was in Warsaw when the
bombs ·fell in 1939 and in Vienna in 1945
when American bombs fell, has also
made a Voice of America broadcast.
They are available for your inspection.
I was in Korea and it seems to me in
discussing the Voice of America that we
have started out on the wrong foot. Perhaps the Voice of America talks too
much about America, as though this onehund.r ed - and - seventy - five-some-oddyear-old country can tell people with
thousands of years of history and culture what they should do. To that
extent I say perhaps we are a little egotistical.
We learned much in Korea. We are
not fighting a third-class enemy, as some
would have you believe.
The enemy has shown us cards in
spades. We found enough field artillery
pieces buried in a river bed, cosmolened,
to supply a whole infantry division. We
discovered four caves filled with enough
demolition to load 67 army trucks. In
some caves, cattle was stored. The enemy slept in civilian homes by day and
marched by night.
Their propaganda is vicious. They
really hate. You have to match them,
else you are going to lose.
Granting everything you say about the
Voice of America, that it is in a comn
corner, does that mean that the Voice
of America is not opposed to.tyranny and
that you are going· to let it down?
Did you do that to General Walker
when he was in a comn corner on the
Pusan perimeter and we went from
Kaesong to Taejon to Taegu? When w'e
.came out of Hungnam, did you throw
in the towel? Not Congress.
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. Sure, some did. One wonders whether
they spoke like fighting Americans or
were in Stalin's boat, unwittingly.
When I got back from Korea, tnY reaction to them was, "Unfavorable." Now,
today, they and their followers seem to
say, "Go to the Yalu." We need a· little
consistency.
The Voice of America is cut down to
$85,000,000. There should not be a one
of us that wants it cut more. Do you
know what six leading American corporations spent in advertising in 1950?
Eighty-nine million dollars, or $4,000,000
more than you are asking the Voice of
America to spend.
And what is the income of these six
corporations? What is the income of
the United States?
The corporations sell products and
good will. All we sell is the Bible, the
flag, and the Constitution, and what each
means. That is America. Our Bible
says, "Be kind"; our flag, "Be loyal"· our
Constitution, "Be fair." Can you put a
price on America? I dare you to.
I say if you tamper with the Voice of
America, instead of studying it and giving it help, you will def eat the purpose
~or which we dedicate our lives, and that
IS freedom for all the world.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Chairman
will the gentleman yield?
'
Mr. SIEMINSKI. I yield to the gentleman from Missouri.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I was greatly impressed by what the distinguished gentleman said in regard to the use of foreign-language broadcasts. In a recent
visit to Formosa I was informed by the
leaders of the Nationalist troops that
they would be delighted if they could be
permitted to send those Chinese troops,
those loyalist, United Nations Chinese
troops to Korea. Those leaders said if
they did not carry a single gun they
could be most effective by, broadcasting
to those Chinese Red troops. I want
to know if the gentleman does not think
we could make effective use of these Chinese allies of ours in the very way he has
indicated.
Mr. SIEMINSKI. That is going into
foreign affairs. The Voice of America,
I dare say, implements foreign affairs.
I answer that this way.
If we have patience, perhaps the justification in not going across the Yalu
will become evident. The military has
set a precedent by limiting its operations
to Korea, and not allowing Chinese Nationalist troops to go there.
You are now putting the State Department in position to demand that all
diplomatic discussions be limited to
Korea.
That means that you are not going to
sell out Formosa with its Chinese troops,
and you are not going to discuss the admittance of Red China to the United
Nations.
·
If you bring Chiang Kai-shek's troops
into Korea, you are going to compromise
the strong stand you now have, the ace
in the sleeve. If you do not ask Chiang
for help, the Reds cannot justifiably
bring in any extraneous problem for
solution in Korea.
In that sense, I think Marshall and
Acheson are right. Perhaps America

/
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will yet acdaim their brilliant direction
of Korean hostilities and negotiations.
Mr. STEFAN. • Mr. Chairman, I yield
20 minutes to the gentleman from
Michigan· [Mr. DONDERO].
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, as
long as I have been a Member of this
body, which has been quite a humber of
years, I have always tried to have decent re~pect for the opinions ·or others.
That brings me to an answer, an answer
from a State Department official himself, as to what that official thinks of
the Voice of America, for which we are
asked today to appropriate $100,000,000
for its continuation.
I do not think anybody wants to cut
off the Voice of America immediately,
but we do question its methods, its material, and its subjects for broadcasting
to the nations of the world the message
of this country, in order to influence
people abroad to be friends of our country and not our enemies.
I am going to read to the House a :report on the very question before us; a
repor ~ from our Minister to Rome, Italy,
a report which he made to the State Department expressing his opiruon of the
Voice of America broadcasts at least to
Italy. It is rather revealing, and comes
in sharp contrast to what I have just.
heard on the floor of the House from the
gentleman who just preceded me.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, will
the distinguished gentleman yield?
Mr. DONDERO. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. ROONEY Has the gentleman
mentioned whose report it is?
Mr. DONDERO. I will mention the
Minister's name.
Mr. ROONEY. Fine.
Mr. DONDERO. What do the Italian people think of the pamphlet material of the United States Information
Service? Here is the answer, in the
words of an official of the State Department itself, Llewellyn E. Thompson, Jr .•
who is our Minister to Rome: ''The average Italian is tired of looking at well-fed
and well-clothed Americans." And what
does Mr. Thompson prescribe? "Material that is more directly anti-Communist."
Mr. ROONEY. Is this not the same
matter that was discussed in detail here
on the floor of the House some time ago?
Is this not the matter where valid, proper, constructive criticism was used
within the Voice of America for the
purpose of improvinf;' it?
Mr. DONDERO. This report was
made this year.
Mr. Chairman, I would rather not yield
at this point, as I would like to preserve
the continuity of my remarks.
Mr. Thompsor.•s comments are contained in an official report to the State
Department in Washington, . dated
March 7, 1951. He said:
We have received the two pamphlets, Meet
Some Americans and A Community in ..!\ction. It is our belief that both these pamphlets are too broad in treatment for use in
Italy.
The pamphlet, Meet Some Americans, is
much too scattered in subject matter and
not specific enough _in its approach to the
Italian scene. It would have been more useful if the various types or group.s were treated

separately, by occupation, for example; we
then might have been able to adapt or treat
the material more directly in terms of Italian
life and problems, Each story should ,be
complete·.with a beginning and an end. The
present pamphlet is too much a collection of
photographs of American faces.
With regard to the second pamphlet, A
Community in Action, this same objection is
immediately apparent . . Again the approach
was too broad; the pamphlet would have
been more effective if examples of commu.nity action through a democratic approach
were illustrated. To be of use to us, however,
these examples should have some meaning
and application to Italian life and communities. An American community that solved
its own housing problem would be one .possibility. Community methods of handling
adult education or safety are others that
might be applicable. In any event, any pamphlet prepared about life in America should
be very specific in its treatment of subject
matter and should have some applicability in
Italy.
Italian criticism has been directed against
some aspects of our media program to the
effect that the average Italian ls tired of looking at well-fed and well-clothed Americans.
He feels that he knows all about American
prosperity and American good living.
In connection with our future program, we
are in need of pamphlet s or pamphlet material that is more directly' anti-Communist.
In our attempt to reach the Italian worker,
we must tell him of forced labor conditions
in the U.S. S. R. and its satellites. We must
be able to convince him of the dire consequences to him personally of a Communist
take-over in Italy. T9 do this, we need great
quantities of material (in most instances it
need only be research or preliminary texts
and photographs) telling of the effect of communism on the life, labor conditions, purchasing power, diet, clothing, etc., of workingmen in tlie U. S.S. R. and its satellites.
At this time, the main concern of the average Italian worker ls economic security, for
which he believes be would be willing to
trade much of his civil liberties and freedom.
We must convince him that the coming of
communism to Italy would not provide him
with this economic security nor better his lot.
It would only force him to work longer hours
at less pay and under labor conditions immeasurably worse than his present ones.
While a continuing propaganda effort
should be made to educate the Italian worker
to value all civil rights, freedom of opportunity to select his job and other similiar
rights that affect his economics are the ones
to emphasize in the immediate propaganda
period ahead.

I want to emphasize that the report I
hav.e just read was written by an official
of the State Department itself, a ~an
who would be presumed to have a
friendly attitude toward another activity
of his own department. Yet, Mr.
Thompson's opinion of the pamphlet
material is that it should be made directly anti-Communist. This criticism
goes, I believe, to the heart of the deficiencies of the Voice of America and
related activities. The officials of the
Voice have no real conception of the
enemy they are fighting, and they are
therefore completely helpless in mounting the weapons that are required to
fight that enemyp
The best way to be anti-Communist is
to understand communism-something
that has never occurred to officials in
the Voice of America. The best way to
put the Voice of America on its feet
would be to put it in the hands of persons who know the score when it comes
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to . communism. If the present Voice
manag.e ment persists in staying in
p9wer, the least it can do is read 5 or 10
out of the ,hundreds of available books
on communism.
Mr. ROONEY. · Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself such time .as I may require.
Mr. Chaitman, in connection with the
remarks just made by the gentleman
from Michigan· [Mr. DONDERO], I shall
here insert: under the permission heretofore granted me by the House, what
are alleged to be. typical broadcasts on
the subject · Life Behind the Curtain.
(The matter referred to is as follQws:)
LIFE BEHIND THE CURTAIN No. 23
REPORTS FROM: RUMANIA, U. S. S. R., BULGARIA,
HUNGARY, ALBANIA, POLAND, CZECHOSLOVAKIA,
AND SOVI ET ZONE OF AUSTRIA
· (EDITORS NoTE.-Sources for each item are
given in the margins.)
FEPS-Fr~ European Press Service.
FBIS-Foreign Broadcast Information
Service.
NYT-New York Times.
CDN-Chicago Daily News.
ANNOUNCER . We present now a special feature ba-sed on reports reaching the United
States from the Soviet Union and its satellites-a brief glimpse at the lives of the
men and women uncier communism.. Today,
you will hear reports from Rumania, the Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Hungary, Albania, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and the Soviet zone of
Austria.
NARRATOR. Bucharest, Rumania. The Communist government's capital police force has
instituted controls for checking 'on the· identity and activities of all citizens in Bucharest which are reported to be even more
extreme that the old "police report" methods of the Nazi period. A police decree was
recently published requiring all owners of
property, housing superintendants, managers of business houses, and sublessors to
report within three hours anyone moving
into their premises without a police identity
card. Punishment for failure to report
violators is 1 to 6 months' imprisonment
and a fine of five-to-20,000 leis. This fine
amounts to 1 to 4 months' pay .for the
average Rumanian industrial worker.
Moscow, U. S. S. R. Observers in Moscow
report that the Communists are having difficutly in getting Soviet youth to respond
to their campaign of "peace through bel.;
ligerency." At a recent Youth-for-Peace
rally in Moscow, they said, the young people participated lustily in the singing of love
songs and Russian folk songs. But their
response to a song about the "instigators
of a new war" was noticeably unenthusiastic.
Although the song was led by a Communist
Yout h leader anc~ the words of the propaganda tune were held up before the audience
on a large banner, they reported, few of the
Moscow young people joined in the singing.
Most ignored the music and fell to talking
among themselves.
Kharkov, Soviet Ukraine: Life as a professor in a Soviet university is not easy, according to & professor who formerly taught
at the University of Kharkov. Former Soviet Prof. Yuri Sherekh, now a voluntary
exile ln Sweden, told a lecture audience
the other day that under the Bolshevik
regime scientists and academicians must exercise constant vlgilance to assure that they
are serving the party's interests. As a resUlt
no academician would read a paper or de11 ver a lecture which did not succeed at some
point in unmasking deviationists, however abstract the subject or however farfetched the connection. A psychologist
speaking of the mechanism. of aperception
is expected to warn his listeners against
the crimes and errors of the spiritualists,
Professor Sherekh said. An engineer speak-
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ing on industrial construction must thunde~
denunciations against someone who has
done a faulty construction job somewhere
sometime in the past. Creative scholarship
and scientific research are retarded, he said,
because professors and scientists are having
to look for scapegoats to satisfy the party's
constant demand tor Socialist vigilance.
Sofia, Bulgaria: The Bulgarian radio's
broadcast of August 28 announcing slogans
of gratitude for what it described as the
Soviet Union's fraternal aid and selfless
daily assistance to Bulgaria is reported to
have left most Bulgarians cold.
Neutral
economic observers in Sofia report that the
decision of the Kremlin-controlled Communist puppet government to tie Bulgaria's
economy to the needs of the Soviet Union
has transformed the satellite nation into
little more than a colony for Soviet exploitation. As an example, they said, the
Soviet Union has forced the Bulgarians to
export the bulk of their commodities such
as tobacco and rose oil to the U. S. s. R.
at cut rates and then has resold them on
the world market at a low profit, virtually
eliminating Bulgarian competition. On the
other hand ·it has flooded Bulgarian markets with surplus Soviet goods of inferior
quality which the subservient Bulgarian
puppet regime has made no effort to prevent. Meanwhile, they said, Bulgaria's ambitious postwar plan for · the industrialization and electrification of large areas of
the country has been scuttled by the Soviet Union's failure to support the idea. As
an evidence of this they pointed to the
drastic restrictions which have been imposed
on the use of electric power due to the
failure of the Soviet Union to send promised
power generators and spare parts. Slogans
about the Soviet big brother being the
sun and air of Bulgaria and Bulgaria's
guaranty of independence cannot lessen
the clear and present reality· that Bulgarians
are underpaid, underclothed, underfed, and
economically demoralized largely because of
Soviet exploitation, they said.
· Budapest, Hungary: Newspapermen in the
capital cities of Moscow's satellites report
that one of the most sensitive parts of the
Cominform's machinery for spreading the
"big lie" is the Editorial Office for Foreign
News. A branch of this office, they report,
operates in each of the Communist capitals
and exercises a rigid control on an ·news
printed by the captive press. Newsmen
familiar with the operations of the EOFN
report that these offices receive direct releases from Moscow for distribution to the
satellite press, complete with translations of
significant articles from the Soviet press.
Translations of items from the western press
are also provided, but these may only be
used after they have already appeared in the
Soviet press. No other foreign items are
permitted to be printed. The EOFN exercises
a rigid scrutiny of the national press to see .
that this rule is observed.
Valona, Albania: The Soviet Union's highhanded trade tactics with one satellite country are not working out very well. According to reports from Valona on the Adriatic
Sea, Russian ships are putting in frequently
at Valona and taking on cargoes of crude
oil, copper, chrome, timber, leather, meats,
cheese, and industrial herbs. The loading
is being done at night by troops of Albania's
C-0mmunist army, and civilians are not allowed near the dock area. This is reportedly
due to the widespread unrest caused by the
Soviet Union's one-way handling of its present trade agreement with its smallest satellite. Under the terms of a long-standing
agreement the Soviet Union had promised to
provide Albania with extensive textile machinery, a sugar refinery, an oil refinery, and
·other equipment, including sufficient oil piping to connect Valona with the oil fields
in the Kossovo area. Thus far, it is reported, it has only delivered the oil pipes,

which are now being used to drain Albania's
oil for transshipment to Russia.
Lublin, Poland: Mention of the Polish National Liberation Committee's famous manifesto issued on the date of the wartime committee's founding on July 22, 1944, was conspicuously absent from the speeches which
marked the Communist sixth anniversary
celebration at Lublin recently. Loyal Poles
recalled that the Soviet-sponsored committee, formed while the European conflict was
still going on, promised to promote friendship between Poland and Great Britain and
tlie United States. It also promised to preserve civil liberties "especially freedom of
the press, associations, gatherings, professional organizations, and freedom of religion." And it assured that private ownership would be preserved in all walks of
life. Polish observers pointed out that the
signers of the manifesto are now as obsolete as the manifesto's provisions. Of the
13 who signed it 6 years ago, only 2-Radkiewicz, minister of public security, and
Skrzeszewski, minister of education-remain in high posts. The others have died,
fal:en into obscurity, or been placed in minor
positions by their Communist bosses.
Prague, Czechoslovakia: Communist music-maker Jaroslaw Barwick has completed a
cantata based on the Moscow slogan "Hands
off Korea." Orchestras and choirs throughout Czechoslovakia have been ordered to
learn the cantata and report back to Prague
the date of the first performance.
Soviet sector, Vienna, Austria: Austrian
officials are worried about attempts by Soviet officers to exert pressure on Austrian
law courts. Chancellor Leopold Figl recently
submitted evidence of 214 instances covering 25 out of 26 courts in the Soviet occupation zone in which Soviet officers had
phoned Austrian judges instructing them on
sentences which should be handed down and
demanding acquittals· for Communists and
stiffened sentences for anti-Communists.
ANNOUNCER. You have just heard another
in our series of on-the-spot reports of life
as it is lived in the countries under communism. Tune in regularly on this same
meter band for our frequent reports on life
behind the curtain.

Mr. ROONEY. This l:froadcast shows
how difficult life behind the iron curtain is and how unpopular Communists
are. It is a typical broadcast, I have
been given to understand, on this subject, having emanated from the Voic~
of America under date of September 1,
1950.
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. ROONEY. I yield to the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. DONDERO. It is my ui1uerstanding that in the last electiori in Italy,
while they did not gain as many votes
in their official body, yet the Communists
carried by a larger vote than they did
in the· preceding election.
Mr. ROONEY. May I say this to the
gentleman with regard to th.e Voice . of
America in Italy. I have been in Italy
a half a dozen times in the last 7 years.
I have spoken to the highest American
officials, to the highest Italian officials.
I have spoken to the man in the street.
I have spoken to the clergy, It was
practically unanimously agreed, all
along, since the election troubles with
the Communists started in 1946, that
the Voice of Arr..erica contributed heavily
to the success of the anti-Communists.
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentlemap yield?
Mr. ROONEY. I gladly yield to the
gentleman from California.
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Mr. JOHNSON. I have been briefed
with groups a number of times regarding
the unrest in the countries behind the
iron curtain. What can the gentleman
tell us, if anything, regarding the activity of the Voice of America in stirring
up and amplifying that unrest?
.
Mr. ROONEY. I think if the gentleman will read the hearings before this
Subcommittee on Appr0priations, not
only on the pending bill for 1952 regular appropriations, but on the third supplemental appropriation bill, he will find
some answer to that question. Most of
the testimony, however, has necessarily
been off the record.
.
Mr. JOHNSON. May I ask just one
further, question: Could you give us for
the RECORD here any specific instance
where it is thought that the activities of
the Voice of America have amplified and
increased the unrest?
Mr. ROONEY. The following article
from the Washington Star covers one
instance:
SEVENTEEN ANTI-RED POLES ESCAPE IRON
CURTAIN IN IRON HORSES
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM, April 28.-Broadcasts
by thti Voice of America and the British
Broadcasting Corp. inspired 12 Polish rail
worke:·s to flee their Communist homeland
in two stolen locomotives and seek refuge in
Western Europe, it was learned last night.
With the help of a forged collective passport, ·the. freedom-loving 12 broke through
the iron curtain and made a 17-day journey
across Germany to Courtrai, Belgium. Not
even the Russian border guards in East Germany questioned their credentials.
Five of the escapees have been given asylum in Belgium.. The other seven continued
on to France.
One of the railroaders, Stanislav Oles, told
newsmen this version of the escape:
Two Belgian-made locomotives broke down
and Polish otncials ordered them sent to Belgium for repairs. Six good Communists were
supposed to take the engines, but the 12 nonconformists steamed off in them instead.
And with the help of their forged passport
and the connivance of a minor railroad official they made their escape without being
questioned.
Oles said he and his ·friends, several of
whom had been threatened with arrest for
their opposition to the Red regime, had
heard about the free labor organizations of
the Western World through Voice of America
and BBC broadcasts.
Oles said some 2,500 Polish railroaders are
under arrest for antigovernment activity.
He added:
"You can imagine how many more are taking part in the anti-Communist underground fight in Poland."

The fact that the Russians spend so
niuch money for jamming the Voice of
America is proof of the fact that the output of the Voice of America is very, very
damaging to their cause behind the iron
curtain and causing unrest. Contrary
to what some speaker said earlier today,
the cost of jamming the Voice of America exceeds the cost of putting out the .
Voice of America. The operation is more
expensive to the Russians than the Voice
of America is to us because it demands
the use of their transmitters which are
not then in use ·in behalf of their propa ..
ganda against us.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from New York has used 3 minutes.
. Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
3 minutes to the gentleman from Mary ..
land [Mr. DEVEREUX].
.
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Mr. DEVEREUX. Mr. Chairman, one
of the chief arguments that was used in
favor of our shipping. grain to India was
-the alleged propaganda value to the
United States and the cause of democracy generally. But there is good reason
to . believe that on this question, as on
dozens of others, the Voice of America
has missed the boat completely.
I would like to-read excerpts from an
Associated Press story from New D~lhi
in India, that appeared in the New York
Times on May 15, 1951. This story said:
United States officials are chagrined at the
pro-Soviet feellng engendered here by the
shipment of Russian wheat to this nation,
announced on the same day that Prime
Minister Nehru accepted the terms for much
larger United States aid.
· '

The United States had been shipping
·100,000 •tons of wheat to India each
month, and in addition had just voted a
relief shipment of 2,000,000 tons. The
Russians, on the other hand, sent a trivial
50,000 tons, yet they were reaping all the
propaganda benefits. The Associated
Press story told exactly where the blame
belonged. It said:
The Indian Government and the United
States information services have failed to get
across to the Indian people that the United
States has been doing for a long time on a
large scale what the Soviet Union proposes
to do on a small scale.

If the State Department's information
services are unable to present to the Indian people the elementary facts about a
simple matter like our grain shipments,
it will never be able to dp an acceptable
job with more complex matters in other
countries.
The State Department's
propaganda failure in India is .typical of
many others that are taking place every
month. This House ought to make a
thoroughgoing investigation of the
State Department's failure in India so
that something may be done to prevent
any more of these fiascoes from taking
place. The stakes are too high to permit
the State Department to continue its
endless blundering.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. MARSHALL].
Mr. MARSHALL. Mr. Chairman, I
would like to read at this time a portion
of an unsolicited letter which I received
from Hon. Richard P. Gale, a former
Member of this body. Mr. Gale had
made a trip at his own expe~e over into
the area which was referred to by the
gentleman from Maryland who just preceded me, which I think has some bearing
upon the matter:
.
Last winter we had quite a trip through
southeast Asia and came in touch with the
USIS everywhere; I thought they were doing a swell job. The personnel was good
and were working with considerable enthu. siasm.
In Bombay, Clark anc! Hartwell looked
good-in their reading room there averaged
about 550 readers a day and believe me, they
were getting a cross section of American literature-from the Saturday Evening Post to
Agricult~re yearbooks.
In Delhi, Remington in charge of movingpicture ·shorts was hitting 300,000 Indians a
month; he had 300 films in 7 dialects, some
of these films were in commercial channels,
some were shown before small groups, others

by mobile units, 4 of which were operating
out of Delhi.
In Jakarta, Hannah was plugging the movie
shorts. He also had small-size illustrated
throw-away magazines which were doing
well.
. In Singapore, Henry Laurence, in Ceylon,
Tressider were doing much the same type
of work.
The reading rooms w~re covered with pictures of American life, especially the fact that
Negroes were a part of our communities.
Walt Disney pictures were the most popular and have a real following throughout
the East.
Printed matter is not quite so important
because of the extremely high illiteracy.
Our Voice of America was weak because
of technicalities and remote broadcasting
stations. I am sorry to say that I heard radio
Moscow much more clearly and often than I
did the Voice. I t:t:iink we should get going
on radio broadcasts. The Indonesians and
Malayans do not have to read or write for
this.
In other words, I was very much encouraged with the USIS effort. · It should be kept
up and intensified.

Mr. HOWELL. Mr. Chairman, people want peace. Every citizen in this
country wants peace. I think that it
is safe to say that in the hearts and
minds of individual citizens of other
countries there is a similar yearning for
peace.
Grasping this concept better and more
quickly than we have here in the United
States, Russia has beat us to the peace
offensive. She has misled people in
other parts of the world into thinking
that communism is a peace-loving doctrine; that those who preach communism are honest crusaders for world
peace.
Russia's peace offensive has strengthened her position not only behind the
iron curtain but also abroad-in Germany, in Asia, and everywhere else
where Russia propagandizes her aims
and actions.
In the battle to capture the minds of
men, Russia is leading the United States.
She has not won the battle because this
Nation had the foresight to adopt an information program of international
broadcasting, exchange students, motion
pictures, libraries, and so forth. But
being new to the field of propaganda, we
have made mistakes. Some of these
mistakes have been unavoidable, others
have not.
But the important point is that we are
not winning the war of ideologies. And
if Congress decides to cut back the proposed plans to expand the Voice of
America and other information media
designed to cope with the present peace
offensive that Russia is waging, then the
Upited States is going to lose the cold
war by default. I think that this is exactly what the Soviet Union wants. We
must not play into their hands; we must
take the offensive away from them, and
we cannot do this by cutting back funds
necessary to achieve our information
goals.
Mr. Chairman, I think that every man
in Congress will agree that there should
be some sort of an information program
abroad-that the United States' leadership in the free world would be meaningless unless we campaigned to explain to those of foreign lands what the
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world threat of communism really is
and what we of the free world are doing and must do to check this threat to
our freedom and our security.
But many people have raised the
question, "What should our message
be?" They agree that there should be
some sort of propaganda but they are
not sure just what kind of propaganda
we should use.
·
I want to call to the attention of every
Member of Congress a statement entitled "What Should Our Message Be?"
that was written by several leading social scientists in the United States.
This heretofore unpublished statement
which I inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL
. RECORD on May 2, 1951, represents one
of the clearest, most concise, and constructive · analyses of our propaganda
problem that has ever been written. I
hope that those Members who say that
we should not invest money in ideological warfare, who say that it is useless
to wage campaigns of truth, that we
should not expand our information
media-will read this document. I feel
certain that they will gain perspective
and feel as rewarded as I did after I
studied this statement.
Knowing the importance that this
statement can have to our policy
makers, I have sent this statement to a
number of Government officials including the President and the Secretary of
' State. Today I received a letter from
Assistant Secretary of State Barrett who
is in charge of our information programs. I intend to put this letter in the
RE;CORD so that you can see just what
our State Department is doing to improve our present program.
Mr. Chairman, before I close I want
to reiterate my earnest hope that Congress will rally behind our information
programs, that we will reinstate the 90
percent cut the Appropriations Committee made in the Voice of America's plans
for expansion during the next fiscal
year.
This campaign of truth is as important to us and our allies as our entire
mobilization program. It is. as important as guns and bullets and tanks.
It is vital to our defense.
It is vital to our security.
It is vital to the survival of the entire
free world.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
.such . time as he may desire to the gentleman from Colorado [Mr. HILL].
Mr. HILL. Mr. Chairman, the information service of the State Department
had on its payroll an average of 5,956
employees during the last fiscal year.
For this year the information service
submitted a budget calling for 9,883 employees-an increase of almost 100 percent. Despite this huge payroll the information service spent $1,471,593 last
year for the purchase of various kinds
of free-lance material, and it requested
$1,502,355 for this year. The amount
paid to free-lance writers alon~ last year
was $443,926.
I can see no possible justification for
spending such a sum on outside writing
and other material when the information service is already bursting at the
seams with 6,000 employees. rt is pos-

..
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sible that extraordinary situations may Worker of June 17, 1946; listed Grauer
arise when an outside writer might have as a signer of a statement of the Action
to be retained to produce a highly spe- Committee To Free Spain Now, which
cialized piece of work that the regular has been cited as a Communist front by
employees could not turn out, but these the California Committee on Un-Ameriqases should happen only on very r:are can Activities.
Grauer has been especially active with
occasions. If the 6,000 employees on the
information service payrolls are worth the Independent Citizens Committee of
their salt, they should be competent the Arts, Sciences and Professions,
enough to handle virtually any task that which has been cited as a Communist
might come along. The only conclusion front by the California Committee on
to be drawn, therefore, is that the in- Un-American Activities. According to
formation service's employees have been the Daily Worker, he was one of the
hired haphazardly and that they are sponsors of the organization. He also
. unable to perform the duties of an effec- became a member of the board of directors and a member of the executive comtive propaganda program.
· I am especially concerned about an- mittee of the radio division.
To give you some idea of Grauer's
other phase of this free-lance matter. I
have studied a long list of the free-lance close relation&hip with this so-called
writers employed by the International Citizens Committee, I will list his conBroadcasting Division during the fiscal nection with some events sponsored by
year 1951 and I have found the names Lt'
In 1945, he was a speaker at a dinner
of several well-known radio commentators. They include Charles Colling- for Jo Davidson. In 1946, he attended
wood, who received $900; William a dinner for United Nations delegates,
Downs, who received $100; Griffing Ban- was a speaker at a Broadway for Mead
croft, who received $50; and Eric Sev- and Lehman dinner, arn:: was a speaker
areid, who also received $50. All four of at a One World or None rally. In 1947,
these men are political commentators he was the narrator at a show called The
in the Washington bureau of the Colum- Fashion in Politics.
Grauer has been a delegate to the New
bia Broadcasting System.
In hiring these men the State Depart- York State convention of the Progresment, to put it mildly, has placed itself sive Citizens of America, which has been
in a highly dubious position. As political cited as a Communist front by the Calicommentators they frequently have oc- fornia Committee on Un-American Accasion to pass judgment and express tivities. He was. also a sponsor of a
opinions regarding the same State De- dinner of that organization in 1947.
Grauer was a sponsor of a Win the
partment that is making cash payments
to .them. In this regard I should also Peace Conference in Washington in
mention that the Columbia Broadcast- .1946. The Attorney General of the
ing System has the reputation of being, United States cited this organization as
through its so-called news ·programs and subversive and Communist en December
commentaries, a strong supporter of the 4, 1947, and September 21, 1948.
If the State Department persists in
Truman administration and of socialistic tendencies generally. The Columbia buying free-lance material from outside
Broadcasting System has been well writers, the. least it can do is make sure
treated by the Truman administration; of their backgrounJ.
Two years ago some small-town Illiit was Columbia's color television system that received the approval of the nois newspaper editors and repo:r:ters
Federal Communications Commission were castigated from one end of the ·
and is now being adopted as the standard country to the other for receiving as
color system .for this country. Columbia little as $8 a week from the State govstands to gain many millions of dollars ernment. In fact, the two newspaperfrom this decision. The agency that men who dug up the story about their
handed down the decision, the Federal colleagues received a Pulitzer prize. I
Communications Commission, ~s, of do not expect to be awarded a Pulitzer
course, the same agency that holds the prize for my efforts here today but I do
power of life and death over radio sta- hope th'.lt the newspapers and radio stations through its licensing requirements. tions of the country, and particularly
There is one additional well-known t!rn pious breast beaters who shook wit~
name among the free-lance writers on rage at the Illinois situation, will permit
the payroll of the Etate Department. their blood pressure to rise regarding
He is Ben Grauer, who received $680 the State Department payments.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
ci.uring the last fiscal year. Ben Grauer
is a commentator and announcer for 2 minutes to the gentleman from Inthe National Broadcasting Co. His diana [Mr. BROWNSON].
Mr. BROWNSON. Mr. Chairman, I
commentaries during the televising of
the meetings of the United Nations in want to speak briefly about another
activity under the State Department
N~w York attracted considerable attention for seeming to go out of their way budget, namely, UNESCO.
. As a member of the Subcommittee on
to present the Russian viewpoint in a
Federal Relations with International
favorable light.
Mr. Grauer has a lengthy record of Organizations of the House Committee
affiliation with Communist and Com- on Expenditures in the Executive Demunist-front organizations. According partments, I believe there is a real place
to the House Un-American Activities for a well-run, carefully coordinated acCommittee, he was a sponsor of the tivity like UNESCO was intended to be.
I do not believe there is any place in
Artists' Front To Win the War, which
the field of internati,mal organiz~tion
has been cited as a Communist front
by the House committee. The Daily for boondoggling, and I am afraid that

'
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boondoggling has gone international,
and, as usual, it is the American taxpayer who is footing most of- the bill.
The United Nations Scientific and Cultural Organization, commonly known as
UNESCO, is the "fond baby" of the
American clique of Caucasian internationalists who presently dominate State
Department thinking. I call them Caucasian internationalists because .their internationalism stops with their interest
in the profitable areas of Europe dominated by the white race.
The State Department's budget request included $2,785,400 for this year's
dues for UNESCO, plus $209,945 for employees to handle UNESCO matters in
the Public Affairs Division of the State
Department. This makes a total cost to
the American taxpayers of $2,995,345.
For this sum we are entitled to expect
UNESCO to function efficiently and accomplish its worthy objectives.
Naturally the United States is paying
the largest share of the UNESCO bill.
Our proportion is 35 percent-or three
times as much as the next largest contributor, Gr.e at Britain. What are we
getting for this money? A good answer
was presented in a story, not from the
United States but from a French source,
quoted in the Washington Star July 15,
1951, by Marcel Wallenstein. UNESCO,
according to a European editor who was
quoted in the Star article, is a "crackpot
carnival." The Star article also said
that UNESCO employees "have the softest jobs in the world, at g0od pay and
tax-free.''
I will quote a few ·other excerpts from
the Star article to establish my point
that UNESCO, a worthwhile project in
itself, is being woefully mismanaged:
The chief beneficiaries of this organization, according to critics in Europe, are the
employees. They get fat salaries. They are
paid traveling expenses to and from all parts
of the world and receive a per diem of $25 a
day. They pay taxes to no government.
They get whisky, wine, and cigarettes dutyfree and have other diplomatic privileges. • • •
An investigator in Paris wished to find
out what the UNESCO staff does to earn a
living. This is what he discovered: The
organization seriously put forward a plan
to take information criticizing any country
out of school books throughout the world.
• • • It suggested a new Garden of Eden
on the Amazon River, the funds to be supplied by members of the United Nations.
It studied the case of an African tribe which
extracted the front teeth of children so
that they could pronounce words of the native dialect.

This is not the UNESCO concept I
have supported.
He discovered that Miss Myrna Loy, the
Hollywood actress, a member of the organization, was concerned with explaining to the
world certain international customs-such
as why Englishmen carry umbrellas. * • •
UNESCO sent a delegation to study newspapers in Brussels which is said to have
reported three newspapers were published
in a city that has none. In the same report it praised what it believed was a newspaper when actually the institution -concerned in the report was a lunatic asylum.

The Star article conc.luded with the
case of a retired English politician in
France who found it difficult to bring
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money from England for his l~ving ~x
penses. This man got a . JOb with .
UNESCO at $1 ,500 a month, plus traye1:.
ing expenses of $25 a day. He has Junketed repeatedly to New York. This
summer wishing to vacation in North
Africa, :he arranged to receive his traveling expenses from pNESCO. Unde.r
unanimous consent, I include the complete Star article at this point:
[From tl1e Washington (D. C.) Sunday Star
·
of July 15, 1951}
UNESCO DOINGS 'CAUSE EUROPEAN ~RUMBLING
AT "CRACKPOT CARNIVAL

(By Marcel Wallenstein)
July 14.-Men and women who have
the softest jobs in the world at good payand tax free-are beginn ing to v.-orry. A fir~
has been lit under the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, which has been meeting here in plenarr
session.
The British, who pay one-eighth of
UNESCO's expenses and the French, who
pay less, are beginning to grumble. Th.e
United States taxpeyer, who pays twice as
much as anybody else for what one European
editor has called t~e "crackpot's carnival,"
seems not to be worried about the drain on
his small chan~c.
Next year UNERCO will spend $8,500,000.
Since 1946 it has spent $34,000,000. What
have the nations which have foo~ed the bill
obtained for their money? It is doubtful if
they have had anything except the information which the UNESCO committee members have ·sought in m~ny parts of the world.
PARIS,

EMPLOYEES GET GOOD PAY

The chief beneficiaries 0f this organization, according to critics in Europe, are the
employees. T!ley get .fat salarie~ They are
paid traveling· expenses to and from all parts
of the world and receive a per diem of $25.
They pay taxes to no government. They
get whisky, wine, and cigarettes duty free
and have other diplomatic privileges.
Investigating the f.nances of UNESCO recently Viscount Simon, former British Secretat'y of Foreign Affairs, complained: "They
keep books in a haphazard manr_er."
An investigator in Paris wished to find· out
what the UNESCO staff does to earn a living.
This is what he discovered: The organization
seriously put forward a plan to take information criticizing any country out of schoolbooks throughout the world. It supplied
cash to numerous strange causes, including
a search for mythical Inca treasure. It suggested a new Garden of Eden on the Amazon
River, the funds to be supplied by members
of the United Nations. It studied the case
of an African tribe which extracted the front
teeth of children so th3y could pronounce
words of the native dialect.
EXPLAINING CUSTOMS

He discovered that Miss Myrna Loy, the
Hollywood actress, a member of the organization, was concerned with explaining to
the world certain n'ational customs-such
as why Englishmen carry umbrellas. John
Gordon, editor of the London Sunday Express, who is attacking UNESCO as a useless and wasteful group, suggests Miss Loy
explain why Americans chew gum.
UNESCO has sent scientists to many parts
of the world to study the causes of war. It
has published a report on education and
agriculture in remote places in Mexico and
Africa. It sent a delegation to st udy newspapers in Brussels and is said to have reported three newspapers were published in
a city that has none. In the same report it ·
praised what , it_ believed was a newspaper
when actually the institution concerned in
the report was a lunatic asylum.
The critics list man y such cases.

HE NOW DRAW$ $1,500 A MONTH

t.ast year a rettred English politlcian . in
FranQe found ·tt ditll.c~lt to bring mopey from
England ior his living expenses. He knew
officials .of the UNESCO and succeeded in
having· hiinseff nciminate·d to its Paris sta~.
He draws $1,500 a month. When · he travels
he is paid expenses of $25 a day. He has
been repeatedly to New York. Wishing to
spend a holiday this summer in ?i{orth Africa,
he applied for and received traveling expenses ~rom UNESCO.
.
.
The positions are obtained by nomination
by meµibers within the organization.. The
staff is an international body drawn from
most nations which ate memb~rs of the
United Nations. The 'Director-General is
Torres Bodet, a Mexican poet, who draws
$20,000 a year and has a very large expense
account and other privileges. Secretaries,
messengers, and other min~r employees are
paid three times the salaries such work
normally brings in · Europe. All salaries are
payable Jn United States currency.

Another case in point is the recent
junket to Paris by Howland H. Sargeant,
the Deputy Assistant Sec;·etary of State
for Public Affairs. Mr. Sargeant was
married to Miss M;yrna Loy, the movie
actress, on June 2, 1951. Five days later
they left for Paris, where Mr. Sargeant
was chief of the United States delegation at a UNESCO meeting. His bride
·is a member of the United States National Committee for UNESCO. Mr. and
Mrs. Sargeant returned to Washington
on July 19.
I admire Mr. Sargeant's choice of
Paris as a place to honeymoon. My only
regret is that the average American taxpayer is not able to arrange a honeymoon there at the Government's expense.
In fact, I think most of the free Government-paid trips to every corner of the
globe have become a racket. The formula is merely to get oneself appointed
a delegate to some convention or other
such as UNESCO. And the way to arrange that is to have the proper "in" at
the State Department.
What is the answer to those of us who
want an operative and effective UNESCO
to replace this mismanaged socialite
travel club? We must curtail appropriations for UNESCO until it has
cleaned out its own house.
Congress should adopt a bill such as
s. 1166 which the Senate passed this
week and H. R. 3406, introduced by the
gentlewoman from
Illinois
f Mrs.
CHURCH] which provides for the creation
of a commission to make a study of the
administration of all overseas activities
of the Government and to make recommendations to the Congress. No nation,
however virtuous and powerful, can
have the mandate to make the world over
in its own image. It is time we surveyed
our activities in the current light of reality and abandoned the spongy sentimentalism of the State Department. In promoting and encouraging the present
frivolous activities of UNESCO, over the
protests of responsible representatives of
France and Great Britain, we have again
exhibited that in world affairs there is
too much voice of America and not
enough ears of America. Let us listen
to our allies' warnings and insist that
UNESCO be revitalized before we continue appropriations at a level which
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supports such waste, . extravagance, and
parasitism.
:
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
2 minutes to the gentleman from Idaho
[Mr. BUDGE]. :
Mr. BUDGE. . Mr. Chairman, t11:e
budget for the State Department's. informational activities includes an item
of $630,717 for publishing the Ru~sia:i:
language magazine Amerika, which. is
distributed in Mosco.w to the Russian
people . . A few ,years ago the plan for
this magazine was sold to Congress on
the basis that the publication would be
sold to the Russian people and would be
on a self-sustaining basis as far as American taxpayers are concerned. Under
an agreement reached with the Russian
Government 50,000 copies of each iSsue
of Amerika were to be distributed.
Today, according to testimony before
the Appropriations Committee, on~y
22 642 copies are being distributed m
R~ssia because of obstacles put in the
way of its sale by the Russian Government. Yet the State Department is
continuing to print and ship 50,000
copies, even though it is a foregone coi:iclusion that more than half of them will
never reach the Russian people. In
other words, the American taxpayers are
paying $630,717 to reach only 22,642
Russians.
I shall not comment on the State Department's failure ·to make the Russians
live up to their agreement-but the
State Department's stupidity in continuing to. print 50,000 copies of the magazine Amerika, when only 22,642 are dis.tributed, is worthy of calling it to the
attention of the House. If the State
Department could adjust its operations
to reality, it would be able to make a.
substantial cut in its annual cost of
operation.
Mr. Chairman, I listened with a great
deal of interest to the remarks of the
gentleman from New Jersey which were
not such as should be uttered in this
Chamber.
If we on this side could be convinced
that the Voice of America is spreading
the words of the Bible, emphasizing the
American flag and ·the Constitution of
the United States, we would not object
to $100,000,000 being spent. As a ~at'
ter of fact, we would want · to up 1t 5
or 10 times that amount.
Why does the State Department continue to throw suspicion on itself? Why,
yesterday, in a United Press release, we
find that they are protecting the reputation of this man John Patton Davies,
Jr., the man who was sent home from
China by General Stilwell and General
Hurley because they thought that he
was too close to the Communists of
China, and yet the State Department
has kept that man employed ever since.
In these 2 minutes I think that we
should observe, too, the ~ropaganda that
is going on in the Chamber. I noted that
when the gentleman from New York,
[Mr. TABER] made some remarks here
relative to the State Department appropriations, the gentleman from New
York [Mr. RooNEYJ immediately had an
answer and he said tha·t the State Department forwarded him copies o~ e-.,;ery-
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thing that they sent to the ·gentleman
from New York · [Mr. TABER]. On
every speech that has been made since;
the gentleman from New York, or some-,
one sitting at the committee table, has
placed in the RECORD information
which they said came from the State
Department. There is your propaganda.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Idaho has expired.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
the gentleman one additional minute.
Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. BUDGE. I yield to the gentJeman
from New York.
Mr. ROONEY. The gentleman is
grossly misinformed and I am sure he
does not want to misrepresent things.
Does the gentleman mean to criticise the
gentleman from New York for being pre. pared in this debate? Why, the matter
mentioned by the last speaker concerning
an article in the Washington Star is stale
stuff. I have a file here full of satisfactory answers to the sort of nonsense
being passed out here today.
Mr. BUDGE. And each of them, according to the gentleman's own admission, comes from the State Department.
There is your propaganda.
Mr. ROONEY. That is not ·so. Some
of the material comes to me from the
State Department at my specific request
and it is so mentioned as coming from
the Department when inserted in tQ.e
RECORD. The gentleman surely would
expect the committee to be prepared to
defend its action when we so vigorously
and economically cut this bill, reducing
the so-called Voice of America item from
$115,000,000 to $85,000,000. Apparently
the gentleman is displeased because we
cut it as much as we did and he does not
have enough to talk about.
Mr. BUDGE. Will the gentleman answer this question? .
Mr. ROONEY. I will, if I can.
Mr. BUDGE. Why does the State Department send the gentleman a· copy of
everything requested by the gentleman
from New York [Mr. TABERJ.
Mr. ROONEY. Because I demanded
it of the State Department, and that is
my prerogative as the chairman• of this
committee. I want to know what's going
on. I think that is my responsibility.
Mr. BUDGE. If I ask for something,
do they send the gentleman a copy of
it, too?
Mr. ROONEY. If it amounted to anything, they would.
Mr. Chairma11, I must point out that
the mimeographed speech of the gentle·
man from Idaho with regard to the
Russian language magazine Amerika is
old stuff. This committee through the
gentleman from New York addressing
you, recounted that whole story here on
the ftoor of the House last April when
we considered the .third supplemental
1951 appropriation bill. Not a detail of
his speech was disclosed at that time.
Every one of the facts in regard thereto
were fully considered by this committee
in marking up the bill now before you
and the substantial cut the committee
made was based on a number of instances
of mismanagement uncovered by the
committee, including the one .w ith re-

gard to the magazine Amerika. The
gentleman and most of the gentlemen
who spoke here today do not seem to
understand that they are talking about
amounts requested in the department's
budget and not the amounts provided in
the bill we are debating.
Mr. Chairman, a previous speaker here
this afternoon mentioned an article published in the Washington Star with regard to UNESCO. I include in this ex- ·
tension the Department's answer to the
charges contained in that article, which
I had immediately demanded of the
Department when I read it in that news·
paper. The Department's analysis follows:
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taken by the delegation. As noted below,
the United States delegation took firm actions in a constructive spirit on many
matters relating to the budget and the
scale of contributions. In fact, the United
States delegation led a vigorous fight to keep
the 1952 UNESCO budget down to the current level of activity, and successfully waged
a campaign to reduce the United States contribution to UNESCO from 35 percent to
33¥.i percent. .
5. Each of the 56 delegations present at
the conference was an official delegation of
its government. The members of the United
States delegation heard no grumbling among
this official group of the kind mentioned by
Wallenstein.
ANALYSIS
First paragraph: "Men and women who
have the softest jobs in the world at good
ANALYSIS OF ARTICLE BY MARCEL WALLENSTEIN
pay-and tax free-are beginning to worry.
IN WASHINGTON SUNDAY STAR, JULY 15, 1951,
A fire has been lit under the United Nations
ENTITLED "UNESCO DOINGS 0AUSE EUROEducational, Scientific, and Cultural OrganPEAN GRUMBLING AT 'CRACKPOT CARNIVAL'"
ization, which has been meeting here in
DATELINE PARIS, JULY 14
plenary session."
BACKGROUND
The facts: Pay received by employees of
1. The Marcel Wallenstein article purports
UNESCO is in line with that received by
to have been written in Paris on July 14, thus
employees of the U. N. and the other specialgiving the impression that it is· an analysis
ized agencies. The conference ciid not atand a conclusio11 based upon the Sixth Gentaclc the wages paid employees nor the size
eral Conference of UNESCO which was held
of the Secretariat. There was no indictment
in Paris, June 18-July 11. Actually, the piece
of the manner in which the employees have
is based almost entirely upon an article by
been carrying out the program.
John Gordon which appeared in the London
Second paragraph: "The British, who pay
Sunday Express on July 1.
one-eighth of UNESCO's expenses, and the
2. The Gordon article was available to the
French, who pay less, are beginning to
United States delegation which investigated
grumble. The United States taxpayer, who
it while in Paris. It concluded that the piece
pays twice as much a..; anybody else for what
was biased, not factual in content and that
one ~uropean editor has called the crackparts were based on certain episodes which
pot's carnival, seems not to be worrjed about
took place in UNESCO as long ago as 1946.
the drain on his small change."
The leader of the British delegation at the .
The facts: The British and the French
Paris conference, David R. Hardman, memvoted at the general conferenco in favor of
ber of Parliament and parliamentary secrean increase in UNESCO's budget to $8, 700,tary to the ministry of education, issued a
000. The United Stfl,t es and two other nastatement based on the British delegation's
tions voted against this . proposal. The
investigation of the allegations made by John
United States delegation argued strongly
Gordon. Mr. Hardman charged that Mr.
that a lower budget of $8,500,000 would be
Gordon's article was both misleading and insufficient to enable UNESCO to carry out its
accurate, and challenged the Sunday Express
programs in 1952 at the same level as this
to pririt his reply which contained specific
year, even taking into account increased
point-by-point refutations of the greater
costs due to price rises. In addition, a
number of John Gordon's allegations. Up
vigorous and effective presentation by the ·
to July 11, 1951, the Sunday Express had not
congressional
adviser acting as spokesman
printed Mr. Hardman's reply.
for the United States delegation resulted in
3. Although we do not know wh~ther Wala decision by the general conference to relenstein ever went near UNESCO during the
duce the United States percentage of conSixth General Conference to do any original
tribution from 35 percent to 33¥.i percent.
investigation or reporting, the following facts
Third paragraph: "Next year UNESCO will
are clear:
spend $8,500,000. Since 1946 it has spent
(a) Wallenstein derives most of his mate$34,000,000.
What have the nations which
rial, usually without identifying his source,
have footed the bill obtained for their
direct f.rom the John Gordon article of July
money? It is doubtful if they have had any1 in the Sunday Express;
thing except the information which the
(b) Wallenstein at no time consulted the
UNESCO committee members have sought in
chairman of the United States delegation at
many parts of the world."
Paris, or, so far as can be ascertained, any
other member of the United States deleg~
The facts: Although UNESCO's job is in
tion;
many respects a long•term one-just as is
( c) Many of his statements are not only
the task of the schools and educational syscompletely inaccurate, but could have been
tems of the United States and other coundemonstrated to be false if Wallenstein had
tries-UNESCO's work has provided many ·
made the slightest effort to check the facts.
practical and immediate benefits to its memThese are important considerations because
ber states during t~-e first 5 y~ars of its
the original Gordon article makes no preexistence.
tense at having sounded out opinions prevSome examples: UNESCO established and
alent in Paris or in Europe-whereas the
administered a book coupon plan which has
Wallenstein piece, derived almost entirely
permitted the exchange of over $1,000,000
from the Gordon column, is carried under
worth of books, films, and scientific ·equipthe headline, "UNESCO doings cause Euroment among the nations of the world, and
pean grumtling * * *" and conveys the
which cut through the red tape and diffimisleading impression that Wallenstein is
culties of currency restrictions and difreflecting a wide range of European opinion.
ferences. The books were largely medical
4. Since Wallenstein had added ah origbooks going to countries which had been uninal inaccuracy, namely, that "The United
able to obtain such works since before the
States taxpayer seems not to be worried
war. The United States has bene.fl.ted di·
about the drain on his small change," it is
rectly as the largest seller of these books.
important to note, that so far as can be asIn the United States the book coupon transcertained, Wallenstein never approached any
actions have been handled by the American
member of the United States delegation to
ascertain the opinions or the actions being
Booksellers Association.
·
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UNESCO has assisted in raising millions
of dollars for the reconstruction of the educational institutions of: war-devastated areas.
It published a Book of Needs which advised
nations in a position to give of the needs of
the devastated areas. It assisted materially
in the reconstruction of the ruined schools
and libraries in many of the war-torn countries of Europe. For example, voluntai:-y
groups in the United States contributed
· $25,000,000 for educational reconstruction in
1950 alone-three times the amount of the
entire UNESCO annual budget.
UNESCO has established a center in Mexico
which is training teachers of many of the
Latin-American countries in methods of
is producing teaching materials which will
be used throughout Latin America in a confundamental education. This same center
certed effort of fundamental education to
reduce illiteracy throughout the area-an esse>:itial for laying the ground work for im•
proved standards of living and of health.
UNESCO has sent educational experts to
some of the newly independent countries of
the world to advise them on methods of
establishing educational systems. Missions
have gone to Burma, Afghanistan, Thailand,
and the Philippines, and results of their work
are already being reflected throughout the
schools in those countries.
UNESCO has established field 1odence cooperation stations in New Delhi, Manila,
Cairo, and Montevideo, to make · available to
those less-developed areas of the world the
scientific information necessary for their
economic development.
Fourth paragraph: "T'.he chiet ueneticiaries
of this organization, according to critics in
Europe, are the employees. ·They get fat
salaries. They are paid traveling expenses
to and from all parts of the world and receive a per diem of $25 a day. They pay
taxes to no government. They get whisky,
wine, and cigarettes duty free and have other
diplomatic privileges."
The facts: UNESCO salaries .are not "fat."
In fact it has been the experience that it is
often difficult or impossible to recruit com-"
petent employees in the United States because the salaries for certain types of work
are inadequate by United States standards.
Per diem pay by UNESCO is as follows:
The Director General and the Deputy Director General, $20; department heads, $15;
high level staff members, $12.50; all others,
$10. The average per diem paid to persons
on UNESCO missions is $12.50. This amount
includes all expenses of the employees, including botels, taxis, and incidentals.
Taxes on the salaries of . UNESCO employees are paid by the Organization to any
nation which levies such taxes. This is
necessary in an international organization
in order to equalize the salaries of the employees in the same classifications. If this
were not done, employees doing the same
work would receive substantially different
net pay, depending on the t~x assessed by
their countries.
The privilege of duty.,free articles does not
extend to any employee outside the immediate office of the Director General.
Fifth paragraph: "Investigating the finances of UNESCO recently Viscount Simon,
former British Secretary of Foreign Affairs,
complained: 'They keep books in a ·h aphazard manner' ."
The facts: This statement is completely
misleading. It refers to a condition in
UNESCO in 1946 which was promptly cor~
rected by the Executive Board and the Director General.
·
··
The internationally-known firtn of Price,
Waterhouse & Co. audited UNESCO's · ac..;
counts in 1948 and 1949, and the Comptroller
and Auditor General of Great Britain audited
the accounts for the financial year 1950.
·
This is the statement made by Price,
Waterhouse: "So tar as was disclosed by our:
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tests of detailed operations and by inquiries
These two misstatements of fact undoubtedly refer to UNESCO's efforts to bring about
we have made, money has not been obligated
or expended for purposes other than those
a study of the untapped resources and possifor which the appropriations V<.,ted by the
pilities. for development of t he vast wooded
general conference were intended to provide
area known as the Hylean Amazon.
except so far as the Director General and the
It is the contention of many scien tists'
Executive Board have authorized transfer
that this is a region of great resources and
within the budget, and the expenditure conthat a concerted effort would reveal new
forms to the authority which governs it."
sources of important strategic raw materials.
This is the statement made by the Auditor
and provide the answer to some of the popuGeneral of Great Britain, whose audit is in
lation pressures in other areas of the world.
accordance with the United Nations plan of
To get such a study under way, the first
establishing a joint panel of public auditors
session of the general conference of
for the purpose of auditing the accounts of
UNESCO in 1946 approved the establishthe United Nations and the specialized
ment of an international institute of the
agencies:
Hylean ·Amazon in which Brazil, Colombia,
"1. Report of the auditors on the accounts
Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru, and Venezuela would
for tlie financial year 1950: (A) Sir Ronald
cooperate.
Adam (Chairman of the Finance Committee
UNESCO did not plan to finance or operof the Executive Board) introduced the reate such an institut e, but it has offered
ports of the Director-General and the Exter-- assistance to the countries involved in findnal Auditor on the accounts of the organiing the technical experts to carry out the
zation for the year ended December 31, 1950
work of the institute, and has provided a
(Doc. 6C / ADM/ 2 and addendum). He exlimited grant in order to enable the institute
pressed the conviction of the executive board
to be organized.
that the accounts ·were in good order. The
Sixth paragraph (continued): "It studied
External Auditor, Sir Frank Tribe, made a
the case of an African tribe which extracted 1
brief statement on the scope of his audit
the front teeth of children so they could
and reported that the financial accounts of
pronounce words of the native dialect."
the org.anization were in order."
The facts: Evidently Wallenstein is trying
Sixth paragraph: "An investigator in Paris
to ridicule one of UNESCO's fundamental
wished to find out what the UNESCO staff
educational missions. In some areas where
does to earn a living."
UNESCO carries out campaigns against illitThe facts: This may refer to Mr. John
eracy both a native language and a secondary
Gordon. It . would have been possible to
language are used. In teaching the eleestimate UNESCO activities from three con~en ts of reading and writing, public health,
venient sources: The report of the Director
improvement in agricultural methods, etc.,
General, the reports of member states, and
UNESCO encourages the use of native lanthe draft program for 1952 which was being
guages in order that a larger percentage of
considered by the conference when the Gorthe population can be reached.
·
don article was published in London. This
Wallenstein deliberately tries to mislead
could have been supplemented by interhis readers as to the purpose of UNESCO's
views and by attendance at the public sesfundamental education efforts.
sions of the various commissions which
Seventh paragraph: "He discovered that,
were considering budgets, program, and adMiss Myrna Loy, the Hollywood actress, a·
ministration.
member of the organization, was concerned
While it is almost impossible to identify .with explaining to the world certain national
precisely those activities which Wallenstein
customs-such as why Englishmen carry umchose to extract from the Gordon piece, the
brellas. John Gordon, editor of the London
1r.itent appears to be to hold these activSunday Express, who is attacking UNESCO
ities up to ridicule.
as. a useless and wasteful group, suggests
Miss Loy explain why Americans chew gum."
:-·ixth paragraph (continued): "The orThe facts: Whether or not the reference to
ganization seriously put forward a plan to
Miss Loy is correct as stated, the process of
take information criticizing any country out
explaining national customs is a legitimate
of schoolbooks throughout the world."
enterprise. Miss Loy is a member of the
The facts: This must refer to the conUnited
States National Commission for
structive efforts being made for the improveUNESCO and ha·s been active in a voluntary
ment of textbooks, a step applauded by educapacity.
cators in many countries. Part of this is
Eighth paragraph: "UNESCO bas sent scian effort to eliminat~ nationalist bias; espeentists ""to many parts of the world to study
cially in textbooks. Generally, the approach
the causes of war. It has published a report
is towa,rd an improvement in teaching mateon education and agriculture in remote
rials, for example, in geography and history.
places in Mexico and Africa. It sent a deleForty-six representatives from twenty-four
gation ta stu?y newspapers ln Brussels and
countries attended a seminar in Brussels in
is said to have reported three newspapers
1950 on the imp.:ovement of history books.
were published in a city that has none. In
AG a first result of the seminar, several Belthe same report it praised what it believed
gian publishers have declared themselves
was a newspaper when actually the instituwilling to apply certain of the suggestions
put forward. Arrange;ments are being made · tion concerned in the report was a lunatic
asylum."
·
to set up nine schemes for bilateral textThe facts: (a) In a limited way, inquiries
book exchange and criticism. Five member
have been carried out into social tensions.
stares have ·undertaken a systematic survey
For example, there is an important Indiaof their school textbooks from the standUNESCO
tensions project which is making·
point of their bearing on international unimportant findings and which is, at the same
derstanding.
time, laying the basis for the development
Sixth paragraph (continued) : "It supplied
of social-science studies in India. (Full decash to numerous strange causes including
tails can be supplied on this group of
a search for mythical Inca treasure. It sugactivities.} ·
·
·
gested a new Garden of Eden on the Amazon
(
b)
While
the
precise
reports
referred
to
River."
have not been identified on agriculture in
The facts: It is evident that Mr. WallenMexico and Africa, .UNESCO has been praised
stein had no knowledge of these matters
for its share of the technical assistance work
himself and that he lifted these two errors
which is also related to the fu~damental
from the John Gordon article.
education campaigns in agricultural and
UNESCO has never contributed a dime
other areas.
to a · search .for mythical Inca · treasure.
(c) In 1947 UNESCO undertook surveys ·of
UNESCO ha~ never sugg~sted a new garden
the needs of th!') press, the radio, and the
of Eden or any qther garden on the Amazon
film in . a number of war-devastated counRiver.
tries. Thus far 61 countries and territories
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have been studied. In 1950 UNESCO published the first single-volume survey ever prepared of such facilities under the title "World
Communications: Press, Radio, Film." These
surveys have been concerned both with material fact ors and with the professional training of journalists and technicians. These
surveys h ave been widely used. We are not
able to iden tify the factual errors reported
by Wallenst ein.
Ninth paragraph: "Last year a retired English polit ician in France found it difficult to
bring mon ey from England for his living expenses. He knew officials of the UNESCO
and succeeded in having himself nominated
to its Paris staff. He draws $1 ,500 a month.
When h e travels he is paid expenses of $25
a day. He has been repeatedly to New York.
Wishing to spend a holiday this summer in
Nort h Africa, he applied for and received
traveling expenses from UNESCO."
The facts : This is poppycock. The Director General of UNESCO is the only employee
of the organization who has a salary o!
$1,500 a month. Except for the Director
General and his deputy, the highest salary
paid in UNESCO is $11,000 per year. These
salaries are fixed and no exception may be
made. The only other type of employment ·
is that of highly qualified consultants or experts who may be employed on a short-term
basis under fee or contract. As noted above,
no employee, including the Director General,
receives $25 per diem, and only the Director
General or his deputy receive above $15.
Tenth p aragraph: "The positions are obtained by n omination by members within the
organization. The staff is an international
body drawn from most n ations which are
members of the United Nations. The Director Gener al is Torres Bodet, a Mexican poet,
who draws $20,000 a year and has a very large
expense account and other privileges. Secretaries, messengers, and other minor em• ployees are paid three times the salaries such
work normally brings in Europe. All salaries
are payable in United States currency."
The facts : UNESCO recruits through member states, n ational commissions for UNESCO,
and qu alified organizations and experts in
the field of competence desired.
Torres Bodet, in addition to being a scholar
and a m an of letters, was formerly Minister
of Edu cation and Foreign Minister of Mexico.
His salary is $18,000 a year.
Since J anuary 1, 1951, secretaries, messengers, and other minor employees are hired
locally at prevailing local rates under the
new local salary schedule adopted by the
organization.
All salaries at the headquarters in Paris
are paid in Fren<:h franCB, with permission
for a limited proportion of the salary to be
paid in the currency of the employee's home
country, as provided in regulations.

The CHAffiMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Idaho has expired.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he may desire to the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. HOWELL].
Mr. HOWELL. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent to extend my remarks immediately following those of the
gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. MARSMALLJ.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
New Jersey?
· There was no objection.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
1 minute to the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. MARSHALL].
\' Mr. MARSHALL. Mr. Chairman, I
would like to say that I am sure that the
former Member of this body, the Honorable Richard P. Ga.\~ from Minnesota is
going to be quite sb<lcked ~hen he learns

that the remarks which I put in the
RECORD were instigated by the State Department. Mr. Gale is an able, experienced man and is not a stooge of the
State Department. It is merely a matter
of his being over in Asia seeing it firsthand on a trip that he took through that
area and submitting to me unsolicited
information, feeling that it was in the
interest of the United States, like the
good American he is, he sent the information to me.
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MARSHALL. I yield to the gen.
tleman from California.
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Gale was on a
trip at his own expense, is that right?
Mr. MARSHALL. That is right.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from California [Mr. HAVENNER].
Mr. HAVENNER. Mr. Chairman, I
ask unanimous consent to proceed out of
order.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
California?
There was no objection.
Mr. HAVENNER. Mr. Chairman, the
private power interests of America cannot escape a major share of responsibility for the appalling disaster in the
:flood-stricken areas of Kansas and Missouri. And every American Congress in
recent years must accept a share of that
responsibility, together with a number of
State governments and a large segment
of the American press.
The private power interests, through
their lobbying organizations, have successfully opposed every effort to enact
legislation for an adequate :flood-control
program in the Missouri River Basin,
such as was proposed by President
Franklin Roosevelt.
The obstructive tactics of the . private
power lobby were supported by a number
of State governments on the pretext of
opposition to Federal authority over
:flood control, and by many newspapers
which receive large advertising contracts
from the power companies. It is an
ironical fact that the power companies
make the American people pay for these
' advertisements in their bills for electricity. This is a practice which the late
United States Senator Hiram Johnson
once described as "picking the people's
pockets to poison their minds."
lnstead of adopting President Roosevelt's recommendation for a Missouri
Valley Authority similar to TVA, Congress in 1944 approved a weak substitute
known as the Pick-Sloan plan, which is
subject to no central planning authority
and has made little progress. During
the past few days the Chief of Army Engineers told a congressional committee
that the construction of additional dams
at a cost of $300,000,000 could have
averted last week's disaster, which has
caused property da,mage estimated at
more than a billion dollars.
I freely admit that there is little to be
gained in an hour of disaster by trying to
place blame upon any individual or group
of individuals. Blame cannot repair
damage nor cure the wounds of disaster.
· The only. worth-while thing that Con-
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gress can do now is to proceed forthwith
to establish and finance an efficient control authority in the Missouri Valley
which will prevent any recurrence of
such :flood catastrophes in the future.
Similar authorities should be established
in every hazardous :flood area in the
country.
A large part of the cost of these projects would eventually be repaid from the
proceeds of the sale of the hydroelectric
power developed and from the sale of
water for irrigation purposes. Every
properly conceived :flood-control project
can be at least partly self-liquidating,
and enormous benefits to the American
people and the national economy can be
accomplished without any important
cost to the taxpayers. It is up to this
Congress to act now, and it is up to the
American people to observe and remember what we do in this vitally important
matter.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he may desire to the gentleman from California [Mr. HUNTER].
Mr. HUNTER. Mr. Chairman, how
many voices speak for America?
How many international information
and education programs and propaganda
machines da we operate within our Government?
How many foreign public relations offices and publicity men do we maintain
abroad?
How many Federal agencies have international programs underway?
It would take another Hoover commission to ferret out the cor..1plete picture of confusion and duplication that
exists in these overlapping activities.
Just by going through the budget I found
a multitude of overlapping international
programs, each with a voice in international affairs and each claiming to speak
for its segment of American activity.
Let me give you a few illustrations of
duplications that I found.
The Department of Agriculture has an
office of foreign agriculture relations. I
suppose it is the voice of the American
farmer.
The Federal Security Agency is expanding its international health program so it can more efficiently compete
with the point 4 program and UNESCO.
I suppose it wants to be the voice of
American medicine.
The North Atlantic Treaty organization has its publicity bureau.
The Army, the Navy, the Air Corps
and the Marine Corps all have their
foreign press bureaus.
ECA has its far-:tlung technical assistance and information programs scattered the world over.
The State Department, Maritime
Commission, Defense Department, and
ECA each have their student and/or persons exchange program-a sort of glorified free travel agency-all under the
name of education, information, or technical assistance programs.
Each of these-and I am sure that investigation would find many othersclaim to be voices in the international
picture.
.
There once was a time when the car~er
men in our diplomatjc corps and consular service were the ones who were
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charged with the duty of promoting the
foreign policy of the United States. But
that was back in the days when we had
a foreign policy to promote. Now that
we have no foreign policy-and I think
that you will agree that is the basic
trouble with our State Department today-we find that the State Department
now has to compete with and try to outshout the many other Federal agencies
whose voices are also crying out of the
Washington wilderness. To do so the
State Department depends on its gigantic
bureau of international information and
educational activities. This is the department that produces motion pictures,
prepares press features, photo displays,
. publishes magazines such as Amerika,
issues daily news bulletins and semiweekly newsletters, operates a library,
conducts scientific and technical programs, and, of course, operates the
world-wide radio network which is
known as the Voice of America. It has
142 USIE missions abroad-employing
574 American and 2,200 local employees,
operating in 86 countries. It is for this
bureau that the State Department requests $115,000,000 to operate in 1952.
But the USIE is not the only State
·Department agency with international
programs, for within the Department
there is also the Institute of InterAmerican Affairs. It, too, has a program of slanted information for the
American Republics. It, too, offers technical cooperation in the fields of public
health, agriculture, and education. Then
there is the German-Austrian information program, separate and distinct from
USIE.
The state Department also has what
it calls Missions to Internati.onal Organizations. These missions, says the State
Depa.r tment, "insure effective partieipation and presentation of United . States
viewpoints."
~
In addition, the United States, through
the Department of State, contributes
money and support to about 30 international organizations, ranging from
UNESCO to the International Whaling
Commission.
· I wonder how many other bureaus or
Federal agencies there are purporting to
speak for America.
This is hardly the way to present a
picture to the world of a clear-thinking
·America that is supposed to know exactly where it is going. No wonder the
world thinks we are confused.
.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he may require to the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. ARMSTRONG].
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Mr. Chairman, ·
the United States is undoubtedly the
most thoroughly reported country in the
world. Thousands of newspapers and
magazines report in great detail every
conceivable phase of American life.
There are approximately 2,000 daily
newspapers in the United States, 10,000·
weeklies, I am informed, and '1,500 magazines. Among the magazines are Life,
Look, and many others that specialize in
photo stories. We also have the three
great photo services connected with the
Associated Press, International News
Photos, Acme, and several smaller
agencies.

,I have said that to emphasize an important matter in connection with this
bill virtually all of the material produced by these organizations is available
to the Department of State for reprinting in its publications. Yet our State
Department has 10 writer-photographers
who constantly travel around the United
States, duplicating the work of these
publications. The travel cost alone of
these 10 men comes to $36,900 a year:
Last year the average American paid
$301 in taxes to the Federal Government.
So it took the taxes of 123 persons just
to · meet the travel expenses of these
writer-photographers for the Department of State. The American people.
are getting fed up with back-breaking
taxes. Here is one place we could save.
Mr. PRESTON. Mr. Chairman, all of
the several activities of the public-affairs
.part of the State Department are carried
on to implement Public Law 402 of the
Eightieth Congress-that is, The United
States Information and Educational Exchange ·Act of 1948, commonly known
as the Smith-Mundt Act.
Section 402 authorized the Department
to provide for the interchange of books
and periodicals, for the translation of
books and periodicals, and for the preparation, distribution, and interchange of
.other educational material. It would be
foolishly uneconomical for the Government to maintain on its permanent staff
ail the thousands of specialists required
to do one or another of the vast number
of subjects and disciplines dealt with.
Much of this material, therefore, is
bc..ught on contract from private suppliers.
Section 502 enjoins the Department
from claiming a monopoly in any medium of information. Heaven knows
that the Department cannot claim such
a monopoly, not even in the field of shortwave internatio.n al broadcasting.
Section 601-602 provides for the establishment of two advisory commissions, one for the information and
one for the educational exchanges programs. The membership of these commissions, and the various subcommittees, consist of eminent citizens who
serve without pay. These commissions
report and advise the Secretary of State
every 3 months and the Congress every
6 months. The Congress is therefore informed by eminent men who are not
creatures of the Department on the con.tent and conduct of the several programs. These men advise those responsible for conducting the program. Their
findings, and advice are matters of public record, as well as the action taken by
the Department to implement the advice of the commissions. Section 801 of
the act authorizes the Secretary of State
to, among other things, make grants
of money to individuals and public or
private nonprofit organizations both in
the United States and in other countries
if doing so will promote the basic objectives of the act. Section 1008 stipulates that the Secretary shall submit to
the Congress semiannual reports of expenditures made and activities carried
on under authority of this act, inclusive
_of appraisals and measurements, where
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feasible, as to the effectiveness of the
s~veral programs in each country where
conducted.
The funds expended by contract or by
purchase order referred to in the series
of articles in the Times-Herald and the
Chicago Tribune are expended to meet
the requirements of these two sections.
The appraisals and evaluations required
by the Congress and by good management are done on contract by individu. als and organizations preeminently, fitted and qusilified to do so. The fact that
they are done by reputable organizations like Columbia, Harvard, Princeton,
and Rutgers Universities, and by public
opinion research organizations like Gallup, Wilson, and Roper provides a
greater measure of objectivity than if
they were conducted by the very persons who are conducting the programs
themselves .
The suggestion that the moneys spent
for free-lance writers coi1stitute some
farm of illicit bribe is a lot of nonsense.
"Free lance" here is merely a bit of information jargon meaning moneys spent
to obtain materials on contract or_ by
purchase order. This amount of money
spent judicially in obtaining articles
from persons specially qualified in a
particular field or discipline is actually
an efficient an,d economical way to get
the most for the taxpayers' dollar. It
would require an unconscionably large
permanent staff to cover all the myriads
of special fields. By using so-called
free-lance writers the Government can
get the very best kind of writing done on •
a particular special subject for the least
amount of money.
Furthermore, section 1005 of the act
specifically states that in carrying out
the provisions of this act, it shall be the
<iuty of the Secr.e tary to utilize, to the
maximum extent practicable, the serv-ices and facilities of private agencies,
including existing American press, publishing, radio, and motion-picture agencies, and so forth.
Services of writers who are not fulltime employees of the Department are
obtained in accordance with section 4,
302 C, Public Law 152, professional categories. This, of course, applies to the
expenditures for so-called free-lance
writers. Larger contracts for services
and facilities are let through the standard contract regulations of the General
Services Administration. The products
of the writers are always available to the
public and the Members of the Congress
as is specified in Public Law 402. The
expenditures are reported to the Congre..;s in the Secretary's semiannual report; they are reported in a general ·o·ay
in the reports of the advisory commissions; and they are further cealt with
in the various stages of the budget presentation process. The General Accounting Office in its good time reviews all
payments made.
In regard to the third article in the
Chicago Tribune series in which the Department is alleged to have "concealed"
the contracts or is said to have been
"nicked," one must note that the figures
given are probably correct. These figures were supplied to the appropriate~
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committees· of the House and the Senate. The whole im.Pl'essiiv:e list o:f fig.
ures is simply what the Department has
spent to obtain the necessaey seFvices,
materials, and tec.bnic.a l pro:fesstonal ad.
vice for conducting its. :raimo o.peraitions.
The various categories of items ranging
from electronics equipment to promotion through advertising of the VOA
programs are the very Kinds of expe:mti.·
tures that amy radio op:eraticm, private
or public, has to make to carry om its
operations.
In conclusion, it is difiicult to understand how the gentlemen of the Chicago Tribulile or the TimesrHerald can
beM.ev:e they have discovered or Wl·
covered anything startling when the
whole business is vh1ually conducted in
a glass bowl with very clean clear glass
in the oowl.
Mr. STEFAN. M:r. Chairman, 1 yield
2 milu1tes to the gentleman from Wis.ooru;in [Mr. VAN Pm.:rJ.
Mr. VAN PELT. Ml". Chairman, the

con.slliuents in my clisbict are d\111y
alarmed over the- last tax bill that was
passed by the Hoose. lrl thei:t opinion
it has. reached. the point of cQilfisc.ation.
I again call your attention to, the :figures
that the gentleman ftam Nebraska [Mr.
S'l'EFANJ plaeed in th.e BE.€ORD yesterday
in tha ~ fime statement of his calling att.e ntion to the appropriations. for the
Depalitment of State since 1942'. In. 1942.
the appropJ"iatiQn for the Department of
State was $37,.4 33,599. · The request for
1952 is. $283~66 ~4.76. The people in my
distllict are also alarmed over the Ia:rge
number of employees that have been
hired by these various departments that
make up the State Department, and
justly so ~ They are duly alarmed over
the ty,pe and. character of some of these
irulividuais and the lack of morality in
our Government.
Many Americans were shocked recentfy to read of the appointmemt of
Raymond Gram Swililg as an adriser and
special political commentator for the-Voice of .America. Once agam, the Voice
hired one of the- most tmSUitaible pasons.
it cou?d find.
An artide m ttre Preeman :magazine by
William He-nry, Chamberlin S8YS' oJ this.
appointment:
An adviser s-ho11lEi piresumably be ·a man
who had displayed special 1nsi~t and fore·
s-igb.t, who had crttictzea. o:r: at leas.t not

endolrsed. our costly past blunders~
But Ra.-ymond Gram. Swililg was a passionate advocate of many of them. He repeatedly stated rn broadcasts, speeches and
artfcles that our troubles- With Russia were
doe to unreasen~bre- distrust o:I! stann. He
endorsed tile so-caEied CUl!ll!Dn Mne- fifDlltier
fw Poland. He. Cl!Owed em:thlilS'ia.stical!hF over
Yalta.

At least as late aS' 1949, he- seemed ·
more colileerned o,ven cartels iila. the R111hr
than o.ver the Com.inform as a threat to
peace and freedom . A worst choice, and one
mere calc111latedl to coDillm tire suspicion
t11:tmt some.thiD.g is :r:awcany wrong wi:th S.tat.e

Dep:lltment judgment, could bal!dly be tm-

agined. It is ct>mpanab~ t0 making Owen
Laittim(i):i;e adviser on far-ea&tel!n policy, and
J. Alvarez del Vayo on European.

I have S:tudied tE.e texi of M:r. Swiug's
first commentary on the Voice of Amuica., delivered on June Z5, 1951, and I
have found tha.t all of Mr. Cl!lamberlin's
remarks regarding him are more than
XCVII-553

justified. For instance, speaking of
cease-fire negotiations in KO'l'ea, S'wing
said :
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adequate, decent job. in the pro]ect as-

signed to it. I only hope that in thecourse of this debate we can help out-

line some of the things wrong with the
Voice of America, and make some suggestions as to how it might be able to
improve, so that it can do the job expected of it.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman from California yield?
Mr. mLLINCS. I would be glad to
yield but I have only a short time.
Mr. ROONEY. I shall be glad to yield
the gentleman one additional minute.
The gentleman has made t:1e most sens-ble :remarks and taken the most sensible approach to this problem of the
Voice of America mentioned here today.
While I do not agree with him in his too
drastic description of the failures of the
hl that paragraph Swing was adverVoice of America. he at least constructising to, the world the insii:ncerity and tively criticizes their operations, unlike
douDle'-dealing of his o;wn State. Depart- r..is coneagues on that side of the aisle,
memt. Of coW"se, Swing was attempting who would cure the patient's sore throat
to iusti1y Acheson's actions, but the fact by cutting the patient's head off. Those
sticks out that the Uniioo States.is placed gentlemen are just against ·having any
in the worst possible light before the kind of a program such as the Voice of
world. If that is the hest Mr~ Swing America. I commend the gentleman
can do, he ought to resign.
from California.
In bringing these facts before the comMr. HILLINGS. I thank the gentlemittee it,is not my intenti()n to deal with man, but I say to, the gentleman in :repe:rsonalities. but rather to disclilSs prin· sponse to that, in listening to the reciples.
marks of the gentieman from Ohio [Mr.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman. I yield . BROWN], yesterda;r that he shares the
myself sueh time as I may require.
gentleman•s viewpoint, that the Voice of
Mr. Chai:rmain, I listened with a great America is essential. I think most of
deal of interest to the. remarks. of the
my colleagues on this side. have that
gemtleman from Mi~ou:ri [Mr. ARM· feeling, but it is important that if we
snoNT&] w~th regard to travel ex:pem.ses
are going to appropriate $85,000,000 fo:r
fem writer-photographers. Apparently
the Voice of America, we must have a
he, or whoe.-ver it was that wrote the good product i:n return for that money.
speem, lifted thmt :material right out We must constructively criticize in order
of" the committee hearings. All the
to get the right kind of product.
speeches we hav~ hea:rd here today conMr. ROONEY. If the gentleman will
e.em themselves wilth the very matters yield further, would not the gentleman
that this c:mmnittee: crtti:dzed in the
say that constructive critic.ism of your
aperatiolilS and budget of the v oi:ce of committee is indicated in the cut from
America.. It was for such reasons. tbat
$115,000,000 to $85,000,000?
this committee cut the Voice ol America·
Mr. Hil..LINGS. I would think that is
a:ppmpriations by $:3(),00iOJ,000. We can a pretty strong expression of criticism
rumgn a reason for every doDair 6f this. of. the Voice of America. I think that in
cut which is. something the minority
any event whenever we are faced with
speeehmakP.rs, excluding members of this kind of problem, it is the power and
this cmnmi:tf ee,. cammt do.
prerogative of the Congress, by virtue
Mr. SIEPAN. Mr. Chairman, 1 yield
of control over appropriations, to ex2 mmutes to the gentle-man from Cali- press that criticism.
formia r=Mr. Hn.LINGSJ..
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
Mr. HIILJNGS. Mr. Chairman, mueh gentleman from California has expired.
Mr. ROONEY. I yield the gentleman
has been said tooaiy amd in the course
of the debate yesterday concerning the one additional minute, Mr. Chairman.
May I pursue one question further
Voice .of America. I think all of us aire
agreed ihat the Voice of America can with the gentleman? Would not the gendo a tremendous job in fighting com- tleman say that to reduce the expendimunism and in tcy;ing to sell the prin- tures for the Voice of America beyond
ciples o:f democ:racy and beeiiom to the the amount of the drastic cut to $85,world. I ·am particularly interested in 00Cil.OOO would be foolhardy at this time,
with the world situation as it is?
this program, so much so that at my own
expel'lSe I tra veied to New York not s0i
Mr. HlLLlNGS. Of course, I am not
long ago to tour the Voice of America as familiar with the details of the operastudios. I also attended some of the tions and expenses of this ag·ency as
Vorce of America demonstrations con·
would be the gentleman and other memducted here in Washington. by the De·
be:rs of the Committee on Appropriapartment of State.
tions. J am SW"e the otheF members
I have talked with numerolllS travelers of the committee will advance some
who have been to Europe and Asia in suggestions in that regard during the
recent months to ask them what reaction cou:rrse of the debate. But if the Voice
they fotmd to the operations of the Voice of America is not doing a good job, we
of America. On the basis of my own should not continue appropriating large
investigation I became. convi:nc.ed that sums of money for its operation which.
the Voice of America is not doing an may be wasted.
· lt s.h<'JUlct be noted that the United States
vote on the cease-fire resolution in the
United Natim.n s on .January 13, is not ne.c essarll;w a; mtement o! p:itesent "United States
poiiey. In that "Tesolution a broad negotiation for the far eastern settle.meat was provided which would deal with the membership of Chinese Communists in the United
Nations·· and' the future of Formosa. These
tenns·, transmitted to China, were J1ejected
b:y; Chou En-Lail, who insisted on negotiating
first a cease fue only when agreement was
reached.
Before the MacArthwr hearings
Secretary Acheson recently deciined to endorse these terms and said the. United States
delegation had voted for the resolutions
only because we were sure that Peiping would
reject them.
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York [Mr. ROONEY] has yesterday, and inspire confidence and good will in these
on other occasions, given constructive people than anything else that we . can
criticism of the efficiency of that service, possibly devise.
and in that I wish to join him wholeMr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield for a question?
heartedly.
I hav.e made an attempt to learn more
Mr. MACHROWICZ. I yield.
of the workings of that organization and
Mr. JOHNSON. Is it not a fact that
have even participated in several broad- what those people want to hear is what
casts to Poland and its people.
the gentleman said? And through the
I have come to the conclusion that the Voice of America we try to get over to
people at the head of this service have the rest of the world that we are not an
not fully understood their mission. That imperialistic Nation as those nations unmission, in my·opinion, is not necessarily derstand that term.
to convince those victims of Soviet
Mr. MACHROWICZ. I fully agree
aggression what a wonderful country with the gentleman.
It will be necessary to eliminate some of
and system we have in the United States.
the fuzzy thinking that now handicaps
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
American information efforts. One of these
That is not what they are waiting to 1 minute to ·the gentleman from Calimistaken ideaf is the often unconscious
hear. What they want to know and fornia [Mr. ALLEN].
assumption that what works in the United
what they have been waiting for in vain,
Mr. ALLEN of California. Mr. ChairStates and Europe will work in Asia-at
is
to learn from us what hope there is for man, on yesterday the gentleman from
least, if it is translated into the native lan·
them for eventual liberation from the New York [Mr. RooNEY] mentioned the
guage. A lack of realism is sometimes evishackles of tyranny and oppression. It law that requires o.Jlcials of the United
dent in Voice programs beamed to China,
is of little comfort to them to learn of States to travel on American fiag ships.
Chinese who often . fear they may be pethe fine conditions existing here in the Heretofore the State Department bill
nalized for listening are rarely interested in
long descriptions of life in the United States.
Unite9 States, as long as they have a has included a waiver of this law. In
They want to know what is happening in
feeling that there is no possibility that this bill, the waiver has been deleted.
the world, particularly as it affects them,
their own plight will be improved.
For this action I commend the gentleThey want news about other parts of Asia,
The failure of our Voice of America to man from New York and the committee.
about the United Nations and American
give
these
enslaved
people,
our
most
imactions concerning China.
To ascertain whether fares on Ameriportant future allies, any ray of hope is, can-fiag
After that, -Chey would like to hear about
ships might- be more expensive
in my opinion, a most tragic error of our to the Government
ideas they can put to work in their own
than fares on other
lives, including suggestions on health and
foreign program. Add to that the irre- ships I had a little investigation
made of
food and news of progress in the various · sponsible statements of some of our amthe matter. I finj that the first-class
professions.
·
bassadors, and y.ou can understand the fa
. :e on the America, our finest ship, is
Recently a well-informed Chinese came out
reasons why our foreign propaganda is
of Hong Kong from north China. He listed
$325 from New York to Southampton~
not
as
successful
as
it
could
be.
the following as some objections of Ghinese
And in this, we need not lay all the The fare on the Dutch ship Nieuw Amlisteners to the Voice.
blame
on the Voice of America, nor on sterdam, the pride of their :fleet, is the·
1. The announcer did not speak well the
those in charge of the program. Neither same. The fares on the Ile de France
Mandarin dialect.
2. Programs in the Chinese language were
of the major parties has yet clearly ex- and the Liberte, 'the two French-fiag
delivered in a drab and uninteresting style.
pressed its policy and objective to be the ships are $335 and $340, respectively;
3. The content of programs was only in
restoration
of freedom to the enslaved on the Queen Mary and the Queen
part related to the immediate interests of _
the iron curtain. We Elizabeth the fare is $375 on each.
people
behind
the persons to whom it was directed.
The CHAIRMAN. The · time of the
speak of an understanding on the basis
As a contrast, the Communist-run Peking
of stopping any future aggression, but gentleman from California has expired.
radio broadcasts usually are delivered draMr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
we are not prepared ·or willing to assert
matically by female announcers who speak
the colloquial tongue.
a demand for tlie liberation of those the gentleman one additional minute.
Probably only a drastic decentralization of
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
already caught in the brutal net of opVoice operations will enable them to implefrom California is recognized for one
pression
and
tyranny
through
no
fault
ment a successful program in China or elseof their ,own. How, then, can we expect additional minute.
where in Asia. Anyone working in New York
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, will
our voice to these people to be effective?
is so far removed from the actual conditions
I cannot, however, agree with the logic the gentleman yield for a statement?
· of life in China that the programs he proMr. ALLEN of California. I yield.
duces are bound to sound phony.
of the gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
If the studios producing Voice programs
BROWN], who proposes to do with this
Mr. ROONEY. I did not mean to comfor Asia were in this part of the world it
bill what he and his party have suc- pare passenger fares on American and
would at least be possible for the staff once
ceeded doing last week to the Defense foreign liners when I made my remarks
in a while to get a smell of the rice paddies,
Production Act, namely, to destroy the yesterday. I was referring to what it
It was less than a year ago that the Voice of America, not directly, but in- might mean in per diems for State Department officials and employees if they
Voice officials came to the House Appro- directly by emaciating amendments.
priations Committee and requested $7,If the Voice of America needs improve- had to wait over in order to get an Am~r
000,000 to purchase as their headquarters ment, .and I am sure it does, we cannot ican· ship. As I said yesterday, I am
the building containing Sherry's Restau- get that improvement by cutting its willing to go along on this so that we
rant, across Park Avenue from the Wal- funds so as to make it inoper:?,tive. Let may have the American merchant madorf-Astoria, in New York City. That us rather give it more strength by re- rine get every revenue that it possibly
apparently is the State Department's organizing it, weeding out the inefficient, can from the State Department. But I
idea of how to get close to the rice and by this Congress making a firm dec- reserve my right in the final analysis to
paddies.
laration of our objectives and policies change my mind if it does not turn out
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield insofar as the future of the iron-curtain satisfactorily, or if it is detrimental to
the interests of our American taxpayers.
3 minutes to the gentleman from Michi- countries is concerned.
gan [Mr. MACHROWICZ].
A good start would be the early enactMr. ALLEN of California. I thank the
Mr. MACHROWICZ. Mr. Chairman, ment of the resolution which I intro- gentleman and agree with him. I am
probably the most controversial subject duced several months ago, calling for the pleased, however, to have the RECORD
matter in the pending bill, is the item of repudiation of the Yalta and Tehran show that as between American and forInternational Information and Educa- Agreements. It was the violation of
eign-fiag ships, the American ships are
tional Activities, which includes the these agreements by Soviet Russia that not only as fine as any in the world but as
Voice of America and related propa- brought about the enslavement of the inexpensive in the cost of travel upon
ganda activities.
iron-curtain countries. Adoption of that them.
Our distinguished chairman of the resolution, followed by further positive
Mr. ROONEY. I am pleased that the
subcommittee the gentleman from New acts in its furtherance, will do more to gentleman has pointed this out.

One of the best criticisms of the Voice
of America that I have seen was printed
in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch last September 5. I need hardly remind the
House that' this paper is generally
friendly to the State Department. The
story was written in Manila by Albert
Ravenholt. He said that if United States
propaganda aims are to be achieved "we
will need to scrap many of our present
ideas and revise our methods. The mere
appropriation of more funds is not
enough."
He went on:
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Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to the
gentleman from Alabama [Mr. JONES] .Mr. JONES of Alabama. Mr. Chair•
man, when the President appointed Ed
Barrett Assistant Secretary of State for
Public Affairs, Elmer Davis, talking over
the ABC network, remarked:
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We, the American people and particu- committee; there!ore, perhaps, I may be
larly the United States Congress, have pardoned for stepping outside of the
given Ed Barrett a tremendous job. I present debate and mentioning the subam convinced, with Elmer Davis, that he ject of the Commerce Department and
is just about the best man we could get in particular the Civil Aeronautics Adto do it. I am for giving him the tools ministration ·which is in that departwith which to do the kind of job he, and ment.
.·
every other good American, wants to see
I recognize that in the, eyes of my colThe job bas been filled with the best man
·
done.
they could h ave found-one who knows the
leagues perhaps the Civil Aeronautics
job already. We now get the best-qualified
Mr. MARSHALL. Mr. Chairman, will Administration does not have as much
m an in the country.
the gentleman yield?
·
sex appeal as the Voice of America and
Mr. JONES or Alabama. I yield to the Department of State but, on the
That was a newspaperman talking
the gentleman from Minnesota.
other hand, it certainly would be a matabout a newspaperman. That was a
Mr. MARSHALL. I would like to say ter of great concern to the people of the
former top-side Government information man talking about a man with to the gentleman that the choice of Ed United States, if they knew what the
whom he had worked and with whose Barrett has proven quite satisfactory, entire story was. I will say to the genabilities he was thoroughly familiar and· since so much of the opposition to the tleman from New York, I have read with
who was about to take over the top-side Voice of Americr.. seems to go back prior great interest the entire hearings in
to the time that Mr. Barrett took over respect to the Civil Aeronautics Admininformation job of the world.
istration, including all of the figures that
. I do not know whether or not Barrett as chief.
M:r.
JONES
of
Alabama.
I
certainly
were inserted in the RECORD at his sugwas listening to the Elmer Davis broadcast that evening,· but, if he was, he think there is merit in what the gentle- gestion by those who.appeared before his
must have felt pretty happy about that man has said. Of course, as you know, subcommittee. I hope that the subcomthat is directed has been mittee members have also read those
remark. I felt glad, in fact, to have an the criticism
to anybody who has received figures and the statements that are
expert's opinion on the man who, in my directed
printed in small type in the hearings. If
opinion, was being given one of the most that appointment.
l\fr. PRESTON. Mr. Chairman, will they have read those statements and ·
important jobs in Washington.
yield?
those figures, I am sure that they will
Mr. Davis was not the sole voice raised the gentleman
JONES of Alabama. I yield to have been illuminated far more than I
in approval of the appointment. Men theMr.
gentleman from Georgia.
can illuminate them in the course of 10
who had worked with Barrett on newsminutes.
PRESTON.
Is
it
not
true
that
Mr.
papers, on magazines, in Government,
are a great many people :who ex· I should like to advert, if I may to a
were equally cordial in their endorse- there
pect Mr. Barrett to pull a rabbit out of time in 1940 when the President ~f the
ment of the President's choice. Edito- the
hat and reform the thinking of the United States, so~etime previously, in
rial comment throughout the country entire world overnight and expect him the course of an Ex.ecutive order, abol- .
was uniformly laudatory. The New York to come up with a finished product in a ished the Air Safety Board. Prior to
Times, for example, had this to say:
field in which we in America are entirely that action there had been no serious
The President's choice of Edward Ware
new at? This is a new practice, this air accident in something like 18 months.
Barrett is a happy one. * : * He bas
business of international propaganda Shortly upon the issuance of that order
betn reporter; editor, and editorial director
there came a rash of air accidents in
on a broad scale.
of Newsweek Magazine, wartime overseas diMr. JONES of Alabama. That anxi- the United States. It was very serious
rector for OWi, and a United States repreety has been expressed over and over indeed. The House of Representatives
sentative with UNESCO. * • * ·In these
again. It reminds me of the doctor giv- set up a committee under the chairmanand related capacities he has shown character and ability.
ing his patient a prescription. - He goes ship of the Honorable Jack Nichols, of
Oklahoma, known as the Air Accident
In my opinion, that "character and to the drugstore and gets it filled and Investigating
Committ~e of the House
ability" has shown up in the kind of job takes one dose of it, and if he is not im- of
The other memBarrett has done. He has put real "guts'' mediately cured there is something sin- bersRepresentatives.
of that committee were the Honorand wrong with the doctor who
into the State Department information ister
able Everett Dirksen, the Honorable
program both here at home and abroad. wrote the prescription.
Mr. STEFAN. !>oes the gentleman Richard M. Kleberg, the Honorable HerThe results have not surprised me. In
re~ Peason, of Tennessee, and myself.
the first place I have great respect for from New York desire to yield time now?
We proceeded in the next 2 years to
Mr. ROONEY. I was looking forward
the opinion of Elmer Davis, the New York
investigate 28 fatal air accidents in the
Times, and these other newspapermen to the illuminating address by the gen- United
States. One of the objects of the
and newspapers. Secondly, I have liked tleman from California [Mr. HINSHAW]. investigations
was to find out, if we
STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
Ed Barrett's ·attitude toward his job. I 10Mr.
minutes to the gentleman from Cali- could, whether or not this Executive
remember reading a magazine article fornia
order had in any wise contributed to the
[Mr. HINSHAW].
somewhere .in which he was quoted as
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, I am rash of accidents. We thought at first
having said that no information proit had. Later, toward the conclusion of
gram could be. worth more than the pol- highly complimented by the remarks of our
investigations, and indeed a detailed
icy upon which it was based. In fact, the distinguished chairman of the sub- investigation of each of these accidents,
committee, [Mr. RooNEY,] and I am sure
he came right out and said:
that he knows so much about this subject we came to the conclusion that it probaWe will be judged more by what we do
that I will be unable to illuminate it any bly had not; that the accidents were the
than what we say.
further for his benefit. Suffice it to say result of suddenly increased transportaI liked that. He was not trying to that anyone might think from the course tion by air which overtaxed the facilities
sell his program-the information pro- of this debate that this was a State De- that then existed.
Among those facilities which then
gram-by itself. He felt the merchan- partment, and particularly a Voice of
dise he was offering had to be what it America appropriation bill. Actually existed were a number of control towers
was alleged to be. He felt that that the bill involves the State, Justice, and operated in several airports in the
merchandise-our . foreign _policy-had Commerce Departments and the Federal . United States by the. local municipalities.
I might say here that the eJl.lplqyees of
to be topnotch if he was to put on a top- Judiciary.
those control towers were generally
notch information program. .
Mr. Chairman, I have not been able to
I have a feeling when I look at Ed be on the :floor to hear every minute of patronage employees of the city council
Barrett that he w.ould not l;>.e interested the del;>ate, but I must say that fo ·the or the mayor of the city. For the moet
part' the jobs paid so littie that compein the program under any other condi- course .of my long hours here I have not
tion. But I bave a very strong feeling heard any. mention made of either the tent men could not be . found to take
them.
·
when I look at him and when I hear Justice Department or· the Commerce
I remember particularly_the accident
him talk that he is very sure .that this Department by any others than the two
present program-our foreign policy~is gentlemen · who are the chairmen ·anci that took place in Atlanta, Ga., .which
just what he is telling the world it is.
the ranking minorit~ . member of the resulted in the broken back of Capt.
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Eddie Rickenbacker and · the death of
our beloved colleague, Mr. Byron, of
Maryland. That was a horrible thing.
It was our opinion, as I remember it
now, that the control-tower operators
were not as competent as they should
be, although they were the best that
could be had, and that if the controltower operators had had greater experience, greater training, and were, let ·us
say, men of higher caliber, the chances
were that that accident would not have
occurred.
Similar reports were made in respect
to other places in the United States
where accidents occurred.
We came back to the House of Representatives with a very strong report that
all control towers at airports in the
United States should be certainly under
the supervision and licensing of the
Civil Aeronautics Administration, if not
the actual control of the Civil Aeronautics Administration.
About the time World War Il broke
on the country, and the Air Force and
the Navy, realizing the vital importance
of control towers at airports, took them
over and operated them. Through that
intervention, control and operation of
airport towers by the Federal Government established a method of procedure
for the operation of these control towers and a uniformi~y was estabU~hed
· throughout the Nation.
At the conclusion of the war, it was
determined by the Federal Government,
and our Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce agreed entirely, that
these control towers should remain
under the jurisdiction of the Civil Aeronautics Administration, and that all
personnel engaged in their operation
should be licensed and trained by the
Civil Aeronautics Administration. The ·
Congress agreed.
Subsequent to that time the number
of control towers that were so operated
has increased. There is a criterion
established by the Civil Aeronautics Administration for any airport where a
control tower should be established. I
believe, if I remember correctly, that the
maximum number of operations in an
airport uncontrolled should be 15,000
per month. Over and above that number that is determined by the Civil
Aeronautics Administration, the traffic
of that airport is considered so hazardous that a control tower with licensed
personnel should there be established.
So now we have some 165 or more
control towers which are operated by
the Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Some of them are on a part-time basis.
It is possible that others might go on a
part-time basis. But at the same time
we have not had accidents attributable
to faulty control-tower operation except
perhaps the one here at the National
Airport where the Bolivian pilot -got
tangled up with an Eastern Airlines'
plane-an accident which resulted in the
untimely and tragic death of one of our
colleagues, as well as many others who
were on the plane.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HINSHAW. I yield.
Mr. ROONEY. Is it not the fact that
this committee for as long as I can re-

member has never done anything appropriationwise to impair the accidentsafety program of the CAA?
Mr. HINSHAW. I think the committee has done pretty well in the past.
I notice they have stricken certain funds
from this bill which provided, . among
other things, for the inclusion of four
additional control towers, in their handling of the bill.
Mr. ROONEY. That is not so, I must
say to the gentleman from California.
The amount recommended for salaries
and expenses for the CAA is $600,000
over the amount appropriated for fiscal
year 1951. However, when nonrecurring
items, deductions for rents, utilities, and
procurement charges assumed by the
General Services Agency, and so forth,
are taken into consideration, the amount
allowed is. actually $2,324,895 over the
1952 basis.
Mr. HINSHAW. I appreciate the gentleman's remarks, although I disagree.
I notice, according to the committee report, that salaries and expenses for the
CAA are reduced $3,700,000 from the
1952 estimate. I notice also ·in the
course of the hearings the gentleman
who appeared on behalf of the Civil
Aeronautics Administration stated, and
stated quite clearly to the committee,
that they were putting in a very minimum operating budget. I am not criticizing the gentleman from New York,
but I am merely pointing out the facts
as stated by them. If the gentleman
has other ideas, and evidently he has,
then he must assume the responsibility
for those ideas. But I am merely stating them as I find them in the record.
Mr. Chairman, at this point I desire
to include in the RECORD a letter addressed to me by the Administrator of
the CAA, as follows:
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
CIVIL AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, July 16, 1951.

Hon. CARL HINSHAW,
House of Representatives,
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Congressman HINSHA w: In reply to
your request, as a member of the Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee, for information as to the effect on operations of
this agen<:y of reductions made by the House
Appropriations Committee in the appro. priation estimates of the Civil Aeronautics
Administration for fiscal year 1952, I am
pleased to give you the following information arranged according to appropriation
headings as they appear in the bill:
Salaries and Expenses

Budget estimate _________ ____ $102, 800, 000
House Committee allowance__
99, 100, 000
3,700,000
Reduction -----------------The appropriation requested under this
head for the fiscal year 1952 was based on
holding all activities to the level authorized
for the fiscal year 1951, except in the case
of the program for operation and maintenance of the Federal airways system. The
increase requested for the Federal airways
program is necessary to provide for operating on a fuJl-year basis, facilities first commissioned during fiscal year 1951 and, therefore, operated only for part of the year in
1951; and to provide for the necessary expansion in facilities and services to handle
the grea·tly increased workload generated
principally by greatly increased military use
of the airways system. Dollar requirements
for ot her activities financed from this appropriation are very important but are
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relatively small. Any substantial reduction
in these other programs, such as aviation
safety, would render their operations ineffective. Hence, it will be necessary to a{lply practically the entire reduction to the
program for oper!).tion and maintenance of
the Federal airways system. Although time
has not permitted a final study, I believe the
reduction of $3,700,000 will have to be l'lpplied as .follows:
1. We will be unable to commission the
new facilities previously authorized and now
under construction and scheduled for operation during fiscal year 1952 (item such as in-·
strument (blind) landing systems, radars,
electronic distance measuring equipments,
control towers, and communications stations
are included), $1,600,000.
2. We will eliminate additional services,
pri~cipally interphone and teletype rentals
required for relaying air traffic control and
weather data; and, normal replacement
equipment purchase requirements will not
be met, $900,000.
3. We shall have to decommission some
facilities presently in operation (probably
about 27 aeronautical communications stations and 10 airport traffic control towers),
$1,200,000.

Prior to finally determining which of the
facilities would be decommissioned, a careful evaluation of each of the 167 control
towers and 462 communications stations
presently in service would be made, to determine what relative effect eliminating
individual stati_ons and towers would have
on the needs of military and civil aviation.
This. analysis would give consideration to
the necessary program for decommissioning
specific towers and stations. The following .
is a tentative list of relatively low activity
facilities which may have to be decommissioned.
Airport traffic control towers: Reading, Pa.;
Van Nuys, Calif.; Salem, Oreg.; Bridgeport,
Conn.; Niagara Falls, N. Y.; San Antonio
(Stinson) , Tex.; Pendleton, Oreg.; Fargo,
N. Dak.; St. Joseph, Mo.; Ogden, Utah.
Aeronautical communications stations: St.
Croix, V. I.; Green Bay, Wis.; Scottsbluff,
Nebr.; Winnemucca, Nev .. Grand Rapids,
Mich.; Madison, Wis.; Huron, S. Dak.; St.
Joseph, Mo.; Sheridan, Wyo.; Butte, Mont.;
Fargo, N. Dak.; Laredo, Tex.; Dodge City,
Kans.; Grand Junction, Colo.; Moorecroft,
Wyo.; Rapid City, S. Dak.; Hanksville, Utah;
Mullan Pass, Mont.; Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.;
Galveston, Tex.; Butler, Mo.; Casper, Wyo.;
Chadron, Nebr.; Lexington, Nebr.; Watertown, S. Dak.; Tonopah, Nev.; Kalispell,
Mont.
While these adjustments would provide
the most reasonable basis of curtailing our
regular operating programs to conform with
the House committee's recommendations,
continued operation of the facilities listed
above is highly advisable and it should be
recognized that their elimination would
seriously interfere with services currently
provided to users of both civil and military
aircraft. In particular, the facilities listed
above are considered important to the national and the civil-defense programs.
Establishment of air navigation facilities

Budget estimate-.- ------------ $37, 150, 000
House Committee allowance___ 20, 000, 000
Reduction ------------------- 17, 150, 000
The reduction recommended in this appropriation will further delay the completion of the "common system" (Navy, Air
Force, and civil) of air-navigation aids. In
addition, it will seriously curtail necessary
relocation, modernization, or improvement of
certain existing communication, electronic
and visual air navigation facilities j.,.. ''le
amounts indicated:
1. Air navigation, electronic, and visual aids, $9,638,203 (includes 17 precision approach radar systems, 22 high intensity
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.approach . light installations, and 162 dis. The reductio~ l,l;pplied to the administraduring the fiscal years 1949, 1~50, and 1951.
stance measuring equipment installations).
tive expense limitation could have been
However, we have now arrived at the point
2. Repairs to intermediate landing fields,
absorbed by carrying over prior-year balances
where there can be no substantial reductions
$288,725 (required for the repair and im- ,produced by agency economies in 1951, exin the funds programed and requested for
provement of emergency landing fields at
maintenance and establishment of airways
cept that regulations recently issued by the
four locations, namely: Columbus, N. Mex.;
·without corresponding reductions in our airLabor Department, which are mandatory in
ways services and installations, which are in
Salt Flat, Tex.; Vichy, Mo.; and Beaver -this · program, require additional activities
use by, and necessary to, both our military
Marsh, Oreg.).
·not included in the original budget which
3. Air traffic-control towers and centers,
air power and to all our civil air industry
must be financed in 1952 at an estimated
which
is essential to our national economy.
$5,003,690, (includes funds for (a) establishcost of $275,000. Thus, the $100,000 reThe foregoing outlines the probable efment of four new towers at Springfield, Mo.;
quested will be required or the effectiveness
fects of the major changes made by the
Wheeling, W. Va.; Newport News, Va.; Twin
of engineering supervision will be seriously
House committee in the budget estimates of
Falls, Idaho; (b) installation of 13 surreduced, $100,000.
the Civil Aeronautics Administration. If
veillance radar equipments in towers at
Reducing the limitation in the amount
you desire further details, I shall be izlaci t.o
. Akron-Canton, Ohio; Amarillo, Tex.; Fort
transferable to "Salaries and expenses" will
furnish
them. ·
Wayne, Ind.; Great Falls, Mont.; Greenscurtail, by approximately 10 percent, servSincerely yours,
boro, N. C.; Miami, Fla.; Omaha, Nebr.; Richic ' S such as accounting, supply, legal, projC. F. HORNE,
mond, Va.; Syracuse, N. Y.; Toledo, Ohio;
ect auditing, contracting, and payroll.
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics.
Wichita, Kans.; Windsor Locks, Conn.;
Workload in this area involves servicing the
Oklahoma City, Okla.; (aeronautical centotal program on an accrual basis and is
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, will
ter); (c) modernization and improvement
not subject to change in direct proportion
the gentleman yield?
of some existing radar and radio equipments
to the new program allowance, $60,000.
Mr. HINSHAW. I yield.
used in towers and centers).
Maintenance and operation of public air- •
Mr. ROONEY. In this item for sal4. Aeronautical communication:: ; facilities,
ports, Territory of Alaska
aries and expenses for the Civil Aero$2,219,382 (includes funds for enlarging
Budget estimate _________________ $450, 000
certain aeronautical communications stanautics Administration there is a total
tions and to replace existing VHF air /ground , House committee allowance_______ 225, 000
of over $26,000,000 for other objects, incommunications equipments with new and
Reduction __ ..:.____________________ 225, 000
cluding travel, transportation of things,
reliable units).
supplies and materials, equipment, and
The original plan was to have installation
This appropriation was requested for the
so forth. A considerable portion of the
of the "common system" completed by the
first year's operation of two new airports
reduction made by the committee can be
end of fiscal yea'r 1953. The action taken by
constructed with Federal funds at Anchorage
applied to those other objects, rather
the Congress on estimates for fiscal year
and Fairbanks, Alaska, at the urgent request
than to the operation of the Federal
1951, when only $5,500,000 was appropriated
of the Air Force. The action taken by the
for new facilities, required moving this date
airways.
committee was apparently based on the
. ahead to 1954. The reduction proposed by
premise that all facilities at the two locaWhy should the cut be applied practithe House committee on the 1952 estimate
tions would not be available for operation
cally in its entirety to operation of the
will further delay completion of this system.
during the fiscal year 1952. While it is true
Federal airways? Why cannot reducThe Congressional Air Policy Board urged
that the administration building and certain
tions be made in other activities such
the rapid completion of the system.
other structures will not be completed, the
as: general counsel, operation of airrunways
and
other
basic
operating
facilities
Technical development and evaluation
craft, executive direction, staff and adare ready, and should be placed in service.
Budget estimate ________________ $1, 375, 000
ministrative services, and so forth, for
These
airports
were
constructed
pursuant
to
House committee allowance_____ 1, 200, 000
which several millions of dollars are
Public Law 562, Eightieth Congress, by the
Federal Government primarily to permit rebudgeted? I might point out to the dis175,000
Reduction --------------------mcving civil air traffic from Air Force bases
tinguished gentleman that under the
. The Technical Development and Evaluaat the two locations. The Department of
appropriation, title salaries · and ex.:
tion Center, located at Indianapolis, Ind.,
Defense is insisting that civilian operations
penses CAA, there were over 600 vacancarries on a number. of projects for the purbe moved to the new airports at the earliest
cies as of June 30, just past.
pose of developing and evaluating improved
possible date.
Of course, if we were to give them
electronic air navigation aids, aircraft safety
As the Air Force bases have been operated
all the money they requested I have no
devices, and other projects having as their
by Air Force personnel, it will be necessary
doubt that they would find ways and
objective the improvement of various aerofor the CAA to provide a new complement
nauticai' equipments, such as aircraft radio
means of spending it. One method
of personnel to operate the new fields. The
receivers; aircraft fir,e prevention, detection, . allowance of $225,000 will be inadequate to
would be to continue the wholesale upand extinguishing equipment; instrument
hire the necessary personnel and to purchase
grading of personnel. I was amazed to
landing systems; surveillance radar; and apservices, supplies, and equipment required
discover just the other day that during
proach and runway lights. The reduction . for the new operation. On the basis of an
the last 3 years they have increased the
made by the House committee would require
ev~luation just completed, it is believed that
number of GS 14's and 15's, the generals
t~e complete elimination of at least five projthe requirements of these two airports may
who are paid from $8,800 to $11,000,
ects and would curtail the work to be perbe met with an appropriation of $370,000
from a total of 73 to 205. Between 1948
formed on six continuing projects.
to cover operating costs during fiscal year
and 1951 they have almost trebled the
1952.
Federal-aid airport program
number of positions in the top-salary
Budget estimate _______________ $54, 000, 000
Transport aircraft development
bracket. If we choose, we can encourage
Budget estimate _________________ $600, 000
House committee allowance____ 35, 840, 000
them to continue until they do not have
House committee
allowanc"'------ -------Reduction
________________________
any privates but so far as I am conReduction -------~------------ 18, 160, 000
cerned that's no way to run a railroad
Our 1952 estimates were based on a proThe appropriation under this head was
or an airways system either. I can't
gram of $21,000,000 for new projects, of which
submitted as the first step in carrying out
see why CAA needs over twice as many
$20,000,000 was for projects in the continenthe provisions of Public Law 867, . Eighty14's and 15's as the FBI and seven times
first Congress, which authorizes an approtal United States. Against this amount we
have requests from 255 city, county, and
priation of $12,500,000 over a 5-year period
as many as the Immigration and NatuState sponsors, with matching funds availwhich will be used for the development of
ralization Service.
engines, airframes, rotors, instruments, acable, in the amount of $58,000,000 for airThe CHAffiMAN. The time of the
port-improvement work, all of which meet
cessories, and, particularly, turbine-jet and
gentleman from California has expired.
the President's criteria for the present de;turbine-prop-powered aircraft. It is conMr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, will
sidered essentiall that funds be provided for
fense-construction program. The effect of
the gentleman from New York yield me
this purpose if the United States is to regain
the $3,000,000 reduction in project funds
some further time?
its position as a leader in the field of transwould, of course, curtail both the number of
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
port-aircraft production and if we are to
locations and the scope of the planned airdevelop to the necessary extent the vast po- .five additional minutes to the gentleman
port-construction projects. In addition, it
tentialities of jet- and turbine-driven air
would retard work we are currently doing
from California.
transports for civil and military purposes.
with the military on the reactivation of cerMr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, I have
tain airports to achieve joint civil-military
As stated to you in my letter of July 9,
been, of course, very deeply interested
1951, this agency has improved its manageusage, $3,000,000.
and concerned in this subject because I
ment and has effected savings in personnel
The reduction of $15,000,000 in the amount
was a vice chairman of the Congresand equipment so . that we have absorbed
requested for liquidation of prior-year-consional Aviation Policy Board in 1947 and
workload created by a 24.1-percent increase
tract authority may cause some delays in
1948, a board upon which the distinin commercial- and military-aircraft operamaking funds available to meet authoriza~
tions, wit hout over-all increases in personnel
guished gentleman from Nebraska [Mr.
tions already granted, $15,000,000.
60~000
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STEFAN] sat.
In 1947 my Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce held
some hearings on safety in air navigation. We studied the matter very carefully because there again arose a rash of
air accidents. We discovered at that
time a very, important fact not related
directly to those accidents. We discovered that the Air Force, the Navy, and
the Civil Aeronautics Administration
were about to go off in three different
directions at the same time in respect to
the adoption of means to aid in air navigation. It would be the same thing as
if you were to set up three separate
traffic light systems here at the intersection of Constitution Avenue and Pennsylvania Avenue, one of which the Navy
could see and nobody else could see, one
which the Civil Aeronautics system users
could see and nobody else could ·see, and ·
the other which the Air Force could see
and nobody else could see. That would
result in the utmost confusion and probably result in serious accidents, to say
nothing of the fact that by the adoption
of three separate systems of aids to air
navigation, you would have three very
large bills against the United States for
the establishment of these three separate systems.
So we demanded of those three agencies of Government dealing in aeronautics that they get together and come
up with a system that was common to
all three, so that everyone who flew
would know the signs and signals and
would know the roads. That resulted in
the establishment of a subcommittee
31-3 of the Radio Technical Commission
for Aeronautics. They studied the subject. They wrangled with each other.
They came up with a report and presented it· to the Congress of the United
States through the Congressional Aviation Policy Board, what was to be known
as the common system of aids to air
navigation and landing, and the CAA
proceeded, through appropriations made
by the Congress, toward the installation
of the equipment required to establish
that common system. It was hoped that
the transition stage of that common system might be completely established by
1952. That was a certain target date
that was set up in the interest of the national defense when that should be completed. The system included surveillance radars which could be used in conjunction with the defense of our country
against attack by .air.
Last year there was a reduction in
appropriation for the establishment of
these aids to navigation which has caused
a postponement of the completion date.
This year the CAA has come up with a
request amounting to $27,000,000 for establishment of air-navigation facilities,
including radar sets. I find in the committee's report that they have cut that
request by $17,150,000. All that does is
postpone for a certain further period,
which could be calculated, perhaps another year, the completion of this very
important system. It is important not
only to civil aviation. It is important to
the Navy and to the Air Force and to
the defense of our country against air
attack. It is a completion date that is
vitally important to all concerned and
should not be postponed.

,

On inquiry from the Department ' Of
Commerce, Civil Aeronautics Administration, I learned that the reduction in
personnel items has been such that they
are unable to commission the facilities
allowed last year, let alone supply the
needed additional personnel for the year
1952. I am sure the committee did not
intend to do any such thing as that, and
that it was their zeal for reduction in
budget-and with that I cannot disagree, of course-but their zeal for a re:.
duction of budget, a zeal in which we
all join, that caused them to make that
reduction, which I believe to be a very
serious mistake. I would not be standing here arguing for the restoration of
funds in this budget unless I believed in
their necessity so heartily that I would
be willing to go home and defend my
action before my own people. I am sure
nobody else on this floor would take a
different position. I am sure I can defend that action.
I am not going into the other arguments, but there· are several things of
importance. But at this point I desire
to include another letter to me from the
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics, as
follows:
WASHINGTON, July 9, 1951.
Hon. CARL HINSHAW,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN HINSHAW: In response
to your inquiry regarding the utiliz::ttion of
CAA ·personnel and the relationship between
personnel, workload, and commissioning of
facilities, I am pleased to give you the following information.
On June 30, 1949, total employment in the
Civil Aeronautics Administration was 16,677
compared with 16,718 on May 31, 1951, the
latest reporting date. In addition to regular
operating personnel, these figures include
employees engaged in the program for establishment of new and improved air navigation aids and the Federal-aid airport
program.
As you know, the Civil Aeronautics Administration E1.aintains and operates facilities
used both by military and civil aircraft. The
following tabulation sets forth the increase
in the major types of facilities and in miles
of airways serviced since Jl,lne 30, 1949:
Description
Miles of airways ___________
Very high frequency radio
ranges ___________________
Air traffic control towers._
Instrument landing systerns ______ _______________
Traffic control centers __ ___
Low frequency navigation
aids . __ ------- --- --- ___ __
Precision approach ·and
surveillance radar _______

Number Number InJune 30, May 31, crease
1949
1951
60, 213

71, 859

11, 646

230
158

354
165

124

89
30

96

32

486

521

35

18

12

7

In those regular operating activities of the
Administration which are financed from the
salaries and expenses appropriation, actual
employment on June 30, 1949, was 14,825.
On May 31, 1951, employment was 14,796.
There has, therefore, been no increase in
numbers of operating personnel during the
last 2 years despite a substantial increase in
workload resulting from ah increase of 24.1
percent in commercial and military aircraft
operations, and an increase of 18.1 percent in
CAA facilities as listed above.
We have now arrived at the point where
the operation of additional facilities and the
handling of greatly increased air traffic,
which are essential to our national defense
and to our national economy, cannot be · ac-
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complished without additional operating personnel as requested in our fiscal year 1952
appropriation estimates. The situation is
further complicated by the fact that, while
we had contemplated the discontinuance of
53 low-frequency four-course radio ranges
in fiscal year 1942, the Navigation Panel of
the Air Coordinating Committee has stated
that their continued operation is essential
from the standpoint of national defense and
civil aircraft operations.. We will, therefore,
be unable , in fiscal year 1952, to discontinue
the uperation and maintenance of these facilities, although the funds required for this
purpose were eliminated from our 1952
budget estimates.
The following are other examples of increases in workload which we have absorbed
without an over-all increase in personnel
from June 30, 1949, to date:
1. During the past year there has been a
considerable increase in civil airways traffic
and a large increase in military airways traffic, particularly since the outbreak of the
Korean conflict.
2. At the request of the Department of
Defense, we have materially increased the
scope of services rendered, particularly in
controlling the air space in specified airdefense zones and in air-ground and pointto-point communication services to military
aircraft. The cost of operating these services during fiscal year 1951 was $1,268,000.
These doJlars were made available by eliminating the least important civil functions
being performed, thereby obviating the necessity for requesting additional appropria.tions from the Congress.
3. The National Production Administration has assigned to this agency the responsibility for acting as claimant agent for air
navigation facilities, for airport construction, for all non-air-carrier aircraft, and for
all civil aircraft parts and components. This
responsibility required the establishment of
a special office to handle the work, the cost of
which was absorbed within the funds available to the agency.
To date, we have been able, through various methods, to handle this increased workload without increasing the staffing of the
agency.
Considerable improvements in efficiency
and economy resulted from a program for
improved management which was initiated
by the Civil Aeronautics Administration in
the fall of 1948. · At that time, we decided
to review our organization structure to determine whether it was properly established
to achieve its objectives in the most economical manner. To help us with the analysis of our organizational and general
management problems, we employed the
services of a competent management engineering firm. This firm made numerous
recommendations, most of which were
adopted. We approached the problem from
the point of view that we should scrutir.ize
closely the manpower required to carry out
our responsibilities. Consequently at the
start, as vacancies occurred, we required a
complete review of the need for each such
position and if the position proved essential
we filled it, wherever possible, by reassignment rather than by new employment; This
procedure was adopted to eliminate all nvnessential positions and was .continued in
effect for the greater part of two years. The
net result of all efforts at management improvement was the elimination of 446, positions and the reassignment or transfer of
1,119 employees. Since that time, it has been
necessary to establish 417 positions to hancne
a portion of the incre11sed workload and all
of the new facilities referred to above. By
these reductions and reassignments, the
morale of the agency has greatly improved
because each employee has a full day of
essential work to perform.
After establishing -0ur organization as a
result of these studies, we gave attention to
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other management improvement devices.
Among these has been the inaugurati.o n of
a system of periodic appraisals of the management of our larger field installations.
The objective of these appraisals is to obtain
a critical analysis of the effectiveness of the
Administration's program in the field.
To insure that we continue to obtain maximum results for dollars expended, the CAA
has materially tightenerl its budgetary review processes and haa installed a system of
planned work programs to control and monitor the utilization of pe.rsonnel and funds.
Through these various methods, I believe
we have held the manpower and dollar requirements of the Civil Aeronautics Administration at a minimum consistent with approved programs which are necessary to
American air power. However, as pointed
out earlier in this communication, we will
be unable to commission facilities now under construction and to maintain essential
services rendered unless the increases in
operating personnel requested for 1952 are
granted. These increases recognize certain
essential defense services being performed
and the uecessity for increases in these services as the National Military Establishment
grows a..•d as essential civil aviation increases.
Your continued interest in the activities
of the Civil Aeronautics Administration is
appreciated. If you desire additional information, I shall be glad to furnish it.
Sincerely yours,
C. F. HORNE,
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from California has again
expired.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
the gentleman five additional minutes.
Mr. HINSHAW. There are several
points I would like to bring out, but
here is one that I am unable to understand at all:
We have a sum of money that was
requested in the amount of $600,000,
which is called transport aircraft development. It actually comes under a bill
which we passed some time ago, that
came out of our Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, to provide
for the testing of prototypes of transport aircraft. Why did we ask for that
money? Why did the Congress authorize this committee to provide $12,000,000,
I believe it was, for the testing of prototype transport aircraft.
Mr. PRIEST. As I recall the authorization at the time, that was the amount.
Mr. HINSHAW. For the testing?
Mr. PRIEST. For the testing. That
is the amount.
Mr. HINSHAW. Now, why have they
asked for $600,000 of that money? Let
me go back a little. At the conclusion
of World War II the Germans had just
got their jet-type aircraft into the air.
If they had been developed by the Germans a couple of months before they
actually were put into the air, the
chances of our propeller type fighters
and bombers being knocked out of the
sky would have been good, and the
whole course of the war might have been
changed.
Shortly after the end of the war the
British started out developing the jettype transport aircraft. What did the
United States ·do about it? Precisely
nothiilg. We here unanimously passed
a bill in this House in 1948 to provide
for the construction of prototype trr,ms-

port aircraft, which would have kept us
abreast of the world in respect to the
jet-type transport aircraft, but it did
not get passed in the other body, and
hence nothing has been done. The
British, however, went ahead and they
have spent perhaps a. hundred or two
hundred millions in the development of
jet-type transport aircraft. Where they
got their money I do not know, but you
can figure that out yourself. Mr. Chairman, the British are now offering to sell
those jet aircraft to other nations of
the world; they are even offering those
jet type transports to our own airlines
in the United States, to say nothing of
the National Defense Establishment itself. Where, for goodness' sake, have
we been all this time?
Mr. PRIEST. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
· Mr. HINSHAW. I yield.
Mr. PRIEST. Is it not probably true
that if we had an air navigation system
adequate at our airports that some of
our commercial lines would be having
some of those jet type aircrafts today?
Mr. HINSHAW. Certainly they
would. We are running the risk in our '
manufacturing industry of finding ourselves completely out of date in respect
to the building of jet-transport aircraft
and the entire business going to Europe,
if you please. Bow silly and absurd
that is. Why is that so? The reason
is that the cost of developing modern
air-transport types is so great, running
now from $25,000,000 to $40,000,000 to
perhaps $50,000,000 that tt.. ere is not a
private manufacturer in the United
States who can afford risking that kind
of money on his own.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, will
the c'.istinguished gentleL.lan yield?
.
Mr. HINSHAW. If the gentleman
will give me a little more time.
Mr. ROONEY. I think the gentleman discussing this subject has had
ample time.
Mr. HINSHAW'. No; give me a little
more time.
Mr. ROONEY. The gentleman is
making so many misstatements.
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, I decline to yield unless the gentleman
yields me more time, and I have not
made any misstatement.
Mr. ROONEY. The gentleman does
not want to answer me.
Mr. HINGHAW. Certainly I do, but
I want sufficient time in which to do it.
Mr. ROONEY. Has the gentleman's
time expired?
Mr. HIN SHAw. Practically.
The CHAIRMAN. It has not; the
gentleman has 1 minute remaining.
Mr. HINSHAW. I cannot yield if the
gentleman cannot give ·me more time
for I wish to use this remaining minute
in concluding my remarks.
In conclusion let me say that I find no
justification in the record for striking
out the $600,000 for transport aircraft
development. Actually the purpose is to
permit the Civil Aeronautics Administration to borrow two B-45 jet-type aircraft from the Air Force in order to test
the operation of such jet aircraft in and
about congested airports such as Chicago, .New York, and so forth, to see
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whether or not they might be able to fit
into the traffic patterns without hazard
to slower aircraft, and other similar
purposes.
Another subject is the testing of helicopters. There are new helicopters that
ought to be tested in commercial operation, and I do not know how it is
going to be done unless the appropriations are provided . for it. At this point
I desire to include a quotation from
American Aviation Daily which summarizes the Government's basic commercial helicopter policy as follows:
[From American Aviation Daily of July 20,
1951]

.

GOVERNMENT ADOPTS BASIC COMMERCIAL
HELICOPTER POLICY

Continued and broadened Government
support of commercial helicopter development and utilizatiOJl has been assured by the
approval yesterday of the Air Coordinating
Committee's report entitled "Federal Policy
Regarding the Development of Commercial
Transport Helicopters." This report, in
preparation for the past 6 months, was requested of ACC by the Post Office Department
to determine the advisability for further Government support in this field and the extent
and manner of this support.
In addition to answering the Post Office request for an objective report on helicopter
accomplishments and potential, the ACC report has been adopted by the Prototype Aircraft Advisory Committee as the basis for
prototype development in this field.
Principal value of the document, in addition to establishing a concise and constructive Government policy favoring the continued Federal support of helicopter development, is the outlining of a proposed program of action for each of the Government
agencies involved in helicopter activities:
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

1. Continued use of existing helicopter
mail services in Los Angeles and Chicago and
maximum use of such additional metropolitan area services as the CAB certificates in
the future.
CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD

1. Continued encouragement of existing
helicopter services.
2. Similar services should be authorized in
other large metropolitan areas as required
by convenience and necessity.
3. Study probable impact of multiengined
transpor'.; helicopters on the travel market in
connection with future route pattern planning and route proceedings.
4. Continue its generally sympathetic and
promotional approach in formulation and
application of helicopter rules and regulations.
CIVIL AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION

1. Collaborate with CAB in sympathetic

and promotional approach in the formula-/
tion and application of civil air regulations.
2. Under Public Law 867 (prototype testing law) request funds for testing and simulated airline operation of transport helicopters. Such tests should take into consideration the military operational experience of the helicopters.
3. Through the Technical Subcommittee
of the Prototype Aircraft Advisory Committee draft specification for one or more transport helicopter types of advanced design.
4. Study communications, traffic control, navigational and landing-aid facilities
and related operational aspects of such helicopters.
5. Continue its study of heliport requirements and make appropriate provisions for
heliport construction in the Federal-aid airport program.
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6. Offer airport advisory service to communities which include heliport construction maintenance, and operation information.
·
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
1. Through established claimant agencies
permit purchase of a limited ~umber of
transport helicopters by co~mercial ai~lines
for prototype testing and su~ulu.ted airline
operation when the internat10nal situation
permits.
.
.
2. Make available on loan or otherwise to
designated contractors a limited number of
transport helicopters for prototype testing
under Public Law 867.
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR
AERONAUTICS
1. NACA should increase its emphasis -0n
basic rotary-wing research covering stability,
fatigue , roto::."-blade sections, anti-icing, _instrument .flight, drag and power reqm:ements of compound helicopter configurat10n
and design parameters for higher flight
speeds.

Mr. Chairman, we cannot get along
with these vitally important projects
wittrout the interest and cooperation of
the Appropriations Committee, and particularly its subcommittee dealing with
this subject.
Mr. Chairman, under authority granted on yesterday I intend to include certain excerpts and correspondence in my
remarks.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself such time as I may require.
Mr. Chairman, when he states that he
finds no justification for striking this
$600,000 request from the bill, he apparently has not read the committee's
report on the subject which reads as ~allows:
·
The budget estimate of $600,000 contained
in House Document No. 178, for expenses relating to the development of improved transport aircraft is cienied. It was testified that
this testing would contribute very little to
national defense, but would be primarily for
the benefit of the commercial airlines. This
type of aircraft development should be carried on and financed by the plane manufacturers and the commercial airlines rather
than the Federal Government.

Under permission heretofore granted
me by the House I insert at this point in
the RECORD the entire testimony given by
Mr. Amos Heacock before this subcommittee on Wednesday, June 27, 1951,
which I believe will satisfactorily explain
the action of the committee in this regard.
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT,
. ~EDNESDAY JUNE 27, 1951
(Witness: Amos Heacock, representing domestic nonscheduled air carriers)
Mr. RooNEY. Mr. Heacock, I have been
given to understand that you have sought
the privilege of appearing before this committee and giving us the benefit of your
views with regard to some requested appropriation?
Mr. HEACOCK. Yes, sir.
Mr. RooNEY. Which appropriation?
Mr. HEACOCK. The appropriation, I believe,
is for $600,000-Mr. ROONEY. Civil Aeronautics Administration, the turbo-jet testing?
Mr. HEACOCK. That is correct; the testing
program.
Mr. RooNEY. What is your idea concerning
approval of that request?
Mr. HEACOCK. I represent the domestic
nonscheduled air carriers, tne Air Coach
Transport Association.

Mr. RooNEY. You might, before you give
us your views, give us your background.
OBJECTIONS TO PENDING REQUEST
Mr. HEACOCK. I have appeared representing
the nonscheduled air carriers of the country
. in opposition to the bill, the prototype testing bill involved here.
My basic objections are the objections of
our carriers-which are nonsubsidized carriers, as you understand-that the bill was
pre-Korean legislation, and did not take into
account the totally new and different requirements of semimobilization.
It was designed at a time when we believed,
or at least the proponents of the bill believed, that they had to catch up with the
British lead, their commercial lead, in jet
aircraft. I pointed these deficiencies out
at the time and opposed the plan.
I later became a member of the Prototype
Advisory Committee appointed by Mr. Lee,
and for a while I believed that some defense purpose could be served by the bill.
The crying ne.e d of the military now is for
large numbers .of cargo transports and since,
as a kind of an afterthought, they provided
in the program for the development of cargo
aircraft, we hoped that we might get so:rpething in the way of defense usefulness.
However, this• appropriation, as you will
see, is primarily concerned with testing a
B-45 bomber, to gather theoretical information for jet-transport operation.
It was admitted during the course of the
proceedings that the information gained
would be of very limited value. First of all,
the B-45 is not a transport. It has different
wing loadings. Any stress testing for effect
on passengers from vibration, and so forth,
would only be applicable to a B-45 and not
to a comparable jet transport.
The information that the CAA would gain
as to proper and safe procedures for handling
these aircraft in traffic patterns, they will
certainly be gaining through the numbers
of jet bombers that are being shuttled back
and forth on training missions.
. The benefits, if any, gained for jet-transport development would have to be deferred
until after this war. There is no military
authority yet that can see any use in jet
transports and none such, except for extremely special-purpose jobs, have been
ordere~ because of the high cost of operation of that craft.
Therefore, if you did gain information, the
production of these transports would occur
at such a late date that the data obtained
would be obsolete.
Also, there is a heavy expense involved in
this program. I have pushed for the maximum development of the airlift reserve and
our companies right now are moving maximum loads of passengers, military passengers, out of the ports of embarkation at
Seattle and San Francisco, and moving military personnel to those ports. The military
idea is to give a forced expansion-Mr. ROONEY. And all without subsidy presently being received by the airlines which
carry the mails?
Mr. HEACOCK. That is correct; absolutely
without subsidy. Furthermore, the Army
has figured that it costs them 7.3 cents a
mile to move these soldiers by rail, including
the cost of providing the kitchens and services such as MP's, guards, and so forth, and
the time of the men involved.
They are now moving by air for around
4.25 cents per mile average; that is, 4.25
cents per air mile as compared to a surface
mile-there are a great many more of themat 7.3 cents.
So the Army is enthusiastic about the idea
because of the developments, projected by
Gen. J. Lawton Collins, Major General Gavin,
General Ridgway, and these airborne people, of getting our Army airborne.
And then we had hoped that maybe we
would get some good out of this prototype
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testing bill by testing and developing a cargo
transport, to help get that into production
for this emergency.
·
As to my own background, I was in the
Troop Carrier Command in the last war. I
know the need for this type of transport. I
advocated in 1943 the assault-type transports, which the Army embraces today. As
a _result I became liaison officer of the Troop
Carrier Command for Gen. Carl Spaatz. I
followed this development through the
Army to the present day, and there is quite
a struggle within the Army, and between
the Army and the Air Force, with the Army
demanding an assault-type of transport that
will be able to take off and land in about
500 or 700 feet : and deploy the troops right
along the battle front, instei;td of concentrating upon the long-haul huge transports
which cannot land on anything but a 6,000foot concrete runway.
The deficiency, as the Army points out to
the Air Force, . is that when you get the
troops to an airport in Japan you have to
unload everything, truck them over to
another airplane, a C-46 or a C-47, and fly
to the southern part of Japan, and then they
transfer into a C-19, and then they get into
the battle area as best they ·can, and they
have to have a prepared runway.
They ·want a type of airplane which ls going to bring up these troops from the bases
in the United States, transport them the
whole distance, and deploy them along the
battle line, because they can land on an open
field. That is the theory.
.
That is why I opposed this bill in the first
place, asking instead a realistic approach
toward an air merchant marine bill-an air
merchant marine bill which would build the
type of aircraft that the Army wants, and
lease them for •commercial operation, and
the lessors would pay back the cost to the
Government in leases. This could be done
as a nonsubsidized operatipn.
I am an operator myself, gentlemen. I
have my own company. In a year it came
to the top in the field of the Alaska office,
and _h as developed one of the low-cost operations in the country. I assure you that,
with the aircraft, it is possible to develop an
airlift reserve in the United States today
completely self-sufficient, without subsidy,
of about five times the airlift capacity that
we have today.
SUBSIDIES
Mr. RooNEY. Since you mentioned the subject of subsidy, Mr. Heacock, what are your
views with regard to separation of air _mail
pay from subsidy money?
Mr. HEACOCK. I will speak on that tomorrow before the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee.
Mr. RooNEY. Will you just briefly tell us
your idea of it?
.
Mr. HEACOCK. Yes. We are in favor of
separation of subsidy, but we want to go
further than that. We believe that t here is
n·o necessity for subsidy at all in the air
transportation system today. We have
proved it.
,
We have gone out and provided 4-cent-amile transportation when it was said that it
could not be done. We saw one airline after
another cut their rates and make more money
at lower rates than they made at the higher
rates.
As an example, in 1949 the scheduled air
carriers had an average price of 5% cents.
With the impact of trying to compete with
nonscheduled rates, getting their coach rates
into effect, the family plans, and so forth,
they came down to an average of 5Y:! cents
for 1950, and increased their profit.
We have established through nonsubsidized operations a 3-cent-a-mile operation
between Los Angeles and San J.i'rancisco, and
we have seen two sche-d uled lines follow into
the path. We have seen something happen
that has hapr..ened no place else in the world,
where 60 percent of all traffic moves by air
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between Los Angeles and San Francisco, be•
cause many people will not bother to take the
train, since it is cheaper to fly by air at 3
cents a mile.
The aircraft are for us the real method of
transportation.
·
- They get the same revenue as a 5V:!-centper-m1le transport in transcontinental
operations.
·.
· ·
We have proved it can be done. We b.eli~ve
that we have to have a radical disassociation
from subsidy.
If you want to put your money where it
will do the most good for developing a sound
air transportation system, do it just like you
would in building a house. If you want to
build a house, and you find that you have
been dealing with a carpenter who was sitting around on a cost-plus contract and doing a slothful operation, and was not getting
the work out, you could go around and get a
group of four or five unemployed carpenters
and say, "Okay; we will finance your tools to
do the job and then rent them to you, and
you can pay· for your tools out of your pay.
If you do not prove efficient you will get
'canned.'"
· .
In other words, let us build an air transportation system that way. If the carrier
is efficient and pays its leases and puts the
money back into the Public Treasury, it is
all right; if it is inefficient it falls by the
wayside.
Since 1938 there has not been an air carrier fall by the wayside which has had n. certificate of public convenience and necessity . . It canno't. The difference between its
revenues and its expen.ses is paid out of the
public purse.
We have an amazing situation in Alaska
now. There is the Alaska Service case. There
are two carriers st'lrving a population of only
100,000. There is Pan American and Northwest. On top of that there were two more
certificated carriers, the Alaska Airlines and
Pacific Northern. Their ton-mile costs of
operation range from 45 cents a ton-mile for
Pan American up to fifty-some-odd ce~ts
per ton-mile for Northwest, and up as high
as 84 cents a ton-mile for Pacific Northern,
and yet those four carriers have been declared fit, willing, and able to carry freight
at 19 cents a ton-mile, just to knock out ~f
the picture some 13 to 25 nonscheduled air
carriers that went in there with a low-cost
operation and provided the freight at a low
price. That is the situation.
Today the · cost of $6,500,000 mail pay in
that Alaska picture- may well be doubled-In
the face of an offer, at least by my company,
to carry the mail up there for $1 a year, 1,000
pounds each way, and the excess to be paid
for at our common-carriage rates of 19 cents
a ton-mile plus 5 cents a ton-mile. That
kind of an operation 1s similar to' that af air
freight operators in the United States such
as Slick, the Flying Tigers, and United St~tes
Airlines, who have proved they can establlsh,
on a nonsubsidized basis, much lower costs
of operation.
If the mail, for instance, were disassociated
from the subsidy we would be having a 4cent air-mail stamp and an expanded service. The subsidy should be obsolete. It
should be a thing of the past in connection
with airline operations. It is not necessary.
·Mr. RooNEY. I want to assure ' you, Mr.
Heacock, that your re~arks ar.e. to sa~ the
least, h ighly enlightening to this committee.
I think we should have heard this testimony
quite a few years back. We all would have
felt more assured of our position. Our position has been similar to yours.
When I say "our position" I refer to both
the minority and majority members of this
committee. We are indeed grateful that you
took the time to come here today and g1ve
us the benefit of your views on this subject.
Mr. Marshall?
.
Mr. MARSHALL. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. STEFAN?

GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Mr. STEFAN. What is the name of your company, Mr. Heacock?
Mr. HEACOCK. My company is Air Transports Associated.
Mr. STEFAN. Where is your headquarters?
Mr. HEACOCK. At Seattle. That is my
company.
Mr. STEFAN. What is the. name of your
association?
·
Mr. HEACOCK. Air Coach Transport Association.
•
Mr. STEFAN .. What is your title in . that
association.
·
Mr. HEACOCK. President of the association.
Mr. STEFAN . How many people do you have
in that association?
Mr. HEACOCK. We have 30 carriers in the
association at the present time.
Mr. STEFAN. A membership of 30?
Mr. HEACOCK. Yes, sir:
Mr. STEFAN. How many planes do they
own?
.
Mr. HEACOCK. They own from 1 to 10
apiece. I would say an average of about 3
per airline.
.
Mr. STEFAN. Do they normally own their
own planes, . or lease them?
Mr. HEACOCK. Both; a gr~at number of
them own their aircraft and a great number
of them lease them.
The big argument that ls used against us
is that we could not be in business if it were
not for surplus transports at cut-rate prices,
or if we did not lease our aircraft.
Mr. STEFAN. Have the operations of these
30 members of your association been profitable operations?
Mr. HEACOCK. Yes.
Mr. STEFAN. The record has been that?
Mr. HEACOCK. Very profitable. The safety
record in the last 2 years-Mr. STEFAN. I was coming to that. Go
ahead.
·
Mr. HEACOCK. The safety record in the last
2 years since our last accident in July 1949
has been a perfeGt one. That is in ~he common air carrier transportation available to
the general public.
Mr. STEFAN. What· was the record?
Mr. HEACOCK. A perfect safety record. One
and one-balf billion miles with no passenger
fatalities since July of 1949. That is in the
common carrier air transpmtation available
to the general public. There was one accident in Florida which was a contract operation not available to the general public, one
of the high-ball operations for transporting
Puerto Rican workers.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Heacock, what amount of
credit do you give to the CAA facilities for
that safety record?
CAA FACILITIES COMMENDED
Mr. HEACOCK. We gave a very great credit
to the CAA. I would like to say that our
carriers represent the type of carriers that
have survived. There was a sporadic type
that would move from one place to the other
and use all the pilots they could, and .developed a more or less "sloppy" operat10n.
But through the years that type of operation has been eliminated in favor of the
competent operator who runs along more '?r
less regular routes, which, of course, lS
frowned upon by the CAB.
We have had the best of relations with the
CAA and the CAA has helped us to establish this safety record by working with our
maintenance personnel and working with us
at our bases ~f operation and helping us to
establish this record. We ·are grateful to
them for it.
OTHER NONSCHEDULED ASSOCIATION
Mr. STEFAN. Is there another nonscheduled
association in the country?
Mr. HEACOCK. There ls one. It has less
than 8 members, however. It comprises
those carriers principally who are enga,ged .
in the overseas operations such as Seaboard
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and Western, Transocean, Overseas National,
and so forth.
REGULATION WITHIN ASSOCIATIONS
Mr. STEFAN. How are you regulated?
Mr. HEACOCK. We are regulated out of
business.
Mr. STEFAN. No; I am not talking about
that. How are you regulated within your
association, to keep up a high type of air
transportation? Do you have your own regulations among your own members, and are
they strictly adhered to?
Mr. HEACOCK. The discipline that we have
over our own members is principally being
effected now through the military contract
work.
Mr. STEFAN. That is temporary.
Mr. HEACOCK. Well, yes; but here is how it
works. If we see something that is wrong
with a member carrier's operation we can
call them to task because they know that we
have control over some traffic that is being
distributed through the association. In other
words, the military deals .with the association.
Mr. STEFAN. What standards do you have
for your pilots and your engineers and so
on?
Mr. HEACOCK. Our pilots all have the airline
transport ratings.
Individual companies
have stricter standards than others. As an
example, my own company wili not have a
first pilot unless he has a minimum of 3,500
hours and unless he has spent .a full winter of
operation in Alaska.
Mr. STEFAN. You have an age limitation;
physical tests and all the other tests that
regular commercial airlines have for their
pilots and copilots?
·
Mr. HEACOCK. That is correct. Every 6
months the CAA sees to it that there is an
equipment check; that ~he pilo.t is ci:iecked
to see that he is . at top proficiency m the
. type of aircraft that he· is operating. Then
we have our company check pilots. They are
required at least every 6 months to check the
other pilots as to their proficiency and bring
them up to date. We have our training
programs.
Mr. STEFAN. How about the inspection of
your aircraf~?
.
.
.
Mr. HEACOCK. The inspection of aircraft is
handled under CAA regulatibns. We have·
CAA inspectors; we have CAA licensed
mechanics. We have our maintenance procedures; that is, every 50 hours you are suppm:~ d to check these things and every 100
hours you are supposed to check these things.
They are the same as for the scheduled airlines am: the CAA sees to it that those inspections are carried out.
Mr. STEFAN. Your operators are familiar
with the CW communications?
Mr. HEACOCK. We have found no necessity _
within the continental United States for CW
ccL.•.munication. Voice communication is almost exclusively used within continental
Uniterl States. Overseas operators-'-yes.
Mr. STEFAN. All the overseas operators use
CW or are familiar with CW?
·
Mr. HEACOCK. I believe suc~1 operators as
Transocean and Seaboard and Western are
familiar with CW operation; yes, sir.
Mr. STEFAN. And are all familiar with the
new navigation aids?
Mr. HEACOCK. Yes.
Mr. STEFAN. Do any of 'Your craft have
radar?
Mr. HEACOCK. No.
Mr. STEFAN. One association with which
you are not connected you say has approximately eight ships?
Mr. HEACOCK. They have approximately
eight members.
Mr. STEFA::.T. How many ships?
Mr. HEACOCK. They have many more airplanes.
Mr. STEFAN. What would you say is the
total number of airplanes in both nonsched·'
uled organizations?
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Mr. HEAC')CK. I believe the CAA gave the
figure at one time-Mr. STEFAN. Does not your association
know?
Mr. HEACOCK. In both associations? No.
Mr. STEFAN. How many ships are there in
yot-: association?
Mr. HEACOCK. Approximately too aircraft.
Mr. STEFAN. What kind are they?
Mr. HEACOCK. They range from DC-3's,
through C-46's and C-54's and a sprinking of
odd types.
PERCENTAGE OF TRANSPORTATION HANDLED
Mr. STEFAN. At the outset of the Korean
war, what percentage of the airlift transportation was handled by your outfit?
Mr. HEACOCK. ~peaking of nonscheduled
carriers as a whole, the operators of nonscheduled planes, which represent only
about 5 percent of the total lift, performed
45 percent of the Korean airlift.
Mr. STEFAN. Are you taking into consideration the general commercial airlines that
wen4; into this ::ervice? Or is that your own?
Mr. HEACOCK. Yes, sir.
Mr. STEFA:-<. You are taking into consideration also the commercial airlines?
Mr. HEACOCK. Yes; we are taking them into consideration.
Mr. STEFAN. As between the nonscheduled
and the scheduled airlines, what percentage
of this transportation was performed in the
defense effort?
Mr. HEACOCK. You are referring to the ,operations between the west coast to Tokyo,
called the Korean airlift?
Mr. STEFAN. Certainly.
Mr. HEACOCK. As I say, at the outset, it
was about 45 percent. In the meantime,
many of the scheduled aircraft that have
been relied on were taken out of the airlift,
because they c- ' St more to the Government;
about 2.25 cents per mile. A C-54, exactly
the same as a nonscheduled C-54, would
b~ operated side by side, and o:qe cost the
Government 2.25 cents to 2.5 cents per mile
and the other nonscheduled would cost ,1.75.
So, they reduced the scheduled aircraft first
and, as a result, I believe the majority Of
the Korean airlift is now being performed by
nonscheduled aircraft.
·
M!". STEFAN. Coming down to this bill
which you oppose, or this appropriation of
$600,000 for the testing of jet planes on the
. part of the CAA-Mr. HEAcocK. I would like to make a little
clearer that I do not quite oppose i t - Mr. STEFAN. Do you perhaps fear that the
CAA will develop a jet transport plane that
will be so effective that it might kill the
nonscheduled business; in other words, is
there something selfish about your attitude?
Mr. HEACOCK. No. We would jump right
into the operation, if it were capable of doing it; no. Just to give you an idea, a jet
transport will be operated by Can_ada, perhaps between Seattle and Tokyo and their
fa··e is $750. It is possible to take these lowercost transports and put them into operation
and conduct many times the business, for
a fare of $250.
We think that it is not necessary to go
in there and knock out that $750 operation,
commercially speaking. What we need is
the quantity of aircraft at a lower-cost operation, because jet aircraft is costly to operate; to go into. turbo-prop transports and
develop the maximum transportation for
the least cost.
That is what the Army wants. They do
not need a luxury-type transport that will
go a couple of hundred miles an hour faster.
but at a great increase in cost.
Mr. STEFAN. So you do not oppose experimentation in . these jet transports, do you?
Mr. HEACOCK. No; useful experimentation
I would approve. I cannot see that experimentation with the B-45 would be of any
value. It would just use up the funds that
might be used for the develop;.nent of cargo
transports.

Mr. STEFAN. As I understand it, Mr. Heacock, you feel that if they start this project
by testing the B-45, by the time they get
through with that, that will be an obsolete
plane; also, they are testing an Army plane
rather than a regular transport that could
be used for commercial transportation?
Mr. HEACOCK. That is right. Even if I
were in favor of jet transport development,
I would say that you are not going to get
any comparable value out of testing the
B-45.
Mr. STEFAN. Suppose this committee disallowed this item, would we be doing something unfavorable to the nat1onal defense
effort?
Mr. HEACOCK. You certainly would not.
You would make more of the funds available for the development of turbo-prop aircraft, cargo-type aircraft. I am very familiar
with the work that .these people are doing,
the CAA. I have worked with them. They
are very conscientious people. But the
scheduled airlines are looking to getting developed a jet-type luxury transport at comparatively high per-mile costs.
What the Army and what our carriers
want to see developed are cargo-type transports which are also useful for passengers at
a low passenget rate; get them developed,
because that is the crying need. I believe
that if the item were disallowed for the testing of the B-45 transport and were used for
other purposes-for example, in development
of the helicopter, with which Mr. Waldo over
here has worked so closely, and which needs
extreme attention, because the Army intends
to use those as special transports, to transport a squad of men from one hilltop to
another; the development of that, and getting it into commercial operation would be
useful; but not the B-45.
Mr. STEFAN. Thank you very much, Mr.
Heacock. You say the nonscheduled carriers
have approximately 100 airplanes. What do
the scheduled companies have? Hew many
airplanes do they have in 9peration-about
400?
Mr. HEACOCK. No. I believe somewhat less
than 10 times that.
Mr. STEFAN. I thought at one time they
had around 400 in actual operation. I think
that we had that figure from you at one
time, Mr. Lee.
Mr. LEE. That was back in 1941, I believe •
Mr. STEFAN. And they have increased their
active airplanes to how many?
Mr. LEE. Just over 1,000.
EXPANSION OF NONSCHEDULED OPERATIONS
Mr. STEFAN. Do you envision an expansion
of the nonscheduled operations?
Mr. HEACOCK. I envision a tremendous expansion. You just mentioned 1941. In 1951
the nonscheds alone will be transporting
over 1,250,000,000 passenger-miles, which was
the total amount that the scheduled airlines transported in 1941, and yet the nonscheds in 1951 are still transporting only 2.8
percent of the passengers and 9.6 percent
of the passenger-miles of the entire total.
Mr. STEFAN. What is stopping the expansion of the nonscheduled operations which
you say can be operated at a profit without
any subsidy?
Mr. HEACOCK. The restrictive regulations
of the Civil Aeronautics Board.
Mr. ROONEY. The CAB.
Mr. HEACOCK. They recently put through
an order which would have put us out of
business entirely. It would restrict us to
three trips in any 4 weeks between any two
of the major traffic points in the country,
such as New York, Los Angeles, Miami, or
Chicago.
OPPOSITION BY REGULARLY SCHEDULED LINES
Mr. STEFAN. Are the scheduled airlines opposing your expansion?
Mr. HEACOCK. They are bitterly opposing
our expansion and are very effective through
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the CAB by putting numbers of us out of
business for alleged frequency and regularity of operation. Many have been . put
out of business.
Mr. STEFAN. No further questions.
Mr. ROONEY. We thank you very much, Mr.
Heacock.

Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield me 30 seconds?
Mr. ROONEY. I yielded the gentleman f5 minutes just a littl~ while ago.
Mr. HINSHA w. Which was very
much appreciated by me.
Mr. ROONEY. I did not like the idea
of the able gentleman getting ahead of
me. I would have yielded him 2 or 3
minutes when his time expired.
Mr. HINSHAW. I am sure the gentleman would, but I wanted to make certain
that I was ·able to complete my statement.
·
·
Mr. ROONEY. What is the gentleman's question?
Mr. HINSHAW. I would like to ask
the gentleman who Mr. Amos Heacock is.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Amos Heacock is
the head of the domestic nonscheduled
air carriers, the competitors of the scheduled airlines, including the Big Four,
that have been the recipients of so many
millions of subsidy dollars of the taxpayers' money to keep them in business
that it is not funny.
Mr. HINSHAW. I would like to have
time to talk about that at great length.
I am sure I could convince the gentleman he is entirely in e·r ror. I cannot
get the time to do it, however.
Mr. ROONEY. We have discussed the
subject on previous occasions and arrived
at no agreeable conclusion with regard
thereto.
Mr. HINSHAW. Doubtlessly, and that
fact I regret.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from New York has expired.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. ZABLOCKI].
Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Chairman, I
would like to return to a discussion of
the United States Information Service
in the State Department.
Mr. Chairman, I have been greatly disturbed by a recent trend toward careless
criticism of the United States Information Service. Frequently we hear that
the Voice is a Fancy Dan outfit, that it
does not hit hard, that it does not speak
in plain language. One critic went so far
as to say that the Voice of America
speaks with a mumble.
I know that the Members of this House
wish to be faii: · at all times. Indeed
when the national interest is at stake_:
and let us make no mistake about it, Mr.
Chairman, the national interest is at
stake-it becomes the duty of this House
to form honest judgment based upon all
the facts.
I say this because I am convinced that
a fair examination of the output of the
Information Service, particularly of the
Voice of America does not, and cannot,
support these criticisms.
I wish to make some personal observations. I have heard some of the demonstrations of the Voice of America given.
I have visited the Voice of America in
New York. During the demonstrations
there were brought here to Washington
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amd presentoo for th€ 11lerem- o:I! M'eml!Jers
of Congress· aindl crtller interested peJ:?"- ·
sons, probably these were prepared '
demonstrations, but I would lilte to say
· that idil• October of 19A9 as at me~ ot·
the Ccrmm.ittee Qllli Flooeign AfiaiJ1s-, Ji had
the- oplllQrlmli t~ tcJ> visit ioi: a VeJ!Y, very
brief tim:e. iJn H~ngair:w, ais. a mattel' . of
fact for justr a daiy and ai naiH.
That visit ta :Btrdapest was not with
any prior information to our mission
tJaere. They were not awate r was coming a11adt it was, aJm~S:t. by aeeident that I
was pe!!mitrtemi to visit Buda.pest. lt: was
e-xaat1y the- same time- tlilait Reb"ert A~
Vogeler was picked UP' aind1 ai11reste<il. l
was going to Budar>est when he aipparently was leaving Hungary. I saw some
of the searc.bfng partie.s that had be.en.
loQking for him.
:tt was at that time t~at I ha® :fu!sthand opli)ortu:mi1Jy to. see tlile· e:mect!veness
o:ll our Information Service-. They had
fine reception and a great amount of
interest by the people in H.Ungary who
had almost to take tb..ei.r lives in their
hands. in orde11 to seek.infc:wma.tio_a about
the Unitecl States.
J asked some of the peo:i;>le who were
at the l'reacl of this depmrtment in. tfie
city of Budapest wl'ly they had their
afiic.es on the second fioor, why ·tney did
not brave the- faeilities o:m the first ffoo:n
whe-re the, tmtmaD.ce, would be: more ac..cessible. The..y told me it was necessa;ey;
that tl'Iey J!Je on the second ffoor so that
anyb'ocfy who was. trying: to avail himself of information about. America
WQuld not as easily be picked up by the
police of Hu:ng_a ry. The-:y; had 'been doing
an. eftea;tive.:: piece. of work. Similarly all
ojj our foreign missi:0ns in the S3Jtellite
· c<i>untries haive been dotng likewise.
Therefore, :r think ii' we rezlly want an
effective United states Infonnation
Service we can only have as effective
service ·as we are willing to. a.ppi:opriate
money f.o.r su.ch se-nvic_e lf w,e are, going
to tie the hands or g,hve. i~ a limi:tied
am.Q_unt o! Dl.Qney far them tQ.i g_o, f o:rward with tbeb; WOJik,. we-cain..only expect
a proportionate ameu.nt. ef success.
Mr. CLEVENGiEllil. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mi:r ZABl40CI:ll. ] yield to the gemtle'Llan from Obio.
Mr. CLEVENGER. Is it not true that
the Hungarian GG.v.~nment has_ just
closed our Information Cen.ter?
Mr. ZA:Bl.iOCKL 'ihatis true, silr,. and
it p,oililts <i>ut ttra1r the ln:Cmrmatilm Serv:ice in Htm.gai:r.y wais very effective, otnerwi'se they wourd not halve cl<!Jsed it. Because- the Office oi Informatton was. an
effective . pie.ce of Wd.lik. of fnf.orma.tion
aind p1mpaga.nda is, the vei:y· fact why
t1ley, Clo.Bed it.
MJJ. CIBVENCG-ER. Does. net, the gentleman think that that action will be
foUowec:t in the other sa:teliJ.it.e countries?
Mi:. ZABLOCKI:- Erobably rand f.or the
sama :reasons.
Mn: CLEVEN.GER. Bu.t. iit willl probi..
ab-liy- be- dolile in one I!tgmt aftter another.
Mr. 2lABLOCKI. That is very true,
a:r;:rd, it is because ~hey are effective, and
r think, beca;use of the fact tna.t the' ar~
do&ng these informati~ services. ilfl.i tl;le
'\Ca;rious sate-llite ecUl'.11.t.nies, we mq~t; g1v.e
more attention to the Voice of America~

.'Flle Communists maiy -close tblei tdo-cirs of·
ouT informati'On cel'l1iers, Urey can tiiy
to jaim the Voice of Amertca and the
broadcasts we beam to. those countries,
bu.ti they caliIDot be ·a s efiective in broaC!fcas.t ,iammiliilg ais t.liieiili d~termiln8tti0Jih to
ati:file auir i:nfo.nmation cel'll.ters behilildl. the
satel!lite countries. It is. tFue, pe:rlilap~
that there is room for im]Jro;vemmt, l!>ut
whatever program, whatever tITiderta:king, there is_room for improvement
The Voi<;:,e has a di.flicult and complex.
miss.ion. It seek& to give a. true p~tm;e
~ the -United States: 81lild. il.& pea.ctiu1 lil
jectiivlem It. seeks to rallly crrnr :friemcds
abraad, s0 that the:re- wiTI be be1rtler teamwork among the free natimns. It seeks
to show those wh'O are neutral that it is
in their interest to ioint the team. It
constantiy exposes thefalsellood of Communist cl;iarges aga.Ln.st us and the deceJiltion in the rosy ],llictme of Utopia put
out bw t.lh.e B.edl prC!>i!J3gamidiSts~
I wish that eaeh of us. had time to see
how, tnis. job is cairrfed out--tla exami'Iile
the scripts turnecf out 'fly the cempetent
prafessfonals who staff' the Voice. I have
been impressed, and r am. s.W'e otrun:
MemberSi of this, Howe would be impressed, by the manner in which :pa.tr.
terns Ci>:ll psyclilOlogjc,a;l at.tack ai11e- selected
snd1 mmme-:re<ll rrome, day aif tre-r da.:w.
<Dne of trh.ese attaidt paitterns. caiIFs :fer
e:x!pleiitiing the weaiknesses and tensions
known tp exist in the Soviet Unibn. 1
am sure we can all agree this is most
impQrtant..
:Let me c-al1 Y,<ll.Uili a.ttentifiliw t0 a b1.roa.dCaist UQ.i R~ worke-vs last Mai:w:
Dealing wi tJa the- c.urremt ec,anomie re.-p.olit fuiom M"escgw, the- se-ll'ipt bega.m ~
noting 1rh01t the Cemrrmdts devote- m1'1ltons- of words- per year t_o painting the
achievement.s: of Russia am:f l'Ier sater. ll.tes. Tl're.n it pointed out, aind I quote:.
As time: g.aes em we; seem tQ he ~1rl!mg
mone. and' mane: w.o.nd5:-b.u1l tewe and te:weir

facts.

The VCilic.e asked why these repoi:ts
cmntaiined words, an.d not faets. Le.t me
nea.cil fnmm the- ~vi.pt again ·
What areo the Sbviet pfa;im-ers afllaii'dl on
".lnie11e i.S onJ;y one answer. 'l'heyr must n0t
like the COlll.ef1Usi0n-s that. ha..ve been drawn cm
the basis of the facts that have been mvaITable-. Even the> scwnity; fimils re~re:aled' have
led students of the Soviet econom;y to s0me
rathe11 stantlmg· conclusfons. one concrusion
is thait trl're Soviet worke11 t<llda~-, in s-pilte of
alf l'lis. hai:d. W(l)Jilt, lal:)o11 discip11fn~ ancl CG>Dtin'llitl s-peed'-Up, is sti1D far <fetwn 0n the ecanemic· laddeir. Jin. fact, Ire ha'S< made' n<'.l ad'vances, smce 1928-tfie year when the fi11s-t
S-year plan was adopted.--an<11 in some res-pects fie Ii-as lost giroun<f. He sti111' has- much
less than a worker in a;nyt othe-11 i:m:dil:lstl'frol
c0untDy o:fr the wotrld--fam less t1rain in ainy
one of 171 other countries-.
Such conclusions a;re d1isfulacting to Ctlmmuniists. And' wha-t db they dOl when facts
and fancYJ cron•t agre:e'?l B'Iac!V 0ut the faicts
of c0urse.

The script then goes intOJ a: C(iltlilipa11isolil
of lhving ccmditions ilil1. Russia i:m l-9-291 and
in 1951. T.his mnaiiwsis' shows tl!lat- the
ave-rage' soviet wormer in 1909 eE>uld buy
six and a hail! baskets of food :rre:r- montrl'l
and that today he can buyonl'y half that
much~

'L'he Voice_thencampare.d this with the
situation of the average Americain worker, who could buy 12 comparable baskets
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of f oed per momth m 1009 and toda~ can
buy 1:7 and a haiM baskets per month.
Ml'. Chairman, this script is typicaI of.
tile jeh being done by the Voice of America. This is the type of program that has
he-en s.o rreeliyr cmiciaed. · Yet, it does, not
seem t0J me 1lhatr it pl!l'lledi aiJ.!ly pm1ches:.
rt seems to me thai1l, when y0u talk in
terms of. how muC'h food' a worker can
bU¥ you are talking in plain Ian.gauge.
l. do not think you are mumbling when
~ou e0me :!right out and say the Russia.ms
ai:re aif:rraidl 1ro tell the trmh about their
.own euu:ntry;.
I have helie several typicar scripts
which I thlnk 00,ar out my argument
I shall ask unanimous con.sent when the
Committee- rises to insert them. in the
REOORD', a:rur I wwld. urge the Members
<ilf this House to read them, i1 possible,
and to form their own conclusions.
[Sµe.cia l projects, Ha.ward Maier commen:tar~
No. 3.9, July 18, 1_951)
THE. K:a-E:MILIN's NEW PEAa OP'PIENS-IVE

G<i>'©d evening. This fs---. It's quite ob
vf0ws t0 anyone who's been around for tn:e
past cowple of years tha.t tFle men in · the
Kremlin have embarked• on a new "f>eaiee
o:iTensive." J!Ive:n if you disagree wiilh their
~V'3illtlati0n of the naii'vete . of the pe'©pie of
t-he wo11ra, yo'tl have to give them cl'e<!lft fo:c
one ith1i·ng"--g>aill-JllU1Te', unmitigated' gailiF.
Their rast scr-cafiled pea.ce otfensi:ve-re'member it? The Stl!TC'kl'tolm Peace Petition-wound' up wttrh over l,Om'>,0(1)0 signers
ot the petitim1 charging into the Republtc 01!
Korea, wtelding swoI'l!ls, machir:re guns and
trenkS'. The Soviet pea;ce offensive in Koreawhfch had such lauda?>re sl'agans as "'push.
the United Na1lions into the si:ra'"-didn't
·wonk. All the peupre crf the worrd watol'redt.
tl're new pl"OI!hets of peace as they butchered:
and burned'; and. savr that- it didn't- work.
Nothing, abashed', the men in the Kremfin
cfecid'.ecf to chan~ their p.a:ce. Mal'ik smiled'.
G'romylto smiie.d. And Stalin had a new pic.ture taken of himsert recefving a bouquet of
fl'owers from two pretty young girl chi'ldren.
And the new peace oflensive was on its wa~.
Raving, lost out in the battle of. ar.ms, the
S.t.alinfsts, :ce,turn to their first rave· The. con.f.enence. table.. Now, the fre.e WQ.tld ha.a na
o.ll.jecti.an.. to the con:f!erel!l.c.e_ table ~ b,.111t, tll.e.
Sb..v.ieta have su<:h s-t11ange metb.ods, of using, .
such. a. table.. Fo:c inst.aince, last N0vemben
the: Unlt.ed. Nations E.conomi<: Crurunission
under G.unn.ai: Myrdal was tr:¥~ to explore.
the possibilities of exp.a:r:idtE.g Eaat-West
ti:a.de,. and, as, :¥Q.U knaw, tz:ade b.etwee:n_nations is often. tlle basis fOli. p_ea.ce. At that
time-, last November, t.h e Soviets would ha.ve
nothing to do. with. a co.nference, table in.
Geneva. They :uefuse.d to attend or send
re.l\).res_en tati~es.
Wihy; should the-y? Last · N.u'lemb.er. the
Soviet p.eace offe.ns,ive in Koz:ea was goilig tul.L
swing. Soviet bullets coming out of Soviet
g,uns-held, of course, by Chinese volunteers-were bringing peace to the penlrorsula
of Korea. Wrhat did they need' with' a c-emference table in Geneval'r · Btl't, theh rt was
no longetr last No;vemmer rn Kmnea. Cldl Gene11all Ridgw~~ OeneraL Fire JiloweE, had cC!l:me
t.©J p:el'~nai11~ inspect the creilentials o:ti. the
"J!lea_c;:.eo--lovmg' StaLinists on. the: KQ.llea>n
p.e-mnsulai. It, was ai rough LE.speet.iom,. '.Ehe
atalLJM&ts c:hi.-d-I!l.t'tr like> :ilt, ailil<ih Mailliik smiled!.
And m..(!)lWJ--t.Jne 1e0p.ai.r1!1l C'hlll:mge.5' its sBJ,lllt:sJ.
F0ng~t; _,hat l!lap:penedl in Koire.ar, s.aiys il1ae
Kremli.11.. sh.0iw us a c<raf.euence t~b-le, a;ny;
c.0.nf.enence> tahle, and we're read\V tCi1 d11aiw
UJlli chairs Rememb:el' tln.at imivi tru.tion, the
beys in t:h-e Kremlilil say?' What il!Lvi:tation,
the> free world waililts to 1£n.-01wr, the11e've been
S{!)I many of them; LLl fact, we've imvited you
t@ an.ytb:ing 8!ll.d. e,v erythiing that nn.iglll..t j,ust:
possibly ease the tensions · in the world.
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of place in the U. S. S. R. of today. A crusader-or even an apparent crusader-in the
cause of peaceful international cooperation
could have no possible role in the Stalinist
plans for world conquest.
Litvinov is not forgotten in the West
however. He is remembered as the man who
pleaded for collective action within the
League of Nations to halt the menace of
Hi tlerian Germany.
He is remembered too as the man who in
1933 issued a famous definition of aggression.
The first part of this definition said that
an aggressor nation is one that declares war
on another state, invades its terr~tory with
armed forces, attacks by land, naval, or air
force the territory, vessels, or aircraft of
another state, or imposes a naval blockade
on another state.
Last August Jacob Malik, the Soviet delegate to the United Nations Security Council,
read this part of the Litvinov definition of
aggression to the Council in an attempt to
prove that the United States was the aggressor nation in Korea. For, said Malik,
this was just what the United States had
been and was doing in Korea.
Malik, however, conveniently forgot to refer in any way to the remainder of the Litvinov definition. This said that any nation
would become an aggressor through provision of support to armed bands formed on
its territory which have invaded the territory
of another state.
This omission on Malik's part was understandable enough. For the North Korean
and Chinese Communist invasions of the
R!:lpublic of Korea were directly instigated by
the Soviets. And, more specifically, these
invaders were supplied with arms; training,
and other support by the Soviet Union.
Even had his audience not remembered· the
full text of the Litvinov definition, it still
might have l:;>cen wiser on Malik's part not
to bring Litvinov's name into these discussions of aggression. For, rightly or wrongly,
the free world regarded Litvinov as a barometer of Soviet foreign policy. When the
Kremlin wanted to make a gesture toward
international cooperation, he was given high .
authority. And his removal from such authority usually presaged a renewed Soviet
policy of aggression, isolationism, and "hate"
propaganda against other nations.
It was so in 1939, when the Stalin-Hitler
· pact was signed. This ran directly against
the policies with which Litvinov had been
identified and so he was quickly withdrawn
as foreign minister before the pact was
signed. Later on, in 1941, he lost his membership · in the Communist Party's central
committee.
But when Hitler invaded the U.S. S. R. he
was again brought to the fore. He was instrumental in gaining material aid for the
Soviets from Britain and the United States,
and in obtaining an alliance with Britain.
Just before Pearl Harbor he was made Ambassador to the United States. But even
Litvinov couldn't get the West to accept all
of Stalin's demands, and in 1943 he was removed from this post. He has remained on
(Program Services Section, Features Unit,
the sidelines ever since.
special commentary No. 534, Howe BanLitvinov, however, is more than a symbol or
croft, July 18, 1951]
barometer of Soviet foreign policy. He is
LITVINOV AND SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY
also a symbol of the exception that proves
Maxim Litvinov, once regarded as the
the rule-an old Bolshevik and devout folforemost Soviet exponent of peace and colower of Lenin who yet survived Stalin's
operation between the U. s. S. R. and the - great purges. His escape was not due to any
democratic world, observes his seventy-fifth
clemency on Stalin's part, however, but to
birthday this week. The Soviet press has
sheer accident.
preserved a stony silence on the event, howFor during the great purge trials of 1937ever. Divested of all offices, the former So- , 38, when his comrades were being ~owed
viet Foreign Minister and Ambassador to
down like wheat under a farmer's scythe,
the United States is now living in obscurity.
Litvinov was foreign minister. In this caThe long-standing omcial silence on Lit-· pacity he wa11 conducting delicate negotiavlnov is hardly surprising. Nor is Litvinov's
tions with foreign powers, and was therefore
removal from any direction of Soviet foreign
considered more useful alive than dead. By
policy. The man who once spoke in ringing
the time he had finished this work the purge
terms against aggressor nations is sadly out
had died down.

Who's talking aoout ehsing tensions, the
Kremlin says? How naive can you be?
We're talking about that invitation back
last November-you know, the one to come
to Geneva and talk over expanding eastwest trade.
But, the free world says, you refused to
attend. Don't be silly, the Kremlin says,
that was only a temporary refusal-that
was last November when we were bringing
peace to Korea. Now, we want to attend.
Yes, sir; this is one leopard who changes
spots so fast they're practically fluid. Let's
take a good look at the spots as they change.
Suppose the leopard was to suddenly appear at this small conference in Geneva.
Personally, I don't trust leopards. Besides
spots, they have great big fangs. My dear
men in the Kremlin-could it just possibly
be that your new interest in the expansion
of east-west trade might go something like
this? The east-that's you and the satellites-sell, say, grain and timber. Naturally,
the west-that's us, and mostly western Europe-would have to sell you something in
-return. And just suppose, my wily friends
in the Kremlin, that something in return
should be certain products, let us say, products which you made good use of in Korea.
In other words, my dear leopard, war materials or the raw material from which war material can be manufactured. Naturally, we
would not care to have Western Europe ship
you such things-not after your wonderful
peace offensive in Korea. Then what would
we have-that wonderful leopard wanting to
bring necessary things to Western Europe
and that bad United States saying it doesn't
think it should have them. You wouldn't
want to use a conference table for any such
purpose, would you my dear leopard?
It's not that we or any other free nation
objects to sitting down with you at any
table. It's just that you use them so peculiarly. One would have to be a leopard
himself to sit down at the leopard's table.
For instance, suddenly, recently, out of nowhere, you walked back into the four-power
conference in Berlin. Everything was going
to be fine. We'd all sit ·down and work out
the economic pr9blems of Berlin. But where
were your little leopards all this time? You
know, the ones who surround the city of
Berlin. While you smiled and were most
gracious at the table in Berlin, these little
leopards were holding over 6,000 peqnits
which would have allowed Berlin to ship
6,000 truckloads 6f goods to West Germany.
So, in frustration, the West had to suspend
the trade talks. Which, of course, gives you
the opportunity to say, "Look at those bad,
bad men; they don't really want peace."
Ah, well; all I can say is that I'd much
prefer to do this kind of phony maneuvering with you than the kind that takes men's
lives in Korea. But please, my dear leopard, when you change your spots put up a
larger screen-the spots are beginni~g to
stick out all over your hide-and now, this
is-. - ---,saying good-bye, good leopard rugs for the wall, and see you again.
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He was somewhat more fortunate than
such giant figures of the early revolutionary
days as Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Bukharin, and Piatakov. During the purge
years they were found guilty of every kind
.of sabotage, treason, attempted assassination,
and disloyalty to the cause for which they
had worked so many years. Found guilty
along with them were a large percentage of
the leading younger Bolsheviks in power at
the time of the trials-enough high rank, in
short, to staff the upper echelon of any
government. _
·
But although Litvinov survived, it ls
doubtful if any government official ever had
his staff so thoroughly cut from under him
as did this Soviet foreign minister. Indeed,
when the purge died down in 1938 only two
of his men were left--Ambassador Maisky in
London and Ambassador Suritz in Paris.
All the others were rooted out. Leo
Karakhan, Ambassador to Turkey, was shot.
Bogomolov, Ambassador to China; Skvirsky,
Minister to Afghanistan; Tikhmenev, Minister to Denmark; Bekzadian, Minister to
Hungary; Yakubovich, Minister to Norway;
Ostrovsky, who was with -the Soviet Legation in Rumania-all were recalled and have
now vanished. Stein, Ambassador to Italy,
was removed. Alexander Barmine, Charge
d'Affaires in Greece, and Fyodor Raskolnikov,
Minister to Bulgaria, escaped abroad.
On what might be called Litvinov's home
front the carnage was equally great. N.
Krestinsky, his chief assistant, was sentenced
to be shot. Gershelman, his private secretary, was arrested. Several other secretaries
and translators were seized by the NKVD in
Litvinov's own offices. Also arrested were
most of the department heads.
These men were replaced, not by career
diplomats or experts in foreign affairs, but
by members of the NKVD and in a few cases
by Red army men. The entire foreign
office was brought under the sway of the
Soviet secret police-and the ennunciation
of foreign policy is now in the hands of such
men as Vishinsky, Gromyko, and Malik. And
a Litvinov who tried to sound like Malik
would not be the same man who spoke in
the League of Nations in behalf of collective security.
[Program services section, operations intelligence, operations intelligence summary No.
6, Don Shea, July 17, 1951]
SPECIAL REPORT: SOVIET DIFFICULTIES WITH
SATELLITE HARVESTING
(Documentation will be furnished upon
request)
ANNOUNCER. The harvesting which is just
beginning in many satellite states is already
causing the Soviet regime untold difficulties.
Reports smuggled from behind the iron
curtain aB well as those published by other
news sources state that Balkan peasants this
year are showing increased resistance to the
unceasing Soviet looting of their fields. It
is predicted that the situation will become
even more serious as the summer progresses.
We bring you now a summary of last week's
harvest news from Bulgaria, Rumania, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia.
NARRATOR. In Bulgaria resisting peasants
and harvest workers have contributed largely
to the general unrest and violence which
· have marked that satellite state during the
past few weeks.
Reports from inside Bulgaria indicate that
peasant resistance is growing; especially ·
against government measures in connection
with grain deliveries to the state. In return,
according to a report from the Yugoslav news
agency Tanjug, Bulgaria 2 weeks ago banned
the free sale and purchase of all grain, beans,
and sunflower seeds. Bulgarian consumers
and producers are now forbidden to transport
these agricultural products.
But the real reason behind the order, according to the Yugoslav news agency, was .
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because even the Bulgarian state farms are
withholding quantities of their output for
sale on the free market.
The Bulgarian Soviets are also severely
hampered by the active work of internal resistance groups who have now singled out
the Soviet thievery of crops· as a. current
target.
In one of their latest pamphlets-which
was smuggled out to the West last weekthey bluntly declare:
"The Soviet murderers are trying to disunite the farmers • • • to divide the workers
from the farmers. Bulgarians are free farmers and want to remain such. Resist."
And there is resistance.
For example:
Underground groups are reported to have
begun setting fire to Bulgarian wheat, much
of which has been marked for shipment to
Russia. According to Bulgarian refugees
in Belgrade, the wheat has been fired with
the slogan-"Not a grain of wheat for the
Soviet Union."
The harvest news from Rumania indicates
that the harvest situation in that satellite
state has been the most violent to date.
In Rumania armed guards and militiamen
have been placed over every field to curb
unrest and assure control of grain deliveries
· to the State.
But serious disturbances have nevertheless occurred in many: localities.
Enraged peasants reportedly killed a militia captain and two militiamen in the village
of Piscul, District Gorj. Militia units
opened fire on resistant peasants at Afumatz, Stefanesti, and Bolintin. And at
Fagarasi three militiamen were killed by
farmers who were aided by partisans.
In order to keep news of these Rumanian
unrests from the public, it is stated, soldiers
needed in Rumanian emergency areas a.re
transported by air to keep the trucks off the
roads.
In Rumania, too, the need to mobilize
Rumanian peasant women for harvesting is
being stressed in an intensive propaganda
campaign organized by the Rumanian Democratic Women's Federation which is carrying
out "explanatory work among working
peasant women."
And finally, from Rumania, .comes the officially-announced news that more than three
hundred employees of the State-controlled
food distribution organization have been
arrested on charges of theft.
But this, state recently escaped Rumanian
refugees, is not true. The real reason for
the arrests, they declare, is because the Rumanian Communist Government desperately needed scapegoats to quiet the population. The people were becoming increasingly resentful against food shortages
caused by inefficient collective farm food
deliveries.
In Hungary-normally a bountiful, foodladen (<ountry-the Soviet regime is extremely worried about the labor shortage for this
year's excellent harvest. The Ministry of
Food has already officially warned that the
enemies of the people are already trying to
frustrate the harvest work. The enemies of
the people, it is reported, are the independ-·
ent farmers who are enticing the workers
from the cooperatives with bounties of bacon, wine, and brandy.
The newspaper ·Szabad Nep adds: "We
must fight against the private farmers who
are seducing the harvest workers." And the
workers' newspaper Vilagossag declares:
"Members of cooperatives are neglecting
their farms to work for private farmers."
·
Vilagossag continues to state that emergency youth brigades have been formed to
meet the labor shortage. And then-with
a straight face-it adds:
"The enthusiasm of the youth increased
greatly when state security police also volunteered for work as peace guards."
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The alarming need for armed guards and . picion directed to the State Department
militia to keep workers in the fields is seen
from all sides.
everywhere in Hungary. And the collaboThis lack of confidence at home. rationist members of the clergy adds their
bit by offering ct.urch steeples to be used • He saysas guard observation posts.
is exactly what the Soviet will use to disFurther-in connection with Hungary's
credit all propaganda from that source.
harvest-labor problems-letters smuggled
into Vienna from Budapest reveal that much
Mr. Moley also pointed out the similof Hungary's harvest slave labor now comes
arity of the Office of War Information
from the thousands of exiles being uprooted
during World War II and the Voice of.
from their homes under the current BudaAmerica at present. Both were attemptpest mass-deportation program. They are
ing to promote wrong policies. During
shipped to eastern Hungary to work on colWorld War II, Moley said:
. lective farms, where they receive little pay
and reportedly live under miserable condiThe more we talked to the people of the
tions.
enemy countries, the more determined they
Largest thorn in the Hungarian Governwere to fight to the end. Something of the
ment's side, it is stated, ate the independsort is likely to be true of the present broadent farmers, who continue to hide produce
casting of the policies of the State Departfor their own use or funnel it into the free
ment.
market. But the state-controlled farms are
Mr. Moley was one of the founders of
reportedly almost as bad-and certainly
wastefully inefficient. In this respect Radio
the New Deal . and worked intimately
Budapest consistently reports that Commuwith President Roosevelt during its early
nist ~tate farm managers are being jailed
years. As an Assistant Secretary of
or dismissed for bad leadership resulting in
State during that period he is not 1,mnonfulfillment of planned harvest targets.
familiar with the State Department.
In Czechoslovakia a worried Ministry of
We should heed his warning about the
Agriculture has also issued an official appeal
price this country is paying in letting
asking for public assistance to get in the
the voice of the State Department masharvest.
querade as the Voice of America.
Here, too, the independent farmers have
been plaguing the Communist government.
In this country we want and need a
As a consequence the Czechoslovakian Cabitrue and valid Voice of America · pronet is urging peasants to spy upon these
gram. It is fundamentally important.
independent farmers. It especially urges
But, it is also very necessary that it be
them to watch carefully for evidences of
the real Voice of America and not the
kulak sabotage, or failure to implement devoice of the State Department.
livery obligations. Slovak farmers were also
Mr. PRESTON. Mr. Chairman, I
warned by Minister of Agriculture Duris at
a July 10 harvest festival at Velke Ulany to
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
"beware of the capitalistic mentality" of the ~Alabama [Mr. BATTLE].
kulaks.
Mr. BATTLE. Mr: Chairman, in the
But despite the warnings, peasant resistlast few days there have been a lot of
ance in Czechoslovakia continues to grow.
attacks and insinuations on the personANNOUNCER. You have been listening to it
nel of the Voice of America. Now, it is
special report concerning peasant resistance
a good old American custom to present
.to Soviet harvest demands in the satellite
both sides of a question. I do not agree
states. Today's report · has included the
latest harvest developments from Bulgaria,
with everything that Ed Barrett has
Rumania, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia.
said. I do not agree with everything

Mr. CLEVENGER. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
Indiana [Mr. ADAIR].
Mr. ADAm. Mr. Chairman, believing that the eventual solution for many
of the world's ills lies in broader education and a common understanding of
the problems of other peoples, many of
us had great hopes for the Voice of
America program. Regretfully, we learn
that it has not been satisfactory. If
that be the case, and I have no reason
to doubt that it is, then we must ask
ourselves why this program that could
have been so valuable has not lived up
to expectations. An answer to that
question may be found in the opinions
of those who have studied it carefully
over past months.
Raymond Moley, the newspaper and
magazine columnist, has written a most
concise description of the State Department. Mr. Moley wrote on June 28,
1951:
An overwhelming majority of Americans
have lost confidence in the State Department, and there must follow from this a
general disbelief in what the Department
says. It is ridiculous, therefore, to call the
voice of the State Department the Voice of
America.

Mr. Moley goes on to point out the
great damage to our cause from the sus-

that has been done by the Voice of
America, by the State Department, by
the Defense Department, or even by the
Congress of the United States. But I do
know that Ed Barrett is a friend of mine,
and that he has done a good job.
I have visited the Voice oi'. America in
New York, and I was amazed at the
magnitude and the scope of the undertaking of the Voice of America. I think
we must realize that this program just
recently started from scratch, and that
much has been done even though much
more can and must be done. Our criticism should be tempered by the facts
and it should be constructive.
Mr. Chairman, I am happy to say a
kind word for my friend Ed Barrett, the
Assistant Secretary of State for Public
Affairs.
The name of Barrett means a lot to
us in Alabama. In case you do not know
it, Secretary Barrett's father was for
many years editor and publisher of one
of our great newspapers, the Birmingham Age-Herald. He was very highly
thought of throughout the State.
The present VOA boss was born in
Birmingham. He went North to school,
but after prep school and Princeton, he
came back to Birmingham and began
his newspaper career on the Birmingham
News.
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Alabama lost him after that, but we
have followed his career with pride.
When he left his job at Newsweek to
accept his present post at State we felt
Newsweek's loss was State's gain. We
knew he was going to make a success
of the new job as he had of the old.
I do not know of any better yardstick
by which to judge that success tban the
increasing venom of the attack being
made on the VOA program from the
other side of the iron curtain. A man
may be known by his friends, but he is
also known by his enemies. Secretary
Barrett has made some very fancy
enemies in the Kremlin gang. I think
all of us honor him for those enemies.
However, despite all these attentions
being bestowed upon him and his program by the Moscow boys, Secretary Barrett has remained a very modest man.
He tells me VOA's mounting success is
due to his team, the men and women
working under him at State on either
the domestic or foreign information
program.
I like that in him, but we all know
even the best team has to have a good
captain to go places. And VOA has
gone places. Make no mistake about
. that. It has gone, and is going, into
literally hundreds of millions of homes
in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Latin
America, and perhaps most importantly
of all, Soviet Russia. and her satellites.
Slowly at first, but with increasing
tempo over the past year or so, the Voice
of America is carrying America's message to the world. Under Ed Barrett's
expert generalship the radio, movies, ·
magazines, newspapers, and television
are playing their part in this global battle for the minds of men.
This is a new kind of attack for the
United States. Russia long ago saw the
value of this kind of warfare. She had
the jump on us when we · got into the
game. No doubt about it. Using the
technique of the big lie and the little
lie-any kind of lie-she had rolled her
propaganda batteries into place almost
before the smoke of World War II had
settled.
It took us some time to wake up. ~ut
we did wake. Do not forget that. And
our attack, which is founded on truth
rather than falsehood, is being effective.
· Listen to .t his. A letter smuggled out
from Siberia and received by VOA tells
about the punishments the Russians
inflict on anyone caught tuning in on
the Voice.
But everyone listens-

The letter declares.
The commander of a concentration camp
listens, the director of a plant listens, the
chairm'ln of a collective farm listens. And
if they listen other people do the same or
lf-arn from them. People young and old
listen. They meet in groups, post guards
and later spread the news everywhere.

Ed Barrett has thousands of letters
similar to that one.
To me that spells success for a boy
from Birmingham and his team. It tells
me that they are doing their job.
Mr. Chairman, I have asked Mr. Barrett about the question of information
policy guidance on our foreign information program, and I would like to give
his reply to the membership at this time.

WHY GUIDANCES ARE NECESSARY

When the foreign information prqgram was established in accordance with
the United States Information and Educational Exchange Act of 1948, it was
conceived largely in terms of winning
friends abroad. The worsening international situation brought about a corresponding change in the information
program, placing less and less emphasis
on winning friends and more and more
emphasis on influencing people abroad.
This resulted from a realization that it
was not adequate merely to disseminate
information in order to increase knowledge and understanding of the United
States, its peoples and policies. What
was required instead was a carefully
planned and skillfully conducted information campaign to foster abroad the
attitudes, behavior, and actions which
would further the foreign policy objectives of the United States. In the conduct of the program, therefore, the art
of informing assuJ;ned a role secondary
to the art of persuading.
This program is popularly known as
the Campaign of Truth. Presenting the
truth, as we understand it, means a
great deal more than the mere reporting, willy-nilly, of facts. Truth is not
only the presentation but also the interpretation of facts and ideas. Although
the presentation of facts and ideas often
reflects the truth, the presentation of
facts and ideas without interpretation
can also · create false impressions. In
accordance with this reasoning the foreign information program not only presents facts and ideas, but also supplements this presentation with an interpretation of their. significance iri the
present world scene. It is this presentation of facts and ideas in perspective
which creates the reactions that further
the foreign policy objectives of the
United States.
In a sense, although the analogy cannot be labored, the foreign information
program is comparable to a newspaper.
By and large, facts and ideas are presented in the news columns merely for
the purpose of informing the public. But
in the editorial column of the newspaper
these facts and ideas are interpreted according to the policies of the newspaper
with the objective' of influencing public
opinion. However, since the newspaper
does not maintain that its interpretation
is the only legitimate interpretation, it
also publishes by-line columns, plus letters to the editor, which present other
interpretations of the facts and ideas
covered in the news columns. It might
be added that each of these interpretations, however much it may differ from
the others, is in the opinion of the writer
the truth.
The information program .of the
United States has its news columns in
the form of newscasts, wireless bulletins,
and similar material. As in the case of
the news columns of the newspapers,
these presentations are straightforward
and objective. It is, of course, impossible
to achieve complete objectivity in the
news columns of a newspaper, in a VOA
newscast, or in any other news presentation. Different writers select different
facts for emphasis, not through design
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but simply because they see the subject
differently. Moreover, the placement of
an item in the newspaper or in a radio
newscast has a bearing upon its impact.
But the information program, like the
newspaper, also has its editorial column
in which it interprets facts and ideas in
accordance with the foreign policies of
the United States Government in an
avowed effort to influence public opinion
abroad in ways that will be helpful to
the United States. This editorial column
includes commentaries on the VOA,
pamphlets, motion pictures and other
materials.
Again, to carry the analogy further,
the foreign information program does
not present its opinions exclusively but
also presents, .in round-ups of editorial
comment, in reports of debates in the
Congress and elsewhere, in speeches and
statements, the opinions of many others
as well.
The information program cannot
present the opinions of the executive
branch of the Government alone. To
do so would be to create a false impression. It would also negate one of out
fundamental-and, to foreign audiences,.
one of our most appealing-freedoms,
the freedom to differ.
'
~
For these and other reasons we present as complete a picture as we can but
in ways that will achieve maximum gain
from what is favorable and minimum
loss from. what is unfavorable. Determining these ways is a complicated
problem that cannot be left to the casual judgment of any person who happens to be writing a script or story or
pamphlet. It must be done by experts
who understand the techniques of influencing mass opinion, who have a
wealth of background information not
available to all operators, and who ·
understand the target audiences. But
since these few experts cannot prepare
all of the material disseminated, their
understanding and know-how must be
transmitted to the operators. This, in
essence, explains the necessity for Information Policy Guidances.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. McVEYl.
Mr. McVEY. Mr. Chairman, the bill
under consideration today, H. R. 4740,
proposes that we spend $85,000,000 on
the Voice of America programs. It is
this project in this appropriation bill to
which I wish to direct our attention at
this moment.
We have been told repeatedly that
one of the aims of the Voice of America
is to expose communism as a diabolical
fraud and to convince the peoples of the
world of the superiority of our free democratic Government.
But just listen to this statement that
was broadcast by Norman Thomas on
the Voice of America on November 16,
1950. Thomas said that communism "is
police-state capitalism at its worst."
Thomas was asserting that communism
is a form of capitalism and that the two,
therefore, have a. great deal in common.
Mr. Thomas, the leading Socialist in
this country for man.y years, was trying, of course, to disown communism because he is embarrassed by the fact that
communism is the Marxist twin of so-
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cialism. Thomas was attempting to link
communism with our free enterprise
system-the system he is out to replace. I hardly need point out that it
is this same free-enterprise system that
the Socialist countries of the world keep
coming to beg for aid.
Here is another statement by Thomas
on the Voice of America:
I, and all Socialists, would oppose any effort to reinstate Chiang in China.

•

On that one. Thomas really let the cat
out of the bag. This Government's official position is supposed to be to s:ipport the legitimate government of Chma,
which is the one headed by Chiang. Yet
here are Thomas and the Voice of America telling the world we do not mean itthat we · have no use for Chiang's
government.
What is the alternative to . Chiang's
government? Only the Red government
that has been making war on us and the
other United Nations for 9 months.
What has Thomas to say about that
Red government? Just this:
No aid or recognition should be extended
t o Red China or Fascist Spain or Tito's Yugoslavia except under certain conditions, one
of which should be a pledge not to try to
impose their totalitarian ideology by force
upon neighboring lands.

There we have Thomas openly discussing the possibility of handing out
aid to the very Chinese Communists who
are the sworn enemies of America. All
that Thomas requires, apparently, is a
promise that the Chinese ~eds will c?nfine their killings to anti-Communists
in their own land.
I ask the Members of this House to
consider the effect of a message like this
one on the patriotic, freedom-loving
Chinese guerrillas on the mainland, who
are daily risking their lives to harass
the Communists and bring liberty back
to their country. What must they think
when they hear the United States Government's official radio berating their
legitimate government and discussing
the Communists in the friendliest of
terms? What must American soldiers
in Korea think when they hear the
United States Government radio discussing the possibility of giving handouts to the Reds?
The Voice of America is not a debating society. It is supposed to .be
exactly what its title says-the official
spokesman for this country, but the pe?ple of the United States have shown m
election after election that Norman
Thomas is not the one they would choose
as their spokesman. Norman Thomas
is entitled to hold all the Socialist views
he pleases· but Norman Thomas is not
entitled td promote socialism in other
countries on our own Government's
radio. Nor is the State Department entitled to assist in promulgating the leftwing line.
Broadcasts such as this cause me to
look with suspicion upon the management of the Voice of America. One is
constrained to feel that the best service
they could render the country would be
to resign and let the Voice become the
true Voice of America.
What is the difference between communism and socialism? Their end ob-
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jectives are the same: socialism, comThe CHAIRMAN. The gentleman has
munism, naturalization, or ~hatever consumed 2 minutes.
·
you .choose to call it means in the end
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, what
the same absolute control by a central is the situation with regard to the time?
government and the regimentation of
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
a people.
from New York [Mr. ROONEY] has 43
Now what is the Voice of America? minutes remaining. The gentleman
The people of other nations would like from Nebraska [Mr. STEFAN] has 25 minto know; they are confused. They can- utes remaining.
not understand why Y/e fight commuMr. ROONEY. I yield to the gentlenism abroad and protect it at home; they man from Georgia [Mr. PRESTON] such
do not understand why we protest so time as he may require.
loudly against socialism at home and
Mr. PRESTON. Mr. Chairman, I ask
support it in Great Britain; they can- unanimous consent to extend my renot understand why we fight commu- marks at that point in the RECORD folnism in Korea and lend aid to it in Yugo- lowing the remarks of the gentleman
slavia.
from Missouri [Mr. ARMSTRONG].
What is the true Voice of America?
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
It is time we find the answer to that
to the request of the gentleman from
question before we spend another $85,- Georgia?
000,000 in a venture of this kind. The
There was no objection.
place to begin such action is right here
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, am I
in the Congress of the United States.
correct in assuming that the gentleman
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the from Nebraska [Mr. STEFAN] has suffigentleman from Illinois has expired.
cient requests for time to consume his
Mr. ROONEY; Mr. Chairman, I yield entire 25 minutes?
myself such time as I may require.
Mr. STEFAN. Does the gentleman
Mr. Chairman, we have just heard have sufficient requests to consume his
another one of those speeches I have 45 minutes?
been talking about. I understand that
Mr. ROONEY. We do not expect to
up in the Press Gallery they have a pile use the 45 minutes.
of hand-outs this high. Those speeches
Mr. STEFAN. Will the gentleman .
have been prepared in a certain central yield some time now?
place and all directed to various a.nd
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
different points in the Voice of America i5 minutes to the gentleman from Texas
program. Up to now I think we have
[Mr. BENTSEN].
satisfactorily answered every one of
Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. Chairman, for
them. Insofar as the last speech is years those of us who have worked to
concerned, I feel that I must point o:it harness one of nature's greatest rethat Norman Thomas is known to mll- sources, water, have been attacked by
lions of Socialists and labor groups some as promoting pork-barrel projects.
around the world for his courageous But every so often nature takes steps to
anti-Communist stand. Whether we prove the worthiness of our endeavors.
agree with them or not, many of the The terrible havoc of floods in Missouri
countries to which the Voice of America · and Kansas last week has eclipsed the
broadcasts have important Socialist par- writings and voices of those shortties and populations. Some of these sighted opponents to such legislation.
people have tended in the pas~ to try to
Along the Rio Grande we, too, are faced
collaborate with the Communists, espe- with
problem of averting the damcially in Eastern Europe. Those are the ages the
floods. In the arid lands of
people we want to get to; those are the south of
Texas dams controlling the water
people who must be awakened. As an fiow serve
a multiple purpose. The
American, and conceding that we do not damages of flood
are averted, power is
agree with his socialistic ideas, Norman generated, and life-giving
of
Thomas helped the Voice of America to water are fully utilized to powers
bring into
do that job.
In one of his broadcasts Thomas bountiful pr,oductivity some of the coun~ .
made a direct appeal to the North Ko- try's most fertile soil.
Through the cooperation of the Conreans:
gress, the Appropriations Con;tmittee,
· The Kremlin has left us no choice but to
and particularly the understandmg and
meet armed aggression with armed defense.
[ also want to express my deep and abiding help of the able chairman of the Independent Offices Subcommittee, the gensympathy with the 800,000,000 victims of
tleman from New York [Mr. RooNEY],
Communist dictatorship in the Soviet . Em·
great strides have been taken in this copire, and with those now threatened by the
world-wide Communist conspiracy.
operative effort with Mexico to utilize
I who tell you this am myself a Socialist.
and control the waters of the Rio Grande.
I have been a sharp critic of many things
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, will the
in my own country that I want to change.
gentleman yield?
But no American wants anything in Korea
Mr. BENTSEN. I yield.
except peace for free people. We want nothMr. ROONEY. I wish to say to my
ing but the end of a war which has caused
the needless loss of blood.
distinguished friend, one of the ablest
Our sons fight for one reason and for one
Members of the House, in -connection
reason only-to stop Dictator Stalin'r. march
with the appropriations for the Interto world-wide conquest, using you North
·n ational Boundary Commission, United
Koreans as his dupes and tools.
states and Mexico, particularly in regard
In another one of his Voice of Amer- to the Falcon Dam, that his great interica broadcasts, speaking as a Socialist, est and convincing advice to this, comhe answered a resounding "No" to the mittee with regard to appropriations
question "Is America an imperialist therefor has resulted all alortg in past
power?"
years in the committee going along 100
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percent in such appropriations. I beNow as to the main -reason for my
lieve I bespeak the thoughts of every speech, "Why the United States has yet
member of the committee on both the to fulfill its part of the agreement."
majority and minority sides when I say
. It is my understanding that the State
that each year when we appropriate for Department has held up granting a fathe completion of . the Falcon Dam we vorable report on the project to the .Apadvance sufficient funds so that the propriations Committee for its considprogress of the project is not in the least eration on the grounds that the coninterfered with; and I say this is due in struction of this small international dam
great part to the interest and the con- would violate the President's policy genVincing advice of the gentleman from erally prohibiting new construction that
Texas.
is not for defense projects. I think that
Mr. BENTSEN. I thank the distin- generally the President's · directive is a
guished gentleman for those very kind wise policy; but as in most over-all diremarks. They are somewhat embar- rectives there are instances in which it
rassing, but I enjoy them.
is not only not practical but in actuality
Mr. KEATING. Mr. Chairman, will does not achieve the objective to which
the gentleman yield?
it is directed. In instances such as this,
Mr. BENTSEN. I yield.
judgment and common sense must be
Mr. KEATING. It is not clear to me used in exercising such directives.
from the record and the bill itself, and
First, this is not a new construction,
perhaps the gentleman can clear it up, within the meaning of the President's
or the chairman . of the subcommit- directive, but is simply a part of the
tee-Am I correct that this provision for lower Rio Grande flood-control project
construction on page 9 of the bill is and has always been in .the plans for
entirely new?
.that project.
Mr. BENTSEN. · No; that is not correct.
At the joint meeting of the Interna. Mr. !(EATING. The report shows for tional .Boundary and Water Commisthis item of construction an increase of ·sion between the United States and Mex$12,700,000 over last .year.
ico in 1932 this plan was outlined · in
. Mr. BENTSEN. That is because the detail. As revealed in the engineering
construction is in full swing now.
report, the original plan of the lower
· Mr. KEATING. In other words, last Rio Grande flood-control project conyear it was just getting started.
templated two diversion dams to divide
Mr. BENTSEN. Yes. The original the floods in the Rio Grande about
treaty went into force in 1944 between equally between the two countries so as
-the United States and Mexico, but the to restrict the flow in the lower reaches
preliminary work of drawing plans and of the river. The original plans for this
the working out of negotiations with . project were approved by both Govern-Mexico on a division of the cost have .ments, except that the Government of
taken this much time.
Mexico withheld approval of the conSince the beginning of my tenure in struction and operation of the proposed
Congress, funds have been appropriated diversion structures pending an agree:.
by Congress which has resulted in the ment regarding the division of the
beginning of an international dam at waters of the river between the two
Falcon on the Rio Grande. This is a ·countries. The treaty between the
magnificent example of how two democ- . United States and Mexico dated Februracies can work together to develop the ary 3, 1944, resulted in that anticipated
. resources of their countries as the costs agreement.
and construction are shared etween
Without a diversion dam built at
Mexico and the United States.
Anzalduas, the floods of the Rio Grande
Mexico has shown even more vision will flow on down the river to a highly
than this country in developing this
damaging extent. Heretofore, these
natural resource. The joint efforts are . floods have resulted primarily in damundertaken under the treaty entered
age to Mexican lands since the levee
into between the United States and Mex- system on the Mexican side was not as
ico in 1944.
. substantial as that on the American side
This treaty provides for additional · and was inadequate to cope with these
dams needed to fully harness the river. · floods. Now, however, with .increasing
One of such dams is a small flood-con- developments in Mexico the Mexican
trol and diversion dam, costing approxi- levee system has been improved and
mately $6,000,000 located at the Anzal- strengthened so that floods reaching the
duas site. The cost to the United States · river channel in the vicinity of Brownswould be approximately $3,000,000 for ville, .Tex., will damage lands and strucits half. In anticipation of the United tures on the United States side as well
States completing its part ·of the bilat- as on· the Mexican side.
eral agreement, Mexico has constructed a
Both in fairness to Mexico, in order to
huge multi-million-dollar gravity canal protect lands in the United States, and
to the point where the Anzalduas Dam is in living up to our contractual agreement, it is necessary to provide the
expected to be constructed. This Mexican canal is schedu ed to be completed agreed effective diversion of the flood
this month, but as yet the dam which waters before they reach · the lower
would help control damaging floods and reaches of ·the river. This can be acdivert the water into the canal for a
complished only by. a diversion dam at
useful purpose is not built, has not been the Anzalduas site. The plan has been
commenced, r..or even had the money modified to result in a substantial savappropriated for it by this country.
ing over the original plan which called
Mexico is anxious for its early comple- for two such diversion dams. Since
tion, has authorized it, a!ld has the funds this was an agreed project with Mexico
set aside for its construction.
many years in advance.of the President's
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directive against construction of new
projects, it does not come under·the new
project classification.
Now as to the practical effects of this
directive if it is used to delay the construction of this essential dam. It will
be injurious to our good relations to
Mexico. They have spent many millions
of dollars constructing a gravity canal
on their side of the river in anticipation
of the dam's construction with joint participation with the United States. Furthermore, it is my understanding in any
event, even sh01.ild the United States fail
to live up to its part of the contract, and
thereby incur Mexico's ill will, Mexico
intends to .build the dam without United
States participation. This is a right
which Mexico has under the treaty.
However, if the· United States unreasonably delays the construction of the
dam and does not participate in it, it
will be designed entirely for Mexican
irrigation use and will not be available
for the use of the United States as a ·
flood-control dam. Furthermore, should
the fertile Rio Grande Valley on the
United States side decide to construct a
similar gravity canal to that which has
been constructed in Mexico, they would
be unable to use it for diversion purposes
and would be forced to go to great additional unnecessary expense by building
another dam whereas the one now contemplated could serve both sides and all
purposes.
One of the purposes of the President's
directive is assumed to have been to curb
inflation. Yet this country, through the
Export-Import Ban.k, has already set up
a credit for the use of Mexico in the construction of their part of the dam, and
Mexico has indicated that if we fail to
live up to our part of the agreement, they
will supplement that sum with suffi~ient
money to build the entire dam. Therefore, whether or not we join, as we are
obligated to do in the construction of this
dam, will have no effect on the additional
money being expended, this country
financing the project, and the objective
of an inflation curb on this project is
nullified.
Another important objective of the
President's directive was to save on critical materials. Yet, since Mexico intends
to build the dam in any event, the materials will be used and therefore once
again in practice the directive is not
effect~ve on this project.
Many of the
critical materials will unquestionably
· come from this country.
In summation, if the State Department
continues to refuse to issue a favorable
report on the project because of its belief that its construction should be
stopped by the President's directive
against the construction of new projects
not pertaining to the defense effort, then
the dam will be built by Mexico regardless. We will have failed to live up to
our agreement, no critical materials will
be saved, inflatfon will not be curbed, the
United States will finance its construction, and United States tax payers will
be denied the benefit of its use.
. I have tak~n this opportunity to address the House to ask their assistance
on the project and tlhe assistance of the
Appropriations ·Committee should the
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Senate decide to appropriate the neces- construction will result in difficulties in
sary funds for its construction or should the future.
the State Department decide to exercise
. In the case of the Libby project, the
common sense and good judgment in Canadians have made unwarranted de. applying the President's directive on mands upon us that should be· opposed
new projects and issue a favorable re
by the American section of the Interport on the project.
national Joint Commission.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
The Commission needs the support of
such time as he may desire to the gen- Congress in the effort it is making to
tleman from Montana [Mr. D'EWART]. protect our rights in these international
Mr. D'EWART. Mr. Chairman, I problems, and I am sure that support will
have been very much interested in what be forthcoming.
the gentleman from Texas has said in
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
regard to the international boundary sit- lC minutes to the gentleman from
uation in Texas. We have similar prob- Washington . [Mr. MACK].
lems in Montana in connection with the
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, will
·
boundary between our country and the gentleman yield?
. Mr. MACK of Washington . . I yield to
Canada.
In our case the agency concerned is the gentleman from New York.
Mr. ROONEY. I want to congratuthe International Joint Commission. It
has jurisdiction over all waters that arise late the gentleman. He is the first genon or cross over the boundary between tleman on the minority side to walk
down to the well of the House today
the United States and Canada.
I often feel' that these organizations without a mimeographed speech in his
do not receive all of the support and . hand.
Mr. MACK of Washington. Mr.
·e ncouragement to which they are entitled. Their work is not done in the Chairman, the very able gentleman from .
limelight of publicity; nor does it con- NE;braska [Mr. STEFAN] yesterday, in a
cern matters that make headlines. It very eloquent and most informative
is, however, one of the most important speech revealed some most enlightening
contributions that is being made by any and startling facts and figures on the
agency toward the betterment of rela- cost of our American State Department
tionships between the United States and and on its failure to make real progress
Canada and the development of resources in the fight against Communist exfor the mutual benefit of the two nations. .p ansion.
The gentleman from Nebraska said
Much credit for the success of the
International Joint Commission is due yesterday that in 1938 there were apthe Honorable A. 0. Stanley, who is proximately 5,000 employees on the paychairman of the United ·States section :rolls of the State Department. Today,
o'f the Joint Commission, a former dis- 12 years later, there are almost 29,000
tinguished member of the Senate. His employees in this Department. This is
·colleagues, Mr. Roger B. McWhorter, of ·a fivefold expansion in number of emthe Federal Power Commission, and Mr. ployees in a brief 12-year period.
The gentleman from Nebraska pointed
Eugene W. Weber, of the Corps of Engineers, are unusually capable men. They out that in 1938 the total cost of operatare doing a good job of representing our ing the State Department was less than
.$20,000,000. For the coming year, the
interests.
In the case of references now before State Department has asked for approthe Commission affecting waters of great priations totaling more than $283,000,importance to Montana, I find that our 000. The money asked for operation of
Commissioners are handicapped to some the State Department during the comdegree by the fact that the Dominion ing year is almost 15 times as was reGovernment and the governments of the quired by that Department 12 years ago.
Furthermore, between 1939 and 1951,
Provinces are pushing ahead with considerable speed on vast new projects to our country has given in gifts and grants
make beneficial use of water resources. to supposed and· potential allies in EuOur own program because of the war rope and Asia more than $101,000,000,effort has been so curtailed that we are 000 of American taxpayers' dollars. This
not · able to match the Canadian prog- is equivalent to $700 each for every man,
ress. There is considerable danger that woman and child in our country and to
we will find that our delay is costing us $2,800 for each average family in the
the use of some of the waters to which Nation.
Most of this give-away program and
we are entitled. ·This situation complicates the work of Senator Stanley and all of this huge expansion of payrolls
his colleagues, but I am aqle to report and costs in the State Department was
that they have conducted the negotia- done on the claim that it would restrain
tions· with great tact and have endeav- the expansion of communism.
We, of the Congress, have the duty of
ored to safeguard our interests at all
inquiring, Has the State Department
times.
.
A definite agreement has been made done a good job with these scores of
in the Belly-Wharton reference that no billions in restraining the expansion of
new use of the water after the date of communism? Let us look at the record.
In 1945 there were 179,000,000 people
the reference will be considered as binding in any way upon the ultimate deci- in the world who were under Commu. sion of the CommissioI). This agree- nist domination. Today, 6 years later,
ment is good as far as it goes, but the after vastly expanding the payrolls and
· Canadians are far ahead of us in mak- ·the spending of the State Department
ing programs for the beneficial use of and after throwing scores of billions of
the water of these rivers and, if our dollars of taxpayers' money all over the
rights are not further protected, this world, there are 790,000,000 people who
4
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are under the control of Russian communism.
' This record must force any thoughtful
citizen to the .inevitable conclusion that
our State Department, as now constituted and as it has been constitUted
during recent years, has made a complete and utter failure of curbing the
spread of communism. It has talked
much but accomplished little. The. more
Congress has given to the State Department to spend and the more it has spent,
the faster communism has spread and
the stronger communism has grown.
Surely such a record reveals the record
of the State Department as one of cog:iplete failure.
. ·
·
Because of this record of State Department failure in the mission to re. strain the expansion of communism; the
Congress should employ every means at
its disposal to express to the President
and the country its lack of confidence
in the present State Department leadership. Because of the State Department's
continued and repeated failures to curb
the spread of communism, the Congress
should, by its action on. this bill, express to the President that the State
Department should be reorganized in the
hope that under more able and mo.re realistic leaders we can accomplish what
the. present State Department leaders
have failed to do.
·
·
There will be amendments offered to
this bill which will be designed to express
·the disapproval of Congress to present
State Department leadership. I shall
vote for such an amendment because I
am convinced that oniy by a reorganization and thorough .house cleaning of
the State Department can we adequately
protect the security of .t he American
people.
In a critical time such as that in whicn
we now live we must have the best State
Department that can ·be obtained. We
cannot afford to trust the security of our
people to a foreign affairs leadership
which has piled failure upon failure.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
·10 minutes to the gentleman from
Georgia [Mr. PRESTON].
Mr. PRESTON. Mr. . Chairman, I
have a very high re~ard for the able
gentleman from the State of Washington [M.r. MACK], who just spoke. He is
a fine Representative and he is my very
warm friend. But, I am quite surprised
·that we would charge the State Department with the responsibility of the
existence of 700,000,000 · Communist
·sympathizers in the world today. I do
not know what the Republican Party
and the Republican Members in Con.gress expect of the State Department
.but apparently they expect the State
Department to force the thinking of this
country on the people all over the world.
Well, my friends, I think we have' to take
·stock at home and find out in which
direction we are trying to go. We have
no right to say to the people of the
·world that our philosophy is the correct
philosophy, but we do have a responsibility to expose them to it, and that is
what we are trying to do through the
State Department and through our information service.

I
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I want to caution you about one thing repudiating the Government of the
I would be the last one to say that we
must compel people to accept our doc- when you try to evaluate this program. United States in all of its foreign actrine. We do not believe in that. We When you say it has not done anything, tivities. It will completely repudiate our
do not compel people in our own country you know you cannot measure the good foreign policy, including our entry into
to accept it. You are not compelled to this program does. You know you can- Korea.
accept it, and to charge our Govern- not go behind the iron curtain to find
What do you think our allies in Westment with responsibility for the growth out how effective it is. You know that . ern Europe are going to say to that, and
of communism is absurd. My friend the to begin with. Yet you say repeatedly the small countries in Asia the four
gentleman from Washington [Mr. here today that it has failed. The net countries that recently joined the speMACK] knows better. But I am glad result shows a favorable balance in favor cialized agencies of the United Nationsthat he did come down and express his of what we have tried to accomplish. countries that have just come into existviews right out of his heart, ·rather than
You will acknowledge that there is not ence. Why, they will say this is a poor
from one of these prepared documents. a se:i."ious threat in this country to our nation to follow-a country that will
Seeing Members come to the floor of falling under the domination of com- repudiate its foreign policy completely.
the House today with speeches that munism. You must further admit that If this amendment is adopted it means
someone has put into their hands, say- Western Europe remains free today as the Congress will repudiate our Governing, "You go down in the well and sa.Y a result of the dollars we have spent and ment all over the world. That is exactly
this whether you think it or not. This the program we have carried to them, what this amendment that the gentleis what we up in the National Repub- the program of rehabilitation. Yes, it man from California plans to offer will
lican Committee headquarters believe, . has cost, true enough, but they are free do.
but you say it for us," reminds me some- today. England is free, our main bulMr. FERNANDEZ. Mr. Chairman,
what of the Shakespearean play, when wark. It is up to us to continue a pro- will the gentleman yield?
Othello threw a big party at his house, gram that will guarantee that Western
Mr. PRESTON. I yield.
and everybody got drunk, and Othello Europe shall remain free.
Mr. FERNANDEZ. The gentleman
got a little too much to drink. In the
We have not spent much money in from Washington [Mr. MACK], is utterkitchen his father remonstrated with Asia. The majority of the money we
in error when he states that 790,000,him and Othello seized a butcher knife have spent has gone into Western Eu- ly
000
people who are under the domination
and' killed him. Eve:ybody got excited rope. I think any fair-minded person of the
Kremlin are Communists. The
and fled. There was Othello with his will admit, when you consider the fact world knows
that millions of these peofather dead on the floor. He looked at that production in every Western Eu- . ple are not Communists,
and someday
the knife dripping with blood and think- ropean country today is higher than at they will rise against the Kremlin.
ing that he had done in his drunkenness any time prior to World War II, and
Mr. PRESTON. Yes, they are a sup·said something like this, "O God, that that their economic life is much higher, pressed
people.
,
men should put an enemy in their that it has paid off. I was there reMr. CHELF. Mr. Chairman, will the
mouths, to steal away their brains cently. I saw full employment and prosthat we should, with pleasance, revel, perity. I saw France in a condition that gentleman yield?
Mr. PRESTON. I yield to the gentleand applause, transform ourselves into it has not been in in many years. She
beasts."
is one of our principal allies. England man from Kentucky.
Mr. CHELf. I agree with what the
These good friends of ours over here has gotten into the condition, as a reare simply letting the Republican head- sult of our help, that she voluntarily distinguished gentleman from Georgia
quarters downtown steal away their said, "We shall not ask you for further just said about the proposed amendment
thinking on this proposition. You get economic assistance." This has all come that seeks to "get Acheson" but cutting
these fellows off one by one and talk-to ~bout in the brief span of 7 years, since out his salary. For the record, let me
them, and they will not admit that they World War II ended. Those are the say that I do not carry any brief for
think the Voice of America ought to be things that count. There is your tan- the Secretary of State. Fact is, I have
destroyed. They say we need an in- gible proof of what we are doing with never been an admirer of Secretary
formation service. But by their actions our money. It is there and it is indis- Acheson at all. However, in this parin the House they would kill it.
putable. It cannot be denied. We have ticular instance I do not propose to allow
my personal feelings to sway my sense of
Let me tell you what Y.OU do. You do accomplished things with it.
one of two things, and I say this to my
At the same time we are doing that fairness. Now I would not say that the
friends on the right side of the aisle as we are building a great wall outside of amendment that is to be offered cutting
well. You either grant this appropria- this country which · will guarantee to out his salary is a cowardly approach-I
tion for the information service of $85,- us that . the foot of the aggressor shall had rather be charitable and say it just
000,000 to operate a normal program or,
never be placed on the shores of our is not the honorable or proper way to go
if you do not believe in that, do not Nation, and that our wives and children about it.
offer an amendment to cut it $5,000,000 shall be protected and our homes will
A lot of my colleagues here often goodor $10,000,000, offer an amendment ab- not be destroyed as those in Western naturedly kid me about Kentucky feuds.
solutely to wipe it out. You must make Europe have been, time and time again. v~ell, there is one thing about us Ken ...
that choice. You have the right to do
Mr. PRICE. Mr. Chairman, will tpe tuckians-if we should have our difthat. I think that is what you had bet- gentleman yield?
ferences-and tempers should tlareter do. You must make up your mind
Mr. PRESTON. I yield.
and in the heat. and passion that might
whether you are going to have an inMr. PRICE. I wonder just how thor- result-firearms should come into playformation service in this country or oughly the Republican National Com- thank God, the shooting is always done
whether yo/u are not going to have it. mittee has investigated the background face to face and not from behind the
If you are not willing to pay the price,
of the public relations men who have back. We Kentuckians, yes all Amerijust destroy it. The country will suffer. written all these canned speeches. It is cans, love good sportsmanship and fair
The world will suffer as a result of it. evidently ah organized attempt to dis- play. So if we want to fire at Acheson,
But this organized effort to sandbag the credit the American State Department. let us do it honorably and fairly, but
information service does not reflect My personal opinion is that it plays right
credit on your party or the members of into the hands of the Russian Govern- above all, let us . do it to his face. Aim
at him between the eyes, if you must,
the party in Congress who are trying ment . .
for heaven's sake, let us not be guilty
to kill it.
Mr. PRESTON. Of course it does. but
Our generation has a grave responsi- And this absurd amendment which the in the House of Representatives of the
bility. We as Members of Congress have gentleman from California is going to United States of ambushing the man
a grave responsibility. We have chosen propose will be the finest propaganda from the rear. It just is not American.
this as a medium for our generation to : that Russia could seize upon. If this We do not do things that way. For this
carry the principles in which · we so · amendment should be adopted, an reason, I shall not support any amendfirmly believe throughout the world. If amendment which the Supreme Court ment designed to cut out his salary or to
it fails, it is money well spent. We has already held is absolutely illegal, it get him by any other means by circumtried.
will put this Congress in the position of vention, camouflage, or subterfuge.
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Mr. PRESTON. A person's sense of
fairness would not permit him to do
that.
·
Yes, Mr. Chairman, tomorrow and
Thursday will be important days in the
history of this country. Our action will
have a far-reaching effect, dnd if you
people on this side of the aisle, and some
misguided individuals on our side do not
take stock of what you are about to do,
you ~re going to do things which will
cause irreparable harm-harm that we
cannot recover from.
As I said not too long ago to one Member who was speaking, "When you people
attack the Voice of America, it is like a
young lawyer who is just out of law
school and trying a case for the first
time, and expecting him to go into court
and be a Clarence Darrow." We are
new at this business of operating an international propaganda machine and we
are going through the trial-and-error
stage. We are likely to make mistakes,
but we should give them time to develop
some degree of perfection. Russia is an
old hand at this business of propaganda.
She is a past master. She knows the
game and has no ethics. It is effective
and she gets the results. That is where
you get your seven hundred million sympathizers. It is not because of the conduct of America. No country in the history of the world or the history of civilization that has existed for 10,000 years
has ever performed the fine acts of charity and altruism that this United States
Government has performed in the last
7 years. It will pay off in the long run.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Georgia [Mr. PRESTON]
has expired.
Mr . STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
3 minutes to the gentleman from Idaho
[Mr. WoonJ.
Mr. WOOD of Idaho. Mr. Chairman,
what an utterly naive people we are.
We are dealing in the United Nations
with nations of nationalists, with isolationists, if you please. We are the only
internationalist .country in the world.
Our fellow nations in the unholy United
Nations are "gimme" nations. We are
just the poor, foolish givers.
Our officials in the Voice of America
talk with a feeble, fuzzy language, making a great to-do in the mouthing of
mere platitudes, half-truths, or, as we
have learned this afternoon, statements
by our official speakers that America
stands for a world government, that this
idea is growing by leaps and bounds in
America, or other still worse heresies,
bordering upon out and out communism.
Cannot you conceive the huge bellylaughs with which these piffling programs are received in the he-man countries behind the iron curtain? For at
the very worst the supposed recipients
.
of these programs are not half men.
Mr. Chairman, I believe in the voice
of America. I want to hear _the voice
of America. I expect to vote for it. But
the voice of America I shall listen for
will be heard in the thunder of the machines stamping out airplanes. It is
going to be heard in the sizzling crash
of the white-hot furnaces turning out
big guns. It is going to be heard in the
measured cadence of · marching feet, of

our wonderful army of home boys,
marching under the Star-Spangled Banner, not any mongrel spider banner of
a foreign- and traitor-born iµeology,
marching only in the defense of our
homeland, this beautiful America of
ours.
· That is the kind of a Voice of America
Stalin understands. It needs no interpreter, nor treasonable wolves in sheep's
clothing to put it out over the radio, or
through a bought and subsidized press.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Iowa.
[Mr. GROSS].
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, I hope
that when I have concluded what I
have to say, no one will be bra·sh enough
to rise to the floor of this House and
say that someone put words in my
mouth. I do not do business that way.
What I write and what I have to say I
do on my own responsibility.
Mr. Chairman, heavily burdened taxpayers have every right to doubt that
they are getting their money's worth out
of one of the most expensive subdivisions
of the State Department. I refer to the
Voice of America.
For that reason, I will read to the
House from an article written by John
Crosby, columnist for the New York
Herald Tribune and other newspapers,
and widely recognized as an expert on
radio. This year he went to Paris and
sent back a report on the Voice of America, writing as follows on May 24, 1951:
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Yesterday the gentleman gave us a
long dissertation on how the Republicans have gone on a hunting expedition
with Dean Acheson as their target. Mr.
RooNEY says the Republicans started
with a blunderbuss and are now using a
sharpshooter's rifle. If the gentleman
from New York is the hunting expert
that he infers he is he should know
that the Republicans are making progress. ·
Out in the Midwest it is the mark of
an excellent hunter-a mark of real
progress in the handling of guns-when
he can shift from a scattergun to a rifle
and still hit a dodging, shifty targetsuch as Dean Acheson.
In his discourse of yesterday, the gentleman from New York said this:
First of all, a hunter obeys the laws. The
supremr: law of the land specifically says you
cannot hunt and shoot an Acheson-or any
other similar game--with such a sharpshooting rifle as the hunter has now taken into
his hands. He has no license for such
hunting.

I assume that when the gentleman
speaks of the supreme law of the land
he is referring to the Constitution of the
United States. I am not aware of anything in the Constitution that sets up a
prohibition or in any way compels the
taking out of a license by any citizen to
freely citicize and compel proper performance on the part of any public of-.
ficial. On the contrary, the Constitution
is explicit in its provision for free speech
and free press. Nor is there anything in
As for the Voice of Americathe Constitution that prohibits the offerSaid Crosbying of an amendment to any bill to come
it is, according to all evidence, not heard
before Congress. Of course, we are all
in Paris. That does not mean it is not
aware that during the past 20 years,
broadcast in Paris. It is broadcast here (in
and particularly the last 6 years, there
Paris), but, as I say, not heard. An acquainthas been a growing disregard for the
ance of mine expressed it aptly: "You can
always tell when the Voice of America is
plain provisions of the Constitution.
on the air by leaning out the windows.But getting back to the so-called
You'll hear the click of radios being turned
hunting expedition, the gentleman from
off all over Paris."
New York, being the expert hunter that
There you have an on-the-scenes re"'.' he is, should know that something more
port by columnist John Crosby, a recog- than a license and a gun is required.
nized expert on radio and reportedly
The hunter must know whether the
widely read and followed by the so- season is open or closed on the game
called intellectual circles in New York, which he seeks. The game in this case
most of whom look with high favor on is a public official and the gentleman
the State Department and everything it well knows that never in the history of
this country has there been a closed seadoes.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, will son on public officials, including Members of Congress, and certainly there is
the gentleman yield?
Mr. GROSS. When I have finished. not and should not be a closed season
Mr. ROONEY. I am addressing the · on the present Secretary of State.
Dean Acheson is one of the reasons
Chair.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentle- why the American people are bewildered
man from Iowa yield to the gentleman and confused. They cannot understand
why a Cabinet officer, as thoroughly.disfrom New York?
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, I re- credited as Acheson, was not long ago
removed from office.
fuse to yield.
The responsibility rests with President
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman deTruman and his failure to act has left
clines to yield.
Mr. GROSS. I will yield to the gen- Congress with no other alternative than
tleman when I have finished if t have to use the medium afford,e d by this legisthe time or if the gentleman will yield lation to compel action that is in the
me additional time. The gentleman interest of and for the welfare of the
from New York knows that I have only United States of America.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, we
4 minutes.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I want for a mo .. have but one more speaker. I wish the
ment to turn to the speech made yester .. gentleman would use his time now.
Mr. STEFAN. How much time does
day on the floor of the House by the
gentleman from New .York [Mr. Roo- the gentleman from New York have, Mr.
Chairman:
NEYJ.
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The CHAIRMAN. - The · gentleman want what we have they had better look
from New York has 23 minutes remain- to their governments. They had better
. ing.
define th.e powers of government. They
. Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield had better retain to individuals certain
5 minutes to the gentleman from Cali- inalienable rights that even a "gimme"
program by a power-seeking executive
fornia [Mr. WERDEL].
Mr. WERDEL. Mr. Chairman, I am cannot take away from them, even if he
one of those who hope that we can have packs the courts. That is what the
a good Voice of America. I know that Voice of America had better tell Euwe do have one, whether we want it or rope, because that is America.
not. That voice is speaking; it is speakThen we had better tell Europe that
ing right in this House, Mr. Chairman. we are doing things that they had better
This bill has been under considera- not do. That we in this legislative body
tion for several months; it has been de- have resolved that we are going to deliberately delayed from being presented fine the difference between coveting your
upon this floor for several months. On neighbor's goocls as an individual and
our side of the aisle questions have been doing it collectively by groups called
asked in general debate, Mr. Chairman, unions or political parties.
presumably to be answered by gentleMr. Chairman, one of the basic remen on the other side of the aisle. Those quirements for a good information servof us who wanted to understand this ice is agility. I mean the information
subject stayed here on the floor wait- service must be able to think faster and
ing for the answers. But the gentle- act faster than its opposition. If the
man from New York is speechless. Yes; United States Information Service is to
he has prepared this subject much as be worth the millions it is costing, it
he might have prepared a rape case in must be able to beat the Reds · to the
Brooklyn, using that kind of snotty re- punch when it comes to landing propmarks that might be attractive to a aganda blows. In these days of injury. No answer has been made to the stantaneous communication, worldallegations on this side of the aisle in wide opinion may be formed in a matter
. general debate. We are now at the end of hours, even on the most important
of it or approaching the -end of it. '
subjects. Speed and decision should be
The questions raised by the people of the watchwords of our information prothis country are not replied to because gram.
the gentleman is speechless. There is
I am sorry that the Voice of America
no answer.
and related activities, as operated by
I thank God there is a Republican Assistant Secretary of State Edward W.
Party. If that party was not opposed Barrett, are about as agile as a rheuto the Secretary of State and the State matic rhinoceros. Red tape, lethargy,
Department, unanimously opposed, pre- and inertia are the order of the day.
senting questions to be answered by the Sometimes it seems that Mr. Barrett's
gentleman from New York in his time, staff is so preoccupied with writing
I certainly would leave the Republican lengthy interoffice memos and with
Party, a party that I joined in 1935 after fussing over trivial housekeeping details
the "gimme" state started because I · that they have little tima left for anticommunist propaganda.
knew it should be opposed.
For instance, an article in Pathfinder
Yes, the voice of America is speaking.
It is speaking. Delayed hearings-tak- magazine of May 16, 1951, cited the foling up important legislation when no- lowing typical example of how the Voice
body is here-do not debate the subject, operates:
make a few wisecracks which part of
An expert proposes a new program for the
the fourth estate, kept by this adminis- Campaign of Truth. The idea goes to Charles
tration, can use ill their part of the free M. Hulten, general manager of the Voice.
press to take half truths and misstate- Hulten relays the idea to Edward W. Barrett,
Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs.
ments to a free people. The voice of Barrett
it to James E. Webb, Under
America is saying these things through Secretarysends
of State. Webb sends it to a comthe chairman of this subcommittee.
mittee. The committee sends it to Secretary
Yes, the voice of America is SPt?aking. of State Dean G. Acheson. Then, if the idea
The voice of America is writing, if you is approved, it follows the same route back.
please. It is writing a great new opera. · Frequently, by the time it reaches the· desk
The gentlemen in this House who think of the man who is to execute it, it is so out
that this Government has not stimu- of date as to be completely useless.
lated communism are entirely wrongAnother instance of bureaucratic slowthey are entirely wrong-because when ness ·is the fiasco of the proposed buildthat ·opera is finally written there will ing purchase in New York. Last August
be a high chorus chanting, "Gimme, State Department officials appeared begimme, gimme" and as minority pres- fore .the House Appropriations Commitsure groups, political bribery programs, tee with an urgent request for funds to
march over the stage they will chant in buy a building in New York. They testia low chorus, "Gimme mine, gimme fied that such a building was sorely needmine, gimme mihe."
ed in order to consolidate their scattered
Yes, the voice of America is speak- operations, and they promised they could
ing. We have a deceptive one that costs move within a month or two after the
us $100,000,000 a year, telling the people building had been acquired. The State
of Europe who know Stalin does not Department witnesses emphasized that
want war, that we are going to fight. It the Voice operation was being badly
is this Voice of America, the salaried handicapped through lack of proper faVoice of America, that tells Stalin he cilities.
better fight today.
The committee accordingly appropriMr. Chairman, the Voice of America ated $3,000,000 to meet the emergency.
should be telling Europe that if they Yet today, almost 1 year later, no build-
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ing has been acquired. - ~No wonder the
gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
FLoon] called this building situation a
"confounded ridiculous comedy of errors,
or amalgamation of stupidity and negligence and dereliction of duty."
· If the present Voice of America cannot
unwind its own red tape with $3,000,000
in hand and over a year in which to find
a place to hang its hat, how can it match
wits with Reds in a score of countries
around the world?
Still another shocking example of
Voice of America fumble-bumbling is
found in the hearings before the Appropriations Committee. This one concerns purchase of radio receivers to be
given away free to potential-and I use
the word "potential" advisedly-Voice ,
listeners in foreign countries. In July
1950 Voice officials told an Appropriations subcommittee that this was an
emergency project, and they assured the
subcommittee that the receivers could be
delivered in about 3 months at the rate
of 20,000 a month. The sets were to
cost $15 each, and $2,694,000 was made
available, or enough to buy 179,600 sets.
But at the time appropriations hear- ings were held early this year, the only
progress on this so-called emergency
project was a trial order for 2, 750 sets
that had been placed on December 6
1950, by which time the price had rise~
to $35 a set.
A committee investigator attributed
the delay to administrative dawdling,
He continued:
The files disclose that there was considerable shifting of responsibility for the project.
Responsibility for various phases thereof was
parceled out to several individuals, and there
was no one individual held directly accountable for insuring that whatever obstacles
existed were expeditiously handled so that
invitation to bid could be promptly issued.

And that is how the State Department
is waging psychological warfare.
· The gentleman from New York [Mr.
ROONEY] commented as follows regarding the increase in price to about $35:
My constituents would think I was becoming senile if I were to go for $35 a set.

I will cite just one more example. In
the 1950 supplemental appropriation,
there was included an item of $10,475,000
for construction of six new broadcasting
stations so that the Voice could pierce
the iron curtain. This project, like many
others, was represented to be an emergency. Yet when Charles M. Hulten,
general manager of the State Department's information and education activities, was testifying on March 8, 1951,
he admitted that not a single one of
these stations has been completed. In
fact, the slowdown was so bad that the
National Security Council had to step in
during December 1950 and tell the St ate
Department to hurry up and get the
stations built.
No one is more eager than I for an
effective Voice of America, but the instances I have described make clear that
the Voice as now m.anaged and operated
has a mouth fU:ll of red tape and barely
reaches beyond the confines of Foggy
Bottom.
The CHAIRMAN. .The time of the
gentleman from California has expired.
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Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself such time as I may require.
Mr. Chairman, I believe the gentleman
from California in his remarks-just now
made-and I was not listening intently
at the moment because I was conferring
here at the committee table-stated
something about my defending a rape
case in Brooklyn. Let me assure the
gentleman and this House that I have
never def ended a rape case in Brooklyn
or anywhere else, but I have prosecuted
many rape cases in Brooklyn and I will
prosecute vigorously insofar as I am able
any case wherein the rape is against the
integrity of the United States of America.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. O'KoNsKIJ to close the debate on our side.
Mr. O'KONSKI. Mr. Chairman, the
Voice of America will always be what
the people of America and particularly
the State Department makes it. You
cannot have an effective Voice of America unless you have an effective State
Department with effective, honorable,
and most of all, consistent policies.
Let me ask you in all sincerity this
question: What can the Voice of America say, for instance to the people behind
the iron curtain, when we have a State
Department that endorses the risk of
150,000 war casualties in Korea, and at
the same time the same State Department refuses to take any action and
pays ransom, in fact, to the Communist
Government that they have in Hungary
in order to get a man like Vogeler free?
What can the Voice of _America say to
the freedom-loving people of the world
when we have an inconsistent policy,
where we are willing to risk more than
150,000- war casualties in Korea and yet
countries behind the iron curtain incarcerate American citizens, imprison them,
and there is no protest whatever and no
effective action taken by the Department
of State? Any voice coming from the
State Department or any voice coming
as regards the defense of the United
States of America in regard to that inconsistent policy would have no effect
throughout the world whatever. What
is it that the Voice of America can say,
for instance, to the people behind the
iron curtain in Poland? What is it that
the Voice of America can say about that
government that they have in Poland?
Was it not the Government of the
United States at Yalta that helped establish that government? Was it not
the Government of the United ·States
that helped formulate the government
that they now have in Czechoslovakia,
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, part of Austria,
and Hungary? How we must look to the
eyes of the world when we at Yalta met
in conference with two other men who
set themselves ·up above God and set up
a ·government which brought communism to them. Is the Voice of America
now .to say: "Do not believe that government that we set up for you. Overthrow that government that we set up
for you."
I feel sorry for Mr. Barrett. It is the
last job I want to have as head of the
Voice of America, to keep up with the
gyrations and the incpnsistencies of the
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present Department of State. One State Department. That is why we are
would have to be more than a genius in losing and Russia is winning.
order to organize and manipulate an efMr. STEFAN. Mr. Chairman, I have
fective Voice of America.
no further speakers on this side, but beFor instance; how can the Voice of fore concluding the debate on this side
America justify three different positions of the aisle I want to take this opporthat we had in the last 5 years in Korea? tunity of thanking the chairman of the
How could the Voice of America sell any committee for his courtesy during this
one of those three policies to the world? debate.
How can the Voice of America justify to
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the world the three different policies .the gentleman from Nebraska.
that we have had in the last 5 years reI now yield 5 minutes to the gentleman
garding Korea? How can the Voice of from
America, for instance, justify, just a bate. Florida [Mr. BENNETT] to close defew months ago, where the Department
Mr. BENNETT of Florida. Mr. Chairof State was saying that Franco was a
dictator; we do not want to do business man, closing this debate is a distinction
with Spain, and now we do -business with which I do not merit, but one which I
them? Now, what kind of a Voice of will try to fulfill to the best of my ability.
In hearing the debate which has taken
America would we have if it attempted to
keep up with gyrations from one day place we have heard a number of things
about the State Department and the
to the next of our State Department?
I feel sorry for Mr. Barrett. He has Voice of America which I should like to
an impossible task to perform. You comment on and which I think are imcannot have an effective Voice of Amer- portant for us to think about. First of
ica until you have an effective and hon- all, with regard to the State Department
orable Department of State that stands it has been charged that it has had in~
for one thing throughout the world, and consistent policies. Obviously, as times
only one thing. How can the Voice of change there must be change in poliAmerica, for instance, justify our State cies, providing that the fundamental polDepartment's attitude of the last 5 years icy of freedom under God and the funregarding Yugoslavia? First we were on damental principles upon which our
the side of Mikhailovitch and then on country is founded are carried out.
Tito's side, then Tito murdered five Naturally, each circumstance must be
Americans ' in cold blood and we were met with the particular weapons which
against Tito. And now we are handing may be available at that time.
It avails very little for us to say, "In
out millions of dollars to Tito. A man
would have to be a pretty smart circus Korea we waste thousands of lives beperformer to keep up with the State De- cause of a particular policy aad then in
partment and the Voice of America and another place we may offer some sort of
justify those policies throughout the a reward for the return of a particular
world. It is an impossible task for the individual," without offering some soluVoice of America to perform, and the tion ourselves as to what we would like
Voice of America is admitted by every- to see done. What would those who
body not what it should be; it is not criticize have done in Korea?
If I remember correctly, there has not
effective, and many contend that the
Voice of America today is useless, not been a thing that the President has done
because of the operation of Mr. Barrett that has met with more popular acclaim,
as a person but because of the incon- when he did it, than his declaring that
sistent, ineffectual, and dishonorable we would go into Korea. That certainly
policies set up by the State Department was a popular thing when he made that
which no human being, no matter decision. Where were they, then, when
whether he was a centipede or whether that decision was made?
As far as the release of Vogeler and
he had 15 different faces, could interpret
to the world honorably and justly. It is people of that kind by the payment of
humanly impossible for any voice to some sort of recompense is concerned,
interpret what the State Department we are all sorry that the payment had to
stands for throughout the world today. take place. But they did not have to
There can be no real Voice of America shed American blood to get him back. If
until there is a heart and brain for he could be gotten back in a simpler way,
America. A voice can be only as strong without embroiling people in armed conas its heart and brain. A voice cannot flicts throughout the world, that ought
be one thing and the heart and brain of to be done. So I think they ought to be
a nation another thing. Our task is to careful in. the things they hurl at the
formulate a real heart and brain for head of our Government today. It is a
America. The Voice of America we can time when he needs assistance, not disall be proud of will naturally follow. unity.
That is the task before us. To accomWith regard to the removal of the secplish less will be a miserable failure, and retary of State, I am sorry people have
the Voice of America soon will not even taken the position that it would be a
·
be a peep.
good idea to cut off funds to achieve his
We criticize America's voice. How - removal, because I do not think that is a
unfair. How can America have any constitutional method. The forthright
voice when our State Department per- method is to bring impeachm¢nt promits its visas to become mere scraps of ceedings against him. That is the way
paper? How can our Nation's voice in which Congress can do it operily and
urge others to resist when we have a forthrightly. The President has the auState Department that has no guts itself thority and responsibility to employ the
to resist? We have no voice because we Secretary of State. The constitutional
have no heart, guts, or brains in our authority of the Congress is impliedly
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limited to impeachment. cutting off salary funds in this bill would not accomplish the stated purpose of eliminating
the present Secretary of State because
there are ample emergency funds with
which the President could continue the
salary. Removal of the Secretary by
such a backhanded method, if it could
be done, which it cannot, would give comfort to our enemies by making possible
an impression that there is dangerous
disunity in our country. In certain ways ·
we are not unified. I certainly differ
greatly with Secretary Acheson. probably at least as much as anyone in this
Congress, but I believe in upholding constitutional government and I believe that
the drastic action proposed would do our
own country far more harm than can
be readily visualized. Whatever disunities may exist among us. there is certainly no disunity so basic as must be
implied in a movement of that sort.
In the battle for men's minds and
hearts the democracies have one most
potent ally-the spiritual nature of ·man.
It is this thing I want to talk about
chiefly in concluding my remarks.
The Communists know this. They
have used and are now using every
weapon at their command to convince,
the masses behind the iron curtain that
spiritual values are unimportant.
Radio Moscow on June 11, 1948, declared, "There is no place or job for God
in the universe."
Such is the Communfst philosophy.
It has been so from the beginning. Back
in 1903 Lenin said, "We must know how
to combat religion." I do not need to go
into details as to what the Communists
have done to combat religion, to try to
prove to their people that there is no
place in their universe for God, but I am
willing to wager that their campaign has
not been successful. There must be
hundreds of millions. certainly millions.
of people behind the iron curtain w~o
know that such a philosophy is false and
destructive of human welfare. There
are many there who hunger for religious
freedom and for the opportunity to worship God and live under and by spiritual
principles.
Potentially these millions are powerful allies for the democracies. To r~ach
them we must build a bridge over which
our spirits can meet. I believe that the
Voice of America is building that bridge.
Through its religious broadcasts it is establishing common bonds between these
spiritually hungry millions abroad and
our own people.
I have made a study of the Voice of
America's religious broadcasts and have
come to the conclusion that they are
doing a good job. It has been explained
to me that the policy behind these
broadcasts is threefold.
First. to feed these spiritually hungry
people through messages from religious
leaders and through special services ·on
religious holidays. ·
Second, to spread the doctrine of freedom of worship.
'. Third. to emphasize the fundamental
challenge of the world today. the issue cf ·
spirituality versus materialism.
\ There are many ways in which they ·
have carried out their efforts. For instance, the Voice has given full news
coverage to the pers~~u~ion of religious

leaders in the various satellite countries.
For example, the true story of the trial
of Cardinal Mindszenty has been· told
not only to the people of Hungary but
to the people of the world. Throughout
the period of the cardinal's arrest and
trial the story was given a major play
in all VOA broadcasts. These broadcasts were effective. Minister Chapin
cabled the VOA at the time:
Hungarians were brought to tears by the
progi·ams • • • listened on their knees,
praying fo" the cardinal. This is an indication of the accomplishment of our fundamental objective, namely to make them feel
they are not a.Ion~ and abandoned but are
still part of a spiritual community with the
west.

The fury of the Hungarian Communist
regime over the broadcasts was, in itself,
a tribute to the :.;>rograms. Through the
controlled press and radio the VOA was
bitterly attacked for making a martyr
of the cardinal.
The case of the Hungarian Lutheran
· .clergyman, Bishop Ordass, the arrest of
15 Protestant pastors in Bulgaria, the
persecution of Archbishop Beran in
Czechoslovakia, were given similar treatment.
The Voice does not, of course, confine
itself to this type .of broadcast. I understand that there are weekly programs,
both in English and foreign languages,
devoted to religious subjects. The various religious holidays and events of rellgious importance are given special attention. This spring, VOA invited representatives of the Catholic, Jewish, and
Protestant faiths to become members of
a religious advisory panel which meets
regularly with Edward Barrett, Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs.
to discuss and arrange programs.
Commenting on these programs an
article in Presbyterian Life, April 14,
1951, says:
The Voice of America has become the
champion of religious freedom in the ironcurtain countries.

The joy these programs bring to the
listeners is told in stacks of letters received from practically every country
penetrated by the Voice. A woman from ·
Berlin, for example. wrote:
Your Easter program was the best yet.
This was an uuforgettably festive hour for
me and my husband. This full measure of
love· and kir..dness brought tears to our eyes.
It is a great consolation to know that the
American people remember us.
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Mr. ROONEY. . Mr. Chairman, I
yield 2 minutes to the 'gentleman from
Arkansas [Mr. HAYS].
Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. Mr. Chairman, I would be glad if the debate were
to close upon the high moral note just
sounded by the gentleman from Florida
[Mr. BENNETT]. And l would nov take
even these few minutes except that
something that was satd in general debate requires a comment.
The gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr.
VAN PELT] did not have 'time to conclude
his remarks in criticism of Mr. Raymond
Swing, but since I know II.Ir. Swing, I
feel impelled to make this statement in
his defense. I am sure the Voice of
America should not be criticized for employing such a distinguished broadcaster. Mr. Swing's broadcasts during
the war were sponsored by the SoconyVacuum Co. He has received rec.o gnition in such periodicals as Reader's Digest, and the Saturday Evening Post, and
as an acknowledgement of his great
service to our country, honorary degrees
from Harvard University, Oberlin, Lafayette, Williams, Muhlenberg, Olivet,
and other colleges. These institutions
certainly would not honor one whose loyalty could be questioned.
Whether one agreed with Mr. Swing
or not with reference to his hopes for
disarmament, one must recognize that
he has vigorously opposed any disarmament by our country until the dangers
that are here have vanished.
The article by Mr. William Henry
Chamberlain, I believe. which criticizes
Mr. Swing, was based upon an article
which Mr. Swing wrote in 1945. It was
based upon the possibility of a general
disarmament. And since ·that time. of
course, it is apparent that Russia is determined to continue a policy of aggression. There is no question in my mind
about Mr. Swing's loyalty and his patriotism nor the soundness of his view
that disarmament cannot take place as
long as Russia's present policies prevail.
He has repeatedly made clear his conviction that the United States must not
disarm under these conditions. .
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield
back the balance of my time and ask
that the Clerk read.
The CHAffiMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read down to and including
line 6 on page l.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman. I move
that the Committee do now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the Committee rose; and
the Speaker pro tempore <Mr. PRIEST)
having .assumed the chair, Mr. COOPER,
Chairman of the Committee of the Whole
House on the State of the Union, reported that that Committee, having had
under consideration the bill m. R. 4740)
making appropriations for the Departments of. State. Justice, Commerce. and
the Judiciary, for the fiscal year ending
Ju:Q.e 30, 1952; and for 'other purposes,
had come to no resolution thereon.

This is the spiritual bridge the VOA
is building. In my opinion, it is a bridge
we should expand and strengthen to the
limit of our resources.
So, in conclusion I think, instead of
trying to snipe at the program we have
before us, we ought to be doing everytbing we can by appearing before the
committees and coming down here in
the well of the House and conferring
with the Secretary of State am! in every
other way doing what we can to
strengthen the ·program, and not de- .
stroying it and our country as well.
:Where the Department needs our as- TWO HUNDRED A.ND FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE · FOUNDING OF ·
sistance, I think we should give it every
DETROIT
bit of assistance we can; and we can do
it by strengthening the Voice of America
Mr. RABAUT. Mr. Speaker, today
and the State Department at the same marks the beginning of the two hundred
and fiftieth anniversary celebrati_on ct,
....time.
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the founding of Detroit. In observation
Mr. TABER to revise and extend his reof that everit, I ask leave to have printed marks made in Committee and include
in the Appendix of the RECORD an article three letters from the State Department,
entitled "Miracle in Michigan" which ap- and a memorandum and certain newspeared in the February issue of Town paper clippings.
Mr. McCORMACK and to include a letter.
and Country magazine. It is written
Mr. WIGGLESWORTH to revise and exby one of the country's ablest writers,
Mr. John C. Manning, editor of the tend his remarks made in Committee
and include tables.
Detroit Times.
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there . Mr. RooNEY to revise and extend his
objection to the request of the gentle- remarks made in Committee and include
extraneous matter.
man from Michigan?
Mr. JOHNSON (at the request of Mr.
There was no objection.
STEFAN) and to include a letter.
ONE WORLD-ONE FLAG
Mr. PHILLIPS <at the request of Mr.
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. STEFAN).
Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to adMr. SCUDDER (at the request of Mr.
dress the House for 1 minute and to re- MARTIN of Massachusetts) and to include
vise and extend my remarks.
a newspaper article.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
Mrs. BOLTON and to include an ediobjection to the request of the gentleman torial.
from Wisconsin?
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin in two inThere was no objection.
stances and to include extraneous matMr. ter.
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin.
Speaker, I am sure that a great majority
Mr. ROONEY to revise and extend the
of the American people were astonished various remarks he made in Committee
this morning when one of the local pa- of the Whole today and to include extrapers carried the news that General Eisen- neous matter. ·
Mr. ZABLOCKI and to include extranehower is advocating one army in Europe
under his command, with one fiag and ous matter.
Mrs. BosONE.
one kind of uniform for all the North
Mr. GRANGER and to include a broadAtlantic Treaty Organization troops. I
am wondering by what authority Gen- cast by Charles Collingwood.
eral Eisenhower assumes unto himself
SENATE BILLS REFERRED
the right to make any such q-ecommendaBills
of the Senate of the following
tion. Has it the approval of the Presititles were taken frC'm the Speaker's
dent of the United States?
~
Here again we see a rather subtle effort table and, under the rule, referred as
being made toward one world, one gov- follows:
S. 76. An act for the relief of Herbert H.
ernment, all over again.
Mr. Speaker, I am satisfied that if the Heller; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
S. C3. An act for the relief of First Lt.
press report is true, and is not denied by James
E. Wilcox; to the Committee on the
General Eisenhower, he has definitely Judiciary.
taken himself out as a Presidential canS. 100. An act to record the lawful admisdidate.
sion for permanent residence of certain
Mr. Speaker, the American soldier · aliens; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
S. 121. An act for the relief of Tryntje
fights for one flag only, and that is the
Bierema; to the Committee on the ·JudiStars and Stripes of the United States ciary.
of America. The recommendations by
S. 269. An act for the relief of Nicholas
General Eisenhower, if true, is a dis- Papaeconomou; to the Committee on the
service to our great country.
Judiciary.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS.

By unanimous consent, permission to
extend remarks in the Appendix of the
RECORD, or to revise and extend remarks,
was granted to:
Mr. WILSON of Texas and to include an
editorial from the Dallas Times-Herald;
Mr. CELLER in two instances.
Mr. ,GossETT.
Mr. HALE and to include an article on
the Defense of the Dollar.
Mr. Woon of Idaho and to include an
article.
Mrs. RoGERS of Massachusetts and to
include an article by David Lawrence
mourning the death of Admiral Sherman.
Mr. DONDERO.
Mr. BURDICK and to include a table on
the falling of farm prices.
Mr. GOLDEN and to include an article.
Mr. BEAMER and to include a news
letter.
Mr. JENISON.
Mr. LARCADE in two instances and to
include extraneous matter.
Mr. SMITH of Mississippi in three instances and to include extraneous matter.

S. 302. An act to amend section 32 (a) (2)
of the Trading With the Enemy Act; to the
Committee on Interstate and l!'oreign Commerce.
S. 426. An act for . the relief of Teruko
Okuaki; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
S. 462. An act for the relief of Rosita
Anita Navarro and Ramona Alicia Navarro;
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
S. 509. An act to amend the Migratory Bird
Hunting Stamp Act of March 16, 1934 ( 48
Stat. 451; U. S. C. 718d), as amended; to
the Committee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries.
S. 537. An act to further amend the Communications Act of 1934; to the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
S. 810. An act for the relief of Howard I.
Smith; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
S. 880. An act for the relief of Ann Lamplugh; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
S. 950. An act to amend the act authorizing the segregation and expenditure of
trust funds held in joint ownership by the
Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes of the Wind
River Reservation for the purpose of extending the time in which payments are to
be made to members of such tribes uneter
such act, and for other purposes; to the
Committee on Interior and Insular AJfairs.
S. 1028. An act for the relief of Mrs. Lou
Wong Shong Ngon; to. the Committee on the
Judiciary.

S. 1133. An act for the relief of Sophie
Strauss; to the Committee on the Judici_ary.
S. 1146. An act to establish a temporary
National Commission on Intergovernmental Relations; to the Committee on Expenditures in the Executive Departments.
S. 1160. An act to create a commission to
make a study of the administration of overseas activities of the Government, and to
make recommendations to Congress with
respect thereto; to the Committee on Expenditures in the Executive Departments.
S. 1279. An act for the relief of Davis Min
Lee; to the Commit tee on- the Judiciary.
S. 1345. An act to amend acts relating to
fees payable to the clerk of the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia,
and for other purposes; to the Committee
on the District of Columbia.
S. 1349. An act to establish a Department
of Food Services in the public schools of the
District of Columbia, and for other purposes; to the Committee on the District of
Columbia.
S. 1365. An act to assist Federal prisoners
1n their rehabilitation; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
S. 1390. An act to amend sections 1505
and 3486 of title 18 of the United States
Code relating to congressional investigations; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
S. 1403. An act to authorize and direct
the Secretary of Agriculture to transfer to
the Department of the Navy certain property
at Shumaker, Arkansas; to the Committee on
Agriculture.
S. 1474. An act for the relief of E. C.
Browder and Charles Keylon; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
S. 1562. An act for the relief of Harvey
Marden; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
S. 1704. An act to amend section 9 of the
Shipping Act, 1916, relating to transfer of
vessels documented under the laws of the
United States to foreign citizens, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly <at 4 o'clock and 25 minutes p. m.>
the House adjourned until tomorrow,
Wednesday, July 25, 1951, at 12 o'clock
noon.
EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, ETC.

Under clause 2 of rule XXIV, executive
communications were taken from the
Speaker's table and referred as follows:
630. A letter from the Attorney General,
transmitting a copy of an order of the Acting
Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization, dated November 16, 1950, authorizing the temporary admission into . the
United States of Displaced Persons, pursuant
to section 6 (b) of the act of October 16,
1918, as amended by section 22 of the Internal Security Act of 1950; to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
631. A letter from the Attorney General,
transmitting ·a copy of an order of the Acting Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization, dated October 20, 1950, authorizing the temporary admission into the United
States, for shore leave purposes only, of
alien seamen, pursuant to section 6 (b) of
the act of October 16, 1918, as amended by
section 22 of the Internal Security Act of
1950; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
632. A letter from the Attorney General,
transmitting a copy of an order of. the Acting
Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization, dated October 20, 1950, authorizing
the temporary admission into the United
States, for shore leave purposes only, of alien
seamen, pursuant to section 6 (b) of the
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22 of the Internal Security Act of 1950; to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
·
• 633. A letter from the Attorney General,
transmitting a letter relative to the case of
Horatio Nelson Verchilds, file No. A-5657849
CR 3i090, Bind requesting that it be withdrawn from those now before the Congress
and returned to the jurisdiction of the Department of Justice; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
634. A letter from the Attorney General,
transmitting copies of · orders, of the Com-:
missioner of Immigration and Naturalization suspending deportation as wen as a list
of the persons involved, pursuant to PUblie
Law 863, approved July 1, 1948, as amended;
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
635. A letter from the Attorney General,
transmitting copies of the orders of the
Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization granting the application for permanent residence filed by the subjects of such
orders, pursuant to section 4 of the Displaced
Persons Act of 1948, as amended; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
636. A letter from the Acting Secretary of
the Interior, transmitting a reconnaissance
report on the potential development of water
resources in the Territory of Alaska, pursuant
to a provision of the Interior Department
Appropriation Act, 1949 (H. Doc. No. 197); to
the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, and ordered to be printed with illustrations.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PUBLIC
BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 2 of rule XIII, reports of
committees were delivered to the Clerk
for printing and reference to the proper
calendar, as follows:
Mr. CANNON: Committee of conference.
H. R. 3880. A bill making appropriations for
the Executive Office and sundry independent executive bureaus, boards, commissions,
corporations, agencies, and offices, for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1952, and for other
purposes (-Rept. No. ?53). Ordered t'o be
printed.
Mr. KILLAY: Committee on Armed Services. H. R. 2821. A bill to enact certain provisions now included in the Defense Appropriation Act and the Civil FUnctions Appropriation Act, and for other purposes; with
amendment (Rept. No. 754). Referred to
the Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union.

PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 3 of rule XXII, public
bills and resolutions were introduced
and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. BROWN of Ohio:
H. R. 4924. A bill to amend the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Ac~ of
1949, as amended, to provide for the transfer to the Administrator of General Services
of functions relating to the acquisition and
assignment of passenger-carrying motor vehicles and to the control of office furniture
and equipment; to the Committee on Expenditures in the Executive Departments.
By Mr. HOWELL:
H. R. 4925. A bill to provide for cost-ofllving increases in the benefits payable under title II of the Social Security Act; to the
Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. LYLE:
.
H. R. 4926. A bill to amend the War Claims
Act of 1948, as amended, to make husbands
eligible for survivor benefits under sections
5 and 6, regardless of the status of dependency; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. SPENCE:
H. R. 4927. A bill to remove all restrictions
on the use of certain land which was con-

veyed to the city nf Newport, Ky., by the
United States; to the Committee on Armed
Services.
H. R. 4928. A bill to provide that the merest of the United States in certain real
property shall be conveyed to the city of
Newport, Ky.; to the Committee on Armed
Services.
By Mr. BATI'LE:
H. Res. 352. Resolution favoring certain
action against the Government of Czechoslovakia unless Associated Press reporter
William N. Oatis is released from custody;
to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 1 of rule XXII, private
bills and resolutions were introduced and
severally referred as follovva:
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<Legislative day of Tuesday. July 24,
1951)

The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian,
on the expiration of the recess.
Rev. John C. Millian, D. D., district
superintendent, Methodist
Church,
. Washington, D. C., offered the following
prayer:
Holy and eternal God, who dost grant
us as limited beings vision and power,
Thou who art powerful but kind, alldemanding but forgiving, most righteous
but redeeming, hear us this morning as
we bow in humble submission to Thy
divine will.
Open om; eyes and minds to sense the
spiritual power by which we are encompassed. May this awareness of the presence of a power greater than our own
make us stronger to meet the appalling
needs facing us, more courageous in pursuit of truth, more unselfish in our eff arts to secure freedom for all mankind, ·
and more Christ-like in our desire for
moral integrity and social justice.
Help us to be true to the trust placed
in us that ·together we may build. Thy
kingdom on the earth. This we ask in
Thy holy name. Amen.

By Mr. ADDONIZIO:
H. R. 4929. A bill for the relief of Michael
Bernard (Cervera); to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. AUOHINCLObS:
H. R. 1930. A bill for the relief of Charles
H. Craft; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. COUDERT:
H. R. 4931. A bill for the relief of Lewyt
Corp.; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. KILDAY:
H. R. 4932. A bill for the relief of Edward
J. Voltin and wife, Tecla Voltin, and daughters, Mrs. Paula J. Voltin Sansom, and Miss
Jacqueline Voltin; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
H. R. 4933. A bill for the relief of L. F.
Osterberg; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
THE JOU:~NAL
H. R. 4934. A bill for the relief of Mrs.
On request of Mr. McFARLAND, and by
c'a.r olyn H. King; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
unanimous consen~. the reading of the
H. R. 4935. A bill for the relief of Miss
Journal of the proceedings of Tuesday,
Carol King; to. the Committee on the JudiJuly 24, 1951, was dispensed with.
ciary.
MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
H. R. 4936. A bill for the relief of Dr. R. L.
Jacobs and wife, Claudia Jacobs; to the
Messages in writing from the PresiCommittee on the Judiciary.
dent of the United States submitting
• H. R. 4937. A bill for ne relief of Mrs.
nominations were communicated to the
Annie T. Haile and Mrs. Evelyn Peyton; to - Senate by Mr. Miller, one of !lis secrethe Committee on the Judiciary.
taries .
. By Mr. LESINSKI:
H. R. 4938. A bill for the relief of John
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
George Nicholaros alias John Nickols; to the
A
message
from the House of Re:::>reCommittee on the Judiciary.
sent~, tives, by . Mr. Maurer, one of its
H. R. 4939. A bill" for the relief of Pasquale
reading clerk, announced that the
(Charles) Bommarito; to the Committee on
House had passed without amendment
the Judiciary.
the bill <S. 36'1'> for the relief of Kay
By Mr McCARTHY:
Adel Snedeker.
H. R. 4940. A bill for the relief of Suzie
Ballard; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
The message returned to the Senate
By Mr. O'TOOLE:
in compliance with its request the f alH. R. 4941. A bill for the relief of Jose
lowing bills of the Senate:
Maria Dos Santos Grilo; to the Committee
S. 1146. An act to establish a temporary
on the Judiciary.
National Commission on Intergovernmental
By Mr. REES of Kansas:
Relations; and
H. R. 4942. A bill for the relief of Cornelis
S. 1166. An act to create a commission to
Wilhelmus Nieuwhof; to the Committee on
make a study of the administration of overthe Judiciary.
seas activities of the Government, and to
make recommendations to Congress with
PETITIONS, ETC.
respect thereto.

Under clawe 1 of rule XXII, petitions
and papers were laid on the Clerk's desk
and referred as follows:
359. By Mr. LESINSKI: Resolution Of the
Daughters of America of the State of Michigan adopted at the twenty-third State convention, calling upon Congress and the
President of the United States to outlaw the
Communist Party; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
'
360. Also, resolution of the Daughters of
America of the State of Michigan adopted
at the twenty-third State convention, urging
the revision of immigration and naturalization laws; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

The piessage also anounced that the
Speaker had afiixed his signature to the
following enrolled bills and joint resolution, and they were signed by the Vice
P:.-esident:
S. 259. An act to fix the resporu:ibilities of
the Disbursing Otficer a::i.d of the Auditor of
the District of Columbia, and for other
purposes;
S. 260. An act ' to make cancer and all
malignant neoplastic diseases reportable to
the Director of Public Health of the District of Columbia;
S. 261. An act to amend section 7 of an
act entitled "An act making appropriations
to provide for the expenses of the govern-

